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EDITORIAL

INTRODUCTION

A few weeks ago Sheila Kirk, Yvonne Cook, Laura
Caldwell, Nancy Cole and I were in Washington, DC
attempting to educate 14,000 psychiatrists. While there,

Helen Garfinkle, an officer in the DCEA of Virginia, invited

us to dinner, an offer we couldn’t refuse. As Helen and I

were happily chatting away over a plate of something-or-
other, she gaily informed me I was going to be speaking to

her group that night. Terror! I’m living proof that the brain

starts working the day you are born and stops working the

moment you stand up to speak in public.

“What do I talk about?”

“Anything you want.”

“Oh God, not the old ‘anything you want’ shtick!”

What I wanted to talk about was the most recent ‘Far

Side’ cartoon, butfor some reason talking about Peter Pan
smashing into a picture window didn’t seem appropriate.

Then Cindy, DCEA’s president, had placed a collection can
for the local AIDS foundation on the podium.

My mood went from a light-hearted panic, to sad-
ness. Yet, even though I felt sad, I felt proud. Here was
DCEA, a local social support group for CDs and TSs, doing
what it could to fight AIDS. I wished everyone would follow

DCEA’s example.

When I picked up the can, memories swept through
me. I thought of my friends from Provincetown, all those
people who owned the restaurants and guest houses who
worked so hard to make our people feel welcome in their

town ... gone! Doctor Paul Walker, founder of the Janus
Information Services, a man who dedicated his life to



helping our people ... gone! Lou Sullivan, a true hero
in the female-to-male community ... gone! Tiffany,

and Greg, and Brandy, people who loved us and
made us laugh ... gone!

There, in my hand, was proof that our people do
care, proof as profound as what I witnessed in Texas
at our Coming Together Convention. First, led by
Jheri Summers and Joan Bray, the convention’s host
organizations put out a fantastic effort for their fund-

raiser to benefit the Houston AIDS Foundation. Our
people supported their effort to the tune of $1 700+, a
sum which broke all existing records for convention
fund- raisers. Next, we as a community proudly

presented a Trinity Award to an extraordinary lady

with AIDS who had devoted the rest of her life to

building a better world in which others can live.

Finally, another participant with AIDS offered her

fortune to help keep people from going through the

same awful thing she is going through now.

“Our community does care,” I said as I held the

collection can up high and put money in it. “This is

how this terrible disease, this sickness that is killing

ourfriends, is going to be conquered. Here, with you,

at the grassroots level. I ask everyone here to put

money in the can, and keep putting money in until

AIDS is just an ugly memory.”

I ask all of you to put money in the can, and keep
putting money in until AIDS is beaten.

Thank you.
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Dealing With Fear

(Mary Lynne White works as an imatie consultant and

counselor for members of the gender community. She teaches

color coordination , makeup application, and comportment. In

addition , she works with individuals to help them create a better

sense ofbalance and self-acceptance ofboth their masculine and

tlieir feminine energies. If you have any questions or suggested

topics for discussion, contact her at 117 Wedqewood Drive,

Jacksonville NC 2S546, (919) 353-1972.)

In my last article, I discussed the

importance of listening to one’s intuition.

Growing up in a culture that values only the

analytical, intellectual approach to life, we
tend to ignore this seemingly quiet aspect of

ourselves. The intuitive voice of wisdom

often goes unheard as we give credence to

what the outside world and our ego tell us is

right. This sometimes results in feelings of

fear and anxiety. We are trying to do what we

think is expected of us so we will be accepted

and loved, while at the same time there’s this

nagging feeling in the pit of our stomach

saying, “Hey, this isn’t right! Don’t listen to

them. They don’t know what you need!” So

what do we do when that happens? Our

perceptions of fear and how we deal with it

and them determine whether we view life as

being exciting with opportunities to learn

more about ourselves, or as being unfair and

negative.

the quick fix found in alcohol, drugs, and other

activities. The happiness we pursue remains ever

elusive as people continue to look for it outside of

themselves. The whirling dervishes dance around

us, leaving us feeling unsure, insecure, and anxious.

Will we have a job and financial security five or ten

years from now? What about our health? Will our

relationships last? And, for those who choose to live

a different lifestyle through crossdressing or

bigenderism, what if our secrets become known?

How do we deal with these changes and unknowns?

Simple. We deal with ourselves first.

Dealini! with fear is an inside job! It may
not appear that we can change the circumstances of

our lives, yet we can. For those skeptics out there,

we can change our perception of any given situation

because we can change our thoughts. This is espe-

cially true when it comes to dealing with fear. The

following paragraphs discuss some helpful hints I

have found to deal more positively with fear.

We don’t have the same security that

people had ten and twenty years ago. Changes

in the ozone layer affect weather patterns and

agricultural production. Jobs in corporate

America no longer offer long-term security.

The family unit continues to deteriorate,

with increasingnumbersofpeople turningto

FEAR is False Evidence Appearin2 Real.

Just remember, the very thing we are afraid of

probably does not and will not exist. It isjust some

bogeyman hiding out in the dark caverns of our ego,

trying to keep us from doing that which will set us

free, that which will let us see how truly wonderful

we are. Most of us have two inner sets of voices or
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thoughts. Thoughts coming from the ego create the fear in our

minds. They come from the Drill Instructor or the Board of

Directors chattering away in our heads. You know the ones.

They always focus on the negative, making us feel judged and

discouraged. They try to immobilize us, keep us from doing

anything positive to change our lives. They keep us in a stale

of fearwhen we listen to them so we won’ t risk changing when

we are unhappy. Thoughts coming from our intuition or our

heart do not use fear-based tactics. They remind us that we

really are okay. They always provide a gentle wisdom

wheneverweask for guidance. They sweep away the illusions

of the ego and help us to hear the real truth about what’s best

for us.

Stay in the present moment. The next time you find

yourself worrying about something, ask yourself if you’re in

the present moment. Chances are, you won’t be. Fear is

always about the future. We don’t know what may happen to

us tomorrow, so why not enjoy today? Maybe your partner

doesn’t want to see you dressed. If he or she tolerates it, count

your blessings. It could be worse (and is, for many). Focus

on the positive. Be here, now!

Energy follows thought. Since our thoughts create

our reality, thinking negatively or worrying about something

makes it more likely to happen. That is why our subconscious

thoughts can sabotage us so much. Many of us have uncon-

scious beliefs about ourselves that we really are not good

enough or deserving enough to have a well-paying job we

love, or the relationship we have always wanted. That is why

working with positive affirmations is so effective. It helps us

to reprogram the software we have stored on the old computer

discs in our heads.

Have an attitude of gratitude. If you are fearful of

some loss in your life, be it money, relationship, employment,

etc., try this simple method for decreasing the fear. Each time

the fear thought crops up, remind yourself of all that you do

have right now, and say a mental Thank you! to the powers

that be for having it. This works wonders with relationships.

We are so programmed to think negatively, we forget that

there are other ways to view life. If your partner, friend, or

boss is giving you a hard time and seems to show a lack of

understanding and sensitivity to your position, think about

their strengths instead. What is it you admire and like about

these people? Be grateful for those issues. Focus less on the

negatives, and you will see a change over time, without having

to say anything about it at all. 'Fry it.

So, the choice is yours. The next time you feel fear,

or find yourself worrying about something, will you listen to

the voices ofdoom and gloom, or will you turn instead to your

intuitive voice. It’s the quiet one whispering to you that there

is nothing to worry about. You are perfect exactly as you are.

You no longerhave to prove your worth. Everything you truly

want, you can bring into your life if you are willing to focus

on it and believe you deserve it. This voice also brings peace

and relaxation to the body. Which will it be for you?

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY

Would you like an artistic portrait of yourself

that captures the person who lives inside?

Mariette Pathy Allen
author of

Transformations:
Crossdressers and Those Who Love Them’
(Photographs and interviews with crossdressers

& transgenderists and their partners, children,

& friends, E.P. Dutton, Inc., NYC.)

(Available through IFGE.)

Tapestry cover photographer 4 IFGE 1991 Trinity Award Recipient
Friend & chronicler of the Gender Community since 1977,

is available to do your portrait in a private studio or on location.

Selected photographs of the community available for sale.

Call: (212) 316-2504
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by Sheila Kirk, MD

(Dr. Sheila Kirk is Board Certified in Obstetrics and Gynecol-

ogy and is a member of the Harry Benjamin International Gender

Dysphoria Association. She is the author ofHormones . an educa-

tional resources publication published by IFGE. She is currently

working with IFGE as a medical consultant to the crossdressing/

transsexual community, andas a liaison between that community and

the medical community. If you have any questions or suggested

topicsfor discussion, write her c/olFGE, PO Box367, Wayland MA
01778.)

Time For Your Medicine

This month’s column is about the

prostate gland (please note that it is spelled

PROSTATE, not prostrate). All genetic

males have a prostate. We don’t all have

problems with it, but the potential for

difficulty is ever present for all of us.

ANATOMY

The prostate rests at thre base of the

urinary bladder. When the male is stand-

ing upright, it is just below the bladder and

is transpierced by the urethra, the tube for

passing urine from the bladder through the

penis. Because the urethra goes through

the prostate, if the prostate swells from

infection, tumor, or benign growth, it be-

comes restricted and interferes with the act

of urination. The prostate gland is divided

into a number of smaller glands which

communicate with the urethra in a number

of places, mostly in its posterior or back

wall, thereby putting prostatic secretions

into the sperm ejaculate in sexual inter-

course along with the material coming

from the other accessory sex organs, pre-

dominantly the seminal vesicles. Prostatic

secretion is found almost continuously as a part of the

urine as well. Hence the prostate’s only function really

is to contribute to the sexual ejaculate. The gland is

dependent on testosterone for its growth and mainte-

nance. Without male hormone influence it would

shrink and cease to function. That is why castration

with a loss of testosterone causes it to shrink. Estrogen

taken by the male also lowers testosterone levels in the

blood stream, causing the prostate to have a smaller

size and decreased glandular function.

INFECTIONS OF THE PROSTATE

One of the most common disorders of the

prostate is inflammation and infection. These disease

processes may be acute - sudden onset and short

duration, or chronic - lingering and long lasting.

Acute

Infections can come to the prostate by way of

the lymphatic system or by the blood vessels, the

arteries and veins. Usually the infection borne by

these routes has its origin in another part of the body.

Infection also comes to the prostate by way of the

urethra, ascending from the penile portion to that

which runs through the prostate gland. These are
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generally more common. In the past, gonorrhea was the most

common infection encountered. Today, non-specific infec-

tions due to a wide variety of organisms are often responsible.

However, there is a sexually transmitted bacterium called

chlamydia trachomatous, which is very often the cause.

Streptococci, staphylococci and bacteria from the bowel,

notably E. coli, are often found as well. Congestion of the

prostate due to alcoholism, abnormal or excessive sexual

practice, perineal trauma (saddle area) such as experienced in

horseback or bicycle riding, can create a setting very condu-

cive to infection in this gland.

In general, complaints leading to a diagnosis may be

multiple and quite generalized depending on the origin, the

mode of transmission, and the type of bacteria involved.

Hence, an individual could present with fever, chills, nausea,

vomiting and generalized body pain with few to no genitouri-

nary complaints. On the other hand, there may be pain

localized to the groin or the anal area or noted in the low back

or genital area along with painful urination, frequency and

urgency, dribbling and lack of control. There also may be

blood in the urine at times. Libido is lost and sexual activity

is quite painful. Complete urinary retention (obstruction to

urine flow from the bladder) can take place. Treatment of

acute prostatitis is dependent on an accurate medical history,

physical exam and the recovery of prostatic urethral discharge

to provide bacteriologic evaluation of the offending organ-

isms. In this day and age with antibiotic therapy as effective

as it is, and with rapid diagnostic procedures available,

complete cure is all but guaranteed, and the complications

noted in past years, i.e. abscesses and development of chronic

prostatic infection in the surrounding structures and tissues is

quite uncommon.

Chronic prostatitis

The most common chronic infection in the male over

50 years of age is probably that found in the prostate. It can

develop after a series of acute episodes through one’s lifetime

added to by the congestion that comes with the causes

mentioned above, i.e. alcohol, sexual practices of various

kinds, etc., but some medical writers believe it is associated

with chronic infection elsewhere in the body. Strangely, one

of the common sources of infection in this gland tends to be

that associated with dental caries and chronically infected

tonsils. Often, however, the chronic inflammatory process is

non-specific, i.e. no bacteria are found in bacteriologic cul-

tures. Conversely, chronic prostatic infections can be the

primary focus and origin for infection elsewhere, in the heart

valves, in the eyes, or in the joints causing chronic arthritis.

A variety of complaints can lead to eventual diagnosis of

chronic prostatitis - persistent penile discharge, various com -

plaints ranging from pain, local or generalized, to inconti-

nence and bloody urine.

Sexual dysfunction and infertility are often associ-

ated conditions. Once again, a medical history, a complete

urinalysis, a careful rectal examination to massage the pros-

tate and to thereby gain information about the gland ’s size and

sensitivity as well as to obtain prostatic secretions for study

— all these lead to a diagnosis which will then allow a regimen

of treatment. Occasionally, cystoscopy is needed, but once all

information is collected, a medical and sometimes surgical

regimen can then be put into motion. Unusual infections can

also take place in the prostate, for example those associated

with tuberculosis, syphilis, parasite infestations, yeast infec-

tion and very uncommon infect ions due to actinomycoses and

similar organisms.

NEW GROWTH IN THE PROSTATE

Benign Hyperplasia

In short, this means a change in the basic composi-

tion of the gland to produce nodularity and increased firmness

or exaggerated increase in size producing sponginess and

bulkiness. Both may exist at one time in different places of

the gland. The overall effect is urethral compression, thereby

diminishing and limiting the urinary stream, plus a host of

other problems leading to retention of urine in the bladder.

This in turn, leads to eventual chronic bladder infection and

possibly ascending infection to the kidneys. Incompetence of

the bladder sphincter can take place leading to dribbling and

incontinence. All these can progress to kidney incompetence,

kidney failure, and even hypertension.

The latter is an extreme progression, but certainly very

possible. This condition, benign prostatic hypertrophy, is

very com mon and a great nuisance problem to the aging male.

Many theories have been offered in the medical literature for

the disorder. Chief among these is the theory that a sex

hormone imbalance is the main etiologic cause. A number of

different thoughts exist in medical writing citing decreases in

testosterone with increases in estrogen. These produce

changes in the target organ (prostate), a response abetted by

environmental circulatory or genetic disturbances. Just how

this disturbed ratio may be responsible is not understood. One

of the puzzles about the theory of endocrine causation of

benign prostatic hypertrophy is that with estrogen levels

increasing in the male with aging, as some studies demon-

strate, why then is there not protection to the non-transgendered

male against this kind of problem. An additional question

could be asked - why do those of us who use estrogen for

feminization have such shrunken small prostates as noted at

the time ofSRS and often report notable changes for the better

in bladder function in general and in the urinary stream in

particular. I have no answer for this, nor do the real experts

and researchers in prostate function and disease, but

nonetheless, it is true. Whatever the cause of this

common and often debilitating disorder in the aging

male, it is a very real concern as we grow older.

Malignancy

Carcinoma, or cancer of the prostate, is a fear and

potential lor all biologic (continued on page 15)
males. This malignancy is



Legal Briefs

by Naomi Owen, JD

Either - Or

(NaomiOwen is aprominent midwest attorney, amember ofthe
IFGEBoardofDirectors, and Chairperson ofit's Legal andBy-Laws
Committee. Naomi is also a crossdresser. A lthough she has extensive

experience in dealing with gender issues, she is not in private

practice and is not available to representpersons in private matters.

You can write to Naomi directly at: Naomi Owen, Attorney at Law,

PO Box 342, Chicago IL 60690. As always, the views expressed in

this column are the author's and are not necessarily those ofIFGE.)

I have waited for a year, and to the third

edition of“Legal Briefs” to discuss the MOST
important issue, legal or otherwise, facing

crossdressers. It is the issue that is most

likely to be raised during any discussion

between crossdressers and non-crossdressers.

It is the issue that is almost always raised by

studio audiences during television interview

programs. It is the issue that is almost always

raisedduring call-in type interviews. It isthe

one issue most likely to be asked about at

college class sessions, and, it is the issue that

has caused a disproportionate amount of

controversy at most of our conventions and

meetings, It is the bathroom issue.

The American public has a peculiar

fascination about crossdressers using rest

rooms. Although many members of the

public can tolerate crossdressing in public,

most still have difficulty in accepting male

crossdressers in the ladies’ room. For some
reason, the public believes that the ladies’

room is off limits to crossdressers. Appar-

ently the American public has been condi-

tioned to assume that crossdressers are goi ng

to use a ladies’ room for some kind of illicit

behavior. At the very least, they believe that

a male crossdresser is invading the sanctuary

and privacy of females when using a ladies’ room.

Some crossdressers also have a peculiar

fascination with ladies’ rooms. They believe that

simply because they are dressed in women’sapparel

that they have a right to use the ladies’ room. For

some, using the ladies’ room is tantamount to a self-

serving proclamation of “passage” and therefore an

entitlement to go anywhere a real woman can go.

They are insensitive to the thoughts and feelings of

females using the ladies’ room. They sometimes

even forget why they needed to go there in the first

place.

Over the past twelve years I have been a

guest at numerous college classes, professional

meetings, law enforcement seminars, television and

radio talk shows, and other meetings. At virtually

every one of those appearances I, or others with me,

have been asked, “What bathroom do you use?” It

is obvious that the bathroom issue is paramount in

the public’s mind.

As a lawyer, the bathroom question is often

referred to me for a legal response. I have to be

honest and tell you that I am never really comfort-

able in responding to the question. No matter what

I say, I know that there will be some people who will

either disagree with me or will find my response

inadequate. So, what I try to do is to politely and
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diplomatically sensitize the person asking the question to the

issues faced by the crossdresser when he or she finds him - or

herself in need of a washroom. In order to deliberately shift

the focus of the question to the issues, I usually start my
response with the following true story.

Several years ago I received a phone call from a

member of my group who told me that he had been arrested

while crossdressed in a public washroom in a large suburban

shopping center. I asked him what the charge was and he told

me that it was disorderly conduct. I then asked him what he

was doing in the washroom. He said he was relieving himself.

Jokingly, I then suggested that he should have closed the door

to the stall. He answered, “You don’t understand. I was

arrested while in the men’s room.” After a long pause, I asked

him why he was in the men’s room. He answered, “Well, I’m

a man, aren’t I?” I said, “Yes, I know that, and you know that,

but just by looking at you, others wouldn’t know that. By going

into a men’s room while fully dressed as a woman, you will

certainly attract attention. You didn’t need to take that risk,

especially in a big shopping mall. Ifyou had used the women ’s

room, you probably would have gone undetected.” When the

judge heard the facts in the case, he leaned back, scratched his

head, and said, “I wouldn’t touch this case with a ten-loot pole.

Case dismissed!”

After hearing this story, most people begin to focus

on the real issue. I then follow up by asking, “If you were

crossdressed and needed to use the washroom, which one

would you use?” Some say the Men’s, some say the Women’s,

but most respond by acknowledging the crossdresser’s di-

lemma.

My canned answer continues, “Crossdressers are

faced with a difficult practical problem when they need to use

a washroom. Crossdressers are no different from others. We,

too, must answer calls of nature, and need to use the washroom

.

Sometimes these calls can be at inappropriate times. On these

occasions, my best advice to a crossdresser is to seek a

washroom where he/she wouldn’t be invading someone else’s

privacy. For example, by using a single person washroom as

you would find in a filling station or a small restaurant. But,

single person washrooms are not always available. In this

situation, I suggest that the crossdresser use the ladies’ room,

go into the stall, close the door, and do your business. After

you are finished, leave as quickly as possible. Do not stay

around and visit with others in the washroom, as your presence

may be misinterpreted. In short, go in, do what you came to

do, and get out.”

Some people will accept this answer. Others will not,

and will follow up their first question with another. “Aren’t

there laws against a male using a ladies’ room, or a female

using a men’s room?” My answer is that, generally speaking,

there are no laws that prohibit a male from using a ladies’ room,

or vice versa. Yes, there are bathroom laws in some commu-

nities, but they are few and far between, and probably unen-

forceable. In my experience, I have not been able to locate any

major community with a law that simply prohibits males in

ladies’ rooms. (If you know of such a law, please send me a

copy of the ordinance, with its legal citation, not your

anecdotal and probably incomplete story.)

Crossdressers have told me that they or someone

they know was arrested while using a ladies’ room. They try

to convince me they were arrested because they were

crossdressed. When I start probing for the full story, I always

discover that there are additional facts which have been

omitted. In my experience, on the extremely rare occasions

that a crossdresser was arrested in a ladies’ room, they are

never charged with “being crossdressed in a ladies’ room.”

They are charged with disorderly conduct or indecent expo-

sure.

Disorderly conduct can be difficult to prove. What

is disorderly conduct? Years ago, ajudge here in the midwest

threw out a flock of disorderly conduct charges, some of

which involved crossdressing, because they were too vague!

He found that the statute did not define disorderly conduct,

nor had the city council expressed its legislative intent as to

what conduct it considered disorderly. Because it was

unclear as to what was disorderly, he held the ordinance to be

unenforceable. He further held that leaving it to the discretion

of the arresting officer was improper as the officer needed

guidance from the statute. It is my contention, therefore, that

being disorderly does NOT include going into the ladies’

room, shutting the door to the stall, doing your business, and

getting out. After all, that’s what anyone would do in a

washroom . You may want to wash your hands before leaving,

but please, don’t visit with others. If you do, you may open

the situation up to who said what, and possibly a disorderly

conduct charge. (Some crossdressers will only go to a ladies’

room in the company of a female friend or spouse who will

act as a shield to politely fend off any friendly or inquisitive

persons who might also be there.)

Indecent exposure is a far more serious allegation,

and usually involves the exposure to others ofsome part of the

male anatomy. Therefore I urge you to go into the stall and

shut the door before disrobing. Do not use the open area of

the washroom to dress, undress, or change apparel. Be

discreet!

At crossdressing functions the bathroom issue is

always discussed with hotel management so that arrange-

ments can be made to protect the privacy of all guests,

including the crossdressers. Thus we see “Out of order,”

“Under Construction,” or “Closed for Remodeling” signs on

the washroom doors. The crossdresser, of course, knows this

is the signal that the bathroom has been reserved for his/her

use. Please observe these arrangements. They are practical

answers to a practical problem.

Perhaps the bathroom issue is one that more appro-

priately belongs in the domain of the psychiatrist, psycholo-

gist, or sociologist rather than the lawyer. In many cultures,

sex or gender in a public bath- . , 7C ,b
. \ ,

(continued on page 15)
room is irrelevant. I remember



by Roger Peo, PhD

Definitions (#58)

(Roger Peo is a Board Certified sexologist andpresident

ofAndrogyny Unlimited. He is also a member ofthelFGEBoard

ofDirectors, and Chairman of the 1FGE Publications Commit-

tee. He is also a member of the Tri-Ess professinal staff. Ifyou

have any questions or suggested topics for discussion, you may

write him do IFGE, P O Box 367, Wayland MA 01778.)

Words — they soothe, they excite. Too

often they also cause anger and misunder-

standing. While it would seem that a word is

simply a word, all of us have personal interpre-

tations for nearly every word. The more

shared experiences we have with someone, the

less chance there is for misinterpretation.

People who have been married for a long time

can often communicate a complex idea with a

single word or phrase. Yet in everyday con-

versations there is always a chance that words

we use will not carry the message we intend.

Since we use words to convey ideas to

another person it is important to realize how
easy it is to be misunderstood. We all think we
know what is meant by terms such as

transsexualism, cross-dressing, transvestism,

and transgenderist. However, I suspect that if

you were to talk to some of your friends you

would find that you disagree on the exact

meaning of such words.

While such differences can cause heated

arguments, they do not have seeds of disaster

included in them. However for the profes-

sional precision is critical. This means defin-

ing behaviors and emotions clearly. These

standardized definitions are included in a

professional publication called The Diagnos-

tic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders

published by the American Psychiatric Associa-

tion. This menacing tome with its mysterious and

impenetrable wording seems more like a sorcerer’s

book of spells than a book whose purpose is to help.

Perhaps the words “mental disorders” in the

title create the fear and anger. There have been

many discussions in the transgender community

that argue for the elimination ofdefinitionssuchas

transsexualism and transvestism from this manual.

Many persons who are either transvestites or trans-

sexuals are not troubled by these feelings. It is seen

as degrading to keep these definitions in the manual

because they seem to stigmatize the typical tra-

nsgendered person.

The DSM definitions are not absolute or

perfect, neither do they apply to people in non-

clinical settings. They are supposed to provide a

frame of reference. This does not take away any

freedom the professional has to adapt therapy to a

specific person and their particular situation.

Words are always open to interpretation.

The definition and usage of any given word can

change over time -- just look at any dictionary.

Definitions and the actions resulting from them

always have the potential for abuse, either through

misunderstanding or deliberate malice.
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Imperfect as they are manuals, standards and dictio-

naries are the way human beings try to bring some order and

consistency to the way we use words. Without such stan-

dardized meanings we would have an even more difficult time

understanding each other.

*A*A*A3|cA>|(A*

POLITICAL ACTION
COMMITTEES (#59)

Political Action Committees - we have all heard of

them, usually in connection with lobbying Congress for some

special interest group. Closer to home, the gay and lesbian

community used this concept to begin the slow process of

changing the public’s attitude toward them. This movement

is now emerging in a part of the transgender community.

While at the 1991 IFGE Convention in Denver, I had

several opportunities to talk with Cynthia Howard of the

Gender Alternatives League. Her goal is to remove the stigma

from gender-associated behaviors that do not fit the cultural

norm. While her current focus is on the removal of trans-

gender behaviors from the DSM categories, I suspect that her

goals are much broader.

I also had the opportunity to talk with many other

members of the transgender community in a variety of

settings. The resulting view, for me, is that the community is

growing and changing. Not only have some differences

within the community been resolved, there is also some

evidence that we are becoming more active in educating the

community about transgender behaviors.

There has been a rapid growth in both the number and

strength of organizations that support the people of the

community. In some ways this change parallels the changes

that took place in the gay and lesbian community some 15

years ago. Are you on the same track? In many ways the

similarities between the transgender and gay communities are

quite striking, especially so when one focuses on the cross-

dresser. Neither are visible unless they choose to reveal

themselves. Whilesome would say that you can identify a gay

person by their looks, that is not true. Further, both the gay and

the cross-dresser (had) have a lot to lose by “going public.” In

fact, despite progress, this is still true for the gay. Just witness

the phenomenon called “outing” where someone who is in the

closet is identified as gay by someone who is out of the closet.

While public acceptance of gays and lesbians has improved,

there are still many bigots and “gay bashers” left.

The question is whether the gains to be made by

becoming more visible outweigh the very real potential for

loss. I suspect the jury is still out for the gay community.

However, the transgender community has benefitted from the

gay community’s efforts to gain public acceptance. I suspect

the time is soon coming when we will sec some movement in

the transgender community to build on this foundation.

However, before you move in that direction, it is

necessary to carefully formulate just what it is that you want

the public to accept. What the gays asked for was simply

respect and tolerance. They did not want to display their

behavior. Will such be possible for the transgender commu-
nity, especially if one aspect of the desired acceptance is

public consent to cross-dressed males?

jJcAiJcAjJcAjJcAjJcA:!!

LANGUAGE (#60)

We often are unaware of the significance of the tools

we use every day. For example, we take the telephone for

granted and yet, less than 60 years ago, it was a plaything for

the rich. The most significant tool we have — language — is

so ingrained in our daily lives that we are oblivious to its

impact. This dependency is made visible when we travel to

a foreign country where we do not speak the language. How
helpless we feel. How uncomfortable.

At the recent IFGE Convention, one of the luncheon

speakers was a woman who had some unique credentials.

Among them, she was fluent in three very different languages

- English, Spanish and Navaho. Her presentation was

structured to show how the use of English shapes the way we
think. Her theory is that English is a very polar language (and

1 don’t mean cold!). English docs not support a middle

ground. There is hot or cold, white or black, dark or light, true

or false, war or peace, gay or straight, etc. One of the key

polarities is male or female.

What this language structure does to our perception of

the world is striking. Because we do not have many words to

describe being “in between” we do not tolerate ambiguity very

well. T his can make us ill at ease when people do not fit into

one of the language’s pre-defined boxes.

I suggest that this discomfort is not a conscious

reaction. Language is learned very early and quickly becomes

automatic. Only the linguist really studies language and few

of them study its influence on our thoughts and behavior. As

we all have experienced, the right (or wrong) words can easily

move us to sadness, peace or violence. In our everyday lives

language moves and shapes us.

Nowhere is this inadequacy of our language more

visible than in the area of human sexuality. It is even more

obvious in the transgendered community. There are transves-

tites or transsexuals. While the term transgenderist describes

people who live in the other gender role without genital

surgery, it does not lit many persons who struggle with their

gender identity.

The problems such language weakness creates for the

transgendered person are uncountable. Because we

(subconsciously) insist on polar categories, the person “in the

(continued on page 15)
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by Linda DeFruscio, RE, REI

Oh No! What Can
The Matter Be?

(Linda DeFruscio is a registered Electrologist and a Regis-

teredElectrology Instru ctor curren tly teaching at the Eleanor

Roberts School ofElectrology in Boston, MA. She is the owner

ofA &A ElectrolysisAssociates, located in Newtonville, MA.)

Recently I received a phone call

from a man in the midwest, let’s call him

John. He had read an article of mine in

which I described how electrolysis should

feel. In it I had said that the client shouldn’t

feel the hair being pulled out. On occasion

you may feel the tuft of the hair as it comes

out of the follicle, but that is rare. The man

complained of ingrown hairs, bumps, and

pimples (acne vulgaris). He said that his

electrologist was pulling out each hair. I

pointed out two basic problems: he could

pluck his own hair at home at no cost, and

plucking was only temporary, his beard

would sooner or later grow back. I sug-

gested to this man that he either stop seeing

this practitioner or explain to her that each

hair needs to be killed at the root by the

proper insertion of an electrolysis needle

and the application of sufficient current.

He wanted to continue with this

electrologist, let’s call her Jane, because he

felt comfortable with her. She understood

his needs and situation. He decided to tell

her about our conversation, and explain to

Jane what he had learned from me. A week

later I got a call from Jane. She said she had

made a big mistake and felt terrible about

John. She said his hair was thick, coarse, and white,

the hardest to remove. She had wanted to make it

easier to get John’s beard hair to the stage where it

could be permanently removed by plucking. She

thought that by plucking all the hairs she could

stimulate them into the growing, or anagen stage.

This was totally wrong. Plucking or waxing only

stimulates hair growth to promote more cell growth.

This could lead to distorted hairs, imbedded hair root

(papilla), or ingrown hair (pili incarnatio), further

delaying the completion of the process.

I asked Jane if she had had any training in

electrolysis. She said she had not. (The require-

ments for board certification vary greatly from state

to state.) She said she had been plucking the hairs in

order to promote finer hair growth, making her job

easier and less painful for John. I pointed out that it

doesn’t work this way. She agreed and said that John

had nothing but severe ingrown hairs, inflammation

(dermatitis), and irritation due to some root tips

being left in the follicle after plucking. I spent a long

time on the phone convincing Jane that plucking was

As I explained to Jane, there are three stages

of hair growth: anagen, catagen, and telogen. The

anagen stage is the growth stage of the hair. It is the

longest stage, and can last from a few months to a

a no no.
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years. The hair germ begins to grow downward and surrounds

the root, or dermal papilla. The hair follicle grows to its

maximum depth. When cell growth, or mitosis, ceases, the

bulb separates from the papilla, and the hair, combining with

the follicle and root, goes into the resting, or catagen phase.

Catagen is a brief transitional phase between anagen

andtelogen. It last a few weeks at most. The hair is completely

grown at this point. At a given time, one to two percent of the

hairs on the body are in this phase. During anagen, the hair

follicle degenerates and separates from the root. The follicle

shortens to about one-fourth to one-third its length, the connec-

tive tissue sheath shrinks and the derma papilla is freed from

the bulb and moves upward.

During the telogen, or resting phase there is no

activity in the follicle. This stage lasts from weeks to months.

The hair that is present is a bulb, or club hair. At the end of this

phase the hair exfoliates.

Jane had been plucking the hair thinking that she

would stimulate anagen growth, and that by then plucking it in

the anagen stage she would somehow end the growth cycle.

Sometimes both plucking and electrolysis are blamed for

stimulating new hair growth in a given area. This is not new

hair growth or activation of potential follicles, however, but a

stimulation of anagen growth that would have occurred any-

way.

Deep, coarse beard hairs, like John’s, often cannot be

cauterized or permanently eliminated in just one treatment.

The first treatment in a given area may only partially destroy

the hair papilla, and the hair is then removed. About four to six

weeks after the first treatment, the hair cells may produce

another hair, finer than the first. Sometimes the same hair may
take two to six months to reappear. The electrolysis process

may take six to ten months to permanently remove one hair.

Some extremely difficult cases may take a year or two. This

will depend on how much hair is present, and on how much
tweezing or waxing the patient has done. With each treatment,

adhering to a schedule, the patient will see a slowing down of

hair growth, and the hairs growing will become finer and softer

over time. The hair growth will cease when all the cells have

been destroyed.

Plucking will only postpone your goal of being

cleared ofsuperfluous hair. It hurts, too! So, throw away those

tweezers!
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by Merrissa Sherrill Lynn

Rena's Workshop -

Ancient Wisdom

(Merissa SherrillLynn is the founder and Executive Direc-

tor oflFGE and the TV/TS Tapestry. Merissa also serves on the

Executive Committee ofthelFGE Board ofDirectors, and is the

Director of the annual Coming Together Convention. Anyone

wishing to contact Merissa may do so by writing or calling:

Merissa S. Lynn, P.O. Box 367, Wayland, MA 01778 617-894-

8340)

Rena Swifthawk is a Kiowa/

Chiricahua medicine woman. She is also a

new woman. Before her transition she was a

medicine man and roadman (chief) in the

Native American Church. Her workshop at

the 1992 Coming Together Convention in

Houston was the first time she had ever pre-

sented her knowledge in anything other than

a traditional way. Even more importantly, it

was the first time she had ever presented her

knowledge to a group of people who were not

raised in her traditions. That meant she was

about to speak, for the first time, to a group of

people who did not understand her traditional

way of teaching and learning, and had a very

different understanding of the meaning of

respect. I knew she was nervous, so I tried to

help her. Unfortunately, I was a dumb Down-

East Yankee and not a Native American, and

all I succeeded in doing was show off my
ignorance and disrespect, and make her more

nervous. What it came down to was, “Hey,

just be Rena, do it your way, and it’ll turn out

great.” Well, she was Rena, she did it her way,

and it did indeed turn out great.

The session was over.

The overhead lights which seemed so dark

just moments before, were once again bright. The

pleasant smell of sweetgrass still lingered in the air,

but the soft gentle Indian flute music that had such a

mesmerizing affect on the session’s participants

became lost in the shuffling noises of people moving

from their seats. There were many people with wide

eyes glistening with tears, but no one spoke. Finally,

the spell was broken when a voice called from the

back of the room.

“I want to lodge a protest,” said the session’s

hostess, with her hand in the air.

Rena, with a surprised but respectful look on

her face, nodded her acknowledgement.

“I was given the assignment of handing out

evaluation forms at the beginning of this session,” the

hostess continued, “but this session was beyond

evaluation. It cannot be evaluated, and therefore I

will not collect the evaluation forms.”
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People smiled and nodded their approval.

Then a participant, nearly breathless, her hand on her

breast, said, “This is the most profound experience I’ve ever

had.”

Another participant, trying to compose herself, an-

nounced so all around her could hear, “I have been in a lot of

workshops, and have participated in a lot of ceremonies, but

this is the first time I have been too overwhelmed to speak.”

Another participant just sat in her seat and cried.

What did Rena do that could cause such an effect?

The answer is, Rena did very little except to be Rena, and to

share some of her ancient wisdom, wisdom passed down

through the ages, and given to Rena by her elders and other

medicine people. Let me explain what happened, or perhaps

I should say, from a very subjective point ofview, what I think

happened.

I think Rena and her audience represented a head-on

clash of cultures, and nothing less. American society is

dominated by European traditions, European morals, and

European religion. Everyone in the audience, myself in-

cluded, were products of the dominant society. Rena was

from a society that flourished long before the Europeans

invaded. We were from a culture based on conquest, and

greed, and power, and a “use-’em-up-’n-throw-’em-away”

philosophy. Rena was from a culture where nothing was

wasted, a culture based on balance, and following the path to

happy and harmonious living. She was a surviving flower

from a once beautiful garden, and we were from a society that

chose to crush the flowers in that garden rather than learn to

appreciate their beauty and live in harmony with them. The

dom inant society is a cruel society with a brutal history. In the

light of that history, we should gain some appreciation of the

courage it took for Rena to step out of her world to help us learn

her ways, and in the process, help us learn our mistakes and

heal our wounds, and the wounds of our society.

I’m sure most of the people who came to her session

were expecting a workshop or a lecture, or some sort of a well

thought out presentation. If that’s what they were expecting,

they didn’t get it. It wasn’t Rena’s intention to teach anybody

anything. Rather, she wanted to share some of the thoughts

passed on to her by her elders, and by other medicine people.

If people chose to learn something from these messages, that

was up to them. In other words, she wasn’t there to teach,

rather, she was there to provide tools to help people learn for

themselves.

To begin her session, Rena, dressed in appropriate

native clothing, dimmed the lights, put on a tape of meditative

Indian flute music, and spread a few sacred items from her

medicine box on a blanket. (The blanket was Rena’s Sundance

blanket, and was also a sacred item
.)
Her intent was to create

an atmosphere with which she was familiar and could feel

comfortable. What she did was create an atmosphere with

which she could bring people who were unfamiliar with her

ways, into her world, and help them better understand her

messages. She did not set the stage for a workshop, she set the

stage for an experience.

The next thing she did was give everyone a lesson in

good old-fashioned Native American respect. Most of us from

the dom inant society have a com pletely different understand-

ing of what the word “respect” means. Basically, most of us

are nothing more than nasty little self-centered brats, bullies

who think respect means power, a negotiable item that can be

bought, or forced upon others. To Rena, respect means

something you practice to maintain balance and harmony;

treating everything, even yourself, as something sacred.

Well, apparently, Rena has had some experience with disrup-

tive arrogant, disrespectful “white people” before, and she

was ready for them. She stood there with her talking stick in

hand, and in a gentle but very persuasive way, laid down the

law. She told them she was to be respected. No one was to

speak if they did not have the talking stick. When she was

talking, she was never to be interrupted. She was never to be

challenged. If anyone was not willing to comply with her

requirements they were asked, “in a good way,” to leave. No

one left. Lesson #1 was understood.

What prompted Rena to lay down the law like that?

My guess is Rena is not only the product of a very different

social and spiritual attitude than ours, she is also the product

of a very different kind of education. We are used to the

authoritative intellectual approach, to thinking of a workshop

leader as someonewho is there

to teach us something. (continued on page 17)
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now the secondm ost

common cause of

death from cancer in the male, second to

cancer of the bronchus and the lung, and

exceeding that of any portion of the

digestive tract. Some believe that it is

connected with the same altered ratio of

testosterone and estrogen, occurring with

advancing age. This puts it strongly into

a hormone-balance etiology, but with

the possibly a genetic predisposition as-

sociated. Time and further study will

clarify this important point and elucidate

just how estrogen is involved in the

process. Aswew ill see, estrogen therapy

is used to moderate advanced disease in

some individuals.

Complaints in early malignant

change may be absent and only with

advanced disease and with foci of the

cancer in the bone are complaints noted.

Once complaints begin, however, they

have to do with pain in the pelvis and low

back areas and are most often associated

with changes in urinary habits. Ad-

vanced obstructive symptoms in urina-

tion, painful urination, bloody urine, in-

continence - all are a part of the urinary

dysfunction. Diagnosis is made in a

number of ways, often by a combination

of techniques. The rectal examination is

still the most helpful in the initial evalu-

ation. It aids greatly in the indication for

needle biopsy, blood testing for various

enzymes, cystoscopy and various X-ray

techniques. Treatment is variable. There

is a recently developed blood test that

could help considerably in making early

diagnosis of prostate cancer. A specific

substance known as prostate-stimulat-

ing antigen (PSA) can be identified in the

blood in a notable number of men with

prostatic malignancy. While the test is

very specific, it is not absolute, which

means that a number of males may have

malignant disease and not have a posi-

tive test. Still, it is a very worthwhile

diagnostic study and is now part of early

screening of all males for the potential

development of this cancer.

For those considered operable,

radical prostatectomy is done. For those

wherein surgery is not considered a help

to cure, or amelioration of the disease,

radiation, chemotherapy and hormonal

therapy techniques are currently in use.

It is known that prostatic cancer is testos-

terone-dependent, hence, castration with

or without estrogen therapy is part of the

regimen, and medical castration therapy

using anti-androgens such as Androcur

has been used.

All men after the age of 45

should have a rectal exam yearly to help

in the early diagnosis, as well as a PSA
blood test. It is true that while these

simple, yet highly instructive exams can

occasionally miss an early cancer, still

for such an insidious malignancy as it is,

these examinations are a must for all.

We’ve mentioned the role of estrogen in

the therapy of prostatic cancer and the

medical literature is filled with reports of

how it shrinks primary and metastatic

disease in many individuals for variable

periods of time. The question to be asked

quite naturally is whether estrogen use,

as in the regimen of M-to-FTS individu-

als, is protective against this malignancy.

The answer — no one has devised such a

study. It would be quite difficult to find

a number, large or small, of non-

transgendered men who at an early age in

life would consent to use estrogen or

even an anti-androgen for a considerable

long time, perhaps a lifetime, in order to

establish an incidence of prostatic can-

cer in that group. This, in fact, would be

impossible. Is there any incidence of

prostatic cancer in the M-to-F individual

on an estrogen regimen? No reports exist

in the medical literature to give insight

into this question.

In brief, we have examined

some ideas about the prostate, an organ

which is part of the sexual accessory

gland group in the genetic male. It is

helpful in reproduction, though not es-

sential to fertility. It has no other func-

tion. It is quite liable to be a problem at

one time or another in our health.

(continue d from

page S)

visiting a

public washroom

in a large enter-

tainment com-
plex in Austria. There were separate

entrancesat each end of the building for

“Men” and “Women,” but once inside,

it was one large public bathroom with

a row of sinks on one side and a row of

stalls on the other. No one seemed to

mind.

I do have a final solution to the

bathroom problem. At Napi’s Restau-

rant in Provincetown, Mass., there is an

alcove with a sign above it that reads

“Rest Rooms.” There are three doors.

The one on the left says “MEN.” The

one on the right says“WOMEN.” And,

the one in the center says “EITHER/

OR”!

(continued from
page 10)

Obviously this

polarity also creates

some of the social

problems that the transgendered persons

encounter. Society understands mascu-

line and feminine, but not some mixture

of the two.

Is there a solution? Probably not,

because to change the constructs of the

English language is nearly impossible.

The best we can do is to accept each

person for who they are and not try to

force them into a labelled box to ease our

own discomfort.
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(continued from page 14)

Therefore, we assume the right

to probe the instructor with ques-

tions, and to challenge his knowl-

edge. Rena was not a teacher, and

her knowledge is beyond challenge,

and cannot really be explained in “white man’s” terms. It is

not a knowledge that can be acquired by academic pursuit. It

must be learned from using both the intellectual mind and the

spiritual mind. As I said, Rena was not there to teach anyone

anything. She was there to use her age-old stories and

messages to help them learn for themselves. She expected

people to listen to her messages, and feel their meaning. She

expected them to become involved spiritually, as well as

intellectually.

To learn for ourselves ... the most important and the

most difficult lesson of all, almost beyond the understanding

of people who grew up in the dom inant society. Therefore, it

was quite understandable why Rena was not going to tolerate

anyone judging her by their irrelevant and narrow-minded

criteria. “Respect me and my ways, or leave!” Simple, harsh,

— and quite proper.

As I said, Rena is the product of a very different

education. Most of us, myself included, learned via the

classroom, and by reading textbooks, and listening to teach-

ers, and preachers, and politicians, and a lot of other so-called

authorities who told us who we were, what we were supposed

to think, what we were supposed to know, what we were

supposed to do, and how we were supposed to act. Most of us

nodded politely, and thought and did what we were told. A
few of us rejected what we were told and went off on our own

.

However, most of us were never taught how to survive on our

own. Without the tools to survive, our quests were, for the

most part, doomed to frustration and failure.

Ours was an intellectual path to knowledge. We
needed to know, but our way of knowing was through the use

of categories. We categorized everything, especially our-

selves. People who didn’t know bean curd from liverwurst

were telling us who and what we were. They labeled us, and

we, the damned fools that we were, we accepted the labels.

Suddenly we were “transvestites,” or “crossdressers,” or

“heterosexual,” or “homosexual,” or “heterosexual

crossdressers,” or“transgenderists,”or“androgynes,”or“true

transsexuals,” or “secondary transsexuals,” or what’s the

latest? “Bigenderists?” Most of us found ourselves trapped

in a category unable to find a way out except via another

category.

Well, Rena’s education did not come through the

dominant society’s school system. She did not follow the

intellectual path to knowledge. There were no PhD’s, or any

other academic merit badges tacked on to her name. Rena’s

education came from the oral traditions of her elders, who
were taught by their elders, who were taught by their elders,

and so on, for thousands of years. Her knowledge was passed

on to her by the ancestors of the North, the keepers of all

knowledge. Her knowledge came from following the medi-

cine path since the age of 13, and from the Sun Dance, the

Beardance, the Gourd Dance, and other sacred ceremonies. It

came from vision quests, and countless sacred sweats. It came

from learning with both her mind and her heart. Hers was the

sacred path to knowledge.

What is the sacred path? In our path to knowledge

we say, “This is this, and that is that, and that is all.”

Everything is treated as an object to be studied and analyzed

and reduced to categories and physical law. In the sacred path

everything is sacred, and treated with profound respect.

Rather than being told what is what, we are given the tools to

find out for ourselves, and to learn respect. We are given the

tools and the exercises to help us learn how to respect all

things, to respect life, and to acknowledge that all things are

alive. We are given the tools to learn how to live in balance

with ourselves, with other people, with the natural world

(Grandmother Earth), and with the sacred powers (the Cre-

ator, or God). We are given the tools to learn how to be the

caretakers of all life. We are given the tools to understand

without the use of categories. Giving us the tools to learn

respect and understanding was exactly what Rena was doing

in her session.

She was taking a group of people who had all been

brought up in the dominant society to follow the intellectual

path, and introducing them to the sacred path. It was, in truth,

a most profound experience.
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To better understand the mean-

ing and the power of this session, put

yourself in the position of a first-time

participant.

You are a relatively innocent

participant at a regular CD/TS conven-

tion when you see a workshop labeled

‘Native American Traditions’. You’ve

heard of the word “berdachc” before and

you say to yourself, “Could be interest-

ing, think I’ll go.”

Youenterthe

room and notice the

room seems darker

than usual, and there’s

flute music in the back-

ground, and you feel a

little strange. After

all, you expected a lec-

ture, and this is not the

setting for a lecture.

You begin to wonder

what you got yourself

into, but you’re curi-

ous, so you take your

seat anyway.

Then you no-

tice a display of In-

dian artifacts, but it

looks more like an al-

tar than a display.

An attractive

youngwoman dressed

in Indian regalia ap-

pears. She introduces

herself as Rena, then

points a stick at you. She speaks in a soft

but startlingly powerful voice, and gives

you a lesson in respect and Native Ameri-

can manners. You are completely taken

aback by this, for never in all the work-

shops you have ever attended were you

told how to behave. However, you ap-

preciate the instruction, for NativeAmeri-

can etiquette is quite different than your

own. What you would consider active

participation, Rena would consider rude

and disrespectful. Without the instruc-

tion you would never have known. You
are then invited to leave if you cannot

comply. You don’t leave, and neither

does anyone else, and suddenly you real-

ize this is going to be unlike anything you

have experienced before. You become a

little excited, and perhaps even a shiver

creeps down the back of your neck.

She then burns a strip of

sweetgrass, and with a sacred hawk’s

wing fan spreads the smoke around the

room. She explains she is smudging,

which is a cleansing ceremony. The

ceremony reminds you of your priest

back home blessing his congregation

with the smoke from burning frankin-

cense. You become confused. You

aren’t here to get religion, you’re here to

find out about Native American tradi-

tions. Yet, at the same time you find the

smudge has a pleasing smell, and even

has a spiritually uplifting feel about it.

You feel kind of good.

Then the bombshell hits. You
are told you can’t think in terms of

categories. How are you supposed to

think if you can’t use categories? How
are you supposed to understand anything

about Native American traditions if you

can’t use categories? Isn’t the word

“berdache” a category? Yes, of course it

is. Then you realize berdache is a washicu

(white man’s) word, not a Native Ameri-

can word. Even Rena, who you thought

was a berdache, calls you a special one,

and herself a maho, or twin-souled per-

son.

Rena then says you may listen

with your mind, but more importantly,

you must listen with your heart. Sud-

denly a brilliant lightbulb flashes, and

you go, “Oooooooh !

” You realize that in

your society everyone uses categories.

You think ofyourself as a garden-variety

transvestite, which is a category, and

Rena as a berdache,

which is a category.

Rena’s people look

at the reality of a

person’s spirit, and a

person’s spirit is be-

yond categorization.

Calling you a special

one is a way of de-

scribing you , and not

your category. It is a

way of treating you,

your spirit and not

your label, with re-

spect. Your realize

Rena expects you to

honor people forwhat

they are, and not what

they are called.

As she talks

you realize some-

thing else. Your so-

ciety thrives on plac-

ing value judgments

on categories, and

you, and everyone

you know has first-

hand knowledge of the vicious and dev-

astating effects ofthose valuejudgments.

Your people believe there is good and

evil, and many have declared you evil.

For Rena’s people there is only good.

They believe the Creator created many
different kinds of people to give the

world balance. 'Hie Creator created you

to give the world balance. Then you

remember your lesson in respect, and it

all makes sense. Rena’s people treat all

people, all life, with respect. To not

respect people’s differences, to not honor

all life, is to throw you, all people, all life

out of balance. You think fora moment.

No, your people do not respect all life,

and yes, the world is out of balance.
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As she talks you realize some-

thing else. You live in a society that is in

the habit of wasting resources, and wast-

ing people. Rena lives in a society that

doesn’t waste resources or people. You
begin to ask questions like, “How can we
live in harmony with each other ifwe do

not respect each other’s differences and

we throw people away?” “How can we
survive if we destroy that that gives us

life?” You begin to feel that the domi-

nant society, your society, is on the path

to self destruction, and Rena’s society,

the society your ancestors tried to rub

out, holds the keys to survival.

You begin to feel a maelstrom

of sensations — hope, anger, fear, guilt,

joy, love, awe. You begin to feel over-

whelmed by the messages Rena is shar-

ing with you, the endless lessons and

insights, and the awesom e common sense

of the ancient wisdom of Rena’s ances-

tors.

You begin to feel respect for

Rena, and by doing so you realize you

not only honor Rena, you honor her

traditions, and you honor her people.

You also find that by respecting, you get

respect in return. You also find you are

feeling respect, not thinking respect, and

by doing so you can feel spiritually re-

spectful of all things — other people, the

environment, and the Creator, your God,

the creative force that made all things,

and the power that heals, and maintains

all things.

This sensation of feeling spiri-

tually respectful is an extraordinary and

wonderful sensation. You begin to cry,

and your body begins to shake. Suddenly

you make the greatest discovery of all.

The Creator made you, and gave you the

gift ofyour soul. Your desire to crossdress

is nothing less than a gift from the Cre-

ator, a part of your soul that needs to

express itself in that way. You were

given this gift for something far greater

than pleasure. You were given this gift

for a reason. You don’t understand the

reason, but, perhaps for the first time,

you know for a fact that you are indeed,

a “special one.”

Then Rena says, “You have the

power within you to be shamans, to be

healers. The Creator gave you that

power.” You never thought of yourself

as a healer before, but you no longer

doubt anything she says. “You are here,”

she continues, “to learn to use the tools of

your power in a good way.” By now any

preconceived notion ofwhat this session

was about has long since vanished, and

you are simply tuned in to what Rena was

saying. “You are the third sex. Youwere

put here by the Creator to restore the

balance of Mother Earth that we have

destroyed.”

She then kneels and sings a

traditional Native American song ofheal-

ing. The song pierces your soul.

You have learned many things,

things about yourself, how special and

how blessed you really are, and how

important you are to bringing balance

back to the earth. You have learned the

true nature of this session. It is a session

to help you feel your power, and to use

your power in a good and healing way.

You realize this session was a lesson

without a conclusion, an exercise that

will continue for the rest of your life.

You stand, shaken, light headed,

and silent. Your head is awhirl with all

the input you have received, and you

know you cannot absorb it all. The

session is over, yet you know you will

continue learning from it for years to

come. You know you must practice what

you have learned, then come back to

Rena again to relearn, and practice. You
feel both you and your sense of purpose

have changed ... they have evolved. Your

eyes are wide, glistening with tears. Then

you hear someone in the back of the

room say, “This session is beyond evalu-

ation, it cannot be evaluated!” Then you

see another person who looks very m uch

like you, say, “This is the most profound

experience I’ve ever had,” and another

locked in her chair crying.

You know what they are feel-

ing. You smile, and nod your approval.
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BREAST IMPLANTS

Dear Editor:

On Monday, feb. 10, 1992, 'Dow,'

Coming held a press conference and released

statements containing in-house memos and

scientific studies repeating that Dow/Coming

was aware ofproblems with sificone-gefbreast

implants practically from the beginning. The

main problem revealed was an alarming failure

rate. Dow/Coming said, officially, that the

failure rate was one-halfof one percent.

“However, one of the memos revealed that doctors

hadfound an alarming failure rate ofbetween 11-

32%. “This set offan alarm in at least one memo,

by Dow/Coming salesman, that said, T don't

know who is responsible for this decision, but it

ranis right up there With the ford 'Pinto.

"

Dow/Coming’s reaction to all this has

been to yan/fpresident John Luddington, and

replace him with Keith McKinnon, a Dow
Chemical trouble-shooting specialist who oversaw

the parent companies’ trials and tribulations with

the “Union Carbide disaster in “Bhopal, India.

Doesn't really inspire trust, does it?

The fDPi's ne%t step is to determine

guide lines for those who currently have silicone-

gel implants. Those who were waiting for

implants willprobably continue to wait for

awhile, at least, andprobably should.

But, what concerns me most is that

nowhere have I seen mention of the impact this

must have on some ofsilicon-gel's best customers:

pre- andpost-operative transsexuals. It's not all

that surprising when you consider how the ‘US

medicalcommunity only recently movedpast the

idea that transsexuals were something to dissect

rather than someone to assist and help with their

medical needs.

So, what happens now? 'for those of

you who have had implants, see your doctor/

surgeon, anil insist on being kept up-to-the-

tnoment on am/ developments. Ifyou are

unsatisjied with your doctor's suggestions, get a

second opinion, 'follow the developments

yourself, stay aware. Don’t panic and insist that

your surgeon remove them. There are suggestions

that removal is much more likely to create

problems than leaving them alone (similar to the

mercury fillings removal argument).

for those ofyou awaiting implants,

well, for now, tn
/
a smaller bra size. And don’t

you panic, either, you know that the medical

research companies, including Dow, willbe

moving at the speed oflight to find a way to

make a truly saje implant because of the profits

involved.

finally, ifany of you think^thal

maybe some harm has come to you because of these

implants, first, see your doctor. Then, maybe, see

your lawyer. I 'm no expert, but Dow's cover-up

borders on outrageous conduct to say the least.

Sincerely,

Staci %
•Micftigan

^

TO THINE OWN SELF . . .

‘Dear Editor:

Lately I have been noticing a number

of articles that attempt to explain why we are the

way we are, or what causes us to be the way we

are, or attempting to place labels on us that will

cover our whole community. These articles appear

in the Tapestry, and in other magazines that serve

us.

Why notjust do what we want others

to do, accept our uniqueness. I am not you. I

don't know yourfeelings. I can only react to you

as I am. I am unique, you are unique. We share

similarities with each other. We share similarities

with others who don’t share our crossdressing.

'Virginia ‘Prince was a pioneer. She opened the

doorfor many of us. Sonie stepped right out,

others emerged slowly, some never did, nor ever

will. Whatever, she did us allagreat service.

Lately, though, her articles seem to focus on

finding reasonsfor our being the way we are and

defining who we are With specific terms that will

cover our diversity. Why are we so interested in

putting ourselves into categories so that others

will be able to identify us andgroup us together?

Aren't we thus falling into the trap that we have

for so long felt the need to escape? Haven't we

tried to escape the tight boundaries that society

has placed on gender? Isn’t what we are doing a

way ofstrengthenuig society's attempt to put

such boundaries on us?

for my part, I say let 's be ourselves.

Let's react to one another as unique indiinduals.

Callme a crossdresser, a transvestite, a

femmiphile, whatever. / am who l am, and the

best way for society to understand me is forme to

interact with society. I will not be accepted by

all. Ho one ever is. What I can do is strive to

exhibit a positive image no matter how 1 am

dressed.

Some say, “Lead, follow, orget out of

the way. " I say, “Ifyour leaders aregoing in a

direction that is tangential to your own thoughts,

go in your own direction and maybe you can lead

by example. " We can all lead ifwe will take the

time to discover who we are and thengo with

those feelings. Be yourself. Be unique. Be brave.

Thankyou 'Virginia ‘Prince , et al. 'your leadership

has been invaluable. But, it is not the finalword.

We allmust be involved in writing the continuous
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History and evolution ofour world. “The struggle

Willnever end. It is the human struggle in the

content that fits our lives. And as we progress

through our individual lives, we must all react to

it individually. Let ’s not get lost in finding

reasons for our natures, or in placing labels on us

that Will only help society put us into small

categories that do nothing to free us to live our

lives as we see fit. Let's live our lives as people,

valuable, and worthy ofacceptance simplyfor the

fact ofbeing ourselves. 'We willnever have

everyone’s acceptance. Let's rejoice in those who

do accept us and at least present a positive image

to those who can’t.

Affectionately,

Entity C.

9fe.iV yorff

superstar. Some are even relatively obscure, but

their contributions are nevertheless important.

So it is with each of us. 'We have

significant individual roles to fulfill, though they

may not have equalstature. Someday I hope to

have agreater physicalpresence, but now isjust

not the right t ime for me. It is easy to become

complacent, to tale things forgranted, and to

thinlfin terms ofwhat is minimally required. This

organization, though, was obviously foundedand

built upon many extraordinary efforts, and

nothing short of that will keep it healthy and

strong. It is up to allof us to rise to the occasion

together.

There are a lot of us who aren 't in

financially rewardingjobs, but our struggle is the

same as someone who can easily afford their own

surgery. Anyway, I hope that I male it through

my transition. I have started my two-yearfull-

tune period, and have been on hormonesfor the

past ten months. I intend togo the fulltwo years

before I apply for the surgery. (Meanwhile, I Will

try to help other people in the community try to

achieve theirgoals safely and successfully. If this

letter helps someone else do what is best for them,

I will be happy.

•yours very truly,

(Keep up thegood work) Thanfyou.

Sincerely,

‘Breartda 9f.

(J£t> ($=£>

Sabrina ‘B.

Canada

00000
BRAVOS FOR ’ BI & BI

'

GIFT GIVING AND SUPPORT CAREFULLY , VERY CAREFULLY ‘Dear Editor:

E)ear Editor:

I want to thanlfyou
,
your staff, and

those who volunteer their time to such a

worthwhile cause. Although I have only been a

subscriber since September, the If<JT has been an

invaluable resource to me.

This will no doubt seem silly, but I

have known of the existence of I'Jg‘L for over

two years, andjust couldnot find the courage to

get a postalbox and contact you sooner, fear can

sometimes be very debilitating. My first letter

wasjust a request for information, and I

envisioned it as the start ofmuch unsolicited mail.

My paranoia even motwatedme to wipe it clean

ofallprints. Mow did I know it wasn ’t a trap
’

Allmy worries were, ofcourse,

unfounded. “What I discoveredwas an organiza-

tion that places the confidentiality of its numbers

in the highest regard. Meedless to say, I ’m very at

ease With my decision to subscribe, 'furthermore,

I was (and stillam) totally amazed at the

sophistication andprofessionalism of the IfiJ'L,

Tapestry, and the many events routinely

conducted across the country. All of this has been

beyondmy wildest expectations. ‘While I have

receivedmany invitations, not once have I been

pressured or imposed upon.

This brings me to my reason for

writing. It’s not my desire to hold myself out as a

model to others. It is rather my intent to

emphasize that this organization has many

associates with each needing to fill a vital role. It

takes a team effort. Mp one of us can single-

handedly provide for the future of IfgE.

Additionally, teams are generally made up of a

cross-section ofpersons. Mot everyone is a

'Dear Editor:

I last wrote you a couple ofyears ago,

and you printed nu/ letter in issue ft 56, which I

really appreciated. I wasjust beginning my

transition, and had not yet begun taking

hormones. I was investigating the effects of the

hormones, and the different kind. I highly

recommend that anyone even remotely considering

taking hormones read the writings of ‘Dr. Sheila

‘Kirkfefore proceeding, and also choose the right

endocrinologist. Mormones are not to be taken

lightly.

I am a thirty-five year old transsexual

living in Toronto, Ontario. I take an ever-

increasing role m the TS community here. I am

very wisely taking my transition STE'P-'B'Y-

STL'P, and have found that in taking the slower

route, l have more time to plan the most

important change ofmy life. Ifyou aregoing to

do something (ike taking hormones, and having

sex reassignment surgen/, make sure that you do it

right, andfor the right reasons, ‘you do not want

to wake up in the morning andwonder, ‘"What

the hell did I do’"

I trif its much and as often as possible

to help others like me who havegender problems,

as we all have to help one another. I hope to have

surgery some day, but seeing as how we are

currently in a recession, I choose to put my

emphasis on life beyond surgery. My personal

emphasis is on continuing education - on thejob

training and retraining - so that after surgery or

no surgery, we can live successfuland happy lives

in our chosen gender. Surgery is not the 'B'L-ALL

AMD DMlD-ALL. 'You can have your surged/,

but fail in life.

5low wonderful that you printed

Andy 'Plumb’s article which actually admitted

that we girls do have a sexual self, too. Ifgf.

and Tapestry have studiously avoided anything of

a sexualcontent for these many years, while other

publications have provided little else to their

readers. I congratulate you for the editorial

strength to take this logicaland important step.

Tapestry is, and always has been, the BEST
publication of its type, and occasional discussions

ofsexual issues is something I believe you must

undertake.

I have written to at least fifty or sixty

of the girls in Tapestry, and in about 90% of the

cases, we eventually discuss sex quite openly. In

my opinion, this topic represents another “closet

*

equally as intimidating as the one we left in bra

andpanties. It tookjyears to overcome the guilt I

had over being a crossdresser, but I did overcome

it! ‘When I ultimately realized that I could be

attracted to another crossdresser, I was as

frightened as the first time I dressed, and I

received no help from mq favorite expert -

Tapestry . I immediately labeled myself as “bi"

and, since I was sure that almost allcrossdressers

were *hetero ,

" I got the guilts again. “Worst of all,

I never did anything about finding a crossdresser

to make love to. I just watched videos, looked at

magazines, andstayed in my sexualcloset,

finally, one evening another crossdresser whom I

found very attractive, made one small advance,

and we were soon in her car. Our lit tle session

was hot and much too fast. 'With little foreplay, I

went quickly to mygoal, attacking it with an

en thusiastic skillwhich amazed and delighted me.

‘When it was over, she indicated she had known

me for some time, yet had no idea I was even the

slightest bit interested in sexwilh another CD.

My reply was a quicf ‘ditto.

"
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Since then, 1 have allowedmy

feminine sexuality to blossom. 1 rarefy mafe Cove

to a woman, except as a woman, and, although

few andfar 6etween (for the reasons cited above),

I adore making Cove to another crossdresser.

%eep up the fine workq and don't be

afraid of this topic. Its avoidance is a fie in itself

Sincerely,

‘Donna

& & & & &

... TO SEE OURSELVES AS
OTHERS SEE US.

Dear ‘Editor:

I am a cfoset queen and have to be so

6ecause ofmy position in the community. I have

never had contact With other TVs, nor talked to

anyone about it except my wife. She isn’t happy

about it, so it'sjust a silent agreement to beep it

quiet.

This preface is to Cet you know that

Tapestry was a real eye-opener to me. I have

hungeredfor a more intelligent outlet for TV's

than some rag that hasguys withgirls’ clothes on

wanting to meet you for a meaningful relation-

ship.

‘your magazine had agreat impact on

me. “Especially J. “Moore's article “A Married

Transvestite is Kjver Alone." although I thinlgl

am a thoughtfulperson, I really came away with

a new insight ofmy own. Since I read the piece, I

have taken my Wife to dinner, a movie, and the

beach. I really feelfor her in a different way,

now. I never realizedhow many demands and

restraints 1 put on her to accept or live with my

feminine side.

Then there was ‘Kyndel ‘Kellis's article

about alcoholism. “Boy did she sure expose a new

twist ofmy infatuation with feminine ways. I

don't thinly I had a drinkjor two weeks after I

read the article. Thank-you. I must learn how to

be less dependent on alcohol.

Anyway, girls, thanks foryour

outstanding work; There’s one sister out here

who was much changedand will anxiously be

waitingforyour next issue.

Sincerely,

Brandi

E3 El [3 121 13

PROGRESS , OUR MOST
IMPORTANT . . .

Dear Editor:

gust wanted to say, “Mi!" and express

my thanksfor what you are doing.

I guess as far as TVsgo, I ‘m a wanna

be. I lalkjwith the local‘Delta Omega folks, and

it alternately helps, raises me up, makes me

curious, makes me uneasy, but mostly helps.

Still, the most wonderful thing is I am

now ntaking some slow progress with my wife.

‘We’re enjoying a part ofme I never thought a

woman could accept. I 'm trying to take it easy.

1 'vegot 37 of42 years ofmy life in which I 've

got crossdressing memories. Since she has started

accepting, a lot of nuj compulsiveness has tapered

off. “That’sgood, I thinly

I in still not at the stage ofgoing to a

meeting. “Part of that is not wanting to tellmy

wife this stuffhas other people in it. ‘Well, right

or wrong, that’s myjudgment.

Thankjjodfor ‘Dr. ‘Peggy 'Hudd,

IJCj'E, Tri-Ess, ‘Boulton dr ‘Fark^ el al. I wish I

couldmeet you all!

Sincerely,

Lin E (EX)

(fc-t> Q=J> ®> <S>

HOW DO YOU TELL THEM?
HERE'S WHAT I DID

Dear Editor:

Telling friends andfamily is one o) the

most difficult aspects of the coming out process.

‘Because of this I decided to share a letter which I

used togive information to my friends andfamily

members concerning my lifestyle. I felt that

publishing it might be helpful to others that are

struggling with the same issues.

Dear . .

.

I realize that what I am about to tell

you may cone as somewhat ofa shocks Perhaps

you have always known that there was something

a little different about me, but never knew quite

what it was. Allmy life I have kept a certain

Very important part ofme hidden, at times even

from myself. I have reached a point in my life,

however, where I feel that it is best for nujselfand

those around me to be completely open and honest

about who and what I am. I hope you willdo

your best to understand and remain open-minded

as you read what 1 am about to tell i/ou: I am a

crossdresser.

accept that I am not the person that you believed

me to be, and that you might find it difficult at

first to interact with me since finding out about

this aspect ofmy life. I can appreciate and

respect yourfeelings, for if there is one thing that

1 have discovered during my period ofself-

acceptance, it is that some things take awhile to

come to terms with.

There have been many changes in my

life, not allofwhich I wouldhaw chosen had I

beengiven a choice beforehand, but which have

contributedgreatly to my own personalgrowth.

Though recently I have needed to leave some

things behind, still 1 feel that the path that 1 am

now on is the right one forme. Tjpver before have

I felt such a sense ofappropriateness as I have

experienced during this period of transition; not

only in terms ofpersonalgrowth, but also in the

opportunity it has affordedme to be a part ofa

supportive conununity in which I can at last fit,

and which is actively working towardour

acceptance by the rest ofsociety. Perhaps as

people learn to accept that we are allboth

masculine andfeminine, and begin to integrate

rather than divide the two, we Willfind the peace

and unity that god intended as our birhright, and

no longerfeel the need to strive against one

another.

I cannot tellyou why I am doing what

I am doing, for there is no answer to that.

Opinion is divided in the professionalcommunity

as to whether the cause is hereditary, environmen-

tal, or due to physiologicalfactors. In any case,

most tend to agree that there is nothing psychiatry

can do to cure transgendered behavior, as it is not

a mental illness. Studies have shown that

transgenderism is not something that willgo

away with time, nor have efforts togive it up

ever proved successful. The need, therefore, isfor

understanding and acceptance. Tor myself, I can

only say that for the first time in my life I feel

that I amfollowing my true path, andfeelmore

at peace with myself than 1 ever have before.

It is, I suppose, a challenging pathfor

a person to take, and one that is diffecult for

many to understand, as crossdressing is not

necessarily indicative of homosexuality,

bisexuality, or the desire for a sexchange. Though

often confused, there is a difference between sex

andgender. I have found after much soul

searching that my personalneed is to express

myself in a lifestyle that is Cess restricted than

that usually accorded to my biologicalgender.

I do not profess to be a woman.

Ulowever, 1 have alwaysfelt a strong needfor

feminine expression, f emininity has always come

naturally to me, while masculinity was something

that I had to ‘learn, “ and which always seemed

forced. Though to alloutward appearances I was

a man, I neverfelt like one.

I know that it may be hardfor you to
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1 feet that I was 6om into the body

that I have for a purpose, which I believe is to

accept and integrate the mak andfetnak within

myself, and to workfor the acceptance ofmy

community by sockty.

I tqiow that you may not fnd it wasy

to understand the things I am doing, but pkase try

to realize that I am, at last, expressing who 1 am

needing to be. I hope that in time you can

appreciate that you haz>e not lost the person that

you once knew, but rather have gained, in me, a

person who is on the road to discovering inner

peace.

I care about you, and 1 hope you care

enough about me to accept me for the person that I

am inside, and notjudge me by the lifeslyk l have

chosen and the clothes 1 choose to wear on my

body.

In god's love,

Lauren (CIA)

E3 IS S3 El IS

FIREMAN TRANSITIONS
ON THE JOB

Dear Editor:

I have really enjoyed reading the

“Tapestry these last few years since I started

subscribing. It has been agreat resource forme as

I searched andsought along the treacherous path

ofgender dysphoria andgender recovery.

“Being a transsexualon the Los

Angeks fire department has been ven/ difficult, to

say the kast. “The last few years I thought about

retiring and thengoing through my change. ‘Well,

I got angry. “Why should lgive up my career? 1

realized I was now verygrounded and centered.

“My emotionalhealth and selfesteem were

excelknt, so I went through channels with the

department, and we planned my transition from

mak to femak. The LT/D's fire chkfand his

administration have been very pro-active and

supportive ofmygender change decision. I am

extremelygratefulfor that, andproud to be a Los

Angeks firefighter.

“The most important factor in my

recovery, orgreatly improved emotionalhealth

and selfesteem (I come from a dysfunctional

family and was ashamed ofmy own feelings and

thoughts) is my many years in very intensive

psychotherapy worfithat incorporated neo-

Rekhian body worficalkd “Radix “Who knows

wnat causesgender dysphoria? My experience oj

mygender dysphoria, selfhatred, and the inability

to be in touch With allofmy feelings kept me

screwed up most ofmy life. So, my point is,

Without a lot of really hard worfiin therapy, I

would not have been abk to come out of hiding

and declare who I really was. I am so happy to be

in touch with my emotions and my body, and to be

an emerging woman.

Sincerely,

•MtcMle % (CIA)

“L'DTPT.'D ‘/‘ROM ‘BIT. LOS MttGTLTS
TIMES

SEX CHANGE

firefighters Learn to ‘Deal“With

Captain's Decision

In the wake oj a veteran jire captain’s decision to

undergo a sexchange, officials have been

conducting sensitivity sessions throughout the Los

Ungeles City /ire ‘Department to help the

captain's colleagues cope.

Capt. Michelle who was hired by the

department 22 years ago as Michael%., said the

department has been very supportive of her

decision to be known henceforth as a woman and

to remain a platoon conunander at Station 62.

“Chkj Manning has been fabulous, " she said.

T 'mglad to be here. . . . This is my career, and I

love it.”

J ire officials confirmed that ranking department

officers and a department psychologist have been

counseling personnel at Station 62 and other

firehouses in the city to make sure the transition is

as smooth as possible.

X, who is on vacation, is conunander oj one of

three three-person platoons that worfirotating

shifts at the firehouse.

The men in X's platoon, . . . allsaid they were

glad to be workingfor the captain andhad no

objections to their commander's decision to become

a woman.

Tt’s his own thing, " one of them said. “"Whatever

he wants to do, that’s OX With me.

‘‘The department sat us down and talked to us

about it a little while ago,” the firefighter added.

“"Jfpbody's complained. 9{p one 's transferred out.

“Xpbody wants to.

"

'“Everybody Iqiows about it, " another member of

the platoon said. * It's the kj'id of thing even/one

talks about. ‘But I don't have any trouble with it,

and I don't Iqiow anyone who has."

ChkfManning issued a statement /riday

afternoon saying that the department “has no

opinion or polky regarding the decision whkh has

been made by Capt. X

“That decision is one whkh we regard as a

personal decision, and we expect employees to

continue to treat each other with utmost

professinalism, courtesy and respect," the chkf

said.

X becomes the second woman to reach the rank

the ranfiof captain in the /ire Department. The

other one is “Roxana “B., who was promoted to

that ranfia year ago andcommands a platoon in

South CentralLos Ttngeks.

X and B. are the highest-ranking of the 39

women in the department.

S 0 S H S

SPIRIT AND SPIRITUALITY

Dear Editor:

I was recently introduced to yourfine

Tapestry magazine, as well as “Walter L.

‘Williams's book, “The Spirit and the flesh. ‘Upon

reading the book I noticed afew similarities With

experknces in my own life, whkh I would (ike to

share with your readers.

I am forty-two years old, bom in

Queens, with some time spent in Brooklyn (not

exactly a hotbed ofBerdache culture), of/rench-

Indian and Italian extraction (an unusual

combination for the Big Tipple). Starting at about

eight years old, I couldpredkt the finalscore of

my best friends' link kaguegames, and tell fioui

many cards were in a deckby the feeling the

thklqiess of it. These tricks are not unusual in

Mew yorkCity, and would, at best, qualify one

for an apprenlkeship in a Coney Island side show.

More important, I felt that I wanted to be a

woman.

“While this deep feminine feeling

would always be there, the educationalsystem of

the late fifiks andearly sixties made things so

confusing that only a feeling of displacement

remained. But, just about everybody in Queens

acted out-of-place to one degree or another, so a

‘special probkm" was not assumed. “Throught the

years, a crossdressing desire surfaced periodkally,

to qukkfy fade, but several “psychk" experiences

kept coming along. Tekpathk communkation

with my first wife (who I’m sure tapped my mind

to beat me at canasta), a feeling that I was

destined to mamj a blue-eyedblonde (something

that didn 't make the first marriage easy since she

had darkfeatures), andcontinuing cases of deja

vu.

hi my own case, deja mi (orpremoni-

tions of the future) is not something you can take

to the race trackfor a killing, or say that such-
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and-such will occur on this future day at a time

certain. Some time during the day or night you see

a future scene which is saved away in the brain.

Then, one day, you're in a particular situation,

and everything about what you see is familiar and

exactly matches your memory, ‘yesterday, after an

office meeting, andwhile reading Tapestry issue

it 55 at lunchtime, 1 recognized the scenes, down

to the cover picture on the issue lying on my desk

This is why I wrote this letter, to tie in these

unusualexperiences to male femininity and

Berdache tradition to the degree 1 can.

‘Seeing ’ the future implies, I thinly

that each of us has a destiny shaped by both our

potentialand our actions. My destiny was to be a

somewhat feminine male (all225 lbs. and 6'2" of

me), starting at an early age. 'Without verbalizing

my day-to-day actions andfeelings, I headed into

this way of life (transgender) with detours due to

ignorance, laziness and confusion. The main

strength was an ability to avoid a deep commit-

ment to ‘macho male" behavior, which fell off

whenever it stucf(no‘ a conscious effort).

from what 1 have read, when one sees

something clearly, such as ‘destiny" (crossdressing,

feminine personality sides, or whatever) and

ignores it, the mind deteriorates. Jollowing one's

feelings, however, starts into motion a series of

Wide-ranging actions that lead to an uncertain

future (that we occasionally catchglimpses ofand

then may recognize when it occurs).

In my case, the ‘blue-eyed blonde"

materialized'and now actively supports my

transgender behavior. In fact, she has been

friends with other TQ people, andwas told by a

psychic, just before we met, that her destiny was

to be tied in with a tall, darkjfrench-ltalian man

(strangely similar to the ‘tall, darl^and hand-

some" line usually associated with palm readers).

The acceptance ofcrossdressing and cross-acting

by my and herfamily has been so valuable and

important.

‘While I certainly don’t claim ‘Berdache

status, or the greatest degree ofsensitivity, my life

has unconsciously beenguided by a sort of

spirituality that is similar to some Berdach gifts.

'Whether one calls it feelings, or signalsfrom the

(jreat Spirit, the right course of action has been

communicated, and has greatly changed the course

of a life. Others have expressed similar ideas to

me when I have brought up the topic of religion,

spirituality andhow one knows what to do. St

common answer has been that you have to jeel

your way through life, instead ofjackhammering

a path through difficulties.

'Will life bring one the right wife, girl-

friend or significant other if one is tuned into

whatever sources are out there ? This is hard to

say, for sure. There are so many drives arul

diversions, so much confusion. The samegoes for

crossdressing/acting and acceptance, or what

happens ifone is into a situation where things

have solidified, where options seem closed.

'While Berdaches are specialpeople,

highly attuned to the spiritualside of things, there

is stillsome of that receptivity in the rest of us,

and maybe more in the transgendered community,

getting in touch with that side of ourselves will

enable us to share in a side of the Berdache

tradition, and nun/ help to heal the wounds and

indecision that often come with transgender

conditions.

Sincerely,

Lorrin B. (9fy)

(jg> @> 5S> S=t>

WHAT'S IN A NAME?

Dear Editor:

‘When I rediscovered crossdressing, I

never thought oj naming the feminine part ofme

because I fell that it was not necessan/, I had

already regarded my feminine part as one with my

masculine part - besides, the thought ofhaving a

feminine name, at first, was find offrightening!

Last i/ear I spent a lot of time doing inner

reflecting on nujself and some reflecting on mi
/

past, mpng so hard to worfjmt my feelings o)

guilt and shame about crossdressing.

rlhe more I thought about naming imf

feminine side, the more it made sense to do so, but

I was not sure ofwhat to callher. I wanted to

name nuj feminine self something that fitted in

With my own personalconcepts concerning

masculinity and femininity andhow / felt that

crossdressing tied in With those concepts.

Although nuj name is Joseph, I didn't want to

name nujselfJosephine because it was too close to

my masculine name for comfort, so I gave myself

the name Joan, which is still a nice name to me,

but is not the name that fits nuj personalconcept

ofwho I am as a person. I discoi'ered that only

the name Josephine fits my personalconcepts

concemig masculinity andfemininity and how

those characterisitics made me the complete person

I am — that is, I feel that the name Josephine is

symbolically the right choice togo With nuj name

Joseph because I see nujself as a man who has

both feminine and masculine characteristics

embodied in one physical body. I'msomi that it

toof^me so long to come to an obvious conclusion.

Another thing I discovered last year

was that when l tried to come out of the closet to

open up to only afew friends, I did not feel

comfortable referring to myself as a transvestite

,

but fell more comfortable referring to nujself as a

crossdresser. I have read that the terms

crossdresser and transvestite were basically the

same, so in the beginning I didn’t worry about

what to refer to myself as. Hpw that I have the

experience of opening up to others, I learned that

it was very easy to do that by referring to myself

as a crossdresser. I now fully understand why

some crossdressers don't like the term transvestite,

and I can appreciate that. Again, I’m sorry I

couldn’t workjhose small details out before I

submittedmy first ad, but it was (and still is)

difficult for me to work-out the deep-rootedguilt

about accepting something our society has

conditioned me to be ashamed of. Thanks to

publications like Tll/TS Tapestry, I am able to

worlfthrough some of these feelings. As a result,

I now feelmore comfortable crossdressing around

my wife and daughter, and they now feeljust as

comfortable around me as Josephine as they are

around me as Joseph. In fact, my wife picked out

a picture ofme to sendyou for my personal ad.

I 'd (ike to express my deep thanks to

all the C’D/TV/TS/TQs, etc., who shared their

precious experiences with the readers of the Til/

TS Tapestry .

Sincerely,

Joseph C. (C5J)
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OVER HERE

Dear Editor:

/ am a new subscriber to your

nwgazine, and thin kbit's the best. I had no idea

anything (ike this existed. I am a new immigrant

from Cjermany and Mexico. Jor me, it is amazing

the freedom you have in this country (that is one

of the reasons I came here). The homophobia you

have here is nothing (ike what it is in other

countries. Take advantage of allyour benefits. It

is so much harder everywhere else.

Smcerely,

Ingrid J{. (IL)

ANOTHER BEGINNING

Dear Editor:

About a year ago wegot an issue of

Tapestry . 'Vi/e were very pleased. It is beautiful

and very honest. Many of our people here have

read it and looked at the pictures of their sisters.

'M/LBO'BJl is a newgroup for Tils and

TSs in 'Holland. 'Vile meet once a month. There

may be a little something to eat or drink, we talk

there is a little shop where we can buy clothes and

other things, all in the same apartment. Twice a

weekthere is a smallerget-together where TilITS
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people can read tfie magazines we fave, talk, look

at the films in ihdeotape . .

.

We are all volunteers, si^Til/TSs and

two women, and very happy to do it. We get no

government funding. We are strong enough to

support ourselves.

We have started a small newsletter,

although we do not yet have the right hardware

for production. Hut, it is the only “Dutch

magazine, andourTV/TS people are happy and

pleased. We have sent you a copy.

We Wish our “TVATS friends all over

the world a verygood, healthy andfree life, and

that the woman in every man, and the man in

every woman keepgrowing out untilhe/she is

complete. 9{o longer man, no longer woman, but

only a human being, magnificent andpure!

Sincerely,

ImmanueC (Tfoffartd)
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OH, MY GOD, NOW WHAT?

“Dear Editor:

We have allheard horror stories.

“There seem to be people in every support group

who dwell in the negative, “They are bound to tell

you about all the awful things that have

happened to others andcouldhappen to you. “This

is especially true ofencounters With law

enforcement officers.

I willadmit that an encounter with

the police was a prticular nightmare for me. It is

one of the fears that kept me in the closet for more

than thirty years, and made me extremely nervous

about driving to support group meetings while

dressed as a woman.

Last year Ijoined a supportgroup and

after about sue months overcame those fears.

‘Then it happened. After attending a support

group party in the “Twin Cities, I headed down the

freeway, boundfor my motel. About three miles

north ofmy exit, my car was strucljin the rear by

what felt like a runaway locomotive. “Before I

knew what had happened, my car had crossed the

median andcareened across two lanes ofoncoming

traffic.

I had every expectation that I was

headedfor the worst experience ofmy life. In two

or three minutes another motorist came running

across the highway to chec/fon me. In four orfive

minutes more a “Bloomington, (Minnesota police

detective arrived Tie informed me that I had

been hit by drunken driver whose pickup had

been going at (east 90 mph. Tie then askedfor my

driver’s license, and I expected the worst. I fished

my license out ofmy purse and said 1 hadbeen

‘attending a meeting."

“To nu
/
amazement, he made no snide

comments. Tie simply suggested that I piclfup

anything I would want to take with me. Tie was

a completegentleman and helped me across the

freeway the same as he would have assisted any

woman. 1 was taken to an ambulance and

checked over by two E'MEs. They were equally

polite, fortunately, 1 had been wearing my seat

belt, andhad not even gotten a scratch.

from the ambulance, I was taken to a

!Minnesota Tlighway “Patrol car. “The Tlighway

“Patrolman was also agentleman. Tie toldme that

the drunkjiadfled the sane of the accident on

foot, but had left a pile ofempty beer cans behind.

After a little further investigation, he ojfered to

drive me to my motel. I got back,there about Jam.

I should have been shaking from the experience 1

hadjust been through. After all, 1 had come very

close to being killed. 'But, the only thing 1 could

thinlfabout was the pleasure I had Jell in being

addressed as ‘Ma’am, and treated like a lady for

the first time in my life.

“The next day I toofa bus home. My
worries were not over, for several days I was on

pins and needles with fears that the accident

report would note that I had been dressed as a

woman. It didn’t, fortunately, there’s no line on

a police accident report form to record that the

driver was crossdressed. “This was important

because my insurance claims man works in the

same office, just a few doors down the hall.

My point is, give people a chance.

“They may surprise you. 'Behavior is also

important. Even after I handed the officer my

driz'er’s license, 1 continued to behave (ike a lady.

In writing this letter, I also want to

express nuj heartfelt thanks to Merissa and to

everyone at IfCjE. you helped me to find a

supportgroup and to refocus my life. I can ’t

thanfyou enough.

Sincerely,

Linda J. (S‘DJ
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IT WORKED FOR ME

“Dear Editor:

I havejust finished reading mi/ second

issue of“Tapestry. I would (ike to share some oj

my experiences with you and the girls you sen'e so

well.

I am very pleased to see an TlOTjES'T

magazine devoted to real issues. “The ripoffs begin

theirpapers with pleas for understanding and

follow with many pages ofoutrageous advertise-

ments that would turn offany person that might

be inclined to be understanding.

1 am fifty years old, and have had a

feminine persona since I was five. Since I have

had the wonderful opportunity to express ‘her"

over the last fifteen years, I have hadmany

compliments from women on my masculinity! !

have heard many times from women (I am

completely hetero) that it takes a realman to

express temlerfeelings. I accept these comments

as an indication that I am a totalpersonality and

showing it.

I have heard many complaints about

“Why don’t women understand us?" I have told

several ‘girls’’ that there is no reason that women

will not understand them if theygo about it right.

If a person meets a woman whose company he

enjoys (and / assume that she enjoys him or the

relationship wouldgo nowhere) it is important

that the subject ofcrossdressing be brought up as

early as possible, and especially in a non-

threatening way. Over the last years, I have met

three women who have accepted myfeelings

totally because 1 have taken the time to explain

these feelings in a context ofrespect for them, as

well as a part ofmy personality. In each case, my

feelings have been accepted, and even become part

oj our playful relationship.

Sincerely,

Sfterri Ann (ILJ

^ ^
THIS ONE IS MY STORY

Dear Editor:

I ’m a beguiner, but a beginner with

forty-four years ofexperience, (you know me.

•you ’ve read my life history in each of the

hundreds of letters from frustrated and exhilirated

CDs who ever wrote to “Tapestry .

As 1 approached the holiday season

undergreat job stress andaway from my family, I

questioned what life is allabout, andwhy, ifI’m

so happy, why aren’t I, well, happy. On the top

ofmy list was, “Why do I have this need to wear

women’s clothing and makeup? “Why do I want

to feelfeminine? Am I gay? Ifso, I’m not very

good at it, because I don’t have any attraction to

men. I needed answers.

I ‘ve needed answers before. “But every

time I tried to Jind out, all I foundwas row after

row ofpornographic tabloids having nothing to do

With what I am all about. 1 certainly was not

alone in the world, since others were equally

cursed with this need to crossdress, but they

weren’t (ike me, not the ones in the tabloids.
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I broke the problem to my wife of

twenty years one night shortly before Christmas

by asling if I couldexperience the feelofher

makeup. She said, “you're a crossdresser, aren't

you

f

“I don’t know," I replied, “am I?"

She proceeded to tellme more about

crossdressing than I imagined she could know.

She told me she understoodmy needs and desires.

She was deeply troubled because she feared that

discovery would embarrass the family andperhaps

lead to ourfinancialdestruction. She feared that

my problem could harm our marriage. Hut, l was

welcome to try her makeup, and she told me not to

feelembarrassedby my situation. She wanted me

toget a handle on things, however, so herfears

would not be realized.

She offered to buy me a makeup kjt,

andsuggested that 1 not use it home to avoid

discovery by our teen-aged daughter. Since I

travela lot on business, she suggested that a hotel

room would be a safer place for me to explore my

needs. She said she could not handle coming home

andfinding me in her bra andpanties, and asked

if l needed to dress as well as do makeup. When I

saidyes, she said she couldn't see me dressed. She

wouldworkjwith me to help resolve my feelings,

she understoodmy need to be seen, but she felt she

would try to accomodate me by occasionally seeing

me in makeup.

‘Mow do you kpow these things?" I

asked. “Why, afterforty-four years ofwondering

if I am the only human being with this problem,

do 1 find that my sheltered companion knows

more about things that 1 couldn't find through

research in libraries andX-rated bookstores both?"

“Ofcourse I know about crossdressing.

They even have organizations for men who

crossdress. I’ve seen it on 'Donahue, Sally and

Oprah."

Two days later I left for 'Mew ‘J'ork

even more in love with my wonderfulwife. “When

I got there / picked up a copy ofThe Village Voice

to find ajazz concert, or other amusement. I

found, instead, an adfor a crossdressers' boutique

and anotherfor a transformation salon. I

changedmy schedule to insit both. There I was

introduced to Tapestry . I got a copy of‘Mg

Musband Wears “My Clothes by “Peggy %udd, and

decided that should the decision ever be mine for

naming someone to Sainthood, it would be “Peggii

.

IMy Musband Wears My Clothes and

selected readingfrom severalother publications

helpedsave my life. I flew home to my wife with

the book Tapestry andsome other publications.

“My wife and I devoured them. A possible life

crisis had been averted.

‘Every letter by every crossdresser in

Tapestnj had elements ofmy life in it. M

y

experience was so typical it must be classic, yet,

my life has changed drastically for the better. In

the ten weeks that followedmy initialcrisis, my

problem had become a blessing. Like a soul “born

again , * mg love and respect for my wife, always

strong,grew stronger, andmy self-respect was

restored. '/or the first time in my life, I felt that I

was on the verge of really knowing myself.

I have acquired a wardrobe with the

help ofmy advisor and teacher, my wife. I 've

shopped alone for myself in a safe environment,

and I 've had a makeover and transformation.

I 'Ve come a long way, and while no candidate for

Miss ‘Universe, I’m rather respectable in a dress if

I do say so myself. ‘My life has taken on new

priorities. With a deeper love for my wife and an

ability and a willingness to express my feelings

for her, our world has changed. We no longer

have a “problem,

" only an exciting new life.

While we are stillhusband and wife,

we are also best offriends, and at times, sisters.

She has taken pride in my dress and deportment,

and I'vegiven her a few tips on her makeup and

hair, too! We shop together (although I have

enough sense not togo out en femme). We talk

(Du amazing accomplishment that only tooktwo

decades to achieve!) I’ve lost 25 pounds, and

have another 15 on the run. I've quit biting my

fingernails. I haven’t yelled at other drivers in

rush-hour trajjic in weeks! ‘My daughter came to

me with great concern to ask “Dad, are you sure

that you didn't just find out that you aregoing to

die, or something? 'You're so different."

'Me have set limits that preserve our

traditional marriage and recognize my needfor

expression ofmy feminine self. I respect nuj

wife’s needs andgive her the machoguy she

marriedsoon after she allows me to be the girl I

enjoy being. Lije isn’t perfect. C'Ds who think

that it allshould be at the expense of theirSOs

have no right to complain when their marriages

fall apart.

Why is my life so fulland rich, jilted

With hope and love, while other marriages have

crashed and burned days after the problem first

came to light? / was lucky, for sure Dut, with a

little planning, anyone wanting to revealher C'D

need to herSO can create that (uckhy thinking

things through and breaking the news in a

manner which is sensitive to the SO's needs.

•Mow terrible it wouldhave been had my wije

walked in and caught me wearing her bra and

panties! 'Jlow terrible had she not seen ‘Donahue!

Mostly, my life has changed for the

good, thanks to I'J LJE, its people, and the many

organizations like it around the country that have

dedicated themselves to my happiness. Thank

Cjod that my wife saw Donahue andSally and

Oprah. ThankQod that she knew there were

organizations for the thousands (ike me, and that

she didn't thinkthat I was some perverted one-

oj-a-kindspecimen in need ofpreventive

institutionalization. Thankkjod that institu-

tions have begun to educate the world.

We need to do more. (Mote that I said

“we.") I will do what I can to help make our

existence known to everyone of us who may still

be suffering alone in his/her closet. 1 must stay in

the closet, but I have one foot out. I'm not sure

what I can do under the circumstances, but even

if it is only to write a checknow and then, to

fund a newspaper ad, or to take the time to

counsel a Tri-Ess sister in need, I 'lldo it. Cjod

hasgiven me a second chance in life for a reason.

I 'mgoing to find out what that reason is and do

whatever I can to help those in need as / was

helped. Mygoal is to help make the existence of

support opportunities known to more people

without the needfor rather extensive research

and, in my case, a lucky trip to M$W '(fork

I hope to drop by the !JCjE office the

next time I am in “Boston so I can personally pay

my respects to those who threw me a lifeline and

hauled me aboard. I ’m not sure how much longer

I could have treaded water, you and my

wonderfulwife have saved my life and the lives

of countless others. Jrom the bottom ofmy heart,

I thankyou.

Sincerely,

S- (JL)
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MznjWi'rHioi.

by StngeCa (‘David) Davis

Wan, Woman, l(e, She,

Std robbed up inside of me.

'Bom a boy, agirb inside,

9{p one must /(now, thegirbI must hide.

She stays inside, she zoatches to see,

While he is outside, he is free.

"iTbay with hoys, act hide a man.”

But she is frightened, doesn’t l(now ifshe can.

Staying hidden, alone is hest,

Loneby is safer than failing the test.

“What would happen, ifI amfound out,

that I’m a girbwithin and a boy without.’’

The 6oy in her robe becomes a man,

St man of success, a man who can.

But she is inside, hurt with pain,

Jrom her bife never Cived, her [ife never came.

The sun slowly goes down

as the woman slowly comes out.

She looks at herself in the mirror

and wishes what she sees were true.

Her lips so sensitive, full and red,

as her eyes say, I am a woman,

To love, to hold, who has love to give.

The mirror shows her body, her walk,

her style of beauty.

Only a few know who she really is,

and fewer still know her woman's love.

Her secret is not the clothes she wears.

Instead, it’s what she feels inside:

All the needs of a woman.

She knows that as the sun comes up,

The image of the woman will be gone,

leaving only her sweet scent behind.

The mirror shows only the shell of a man,

where once was the image of a woman.

But the beauty of the woman

Still shines, and will never die.

fr
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PROS AND CONS
by Ginny

Now I'm sure every sister well knows
On fashion there's cons and there's pros,

But I think most agree

on where legs ought to be

Under skirts in their heels and their hose.

THE URGE
by Ginny

^ £

When those feelings of old re-emerged

She remembered the wardrobe she'd purged.

Her closet was desolate,

Her action was desperate,

She ran to the mall where she splurged.V- V

NUTTY PUTTY
by Ginny

Wrap me in sturdy elastic.

Mold me like putty or plastic.

So what if it's nutty and drastic,

It makes my figure pretty fantastic.
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The
Essential

Vision

by Rita

The hero within is not man or woman.

The hero within is a peaceful understanding of balance.

The hero within has burning Vision.

The hero recognizes him/herself in the eyes, smiles, and sneers

of everyone s/he meets.

The Vision is not Desire or Lust . . .

(though they may manifest and distract).

Recognition of the Vision flushes the face and warms the spine,

like the heat flash of orgasm.

Our lusty demons manifest close to the edge,

where the waves of our subconscience lap the shores of

our consciousness.

They emerge from beneath the surface like starfish washed ashore.

Like seeing through the reflecting surface

and recognizing our own weakness.

In the face of the unfathomable, blissful, blinding light,

we may stumble.

But like the tightrope stretched between light and dark,

At a point the mortal is granted Vision to

see the rainbow in all its glory,

with all its shades of color,

spanning the spectrum . . .

The Vision is filled with color.

The color of earth, sky, and sea . . .

family, friends, food, wine, music, design . . .

Dances of life emerge as kaleidoscopes of whirling reality.

The hero’s Vision may put pen to paper,

or cause sounds of harmony and rhythm . . .

The Vision may make one dance all night.

To awaken to the Vision is to be resurrected.

Bright eyes watch white clouds in a blue sky.

Remember ... All is One.

Light and Dark define one another . . .

Each will obscure the Vision of Mortals.

Only Angels and saints dare look at the light.

And even then, some go blind.

The blind sages who see not color but truth and wisdom.

Demons hide in darkness where we hide our fears

for them to feed on.

Expose your fears to the light and let them be burnt up.

The hero’s Vision is personal and invisible to others,

No matter how they seek to understand.

So recognize your hero’s Vision.

Do not expect anyone to understand.

Those who clain to may be angels,

or deceiving demons . . .

True Vision lends color to our sight.

Listen to intuition. See the Vision.

Taste life. Open your senses. Feel everything.
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: the Spirit dp the Heartland

syNakcy Sole
By today’s standards, Fall Harvest weekend put on

By the Mid-America Gender Group Information Exchange,

or MAGGIE, on October 31st through November 3rd, 1991

with seventy paid participants, was a small affair. After all,

the Texas “T” Party had almost three hundred in February,

1991. Southern Comfort, less than four weeks before Fall

Harvest 91, drew over one hundred-and-fifty, quite respect-

able for a first-time event. And Holiday En Femme, three

weeks after Fall Harvest 91, was attended by two hundred-

and-two. Given those numbers, and half a dozen other

regional and national events that now crowd ourcomm unity’s

calendar, why should Fall Harvest, with its sm all, but respect-

able showing, demand attention? Why should anyone out-

side of Mid-America bother with a regional event of this size?

combining of education and fun, in itself would have been

noteworthy. Other events have achieved this. What propels

Fall Harvest to the forefront, and what makes this event

significant, is, as Jennifer Richards of St. Louis Gender

Foundation said, its spirit. For the combined efforts and

dedication of the planners, workers, and participants produced

more than a successful event, it create a spirit of love and

caring, hope and joy, freedom and life that touched all those

who were there. In short, the final product of Fall Harvest

transcended the physical. The power of the spirit that radiated

from those who planned and put on Fall Harvest was absorbed

by all those who participated, giving them something that will

guide them throughout the new year as they deal with their

gender identity, themselves, and their world.

Fall Harvest is important to us, all of us in what we
refer to as the gender community, because of its spirit. For

four days people from four states (Missouri, Kansas, Iowa,

and Nebraska) and five separate support groups came to-

gether to give and to share of themselves. They gave their

time and shared their knowledge and talents. The outward

manifestation of this effort was a well organized and executed

program that furnished the transgender community of Mid-

America a forum of learning and education that addressed all

aspects of our community while, at the same time, providing

them with social events and entertainment that were both

enjoyable and memorable. This achievement, the successful

This did not simply happen. Nothing just happens.

Fall Harvest, as it exists today, is more than an event, an

isolated point in time. Instead, it is the physical manifestation

of the spirit of the gender support groups, and their members,

who are scattered about in Mid-America. For those of you who
are interested or involved in regional associations, as well as

for those of you who are planning or preparing regional or

national events, I believe there is great value for all in knowing

how Fall Harvest come about and what we here in Mid-

America do to make this small but effective affair such a

significant event for our community.
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with the entire community as best we

could, since we were new at this and had

no idea how large a draw we would make,

it was decided to use a multi-track pro-

gram system similar to the one used by

the IFGE Coming Together/Working

Together convention. No one in CAF
had any qualms about borrowing and

using good ideas. After all, why reinvent

the wheel?

We did not, however, borrow

blindly. An innovation to the Fall Har-

vest program was that the program for

the crossdresser was divided into two

tracks. The first, which we named the

New Girl on the Block, was for the

crossdresser who had literally just come
out of the closet. Emphasis here was on

image, the external aspects of cross-

dressing: makeup, deportment, wigs, and

such. The second crossdresser track, at

first jokingly called the Old Hand, was

set up for the crossdresser who already

had a well-established style in dress and

tastes, and could handle herself in most

any situation. Today, we refer to such

crossdressers as advanced crossdressers.

"Hie Old Hand track was mainly discus-

sions and introspective workshops. With

the help of therapist Neila Miller in

1990, the Old Hands had an opportunity

to look at themselves and begin to work

on developing a female persona to

complement the image which they had

already developed. Added to these tracks

were the Trans-

sexual track,

and the Partners

track, giving

Fall Harvest as

comprehensive

a program as any

national or re-

gional event.

While we were

working on the

educational pro-

grams, we real-

ized that all

work and no

play would

make Jackie adull
transgenderist,

so social and en-

tertainment ac-

tivities were merged with the educa-

tional programs. Traditional events, such

as a fashion show and amateur talent

show on Friday night, followed by a

beauty pageant on Saturday night, were

added. These not only provided social

outings and entertainment for all partici-

pants, they gave those who were part of

these programs an opportunity to exer-

cise the female image and persona that

they were working on during the day.

For it is one thing to learn and discuss

something in a workshop, quite another

to use that knowledge in a dynamic, real

world situation. While most of our ac-

tivities were confined to participants

within the hotel, those social and enter-

Originally, Fall Harvest was a

loosely structured weekend outing for

the Kansas City group. Crossdressers

and Friends, or CAF. The timing of Fall

Harvest was tied to the annual Moon
Shadow Ball, a large costume dance,

which has been a Kansas City social

institution since 1979. Though the

straight community is well represented,

the events and sponsors, especially the

Miss Moon Shadow competition, are

oriented toward the gay and drag com-

munities. This aspect gave members of

the transgender community in Kansas

City an opportunity to “dress to the

nines,” and come out once a year and

party. Several years ago the members of

CAF began getting together the night

before the Moon Shadow Ball for a

dinnerparty of their

own at a local hotel.

This was the begin-

ning of Fall Harvest.

CAF members pro-

vided their own en-

tertainment and had

a good time. On
Sunday, CAF’s
membership would

move to the hotel

where the Moon
Shadow Ball was

being held to join in

the fun. That we
were accepted, or at

least tolerated, and

were provided an op-

portunity to be out

and about, formany,

was enough.

For some,

however, being allowed to participate in

a costume ball that revolved around a

drag show and competition for the pret-

tiest drag queen in Kansas City was not

enough. Those of us who had partici-

pated in events around the country such

as Fantasia Fair and the Texas “T” Party,

knew what could, and needed to be done

to help our sisters and brothers. That we
could do something was not in question;

CAF was already doing something. The

real question was how far to expand the

original concept and create for ourselves

a unique and meaningful event right

here in Mid-America. While the Moon
Shadow Ball was kept as part of our

event, and therefore determined the tim-

ing of our event, it was now going to be

only a part of Fall Harvest, not its pur-

pose. In fact, as things have transpired,

the Ball is only an adjunct today, at-

tended by a minority of Fall Harvest’s

participants. It has become anti-climac-

tic for those who do attend.

The concept that Fall Harvest

became, and has remained, centered on

providing an event for people who are

involved in the transgender community

here in Mid-America and who were un-

able to travel to more distant and more

expensive events. From the beginning,

Fall I Iarvest 90 was to be an event where

people could come together to learn about

themselves, transgender issues, and ex-

pand their personal horizons. To deal
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tainmcnt events provided an opportunity

to interact as females and use our female

personas, in some cases for the first time.

Fall Harvest 90 was a CAF
hosted and sponsored event. It was an

outgrowth of the CAF tradition of par-

ticipating in the Moon Shadow Ball. In

our first year, we had 75 paid participants

hailing from across the country. One

aspect of Fall Harvest, the regional as-

pect, was not neglected. In May of 1990,

while plans for Fall Harvest were still in

pencil, MAGGIE was born. A letter

dated June 1 2th, invited the leaders of St.

Louis Gender Foundation, Iowa Artistry,

Omaha River City Gender Alliance, and

the Wichita Gender Alliance to meet

after Fall Harvest 90

to discuss the possi-

bility of creating an

association to coor-

dinate the activities

of the groups in-

volved, exchanging

information, talents,

and programs

among the groups,

creating a collective

voice for Mid-

America support

groups, and a spon-

sor for a regional

event.

The idea of

a formal association,

however, was an

entirely different

matter. Each group,

while happy to help

the others, was cau-

tious of its independence and preroga-

tives. The idea of creating a blanket

organization that could limit or infringe

on the local support group’s programs or

activities was not a popular one. A letter

writing campaign during the summer of

1990 planted and cultivated the seed of

what was being called, at that time,

MAGGIE, short for Mid-America Gen-

der Group Information Exchange. The

first MAGGIE meeting was scheduled

on November 4, 1990, the last day of Fall

Harvest 90.

This tim ing was intentional, for

one of the important functions of

MAGGIE was going to be the sponsor-

ing of a regional event. It was felt that if

CAF could demonstrate that a regional

event was not only possible, but critical

to the growth of the transgender comm u-

nity in Mid-America, then the idea of

MAGGIE and cooperative action could

be sold to all support groups in Mid-

America. In effect, CAFwas doing some

reverse engineering: an event was cre-

ated, and the structure that would make

it a regional event was already a reality.

The story of the first MAGGIE event was

recorded in an IFGE Update in Decem-

ber, 1990. What is important is that the

leaders of the support groups in Mid-

America made a leap of faith. Each

willingly joined into an association that

would make Fall Harvest 91 happen.

And it was there, in that meeting on

November 4, 1990, that the spirit and

camaraderie of Fall Harvest, and of the

Mid-America transgender community

was born.

Building upon the success of

the Fall Harvest 90, the leaders and

members of the MAGGIE organizations

went about planning and preparing for

Fall Harvest 91. Held in Kansas City,

CAF was responsible for many aspects

of preparing for the event. Here, how-

ever, is where the similarity between

Fall Harvest and other regional events

stops. Be All, perhaps the oldest re-

gional event, rotates responsibility be-

tween four cities. The hosting city as-

sumes almost all responsibilities for the

planning, preparation, and execution of

a Be All convention. MAGGIE does it

differently. As I have said, CAF, by

virtue of being Kansas City-based, had

to do much on-site coordination. The

four educational tracks, decorations, en-

tertainment, and other necessary pro-

grams were divided between the various

organizations. Anna Appleby and

Beverly of Iowa were responsible for

Track I, the New Girl, as well as the

fashion show. Elaine Bauer and Renee

Edgerton of CAF had Track II, the Old

Hand. Rena Geise from Omaha had

Track III, the Transsexual program. Viki

Goodman (CAF) and Lynata Waters

(SLGF) did

Track IV for the

Partners. Rose

from SLGF and

Jennifer
Richards ably

assisted by Jeff

and backed up by

the entire SLGF
organization, as-

sumed the

herculean task of

decoration and

production for

the entire week-

end. If you were

not there, you

cannot appreci-

ate their efforts.

Every night, the

images they cre-

ated were

breathtaking.

Working for a

collective goal, the spirit of cooperation

grew as individuals across the four-state

region represented by MAGGIE, under

the direction of the MAGGIE support

group representatives and Stephanie

Campbell of CAF made Fall Harvest 91

a reality.

In addition to the division of

labor, pooling of ideas both before and

during Fall Harvest 91 helped to make

this year’s event not only a success, but

a well-orchestrated triumph. The coop-

erative effort was apparent everywhere

and in everything that went on. For

exam pie, a significant touch to the week-

end was the rotation of who hosted the
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head table. Each MAGGIE group had

its turn to seat its leadership and special

guests at the head table at the daily

luncheons. On Thursday, Kansas City

CAF leadership had the head table.

Friday it belonged to the St. Louis

Gender Foundation, and on Saturday it

was shared by Omaha and Wichita. It

was during the luncheon speech by

Jennifer Richards on Friday that the

term ‘Spirit of Mid-America’ was first

used. When Jennifer spoke of her

feelings, and of that spirit, I began to

look around and think about what she

had said. For the rest of the weekend,

that idea, the idea that Fall Harvest was

more than an event, that it was a spirit,

took hold.

As I thought about that, I pon-

dered what made Fall Harvest so dif-

ferent from many of the other events

that I had traveled to and participated

in. While naturally prejudiced by my
own association with both Fall Harvest

90 and 91,1 can honestly say that we have

here in Mid-America an event that re-

flects what our community is all about.

Fall Harvest is about people, people learn-

ing not only to cope with who they are

and the world they live in, but learning

how to thrive. It is about organizations

that are willing to join together, keeping

their identity while working arm-in-arm

with their sisters and brothers for the

good of all. Fall Harvest is a celebration

of life, and a time to share the spirit of

life with others. Fall Harvest is hope, a

shaft of light that, for many ofoursisters

and brothers in Mid-America has lifted

the crushing darkness that has, for so

long, been our burden and our handicap.

Through the spirit that the cooperative

efforts of MAGGIE have kindled, and

that Fall Harvest has spread, the gender

community in Mid-America will never

again be the victim of ignorance or the

darkness of the closet.

For those of you in ourcommu-

nity who find yourselves in positions of

leadership orparticipating in planningor

preparing for a regional event, I invite

you to look at Fall Harvest and MAGGIE.
I urge you to open your eyes and your

heart. Look at what we are about and

why you are doing what you are doing.

Rather than considering yourselves build-

ers or directors, masters of all you see,

consider yourselves as mothers, kind,

gentle spirits who are responsible for

nurturing and guiding the children of

your local and regional support groups.

Do not get hung up on numbers, for it

is becoming tiring to me to hear spon-

sors of events going about bragging to

each other, “My event is bigger than

yours!” Instead, concentrate on what

really matters: the spirit. Use your

heart to guide you, and look to the

spirit. As a woman searches to find her

voice, each region and each event

should do the same. We here in Mid-

America, too long isolated, have found

our voice, our spirit. And we invite

you, all of our brothers and sisters, to

come to the Heartland and share in that

spirit.

There is always time for celebration and sorority
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Tri-Ess is a well established organization for hetero-

sexual crossdressers and their families. Its average member

is middle aged, upper middle class, and married! While this

might come as a shock to middle America, there are a great

many men in this category who crossdress. Because ofsociety

and the American standard of what constitutes male and

female gender, these men keep their crossdressing activities

totally underground. Most of them desire the same thing any

other man in their situation would want: a home, a family, a

career. Because society disapproves of crossgendered behav-

ior in males, these men suffer from enormous guilt. When
they are young, they rarely tell anyone about their crossgender

desires and behavior.

While a great deal of these men are married, because

of this guilt factor, few of their wives knew anything about this

behavior before the women made a long-term commitment to

the relationship. Since most crossgendered males are ex-

tremely loyal to their mates, they desire more closeness with

their mates than the average male does. Because of this,

sooner or later they feel they must tell their wives about their

crossdressing. This happens in all sorts ofways: “accidental”

discoveries, tearful confessions, and confused outright adm is-

sions. The guilt the men have carried for large portions of their

lives often makes these poor presentations. If the crossdresser

in these situations is a member of Tri-Ess, he can seek help

both from his home group and from the parent organization.

Tri-Ess groups have useful objective information he can give

his wife. He will not have to go through this period alone, or

ill-informed.

Women in our culture are not educated about the

possibility of a person being one physical sex but having the

gender of the other. The discovery that this is the case with

their boyfriend or husband comes as an enormous shock.

Many women fear the breakup of their relationship. The fact

that her mate loves her and needs her during this period is not

comprehensible to her. Her first, and sometimes only thought

is that he must be gay. It often takes a third party to explain

to her that this is not the case. Often, with the right informa-

tion, many women come to a basic understanding of their

mate’s needs and desires. The problems in the relationship

usually stem from the deception and secrecy the male has

practiced for some time. The woman feels cheated and

betrayed for having been left out of her husband ’s life. While

the crossdresser’s reasons for keeping the secret from her

grew out of the purest of motives, she will have a hard time

believing and accepting this. Most wives and partners do not

have a support group, even when their spouse does. They

need communication, from their crossdressing partners,

from other wives and partners, and from some source of

facts. There is no sense of positivism until that support

system is there for them.

Tri-Ess realized several years ago that the only way

to serve the needs of these people was to incorporate wives

and partners of crossdressers into all the organization’s

activities. Since that time, wives and partners have played

a large part in the growth ofTri-Ess. However, it is important

that this support group not just be a social group, meeting for

fellowship, good gossip, and recipe trading. Theneeds of the

wives and partners are complex and vitally important. Each

such group must go deeper and get to the heart of the

problems, working as a group with each wife/partner to deal

with her fears, anger, and frustrations. We cannot leave such

emotions untouched, only looking at and dealing with

surface issues. Without this kind ofsupport, a wife or partner

feels abandoned, totally alone with her thoughts and fears.

Tri-Ess is evolving into a non-sexist, family-ori-

ented public organization rather than a male-centered, “se-

cret” one. Keeping its membership exclusively heterosexual

simplifies the struggle for the wives and partners. The wife

or partner understands the lim its around her spouse’s behav-

ior, and can use other wives and partners who have worked

through many of the same problems. These others can be

available through a support group, or through the phone, and

by mail. If distance keeps a partner from joining a support

group, there needs to be a way for her to receive this support.

Perhaps Tri-Ess should set up a hotline and provide its

number through its publications, and through such outside

organizations like IFGE. With the appearance of more and

more crossdressers and their mates on television, the name

Tri-Ess is becoming known in society as the organization for

heterosexual male crossdressers. Similarly, the public is

beginning to learn that just because a man dresses as a

woman, he is not necessarily gay. In fact, the opposite may
well be the case. He may dress as a female because he is a

ladies’ man in more ways than one. (continued on page 35)
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easier to open the door to

happiness and fulfillment.

Long ago Tri-Ess realized that it could not be every-

thing to everyone in the bigendered community. People

crossdress for various reasons, some of which are completely

contradictory. Groups formed as an omnium-gatherum are

frequently born in strife and matured in schism . For this reason,

Tri-Ess chose to aim its support at heterosexual male and female

crossdressers, their spouses, partners, and families. Although

female to male crossdressers may feel outnumbered when they

first come to a Tri-Ess meeting, our hope is to build their ranks

to the point where they will feel an integral and effective as well

as a substantial fraction of the association. While there are

differences in lifestyles and opinions among this heterogeneous

group, these crossdressers, male and female, are united in their

commitment to self-acceptance, bigender self-expression, and

family values, regardless of their marital status. This stable,

conservative approach has won increasing respect within the

bigendered community, and sells well with the general public.

At the heart of the family-oriented approach is the

abiding belief that the needs of crossdressers are not one whit

more important than the needs of their wives and of their life

partners. A Tri-Ess wife need not be “along for the ride,” as part

of an auxiliary; she has the right to be a full participating

member of Tri-Ess. To limit the participation of wives, some

have argued that wives don’t know what it is like to be a

crossdresser, and to feel the guilt and isolation. So many wives

feel exactly that! However, crossdressers frequently do not

understand what it means to have their world turned topsy-turvy

by unexpected revelations of a poorly-understood attribute, and

to fear the loss of their life partners to homosexuality or to sex

reassignment surgery. Tri-Ess respects absolutely the right of

the crossdresser and his/her family to work out these relation-

ships in a comfortable, familiar atmosphere with ordinary

people just like themselves. The happiest crossdressers and the

happiest crossdressers’ wives are those most supportive of each

other. The non-threatening atmosphere in Tri-Ess makes it

To help develop this

comfortable atmosphere, Tri-Ess

encourages its members to work at

developing the crossgender side of their

personalities. Our members crossdress with

deep respect for the values of the opposite gender.

Ours is not to mock, but to emulate, to learn, and to share.

The modem woman no longer follows outdated social

stereotypes. She feels free to be assertive, to develop her

brain and her brawn, to dress according to her feelings, to

be what she wants to be. She has taken traits and activities

previously confined to males, refined them, and incorpo-

rated them into the woman she is. Tri-Ess members have

discovered a similar core of valuable traits and activities

worth incorporating into themselves. If we can learn

sensitivity and communication, and stress nurturing rela-

tionships ahead of developing power, all humankind will

benefit. We do not wish to steal femininity from our wives,

but to learn it, share it, and, with our wives’ help, incorpo-

rate it to become better people.

It is not enough, however, merely to develop our

fern inine side. Since most of us havem uch more experience

living as males in a masculine world, it is understandable

that we spend much time and effort working on the less well

developed side of ourselves. A healthy organism, however,

grows in many directions. Our wives need us as men, a basic

fact we cannot ignore. And not just sexually. They need our

masculine tenderness, the gallantries, the masculine image

- the little things that mean a lot. As the old song says:

Give me your hand when I’ve lost the way

Give me your shoulder to cry on.

Whether the day be bright or gray

Give me your heart to rely on.

In this heartbreaking epidemic of secondary trans-

sexualism and its cruel selfishness, we would all do well to

remember the words of this song.

It is not merely our wives who need us as men, so

do our children. They need a strong father image to cement

their own identities. Children have their own issues regard-

ing crossdressing. Each family has its own resolution for

these issues, (continued on page 36)
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(continuedfrom page 33) Wives and partners be-

come members of the various local Tri-Ess groups. They

serve in a number of capacities: board members, newsletter

editors, officers, etc. The input of the genetic women is

invaluable to the groups. They give the male crossdresser a

glimpse into the world of “real” women, a view that in the past

was often clouded with fantasy. They help these males

understand the many differences between the sexes, and that

while a male may appear as a woman, and sometimes think as

one, he will always be a male. This helps many males who

might be harboring thoughts of a sex change and lack the right

input to help them make the correct decision.

Women also play an important role in the Tri-Ess

conventions. There are seminars strictly for wives and

partners, conducted by women involved with crossdressers.

There are outings during these conventions designed to

introduce the crossdressers’ mates to the experience of being

out in public with their crossdressed spouses. These conven-

tions take the fear and sense of unreality out of the situations

the wives or partners find themselves in so often. Since the

wife is associating with her peers, she feels their presence, and

feels she is in a socially accepting and acceptable situation.

There us the cost factor of attending such conven-

tions to be considered. We believe that if a wife/partner truly

wants to go, but cannot for monetary reasons, which can be

verified, a scholarship fund should be set up at least for

Holiday En Femme, to pay the registration fee. Such schol-

arships must be limited to a few verifiably needy candidates.

This experience can be a godsend to a wife who is as buried

in the closet as her husband was in the past.

Tri-Ess has a wives and partners newsletter pub-

lished quarterly, and especially written for the distaff side of

the relationship. All the wives and partners that are active in

Tri-Ess get this newsletter. We feel that this newsletter should

go out to all members of Tri-Ess, perhaps through the Femme
Mirror . The wives and partners newsletter has articles in it by

experienced wives as well as by those who have just learned

of their situation. The concerns and problems of wives and

partners are discussed here from a variety of points of view.

It has letters in it from all over the country. These women
discover again that they are not alone, that others share their

feelings and apprehensions. We should also have some

column or section in the Femme Mirror so that the wife or

partner who has just learned of her spouses crossdressing can

quickly become aware of the resources that are available, so

she can start in right away to get the help she needs.

There is a song which expresses som e ofour thoughts.

In part, it says, “When it comes to love, you don’t count the

cost. It doesn’t really matter what is gained or what is lost,

when it comes to love, you don’t count the cost.” If these

couples have the love, then we need to help in anyway, no

matter the cost, sacrifice, and time to help them reach out to

each other and learn to accept the persons living deep inside

themselves, and to love those persons.

The future for women in Tri-Ess is limitless. As

society begins to realize there is more to gender than just male

and female, and as women learn about the need their mates

have for crossdressing and begin to accept it, they will find the

unusual qualities of a crossgendered male invaluable in

establishing a common goal-oriented relationship. Some
experts in relationships between the genders refer to the

crossdresser as a “bridge” between the male and the female.

Within the framework of Tri-Ess, and with the help of the

women involved with Tri-Ess, we hope that bridge can be

explored and used to everyone’s benefit. A mutually satisfy-

ing and long, happy relationship can be the result of the

crossdresser and his partner including Tri-Ess in their lives,

com municating with themselves and others towards an under-

standing of how these unusual situations can be positive and

uplifting.

PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL

JAYNE F. DOYLE
STATE LICENSED ELECTROLOGIST

• HAIR REMOVED PERMANENTLY FROM:
beard, brows, chest, back, legs,

bikini line, hands & arms.

• Sterile, disposable probes
• Experienced with TVs & TSs
• Complete anonymity, ample parking
• State-of-the-art equipment

TWO OFFICES IN SOUTHERN CONNECTICUT
Rte. 34, Derby and Rte. 1, Greenwich

For a softer, morefeminine look!
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(continued from page 34) Some parents share the

crossdressing with their children and make it a part of family

life. Others prefer that the children not know about it. It is not

for us to judge which approach is best, but to provide an

atmosphere conducive to sharing, learning, and working out

relationships. Tri-Ess members, therefore, are either com-

fortable with children present at meetings, or are committed

to working at becoming comfortable with them there.

Does this mean that chapter programs need to be

reminiscent of something from Walt Disney? By no means!

Of course, X-rated behavior is inappropriate at Tri-Ess meet-

ings. Perhaps the easiest way to establish the standard is to

think of Tri-Ess meetings as social and educational meetings

of men and women from Middle America. The men happen

to be wearing dresses. Certainly some program material will

be mature. Usually the meeting will provide activities for the

children. Parental guidance is required, just as it is in most

other places.

Working from the family-oriented approach, Tri-

Ess leaders have devised dynamic programs unique in the

bigendered community. To develop the whole person, Susan

Blume ofTau Chi Chapter originated the Boys R Us Program.

Every month members enjoy an activity as guys. Sometimes

wives and children are invited; other events are “boys only.”

Events so far have included a boys’ night bowling, a couples’

dining out, and a Super Bowl party. On deck is a major league

baseball game and, perhaps, a poker night. The benefits of th is

program are manifold. Wives can meet crossdressers in their

roles as men (a most reassuring introduction to the group!),

and single crossdressers can really feel a part of the group

activities. Sharing experiences as men reinforces bonds of

friendship and encourages a balanced perspective. So enthu-

siastically has the Boys R Us program been received that Tri-

Ess is strongly encouraging its adoption in chapters nation-

wide.

Another exciting program is Heterosexual

Crossdressers Anonymous (HCDA). Originated by Brenda

Thomas, HCDA is a twelve-step program toward self-accep-

tance. Manner ofdress is optional, so that novice crossdressers

can meet others like themselves and discuss their needs

without the pressure of having to appear crossdresscd before

a group of strangers. Closeted crossdressers seek help in

communicating with their wives. Wives come for under-

standing of their husbands. Veteran members, single and

married, attend simply to share feelings. How refreshing is the

serenity these meetings bring! The pilot program is, neverthe-

less, experiencing one problem. It is threatening to outgrow

its facility!

Where is Tri-Ess going? Its leadership will continue

to explore the family-oriented concept for new programs and

methods of outreach. An upcoming priority is research on

methods to fill the needs of single crossdressers. The Friends

of Tri-Ess membership will be further defined and its ramifi-

cations explored. Tri-Ess will become increasingly involved

in discouraging inappropriate sexual reassignment, and in

upgrading the plane of research on crossdressing. A top

priority is the development of new chapters; six have taken

root in the past year. Fired with the vision, the chapters will

take on national and local projects. Over the past year several

chapters have achieved favorable coverage in the local media;

a national media drive is in the works. Cooperative projects

between chapters will generate not only a Speakers’ Bureau,

but also other shared programs. Bonded together by common
goals, the chapters will raise Tri-Ess to new heights.

Tri-Ess has been successful because it has adhered

consistently to the Family-Oriented Approach. This prin-

ciple, however, does not justify snobbery or rejection of other

bigendered people. Tri-Ess has ratified the Gender Bill of

Rights, which confirms the right of every person to select a

gender identity and a sexual orientation, and to develop and

express both so long as he/she does not infringe upon the rights

of others. Tri-Ess will, therefore, try to support as many as

possible, so long as it can do so without interfering with its

primary principle - the support and education of heterosexual

crossdressers and families.

A dear friend, Dr. Peggy Rudd, likes to associate the

word “crossdresser” with the word “dignity.” So many

crossdressers and families still cannot stand on their feet

without hanging their heads. For this reason outreach is very

important to the family-oriented principle. Through litera-

ture, media, and research, Tri-Ess is committed to reach those

people, educate them, and help them stand together with their

heads held high. Self-acceptance is the cornerstone on which

to build enduring relationships. That is what Tri-Ess is all

about.

Frances (left) and June Ellen (right) Fairfax
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HOW TIIE PROGRAM
WORKS

BIG SISTERS

INTRODUCTION

The Big Sister Program was conceived with the intent of providing

a method to help the new members if Tri-Ess integrate into our organization.

This is done by pairing a more experienced crossdresser (the Big sister) with

the new member (the Little Sister). The Big sister acts as a mentor, providing

the benefit of experience and understanding required to nurture a Little Sister.

Since each situation is unique, and each Little Sister has her own needs, there

are no classic answers, simply guidelines. Each Big Sister must have an

experience-base to draw upon to be successful.

Where do Big Sisters come
from, and how do you find them? Jane

Ellen ran a series of articles describing

the program in the Femme Mirror and

asked for volunteers. She enticed about

thirty ladies into becoming the first Big

Sisters. Once the program got rolling,

between word of mouth, a quarterly ar-

ticle in the Femme Mirror, and a little

arm-twisting at the chapter level, there

are now over eighty Big Sisters on the

roster.

Big Sisters are a rare breed.

They combine theirexperience with com-

passion and the ability to teach, the es-

sential attributes of a sorority. Imagine

how difficult it is to sit down and write a

letter to someone you don’t know, to

offer the hand of friendship without any

idea of the issues you need to address.

The Big sisters do this on a regular basis

and are usually successful. They have

captured the essence of unconditional

understanding, and learned how to share

it.

Finding Big Sisters is best done

on a chapter basis. Each chapter will

typically have one or two gals who are

HISTORY

The Big Sister Program was conceived in the fall of 1990 and

implemented that winter. Jane Ellen Fairfax and Mary Frances Fairfax spent

many long hours, Jane with an atlas and Mary with the Macintosh, creating the

foundation of the program. Jane created a set of guidelines, initial contact

letters, and a method for assigning Little Sisters to Big Sisters. Mary typed,

addressed, and stuffed envelops. The first set of letters hit the street in mid-

^
December, and the program was under way.

J
\

well suited for the Big Sister role. The

job is to get to these ladies and impress

them with the importance of the pro-

gram. This is accomplished through

newsletters and word of mouth. An
added advantage is that Big and Little

Sisters are paired in the same geographi-

cal area so the two stand a good chance

of meeting face-to-face. Thus the Big

Sisters become the chapter’s Welcome

Wagon, doing the follow up on new or

potential members.

LITTLE SISTERS

Little Sisters are a lot easier to

find. All new members of Tri-Ess are

immediately enrolled in the Big Sister

Program . We assign a Big Sister to each

new member based on the location of the
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Little Sister. We try to keep them within

fifty miles ofeach other. Failing this, we
try to keep them in the same state. There

are cases where we couldn’t get them in

the same state, but no Little Sister goes

without the opportunity of having a Big

Sister.

As an interesting side note, we
have certain Big Sisters who never seem

to have enough Little Sisters. We try to

limit each Big Sister to three Little Sis-

ters, but in certain cases we will abandon

this limit. Maureen, in Iowa, hates to go

to the mail box and find it empty, so she

has a dozen Little Sisters. This works out

very well because she is an absolutely

wonderful Big Sister. Other Big Sisters

will often write or call and say that they

would like more Little Sisters. When the

opportunity arises, we try to accommo-

date them.

As Big Sisters are a rare breed,

Little Sisters are an interesting breed.

Little Sisters come in all levels of expe-

rience. Some are just peeking out of the

closet and are very timid, while others

have been out for many years. Most are

happy to find a new friend, but some

aren’t sure how to react. The situation is

somewhat hit or miss. To a great extent

it depends on the comfort level of the

Little Sister.

PROGRAM STRUCTURE

New members are Little Sisters

for one year. During that year the Big

Sister is asked to contact the Little Sister

once during the first sixty days. If there

is no reply, a second attempt is made. If

there is no reply after two attempts, then

it is assumed that the Little Sister is not

interested. We also ask that the Big

Sister file a six-month report with the

Big Sister Program office.

The Big Sister Program admin-

istrators are also involved in the process.

On the fourth, eighth, and twelfth month,

the Big Sister Program contacts the Little

Sisters directly. The purpose of the

fourth and eighth month communica-

tions is to check on the Little Sister’s

status. How are things going? Is your

Big Sister helpful? Is there anything we
can do for you? This gives the Little

Sister a direct line to the Board of Direc-

tors of Tri-Ess.

On the one-year anniversary,

the Big Sister Program contacts the Little

Sister with a questionnaire. The intent is

to determine if the Little Sister is satis-

fied with her involvement in Tri-Ess.

Does she intend to renew her member-

ship, why, or why not? Was she content

with the help from her Big Sister? Has

Tri-Ess delivered what it promised? Do
you have any suggestions that might

increase the effectiveness of the Big

Sister Program? Lastly, would you like

to become a Big Sister?

The answers to these questions

serve many purposes. Two questions are

aimed at trying to understand the causes

of the drop out rate in Tri-Ess. Why do

girls fail to renew their membership after

one year in the organization? One ques-

tion is to evaluate the effectiveness of the

Big Sister. Was she responsive to your

needs? The other two questions are

feedback on the program itself. How can

we make the program better? Can we
add you to the roster of Big Sisters? The

message is that everyone has input to the

success of Tri-Ess and the Big Sister

Program.

While the institution of the ques-

tionnaire is relatively new, we have re-

ceived a thirty-five to forty percent re-

sponse rate. Most of the replies have

been very positive, yet some have taught

us a few things. The largest reason for

failure to renew membership after the

first year is financial. We find this hard

to understand because Tri-Ess has a stand-

ing policy of waiving the yearly national

dues if there is a financial hardship.

PROGRAMADMINISTRATION

One key to success of any pro-

gram is organization. Haphazard filing

and an undefined approach is the hob-

goblin of efficiency. A crucial aspect of

the Big Sister Program is assigning the

Little Sisters to the Big Sisters. We have

attempted to ease this problem by creat-

ing a data base of Big Sisters, complete

with addresses (all completely confiden-

tial), sorted by state. Sorting by state

allows us to move quickly to the state of

Co-Coordinator Patricia Kennedy

the Little Sister and locate a potential

Big Sister. We get the name, state, and

town of the Little Sister from the Na-

tional Membership Directorbi-monthly.

Using this data base, locating a potential

Big Sister for a new member becomes a

trivial problem. The data base also in-

cludes the name of the Little Sisters

assigned to each Big Sister, so we do not

accidentally overload an unsuspecting

Big Sister.

Once the assignments are made,

the letters to both the Big and Little

Sisters are generated and mailed. At the

end of each month, we also generate the

monthly and yearly anniversary letters.

While the cost ofmailing and envelops is

not substantial, the effort required to

keep to this schedule is sometimes tax-

ing. The two of us usually dedicate a

weekend a month to the job.

SO WHAT HAPPENS BE-
TWEEN THE BIG AND LITTLE SIS-

TERS?

The nature of the relationship be-

tween the two sisters is unique. Each

Little Sister has her own concerns. Each

Big Sister has her own experiences.

Sometimes it develops into a lifetime

friendship, sometimes it falls flat, and

sometimes it works as intended, a rela-

tionship develops that serves the needs

of the Little Sister: she feels welcome,

and has a Big Sister with whom she can

share her ideas and fears. The Big Sister

must be ready to answer questions from

Which wig looks best? to How do I get
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Virgjnia Prince’s address so I can write

her? Aye, it’s an interesting business!

The Big Sisters are not totally

on their own. Jane Ellen has generated a

set of basic guidelines for interaction.

All the Big Sisters are encouraged to

reflect positive comments to the Little

Sisters, and to answer their questions to

the best of their ability. All the Big

sisters have the phone number of the Big

Sister Program Office should they de-

cide they need an outside opinion on a

situation. We are still learning and doing

the best with what we have.

We have yet to develop an an-

swer to all the questions surrounding the

dynamics of the relationship between

the Big And Little Sister. In time, as we
gain experience, we will be able to refine

the process. Ifanyone has some insights,

please feel free to write us at the address

below.

WHERE IS THE PROGRAM
GOING?

After a year-and-a-half, the Big

Sister Program is operating smoothly.

We have m anaged to get our arms around

the assigning of Sisters and the genera-

tion of announcement letters. With the

addition of the feedback generated from

the anniversary letters, we are gaining

some insight into the causes of attrition

in our organization. But, there is more

work to be done.

We are entertaining the idea of

creating a Big Sister Program newslet-

ter. This will probably be a quarterly

publication available to all those in-

volved in the Big Sister Program. ILe

newsletter will likely be a vehicle for the

periodic republication of articles that

have appeared over the years which may
be of particular interest to Little Sisters.

Also, we would like to include articles

(probably new) that deal particularly

with the nature of the Big Sister/Little

Sister interaction. Possibly to include

some wonderful stories about our first

meeting.

We also would like to find a

way to honor those Big Sisters who have

dedicated their time and efforts to help-

ing our new members. Keep your ears to

the ground and your eyes on the Femme
Mirror for future developments.

HOW DO YOU START A BIG
SISTER PROGRAM?

Depending on the size of your

group, and the geographic area covered,

the com plexity of the program may vary

.

A Big Sister Program can be imple-

mented on just about any scale. A group

of twenty might need one or two Big

Sisters. In Tri-Ess, we have around

eighty-three Big Sisters right now. Given

that our total membership is about 1 100,

that translates into about an eight percent

participation. If we limit our assign-

ments to three Little Sisters to any one

Big Sister, we accommodate an annual

growth of twenty-four percent. We wish

Tri-Ess would experience such a growth

rate!

Find your Big Sisters. You will

have an intuitive feeling for who will be

a good Big Sister. Once they are identi-

fied, enlist their help in starting your

program. Create a method for assigning

Little Sisters, keeping in mind that any

criteria you select will require flexibil-

ity. If you have a small group in a local

area, you may choose common interests

as a basis for pairing. The real key to

success is organization. Find someone

to establish an organized approach to

running the program so the system will

not let new members fall between the

cracks.

SOME TRAPS

1) Don’t overload a Big Sister.

Remember, it is a volunteer organiza-

tion. Don’t abuse the volunteers.

2) Beware ofpersonal conflicts.

They will only serve to undermine the

relationship between the Sisters, and

eventually undermine the group as a

whole. The correct response to this

problem seems to be a quick reassign-

ment.

3) Poor record keeping. This

relates directly to organization. Keep

good records and follow-up.

If you are serious about starting

a program, feel free to contact us for

some insight, but don’t be afraid to try

things we haven’t tried. Experiment

with the program cautiously, but try new

ideas. It is somewhat like spaghetti:

there is a basic recipe, but thousands of

variations.

CONCLUSIONS

We are very pleased with the

success of the Big Sister Program in Tri-

Ess. The responses we have received

from our new members indicate they are

appreciative. The Big Sister Program of

Tri-Ess has helped all our members inte-

grate into the organization and feel a part

of the family. For further information

concerning the Big Sister Program of

Tri-Ess, please contact us at the address

below.

The Big Sister Program

c/oDelta Chapter

PO Box 803

Evergreen CO 80439

Ligma Epsilon
presents:

(y€->Mw
November 11-15, 1992 (3I

Atlanta, GA
pj p

For information write

Linda Peacock

P O. Box 1

1

'\ I

Tallahassee, I I. 323M-724I

Co-Coordinator Shirley Kay
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The Society for the Second Self, or Tri-Ess, is

perhaps the oldest crossdressing group in the world. It began

in 1976 when two already existing groups. Freedom of

Personality Expression, or FPE, and the Mamselle Sorority

merged.

FPE was founded in the sixties by Virginia Prince. It

was the first effort by anyone to gather the heterosexual

crossdressers of Canada and the US under one roof. The

purpose was to help crossdressers in three ways: emotionally,

socially, and educationally.

The Mamselle Sorority was founded in 1971 by

Carol Beecroft. She had originally joined the Alpha chapter

of FPE in 1969, and soon became its president. Meetings of

leaders were frequent and concentrated on future activities for

the members. Chapter attendance increased, and members let

Carol know that they thought the chapter was “going places.”

Unfortunately, some of the members who had served

Alpha long and well misunderstood Carol’s motives. She

wanted to have an extra “gathering” each month, but this was

opposed. Rather than have a fight, Carol simply left Alpha

chapter and FPE, taking many members with her, and started

a new group, soon called the Mamselle Sorority. The one

difference between the Mamselle Sorority and the FPE was

that while FPE was only open to heterosexual crossdressers,

the Mamselle Sorority was open to crossdressers of all kinds:

transsexuals, bi-sexuals, and gays.

Almost from the start, Carol set out to open addi-

tional chapters in Southern California. Chapters began in

Buena Park, Mission Hills, and Los Angeles. There were a

hundred members in 1975. There were monthly meetings.

Members often visited several different chapters within the

same month, confirming Carol’s view that one meeting a

month was not enough.

In 1973 an Executive Board was formed from all the

all the chapter presidents and a few select members. This

group did much of the planning over the next three years. This

Board was instrumental in acting on Carol’s belief that

Mamselle members should get out into the public. Mamselle

members were encouraged to stop in for the female imperson-

ation show at the Redwood Room after the regular chapter

meeting. Sometimes a third of the customer count were

Mamselle members. One of the outstanding successes was a

combined fashion show and dress up dinner at the Olympia

Hotel in Los Angeles in 1973. Several women who sold

clothes through parties put together the fashion show. Younger

Mamselle members were the models. Fifty-two crossdressers

and a few wives attended to make this one of the largest

functions for crossdressers at that time.

A support group for wives was started in 1 974. This

group met on a Sunday afternoon, and the crossdressing

husbands were expected to come as their male selves. The

idea behind it was that the wives could support each other in

their unique but common experience, and the husbands could

work on establishing friendships between each other as men,

rather than as crossdressers. Unfortunately, the time was

badly picked, and the group ran out of steam before a better

time was chosen. The idea would take off years later in Tri-

Ess.

In order to keep up the flow of new members, Carol

started an advertising campaign. A few new members came

from ads placed in the L.A. Free Press , an underground

weekly paper. Surprisingly, Psychology Today accepted the

group’s advertising. Few of the 150 people who replied

became members. Things were much less open in those days.

People were extremely concerned about being found out. It

was still possible to be put in jail for crossdressing. Most
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The Society for the Second Self is the outgrowth of

three other organizations. I, Virginia, will tell you about the

first two, and Carol will tell you about the third.

I started publishing Transvestia Magazine in 1960.

By about the middle of 1962, 1 had discovered enough readers

in the immediate area of Los Angeles to conceive the idea of

forming some kind of a social group. Great idea, but how to

do it? The ‘60’s may have been the era of doing your own

thing, but it was also a time ofparanoia about any behavior that

was off the beaten path sexually. Crossdressing was not a

sexually variant pattern, but the authorities considered it to be

such since they were anti-gay and they couldn’t think of any

reason why an otherwise normal male would want to be

wearing dresses, heels, and lipstick unless he was homo-

sexual. So, in the eyes of the authorities, all crossdressers were

gay. In this kind ofenvironment, how would I go about getting

together twelve guys, none of whom knew any of the other
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crossdressers were deep in their closets. Some time later,

Psychology Today refused to accept further ads from Mamselle

Sorority.

Shortly after the Sorority began, a newsletter called

The Monthly was started. It had news of Mamselle members

and events, pictures, poetry, and some sort of editorial in each

issue.

Just before 1976, Carol was interested in expanding

Mamselle Sorority to be a nationwide group. Carol found

Lori Lynn in Michigan who had already approached Virginia

Prince after Virginia had said in Transvestis #77 that she was

looking to step down from some of the day-to-day manage-

ment duties of FPE. Carol and Lori corresponded at some

length. At the same time, Carol and Virginia were negotiating

about a merger ofMamselle and FPE. In the mean time, some

of the original Alpha Chapter had left to form a new group

called CHIC. This group still exists. Some of the remaining

Alpha members had joined with the Memselle chapters to

form a new chapter in Los Angeles.

On April 27, 1976, an announcement was sent to all

Mamselle members that the FPE and the Mamselle Sorority

were merged. The new group was to be called the Society for

the Second Self, or Tri-Sigma. Some Mamselle members

were discom fitted, but the show was on the road for an

exclusively heterosexual crossdresser association. Carol

became President and Virginia became Secretary/Treasurer

of Tri-Sigma. The Femme Mirror was published quarterly.

There were about 175 FPE members who were not initially

part of the new group, but most of them renewed their

memberships in Tri-Sigma.

You m ight wonder why Carol chose to go along with

having the new group being only for heterosexuals after her

earlier conviction that Mamselle should be open to any and

every crossdresser. The answer is that after seeing several

wives leave Mamselle meetings in tears after tactless remarks

made by a few transsexuals, and receiving complaints from

straight crossdressers who had received advances from some
rather forthright bis, she had decided that it would be hard

enough to get the new national group off the ground without

eleven, to talk about being crossdressers? Each would be

suspicious of the rest as being undercover policemen or FBI

agents.

I rented a small room behind a church in Hollywood,

and sent letters of invitation out to all readers in the vicinity,

giving them the date, time, and location of the meeting place.

I also asked each one to bring two paper bags, one carrying

cheese, chips, or other edibles, and in the other, a pair of high

heels and a pair of nylons. When we had all gathered together

and been introduced by first masculine name only, and with

each looking across the room suspiciously at the others, I

announced that it was now time “to take off your shoes and

socks and put on your stockings and heels.” They did so, and

having to smooth over lots of ruffled feathers as well.

In October 1977, Tri-sigma was contacted by an

attorney for a real women’s sorority, Sigma Sigma Sigma.

They had been organized about 1903 and felt that Tri-Sigma

was an infringement on their turf. Tri-Sigma was told it could

not use the symbols or the name it had been using. Carol and

Virginia changed the nickname toTri-Ess and designed a new

logo. However, old habits die hard, and the organization was

still using the old materials seven years later. Sigma Sigma

Sigma sued for $100,000. A lawyer in Tulare resolved the

conflict at no cost, but the sorority stopped using the old

symbols after that!

Another attempt was maid to get a wives’ support

group going. Carol asked Dr. V. Traub, a lady sociologist to

lead the group. It met a number of times in Los Angeles, but

the momuntum wasn’t there, and the group folded. Carol put

together a letter to send to merchants explaining to them about

crossdressing and asking them if they wanted to serve the

crossdressing community. She got enough responses to

publish a list of about 85 businesses willing to service the

crossdressers in discreet comfort.

One early and continuing success of the sorority was

the design of a library index card with the word Transvestism

on it, and Tri-Ess’s name and address. Members put these

cards in the card catalogues of many libraries throughout the

US and Canada. Many people, both crossdressers and helping

professionals have come to Tri-Ess through these cards.

One of the priorities for the new organization was the

development of new chapters. Carol worked hard at this. One

of the firs fruits of these efforts was the Sigma chapter in

Denver. She also met with nine members in San Francisco,
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but it took a little longer to get that chapter up and running.

Carol’s office at that time was filled maps. She used them to

locate each Tri-Ess member. As soon as there were enough in

one area to justify starting a new chapter, Carol was off. By
November 1 976 there was a regional coordinator for the Great

Lakes, and another for Southern California the following

spring. In July of 1977 there was a coordinator for Texas. The

nest few years saw chapters start in Buffalo, NY ; Washington,

DC; Dallas, TX; Maryland; Ann Arbor, MI; and Louisville,

KY. There are now over thirty chapters, with others still in the

developmental stages.

The September 1977 issue of the Femme Mirror

shows a picture of the Chi chapter in Chicago, all thirteen

members. Thanks to Naomi Owen, who has been chapter

president for twelve years, that chapter is now the largest in Tri-

Ess with a membership of over 150.

On March 3, 1 977, Ann Landers declared in one ofher

columns, “
. . . some psychiatrists say all transvestites are

either homosexual or bisexual.” Carol immediately

started a campaign to counter this statement. Many
sorority members wrote letters describing themselves

and their experiences. In a reply to one sister, Ann
wrote, “My consultants in the field of psychiatry

are reputed to be tops. Every psychiatrist with

whom I consult is of the opinion that the vast

majority ofcrossdressers engage in homoseual

activities. Thosewho do not, I am told, have

latent homosexual desires which are not

acted out.” Then she added, “In addition

to my consultants, I have a very open

and honest relationship with my hair-

dresser, who is homosexual. He
and I discussed homosexuality as

well as transvestism in great

detail and this young man told

me last week . . . that he is

thoroughly convinced that

all transvestites are ho

mosexual.” The letter

writing campaign

bore fruit. In April, 1977, Ms Landers wrote to the Denver

chapter answering their strong letter of protest. She backed off

by saying, “I have heard from many authorities, including

psychiatrists, and it appears that opinions differ greatly in that

area. Some of these authorities have indicated to me that

transvestites are neither homosexual nor bisexual.” Later, she

agreed to refer people to Tri-Sigma.

In 1977, RuthAnn of Wisconsin put together a profes-

sional brochure to send out to people who wanted more

information on Tri-Ess. With occasional changes over the

years, thousands ofcopies have been sent to people all over the

world. She is now working with some sisters in North Carolina

devolping a more up-to-date piece.

In the late 70’s, Carol enlisted Georgia Saunders in

Norther California to start a chapter in the Bay Area. Things

were moving right along, when Georgia had second thoughts

about Tri-Ess’s leadership and its exclusively heterosexual

membership rule. Carol and Virginia responded to her

accusations, and asked for space to respond in her news-

letter. Georgia went on to found the Gateway Gender

Alliance, a nationwide gender group with an open

policy, and she worked with it until it closed down
some years later.

Membership was sought through

ads in a variety of regular and alternative

news outlets : Moneysworth, Berkeley Barb.

Psychology Today , Drag magazine, the

LA Free Press, and Inside News . 1977

also saw the beginning of a colum n for

wives in the Femme Mirror, “Wives

Talk Back.” Many wives were

helped, and many becameaware

of the problems caused by a

husband’s need to crossdress.

That was also the year for

Tri-Sigma financial

statements to start.

Virginia began first

as Treasurer, and

thus demonstrated to each other that they all had the same

interest and thus, did not have to be fearful of each other. (Of

course, we know today that there are a number of policemen

who are crossdressers themselves, but we didn’t know that in

those days, so every other guy was suspected of being a cop

or an FBI agent.)

So, there we were, eleven or twelve men in men’s

clothes, all sitting around wearing nylons and heels. A
somewhat ridiculous sight, to be sure, but it worked, and thus

began the first organization in the world for heterosexual

crossdressers. That was in 1962, and we called the group —
what else? — the Hose and Heels Club. We all had a good time

and broke a lot of ice, and we wanted to do it again. One of

our members had a big old house with four bedrooms upstairs

and one down, so we had a lot of room for our first girls’ club

meeting. While all ofus had dressed at home, and a few might

have ventured outside a couple of times, this was the first time

most of us had ever dressed completely in the presence of

anyone else, particularly another bunch of guys also tricked

out as girls.

It was a tricky beginning, but as the guys with their

suitcases, wig boxes, etc. arrived, I would take them upstairs

and install them in one of the bedrooms. Then it was

downstairs to get the next arrival and put her in another room

.

By the time I had all the rooms full, it was time to make the

rounds and help with makeup, or comb out a wig, . .

.

Then
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latcras Controller, keeping the books for

the organization.

Tri-Sigma inaugurated the first

Holiday Bn Femme in 1978. This was a

four day experience living en femme in

New Orleans. The hotel was the Vieux

Carr6 in the French Quarter. The hotel

staff went out of their way to treat every-

one with dignity and resptect. The girls

ate at the best restaurants in the area:

Brennan’s, Marty’s, Antonio’s,

Brossard ’s, and Delmonico’s. Acting as

tour guide, Carol took the girls out to see

plantations and many historical sites.

The public couldn’t help noticing that

these women were a bit different, but

there was never any trouble. The owner

of one night club introduced the girls to

the audience and then invited them back

to his home after the show. The girls took

the town by storm and were captivated

by its magic. One of the purposes of the

adventure was to get people out in pub-

lic, seeing and being seen. There was a

trip on the Mississippi, and another into

the bayou country.

Another early Holiday En
Femme was in San Francisco. Carol’s

pholosophy of getting the girls out in

public was vindicated once again. They

ate out in restaurants, went to the best

theaters, enjoyed a boat trip on the

Bay, shopped, visited a wig shop,

and went on a wine country tour.

Tri-Ess members gained much
needed confidence by m ingling with

“other” people.

In 1980, RuthAnn com-

posed a news release to use when

contacting a newspaper, explaining

about Tri-Ess and crossdressing.

I had to persuade them to go down-

stairs to meet the others. I literally

had to take them by the hand and

drag them downstairs. But, after

being introduced to the others, within

five minutes they were all comfort-

able with each other.

This went on for five or six

months, as I remember, and I began

to shape up plans for a nationwide

sorority with a more dignified name.

In the fall of 1962, Susanna Valenti,

one of the readers of Transvestia

This was later updated by Julie Daniel in

Missouri who developed a comprehen-

sive media plan: how to contact the news

source, what to do and say, how to pro-

tect one’s security. A number of mem-
bers took the program to heart. Articles

appeared in newspapers all over the coun-

try. Each one was later printed in Fern m e

Mirror . Many people wrote the national

Tri-Ess office after seeing its name and

address in the media.

In the early 80’s, Carol started

putting together a Board of Professional

People. Her first appointment was Dr.

Vernon Bullough, Dean, NYU, Buffalo,

NY. Dean Bullough had written various

articles on crossdressing, including one

dealing with the wives of crossdressers.

Next was Dr. Milton Diamond of the

University of Hawaii. Later, Dr. Richard

Docter, California State University, and

Barbara Ruppel, MSW, Executive Di-

rector of Families, Inc., in Iowa were

appointed. Finally, Dr. Roger Peo of

Androgyny Unlimited in Poughkkpsie,

NY was asked to join. These people have

written a number of articles for Femme
Mirror and other publications, since start-

ing to serve on this Board.

A particular project that Carol

is working on behalf of Tri-Ess the col-

Felicity, Tri-Ess' Oldest Member

lection of books at Cal ATate University

in Northridge dealing with crossdress-

ing. This large collection needs to be

catalogued so that it can be used by

researchers writing about gender issues.

Carol has also collected hundreds of

other publications to add to this collec-

tion.

Many people question Tri-Ess

about its hetero only approach to cross-

dressing. In 1982 the membership was

polled as a reality check. A high 60% of

the members sent back their replies. Of

those who answered, 87% wanted Tri-

Ess to continue its commitment to the

needs ofheterosexual crossdressers only.

Tri-Ess members and their

wives started appearing on television

shows in the early 80’s. "Htey were on

HBO’s “ErosAm erica” series, “Intimacy

on File,” and a Geraldo show. When the

shows allowed Tri-Ess to show its name

and address, the national office received

hundreds of calls and letters. Different

speakers also go to a number of colleges

and universities each year, speaking be-

fore two or three hundred students.

At the same time Carol asked

for volunteers to write to new members

to give them support during their early

membership. The result new

members who tended to stay

longer in response to the initial

loving acceptance.

There were many
people who gave of their time

and energy to build Tri-Ess and

to keep it going. Donna Martin

was Regional Coordinator and

from New York City decided to

have a crossdressing weekend at

her resort near Hunter, New York.

She invited all her New York

friends and placed ads in

Transvestia invited Tvs from any-

where. My wife and I and two

couples from Los Angeles who
had worked on the club all went.

It was at a gathering of all those

present that weekend that I an-

nounced the founding of the new

national sorority which I called

FPE, which stood for Full Per-
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Tri-Ess Board of Directors Meeting at the 1991 Holiday En Femme, Chicago.

cellent job, and the sorority is that

much better because of her. Tri-

Ess is no longer a mom-and-pop

operation. The future looks prom-

ising because of all the volunteers

and competent leaders who devote

hundreds of hours to the organiza-

tion each month.

Although Virginia

Prince has kept a low profile, her

contributions over the years have

been invaluable. She has advised

the leaders ofthe organization from

its inception, after the merger of

FPEand Mamselle. She continues

to act as controller, and her wise

counsel is st ill available. Theseeds

were planted with the FPE the

Mamselle Sorority, and the fruit

that grew from their union.

Director of Marketing. She continues to

be Director of Marketing today. She has

put in thousands of hours. Marlene was

in charge of chapter development for

many years. She has spent thousands of

hours helping people start chapters in the

US and Canada. Gloria Ann was an early

leader of the Couples’ Auxiliary and

helped keep this program going. Jane

FAirfax has been a hard worker ever

since she joined. She is now Chairman

of the Board of Directors, and doing an

excellent job since she replaced Carol in

1988. Many volunteers are now working

for the advancement of Tri-Ess, and the

load is easier for all.

Tri-Ess has begun to publish

the Clarion , a small magazine about

leadership and organization. Few people

are bom leaders, but most can learn how

The world needs Tri-Ess - so

does the world of heterosexual

crossdressers. They go together, they are

made for each other. The tree has been

planted, and a strong trunk has grown.

Now it is ready to bloom and produce

sweet fruit. Future generations of

crossdressers might never know much

about Carol and Virginia, but if these

future crossdressers are benefitting from

an organization known as Tri-Ess, then

Virginia and Carol, regardless of where

they may be, will be happy!

_

sonality Expression. That is, expressing both the masculine

and feminine sides of one’s personality. Since it was a

sorority, albeit for males, it had to be translated into Greek

letters, and so it became Phi Pi Epsilon.

to lead. This magazine has contained job

descriptions for various offices and ad-

vice on how to start new chapters. Also,

information is supplied to chapter lead-

ers and Regional Coordinators about new

members and other bookkeeping mat-

ters. It is hoped that this will become a

tool to strengthen the organization’s infra

structure.

Jane Fairfax has taken the exist-

ing programs and fleshed them out, re-

vived others, and made some out of

whole cloth. The Regional Coordina-

tors, the Wives’ Support Group, and the

new Big Sister program all speak for the

leadership and de-

termination at

headquarters.
Jane does an ex-

Jane Ellen Fairfax delivers 1991 Keynote Address

As Transvestia acquired more readers, we began to

form chapters in those cities where there were three or more

readers. Thus, early chapters were in Chicago, New York, San

Francisco, Atlanta, Dallas, Madison, Detroit, Cleveland,

Boston, Toronto, Seattle, and other places. After several

years, amid charges on the part ofvarious unaffiliated persons

who were envious of the success of FPE that I was making a

financial killing from the dues paid by members, I asked a
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TRI-ESS ONLOCATION - 1989 Holiday En Femme
Touring Charles Krug Winery, San Francisco

friend in Madison named Fran to take over as treasurer. I

sent her the entire treasury and asked her to handle all

financial matters so as to put a stop to the destructive

accusations going around. She not only handled the

treasurer’s job, but in a couple of years became the national

director of FPE.

Fran had her own chapter in Madison called the

Theta chapter, and she published the Theta News dealing

with what was going on in her chapter, and news from other

chapters, too. Then she took over the newsletter that had

been started here in Los Angeles, which I had named the

Femme Mirror . Fran managed FPE and published the

Mirror for about twelve years.

It seems to be a facet of human nature that in any

movement there will be peoplewho think they can run things

better than the person who is already doing it, or they dislike

some policy of the existing organization. It happened to the

Black movement, the Gay movement, and the Women’s
movement. It also happened in the TV movement. Five or

six of the groups still functioning today around the country

were split offs from FPE, and several others have since

disintegrated.

On my trips abroad I helped to get the Beaumont

Society started in England and two others in Denmark and

Sweden. These last two groups still operate under the name

ofFPE of Northern Europe. When I went to New Zealand and

Australia in 1969, 1 helped organize the Seahorse Society in

both countries. The name came from the fact that I had

adopted the seahorse as our mascot because it is the male who
takes care of and brings up the young.

I still had Transvestia in 1976, and so had access to

members all over the country. Carol Beecroft had done well

with her organization Mamselle, but it was handicapped by

not having access to people outside southern California. I in

turn, was getting tired of carrying the burden of FPE alone,

which I had done to do since Fran had had to retire for business

reasons several years before. Operations had then fallen back

on my shoulders. So, Carol and I got together and decided to

merge the two groups into a new and larger one. I came up

with the name of the Society for the Second Self as adequately

describing the kind of people we were and thus the logical

name for the organization.

The policies of the new organization were the same

as before, namely, that we limited membership to hetero-

sexual males out of consideration for wives. Many wives are
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dedicated females attending and working with us.

Moreover, we had restricted our membership to

straight males out of consideration for wives, so why
should the wives be in the position of being a

Women’s Auxiliary to Tri-Ess? The Board voted

unanimously to open our membership to females

who were either wives, partners of members, or

interested in the subject, or in us. Thus we became

the first crossdressing organization to be family-

oriented, and we encourage the participation of

wives and girl friends in meetings and conventions.

The Society for the Second Self (Tri-Ess) is

now the oldest, largest and most widely dispersed

group ofcrossdressers in theworld having over thirty

chapters around this country, and members in a

number of foreign countries. So, ifyou are interested

and qualify, write to

concerned that their crossdressing husband is either a secret

homosexual or in the process of becoming one, or that he is

considering transsexual surgery, which would require a di-

vorce. So, since from the first meeting of the Hose and Heels

Club I had wanted to do what I could to “promote domestic

tranquility” as it says in the Declaration of Independence, I

decided not to accept gays or TSs into FPE, and subsequently

the same policy was adopted by Tri-Ess. We also discouraged

alcoholic beverages at meetings to avoid the possibility of

someone having one too many and then getting into an

accident or a traffic arrest on the way home. Under the stress

of such a situation, the person might explain that he (as she)

had been to a party and thus allow the police to investigate

further. Beyond the set two rules, each chapter runs itself.

After sixteen years of publishing Transvestia and a

number of years of shepherding FPE, and because I had a lot

of other projects to attend to , Carol and I decided that she

would become the Executive Director of Tri-Ess and I would

become the Treasurer. So it remains today. But, after a couple

of years of our managing the organization between us, we
decided that we needed a Board of Directors. They could

assist in general operations and facilitate the growth of the

organization. So we picked some of the better known

members of the Society and people who would actively apply

themselves for the good of their sisters. They have certainly

done so. Under the capable leadership of Jane Ellen Fairfax

as Chairlady, and her spouse as general assistant and Secre-

tary, Tri-Ess has grown, adopted new policies, taken the

Femme Mirror and turned it into a first-rate magazine that all

members can be proud of.

We have adopted a Big Sister Program whereby new

girls joining the Society have an older member volunteer to

assist and indoctrinate her and help her to integrate into the

Sorority. From the very beginning of Hose and Heels, and

then FPE, we always urged wives to attend meetings and

welcomed their participation. We realized at our national

convention in San Francisco in 1988 that we had several very

The family that dresses together stays together,

(above left; LINDA & CYNTHIA PHILLIPS

(below) DR. PEGGY& MELANIE RUDD

Society for the Second Self

P O Box 194

Tulare CA 90036

and ask for an application form. If your wife or partner

is willing, apply for her, too. Annual dues are $35 for male

members and only an additional $15 for partners. The

difference in cost is because only one subscription to the

Femme Mirror is included in the two memberships.

We look forward to a nice increase in membership

because of this article. Many of you may either never have

known about Tri-Ess or have not understood that while we

have no bias against either gay or TS people, we have simply

limited ourselves to heterosexual members. We feel compe-

tent to help, advise, and understand such people, but do not

feel we could serve the interests and needs of gay and TS
persons equally well. As the saying goes, try us, you might

like us.
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In her Trinity Award accep-

tance speech at the IFGE convention in

Denver last year, Mariette Pathy Allen

challenged the Gender Community with

an important question:

Do you realize that you would

have been the Berdaches in another soci-

ety? You would have been the spiritual

leaders, the visionaries who saw the big-

ger picture, because you see from more

points of view ... It is critical that you

claim that position now. It is yours.

Rena Swifthawk, a Native

American medicine woman, says that

she and her elders believe that there is an

abundance of transgendered people be-

ing born into the world now who can help

heal the planet if they choose to accept

this role. Many so-called New Age
thinkers, peace activists, ecologists, radi-

cal feminists . . . even anthropologists

and psychologists are advocating the

need for a new set of values based on

cooperation, balance, and harmony to re-

place the institutionalized ethics of com-

petition, polarization, and domination.

There is strong evidence that

human cultures up until 5,000 years ago

were matriarchal, goddess-worshipping,

and egalitarian. Men and women were

equal partners, not master and slave, and

the global ecology was respected. In her

book The Chalice and the Blade, Riane

Eisler points out “
. . . the central religious

image [used to be] a woman giving birth

and not, as in our time, a man dying on a

cross ... in this new reality that is now said

to be the sole creation of a male God, the

life-giving and nurturing [qualities have]

been displaced by the power to dominate

and destroy . . .
“ The subjugation of

women and of Nature is symptomatic of

the d isastrous path we have been traveling

for far too long.

Gender liberation may well be

the key to a revolution in consciousness

that is needed to resolve our most urgent

global crises. Gender is at the very heart

of who we are as human beings, and

governs how we interact with each other

and the world . The inner healing that we
as transgendered individuals achieve can

be outwardly applied to the imbalance

and distress that surrounds us. This used

to be standard practice in most “primi-

tive” societies. Some form of

transgenderism was a prerequisite for

Native American medicine people

(Berdache), the Hijras ofIndia, the Mahu
of Polynesia, the Shamans of Asia, and

elsewhere. Other spiritual disciplines

such as Wicca, Taoism, Tantrism, the

Christian Order of Mary, and Hermetic

teachings espouse similar views of gen-

der balance. Despite the errancy of

Western Civilization, an androgynous

Jesus Christ tried to reassert the feminine

values ofcompassion, responsibility, and

love over the masculine excesses of con-

quest and inequality.

lender
is at the very heart
of who we are as
humanbeings"
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With the homogenization ofour

great American melting pot and shrink-

ing global village, we have lost most of

the diverse traditions and ancient knowl-

edge that might have enabled us to re-

store this balance. Part of our task must

be to generate new modes of healing and

maintenance, perhaps through preven-

tive and corrective educational efforts,

communications media and the arts,

newly adapted rituals, and specific prac-

tices like role sharing, more active

parenting, negotiated conflict resolution,

recycling, etc.

During the workshop on

Transgender Alternatives that I led at the

Southern Comfort convention in Atlanta,

Petra Dawn asked how we as

transgendered people might utilize our

unique perspectives to make a positive

contribution to mainstream society.

Yvonne Cook suggested that all the par-

ticipants choose one word to describe the

role they would play to achieve this

reintegration. The enthusiastic and in-

spired response included : healer, teacher,

listener, nurturer, m ediator, creative syn-

thesizer, visionary, liberator, peace-

m aker, networker, rolem odel, counselor,

messenger, mind-opener, aware-ionary

.

. . Our discussion of androgyny, the

Berdache legacy, and gender liberation

led to this spontaneous response. We
amazed each other with this outpouring

ofshared purpose and vision. There was

a surge of energy that seemed to spiral up

from our circle, sending chills up our

spines and moving some of us to tears

with the realization that we each have

something very special to offer after all.

No matter what our religious

background, beliefs, or talents, let us

encourage each other to explore the po-

tential of our transgender heritage. In

what form will the Goddess emerge

through you? What motivates and in-

spires you? What spiritual and earthly

tools will you need to accomplish your

work? How will you share your knowl-

rS&HK9W T©mp

(title) Bird-headed Priestess, Egypt,
before 3,000 B.C.

(previous page left) Venus of Villem
Austria, 20,000 B.C.

(previous page right) Female hoi
breasts,Cyprus, 2,500 B.C.
(this page) Geometric female hoi
mirror, Mesopotamia, 3,100 B.C.

edge? Ultimately, how can you summon
the potency of your divine grace to heal

the dis-ease and suffering of fellow hu-

mans, of all the other innocent life forms,

and of Mother Earth herself?

You will find your calling

“where your deep gladness and the

world’s deep hunger meet.”

(A dozen and more transgendered

people are forming a Circle, hopefully

the first of many, to share and transmute

their knowledge into practice for per-

sonal and global healing. Mother Earth

needs you, too, to form more Transgender

Healers’ Circles.)

Coasting down the off-ramp, the

mall is now visible, and my body is readying

for combat — senses are on high alert; each

light is primordially bright, the contrasts are

all vivid. (My God, I’m only going to the

mall. I’ve been there many times.) Finger

tips are moist, like going on a first

date? No, like jumping out of an

airplane for the first time!

Getting out of the car, stand-

ing up, feeling fine. Oh, shit! I left my
purse inside. OK, let’s start again.

Walking towards the mall entrance I

keep a few feet to the side of my
woman friend, trying not to make the

height difference too obvious. At the

curb I thought, if she walks on the

sidewalk and I stay in the driveway --

dumb — nobody ever walks together

that way. Oh, well.

As we pass an outdoor restau-

rant a brunette notices us. What now?

Wow, it’s only casual and she looks on

to other things. I need practice in

peripheral vision. Not using my male

scanning mode is frustrating. I must

non
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remember I’m more in a “neutral” or “be

seen” mode than in my typical “to see”

pattern. Hopefully, not being a fashion

plate or a sex pot will let people easily

move on to more rewarding views. I’ve

got to try to lightly notice both sexes, not

just the females. Remember that my
friend could tell where those Japanese

monks were just by how they looked at

her.

There’s a black cop at the door,

and I’m bigger than he is! He opens the

door for a mother and child and ignores

us as we go in one door to his left.

My friend goes to make a reser-

vation at the restaurant. I’m alone a few

feet inside the biggest mall in town. I try

to read the posted menu, but my glasses

are only for distance (I wonder if my
adrenal glands have aggravated the fo-

cusing by dilating my pupils). The res-

taurant bar, full of people noticing and

being noticed, is on the other side of the

window — not a good place to loiter. I

move further into the mall. Oops, the

green light from that sign probably won’t

do me any favors. That pillar looks like

a good place to stand. A blonde on the

opposite side chooses a similar place to

stand. Great, I must be doing something

right. She notices me, but doesn’t pay

any attention. Even better! Maybe, just

maybe . . .

My friend calls from the restau-

rant, we can get seats right now. Well, I

guess it had to be sometime. I try to walk

through the bar as straight, tall, and

gracefully as possible. I wonder if my
Adam’s apple shows. I wonder if my
pulse shows. Do I even have a pulse?

My God, the tables are close

together! I sit with my back to the wall,

thanks to my friend. There are two

young women to my left and a Chinese

couple to the right. Both are only inches

away -- actually, I think it was about an

arm’s length with a slightly bent elbow.

The waiter comes and my friend orders.

So do I. My voice! It’s much lower than

normal. I can’t talk like this, but I don’t

have a choice. Can anyone hear besides

the waiter? The pair on the left are

talking seriously. Do they know? The
other couple is speaking Chinese. Per-

haps all non-orientals look and sound

alike to them.

The wine tastes terrible — are

my stomach juices in my mouth? The

house wine was good when I was here

with her before. She sips hers. It’s bad,

too! Again, it’s not me. Dinner comes.

How can I eat all of that? I never should

have worn the corset. My figure isn’t

worth it. The waiter talks to my friend,

but tome, his voice drops lower, perhaps

even below mine. Is this a subtle male-

to-male putdown? Twelve hours later I

remember a Reagan interview when a

third party noted that even though the

President hadn’t been a broadcaster for

decades, both he and his interviewer

leapfrogged their pitch lower as their

conversation progressed. Perhaps it’s

not just journalists. Maybe the waiter

wasn’t lowering his voice because I was

a guy, but just did it naturally to be below

that of the “woman” by the wall. I’ll

never know for sure, but I think I’ll

choose to remember it that way.

Now we have new couples on

both sides. The guys are facing me.

They’re serious. Have they noticed?

Maybe not - I think they would pay

more attention, smirk, or do something

if they had.

Time to go . . . “Free at last!

Free at last! Thank God almighty, I’m

free at last!”

The mall is big, wide. People

weren ’
t so claustrophobically close, and

they’re moving. Wonderful!

A pretty and petite salesgirl in

Nordstrum’s tells my friend that they

don’t carry larger women’s sizes any-

more. Is that a slight sound of contempt

in her voice? Does she? Or was she just

holding back a little female one-up-

manship? If so, I love her! Any gal who
wants to feel better because she can best

my size 18 image is a friend. I’m happy

just to be on the same playing field!

OvertoLaneBryant. Thesales-

girls sort of ignore us. The one at the

cash register notices me a little more. I

can’t read the look. Well, there’s no

gawking or giggling, solguessl’m OK.

Off to the benches at the center

of the mall. Everyone is passing. The

only notice seems to be that the bench is

taken. The black cop and a buddy show

up. It almost looks like they’re going to

direct traffic. He glances ourway , barely

notices, and continues doing whatever. I

would have paid more attention to a five

foot fourteen inch woman, but then I start

from a different place.

I’m more relaxed, but not

enough to have anything approaching

the animated and fluid gestures appro-

priate to my appearance.

Off to Emporium. The sales-

women seem only interested enough to

determine how seriously we are shop-

ping. Our browsing and color tests in the

mirrors seem to be read as they’d best

spend their salestime elsewhere.

One of the couples from the

restaurant appears. Here’s a real test.

They’re a few feet away and I watch

them in a distant mirror. (What’s this?

New skills?) They don’t even give a

second glance. It’s time to go. What a

wonderful going away gift!

(While taking off my makeup, I

discover some spinach salad between

my teeth. I guess I should have gone to

the powder room before leaving the res-

taurant.)
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By B>onna ‘T.

My secretary tells me I am a

perfectionist. I really don’t think so.

It would only take the undivided at-

tention of a Hollywood make-up art-

ist for a month or two; a wardrobe

consultant and a dressmaker for two

or three months (Finally, a dress that

fits in the shoulders and the waist!); a

coach for walking, sitting, and stand-

ing for nine months to a year; a wig

specialist; a couple of years with a

voice coach; Oops, better not forget a

color, image, and fashion person to

make me look like the person I am.

Then, when I step out of the

closet, I certainly will be all I can be.

It may take me until I am seventy

years old to get out of that closet, but

I sure will look great! I see a problem

here. Some of the help I need could

be available at a local support group.

But, I don’t think I can go there until

I have my act together. I don’t want

them to think I don’t know how to do

what I don’t know how to do.

Something is not quite right

here. When I start working on impor-

tant things, it all falls apart. This

makes me think I’m not on the right

track. For example, I would like four

or five good photos of my femme

self, but only, ofcourse if I could look

attractive and feminine. Somehow, I

don’t think K-mart’s 48 photos for

$12.95 will do the trick. Calling a

professional photographer would lead

to a great deal of embarrassment, so

that’s out. If I wait until I get my act

together in my seventies, my old age

pension won’t be enough to pay for

the pictures.

On the other hand, my thera-

pist thinks that with a few years of

therapy, and a lot of painful work, he

can cure me of this cross-dressing

disease. (I love optimistic people!)

The subject of twice a week at $75.00

per wasn’t mentioned.

Actually, what I really need

is to find a girl friend who would like

to become the wife of a crossdresser.

“What woman wouldn’t?” If she

were over six feet tall, unevenly pro-

portioned, and built likea line-backer,

we could even share our wardrobes.

She could teach me how to walk, and

act, and dress, and talk, and . . .

Somehow I think that may not be any

easier than dealing with the therapist

for several years. (Why do I always

want to make the last four letters -

pest?)

Could it be that the way to do

this is to just accept my femme self

the way she is today? That I should

trust that she will do better in the

future ifshe just works at it, and starts

to relax?

I wonder if I went out to one

of the support groups, even though

my hair and voice are not perfect,

would I be accepted? Or, would my
appearance cause them to reject me?

I’ll bet that they are all perfect ladies

in those groups, and I would be the

only one there who wasn’t perfect.

Still, something tells me I

should give it a shot. After all, when

I was first learning to walk, I fell

down. But, I did learn to walk. Since

then, Vve covered a considerable dis-

tance. Maybe I can work on being

perfect as I go. That might be the best

way to get there.

BEE ALL YOU
CANBEE !
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Put a little Wiggle in Your Walk
with a...

HIPSLIP
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Miss Continental Pageant
For the first tune ever we are pleased to offer

TVTS readers an exclusive view of the

premiere event for transvestites, transsexuals,

and female impersonators, the world famous

"Miss Continental Pageant". The Highlights

tape shows the introduction of contestants,

swimwear parade, evening gown competition,
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winner. The Talent tape shows the complete

talent act of all 10 semi-finalists. Each tape is

$49.95 plus $3 for UPS. Order by check,

Mastercard, or Visa from: MEN, Dept "T"

On 2 United Nations Plaza, San Francisco, CA
94 107. Residents of California add 6.5% tax.

» MALE
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by Dianna C.

(Dianna C. has been on the board of directors for five

years and currently is the vice president of the Gender Identity

Center ofColorado, Inc., 3715 West 32nd Avenue, Denver CO
80211 (303) 458 5378, a non-profit 501(c)(3) corporation

providing support and education for crossdressers, transsexu-

als, and the transgendered; GIC is entirely peer supported, and

has been serving the community since 1978.)

The Gender Identity Center of

Colorado (GIC) is only about 200 miles

north of “TS Mecca,” Trinidad, Colo-

rado. That’s about three to four hours by

car, depending upon your testosterone

levels. It’s a little over six hours by bus,

with stops in Colorado Springs, Pueblo,

and several small towns along the way.

The last two hundred miles of a lifetime

journey for some, the first two hundred

miles of the rest of a lifetime for others.

The last hour of the trip is

through some pretty desolate desert coun-

try: gently rolling brown plains and pla-

teaus sparsely dotted with scrub brush

and small cactus. Trinidad is a tum-of-

the-century town situated in a shallow

valley between a desert plateau and a

mountain'ridge. Mt. San Raphael Hos-

pital is a modem facility off to the south-

east, on the hills overlooking the town.

The old hospital building, a Hollywood-

horror-movie-type structure, was tom

down about five years ago. How brave

the girls who entered that building to

begin a new life must have been!

Tapestry and other gendercom -

munity publications have published many

glowing stories about Sex Reassignment

Surgery from nearly every conceivable

angle. But, so far, no one has been

willing to address any of the major prob-

lems. My experiences indicate that the

anticipated improvements in personal

quality of life are not quite so easy to

obtain, nor are they so beautiful as these

stories would indicate. And none of

these problems are with Dr. Biber ’s work.

Dr. Biber is an artist, a first-rate sculptor.

I have driven quite a few girls

from Denver’s airport to Trinidad and/or

back to Denver; several other GIC girls

have also helped with this service. It is

actually very educational, to see and talk

with girls from around the world all

sharing a common bond. In this brief

period of very intense personal reflec-

tion for these girls, the good, the bad, and

the ugly situations are immediately ap-

parent.

The major problems arise from

giving in to a testosterone-induced, male-

ego-driven need to accom plish and com -

plete the task above all else; failing to

really personally consider the conse-

quences, the options and alternatives

with a qualified/educated/experienced

therapist before scheduling surgery.

This misguided quest is the re-

sult of an absolutely unreasoned belief

that Sex Reassignment Surgery willmake

all of life’s clouds go away, and that the

world will turn technicolor-beautiful with

the completion of the surgery. Surgery

can only fix what is wrong with your

body
;
surgery can never fix what iswrong

in your life. SRS will not, by itself, make

life any more livable.

Surgery cannot and will not

change anyone’s perception of who or

what you are. No one will ever know
whether you have indoor plumbing or

outdoor plumbing unless you tell them,

or show them. If you have to prove that

you have indoor plumbing to pass as a

woman, you will never pass as a woman.

The major quality of life prob-

lems become undeniably obvious soon

after the options have been cut off.

One of the most common prob-

lems I see in the Trinidad recovery rooms

is a lack of electrolysis. Hormone re-

placement therapy and surgery will not

stop facial hair regrowth. My personal

belief is that it is critical for facial elec-

trolysis to be completed prior to surgery,

because the alternative, the option, is to

spend two or more years as a bearded

lady. The hairs need to be long enough

for the electrologist to see their direction

of growth and grasp them for removal.

Another major problem is re-

lated to a lack of physical preparation for

surgery. Ifyou have been a couch potato,

hidden away while waiting for your

“twelve months” to go by
,
yourbody will

have a much harder and more painful

time healing.

I am amazed by the variety of

colors I have seen a post-op body gener-

ate; I didn’t know it was possible for the

human body to turn some ofthose colors.

The levels of pain and discomfort ex-

pressed during the first few days after

surgery, and the ability to use the dilator

over the next few weeks without intense

pain are directly related to prior physical

conditioning and overall health. The

girls who were careful about their diet

and exercised regularly over a long pe-

riod of time prior to surgery had little

swelling, no abnormal coloration, and

quickly went off pain medication (often

in only one day!).

But, probably the biggest hor-

ror stories of all are the ones with the

most long-term ramifications. And these

are from the girls who were not psycho-

logically ready for the lifestyle changes.

Being absolutely convinced of the ne-

cessity of the surgery is not the same as

having prepared to live life as a woman.

Hating your body is not the same as

proving, at least to yourself, that you can

live, work, socialize, and survive in the

female role, twenty-four hours per day.

Proving to yourself and to the world

around you that you can face and accept
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life’s challenges as they come as a woman, and not just survive

in a “safe” world of your own creation is critical.

How do you help a new woman whose total real-

world cross-living experience is one week in a polyester

pantsuit? How do you help anyone who has been

acculturated in the male role, willingly or not,

to even begin to understand that the cul

ture ofwomen is far more than makeup,

clothing, and body shape? Where do

you send people to learn about how

and why worn en treat each other the

ways they do? Where can anyone

learn about women, beyond the

flashy, glittery, sexy, and erotic

vision some women generate to

attract men? Where will anyone

learn about the difference between

attractive and credible, desirable

and smart, easy and capable? The

only way to learn is by doing, by

being, by experiencing all of this first

hand, all under the guidance of a teacher

who knows the difference.

What do you say to someone who has

“lived full-time as a woman for several years, except for

on the job”? How do you begin to help someone who has

no work experience in the female role determine which

discrimination problems and which hiring and work prob-

lems are related to being a real woman and

which are related to having been read/made/

known as a transsexual?

Where do you even begin to try to help a new

woman who thinks fixing cars for people in the neighbor-

hood is a “safe” career?

How do you approach a new woman who genuinely

believes that she will have an extrem e com petitive advantage

over other women in the workplace because as a man she was

able to see and learn the male games? Where do you begin to

explain that men in the work force will never tolerate a worn an

who acts that much like a man?

How do you help a new woman who has been half of

a gay crossdressing couple, who flipped a coin to determine

which one would have the operation with the agreement that

the loser would grow a beard and live as the husband?

Where do you begin to help some-

one who is almost two years post-op,

who has returned for labioplasty (the

phase two operation that makes the

new vagina more visually perfect),

and who is still afraid to use the

women’s rest rooms?

How do you help some-

one whose need to act ladylike

overwhelms even their need to

express realdiscomfort and/or pain

to the hospital staff?

What do say to someone

whose self-image is so poor that they

have to show you photographs taken by

make-over artists, brought along toTrinidad

specifically to “prove” that they really can

pass (visually) as women?

What do you say to the girls whose personal

paranoia is still so huge that they believe that the people

ofTrinidad really notice or care what they are doing? Dr.

Biber acknowledges at least 2,700 Sex

Reassignment Surgeries in addition to his

regular practice. But, time after time I hear

how everyone in the hospital comes by the

room to stare at the “weirdo” and, “Would you please

keep the door closed so they won’t do that,” and, even

worse, “They stand outside m y window and stare in at me
like I was in a zoo, or something.” Nobody in Trinidad

notices or cares who or what you are, whether you pass or not.

It is too common here; the townspeople couldn’t care less. If

anything, it is the paranoia that makes others uncomfortable,

because they can’t be sure what it is those girls really are

hiding!

» * *
* * *
* » »

. . . . * * *«»•«»««»«»»««ooooeoaoaaooo
* * * * * ««««««««

i * ** * «*»«««»««
OOP*
» * *.

> * * *:•

* * * •

»»**::***•
> * * *

It is truly fascinating listening to people who have

spent years believing that a specific shade of makeup or

nailcolor can make or break their ability to pass as a woman.

It is truly fascinating listening to people who have spent years

believing that it is crucial to learn how to walk, stand, and sit

like a woman in order to pass as a woman. It is truly

fascinating listening to peoplewho have spent years believing

that it is absolutely necessary to wear dresses, or at least skirts

and blouses, but never slacks or jeans, in order to pass as a

woman. But, truly the most intensely fascinating aspect is

how these people believe that their male-world, male-culture

attitudes toward life and business will not generate any

problem in their ability to pass as a woman!

How do you help the recent post-op with a routine

like dilation? Where do you find the strength to help someone

who has led an undisciplined life suddenly stick to a schedule

that absolutely mandates an intensely painful dilation (a

process that has been described as self-impaling) every four

hours, a process that may take an hour or more each time?

And the hardest of all,

what do you say to someone who is

finally ready to acknowledge, eight to

ten days after surgery, that having

indoor plumbing will not change how

others relate to them; that they still

have to resolve the rejection of family
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You must pay
full price...

It is really a
"Pay now or

pay later" deal.

members and maybe even co-workers?

How do you comfort the new woman
who received no flowers or cards, no

phone calls, no outside support other

than possibly a visit from someone from

the GIC?

If the new woman didn’t care

enough about herself to get into shape

physically and emotionally before sur-

gery, what will it take to get her to care

enough afterwards? If she didn’t care

enough about her future to take care of

her life and her lifestyle before Sex Re-

assignment Surgery, how will that event

change anything?

The questions

asked here have to do with

one worn an ’s attitude ofcaring, of reach-

ing out to help other new women with

understanding and em pathy, support and

aid. A man would say he didn’t need any

help, thanks. A man would say everyone

has their own problems, that no one

should need to help and care that much

for another person, and that no one should

expect that much help and care. And that

is why the medical community refers to

most new women as “Post-op Trans-

sexuals,” rather than as “women.”

Because, you see, the price to

be paid to achieve this dream of all

dreams (mother of all dreams??) is like

a yard-long ruler, with the inch-marks

as check points. You must pay the

full price, sometime, somewhere; you

must reach and accomplish each and

every check point. You do have the

freedom to choose to have your plumb-

ing moved indoors at any point along the

ruler, but you will still travel the full

distance. And the experiences of the

girls who have gone before you proves

over and over, without exception, that

the more of the check points you accom-

plish before surgery, the easier all the

rest of the check points are to reach. It

really is a “Pay now or pay later” deal.

Trinidad stands at the begin-

ning of Raton Pass, linking the southern

Colorado desert to the New Mexico desert

via 1-25. Raton Pass begins the only

reasonable route through the mountains

which separate these deserts. For many

transsexuals, Trinidad likewise stands at

the beginning of the pass between two

lives. Make sure your “vehicle,” your

life, is prepared for the trip across the

desert on the other side, and not just for

barely making the trip over the pass!

mxa—ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING YOU NEED

TO CREATE THAT FEMININE MYSTIQUE.mmm

A Place. .

.

. . .to Begin

We have More

of what You Want

Isn’t it Wonderful .

.

. . .to be a Woman

400 W. 14th Street, NY, NY 10014 (212) 645-1888

Bras«Panties«Garterbelts*Braselettes«Corselettes»Waistcinchers*Girdles»Foundations

Teddies»Slips*Camisoles*Bodystockings«Gowns*Negligees*Peignoirs«Robes*Hosiery*Stockings*Pantyhose

fFights*Fishnet Stockings»Larger Sizes«Shoes«High Heels*Slings*Slides*Sandals*Strappies«Maids’ Uniforms

Leather Accessories«Gloves«Prostheses«Padding*Wigs*Eyelashes«Nails«Cosmetics*Makeup
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WE RE NOT #1 YOU ARE !

Mail Order Specialists Spanning the Globe Catering to the Needs of Everyone

Vernon 's Specialties, Inc.

Your one-stop place to shop. By moil or In person.

1/1/e stock everything you need to create the ultimate in femininity.

Clothing - Regular & Full Figure

• Leather & Latex Clothing & Accessories

• Cosmetics & Professional Makeup Lessons

• Shoes & Boots - Sz 4-14WW/'Heels to 6"

FAX your order

!

(617) 647-4082

Basics to Exotic Lingerie for Women & Men
• Corsetry - Wigs - Jewelry - Hosiery - Breast Forms

• Videos, Books, Magazines, Marital Aids/Novelties

Something 4 Every Lifestyle !

Send $20.00 (U.S. Funds) for latest catalogs & Newsletters

Mon.ATues./Thurs.: 10am - 6pm

Wed. & Fri. : noon - 8pm Sat. 10am -5pm

We accept VISA, MasterCard, and Postal Money Orders.

Special Assistance & Private Appointments - Anytime

386-T Moody Street, Waltham, MA 02154 (617) 894-1744

< ~ N

IMAGE CONSULTANT

• Make-up Application

and Lessons

• Wardrobe Consultation

and Evaluation

• Dressing Sessions

• Shopping Services

• Feminine Image
Transformation

My service is a unique combined

approach of professional adviser/

consultant and sensitive caring friend

It is provided for the serious client only,

in a comfortable, discreet atmosphere on

an individual basis. Working together we can

create and refine the feminine image you desire

By Appointment: 215-635-TV58

1657 THE FAIRWAY • SUITE 190 • JENK1NTOWN, PA 19046

(Suburban Philadelphia)

Direct from VERNON'S SPECIALTIES, Inc.

GAFFS
A must utility or for all male crossdressers!

The GAFF is worn tightly next to the body and is specifically

designed to actually "hide" the male genitals. They are adjustable

offering the most in comfort and support.

If you crossdress, then you need the Caff.

The low price for this exciting new utility is only

$15.00 (includes postage & handling)

ORDER YOUR GAFF TODAY FROM VERNON'S !

TRANSFORMATION
EVUYTHIM HU

TRANSVESTITES TRANSEXUALS
CROSSDRESSERS

FEMAJF IMPERSONATORS
we ore me largest ana most complete
firm dealing wrfn all the unique Items for
the crossdresser
OVt R 1 00 VIDEOS. MAGAZINE S CLOWING
SHOES. BOOTS. BREAST ENLARGEMENT
DEVICES. WIGS. UNDERGARMENTS COR
SETS. KNICKERS. LINGERIE. SPECIAL BRAS
UNIFORMS PETTICOATS. COSMETICS
DRESSES. E1C
ALSO AVAILABLE BONDAGE GEAR ADULT
BABV ITEMS FORCED FEMINIZATION REAL
C HASTITY DEVIC £ S PIUS INFORMATION ONHOW TO LOOK OUR MOST FEMININE
MAKE UP ANDDRcSS
SEND $1 00 TO GET ON OUR MAILING LIST
4 RECIFVE FREE BROCHURES MONTHLY

TRANSFORMATION
Bo* 4S9

Orange CA 92664
Also ovorloole Centunans oonaoge coloiog 4 merchandise



TRANSFORMATIONS

by NANCYREYNOLDS

At the last Fantasia Fair in Provincetown, I watched

Mariette Pathy Allen, author ofTRANSFORMATIONS
- Crossdressers and Those Who Love Them, at work. It

was an education for me, prompting me to take another

look at her book, and through it, her work.

PORTRAIT OF AN ARTIST AS AYOUNG LADY
Self portrait (before encountering the Gender Community)
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^ MARIETTE ON LOCATION
^

(left) Be All, June 1990

(below) California

Photo credit: Diahanna

V J

It was by chance that I got to watch her at work. My
friend Allison decided to take advantage of Mariette’s presence

at the Fair for a photo session, and invited me along. I not only

got to play cheerleader, but also wound up getting into a few

shots with Allison. Sol saw and felt what it is like to work with

Mariette, both as an onlooker and as a subject, biter, I attended

Mariette’s seminar on photography, where she taught basic

technique and pointed out some of the less obvious aspects of

some of her photographs.

The first thing that struck me was that she’s someone

whoenjoys her work. She likes to play while she works, which

makes it a joy to work with her and no doubt contributes to the

quality of her results. The second thing that became clear is that

she’s good at it. Being with her expanded my appreciation of

photography, rather than presenting opportunities for criti-

cism. The third thing I observed is that Mariette loves people.

Were 1 more perceptive, it would have been obvious to me from

her work. Now that I’ve seen her at play, the love in her

pictures is much more apparent.
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In re-reading the introduction to TRANSFORMA-
TIONS , I am impressed by its sincerity, intelligence, and, even

more so, by its love. Here is someone who is truly our friend,

who sees the beauty within us that we sometimes forget in our

preoccupation with the quest for a more ideal appearance.

koto Credit : Diaahanna, CAD

Mariette says that she does not take pretty pictures.

She doesn’t; she takes beautiful pictures, where beauty is truth

regarded from a loving perspective. I am lucky to have two

pictures that Mariette took in Denver (IFGE ’91) in which 1 am

a part. Although neither is what 1 would consider my prettiest

picture, I find myself fascinated by both. Each is an expression

of my personality, vivid and real, rather than a pose for effect.

They are honest, and, as a result, beautiful in a fullersense than

other shots which seem more pretty at first. 1 suppose you could

make the analogy that Mariette’s work compares to pretty

pictures in the same way that a true friend compares to a smi I ing

acquaintance. We are not always smiling; sometimes we think

serious, sad, or tender thoughts. Mariette takes these, and says

“Look! A real person! How beautiful!”
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Her book, her work, is more than just pictures. It is

also a text which provides a sampling of the feelings of

crossdressers in the subject’s own words, carefully distilled by

Mariette from long hours of interviews. They are honest; for

some readers (my mom, for one) uncomfortably so. Because

of their honesty, though, this book will endure as an insightful

look at an increasingly significant segment of our society.

Perhaps one day it will provide a record of the pioneers of far-

reaching change. Or simply the documentation of a dying

breed. Either way, it’ll be a treasure then, as it is now.

(above) At Fantasia Fair's 'Ladies Night Dinner',

(below) At Coining Together-Working Together

Convention, San Francisco.

For those of us who would dare to step outside with

dignity and self-respect, TRANSFORMATIONS is a beautiful

and thoughtful expression of love for our sisters and for our-

selves. It belongs on our bookshelves as well as on those of our

public libraries and bookstores where it can spread its message

of love and acceptance.

Thank you, Mariette!

TRANSFORMATIONS:
Crossdressers And Those Who Love

Them , a photographic journal by

Mariette Pathy Allen, is available

from IFGE, PO Box 367, Wayland,

MA 01778, or 617-894-8340 for

$24.95 + 2.50 P&H.
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PORTRAITS

OFAN

ARTIST

(After exposure to

the Gender Community)
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\
(opposite page top) Mariette expressing her

true gift through the art ofmakeup application.

(opposite page bottom) Mariette as the Diva of

the Fantasia Fair 'FANTASY BALL.'

(this page bottom) A blonde Mariette forgetting

how to operate her camera.

(this page top) Mariette with Pamela Van

Buren at the 'FANTASY BALL'

V /
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TRANSFORMATIONS
A generous benefactor has given us a chance to share

Mariette Pathy Allen’s sensitive picture of the gender commu-

nity with the world. An anonymous donor has contributed a

fund to make copies ofTRANSFORMATIONS: Crossdressers

and those who love them available at a reduced priceof$15 plus

$2.50 for shipping for direct donation to libraries. By sending

IFGE $17.50 for each copy, you can have this book donated to

the library or libraries of your choice.

Remember how difficult it was to find accurate and

sensitive information about crossdressing, how what you found

in the library or at the therapist’s was frightening, weird, wrong,

or all three? By placing copies of Marictte’s book in libraries

across the country we can make available information that

accurately reflects a variety of crossdressing behaviors and

lifestyles. We can help the libraries answer questions with

answers instead with further questions.

Human Nature possesses both feminine and
masculine qualities. Once we openly accept all of our
energy regardless of gender, we become balanced and in

complete narmony. An effective way to relate to the

feminine energy is in the physical sense through a
complete feminine transformation.

feminine Transformation is the art of altering one’s

appearance to create a look of passable style.

ALTER IMAGE is a totally private beauty
studio fully equipped with all die items necessary to turn

you into the gorgeous female you’ve always envisioned.

After we evaluate your general appearance and size, we
will begin to design a custom look for you!

Your donation of $17.50 along

with the name and address of the

library in which you want the book,

will get a copy of TRANSFORMA-
TIONS on their shelves. This small

donation will give the person at the

beginning of his/her gender odyssey a

valuable factual basis for their per-

sonal exploration.
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THE PERMANENT SOLUTION TO UNWANTED HAIR

EILEEN
DAVIDSON

Registered State Licensed Electrologist

Member Mass. Assoc, of Electrologists

and International Guild of

Professional Electrologists

Call 508-432-6330
for a free brochure, questions, information

or references from physicians.

• PERMANENT EYEBROW SHAPING •

FACIAL HAIR • ARMS • BIKINI LINE

Hair removal for both men and women

ELECTROLYSIS FREE INTRODUCTORY TREATMENT
(an $18.00 value with this ad)

South Harwich Professional Offices, Rte 28, Harwich, MA

SEXY SHOES
P.O. Box 48
Rogers City, Ml 49779
517-734-4030

Medium and wide width, sizes 4-14,
3 V2 ” - 5V2 ” heels, variety of styles and
colors. NO BACK ORDERS! 24 hour
shipment. AVERAGE PRICE $44.88.
Confidential service by request. Send
$3.00 for catalog.

/

Lydia’s TV Fashions

We Carry:

Dresses, Skirts,

Lingerie, Shoes,

Boots, Wigs,

Beard Cover,

Make-Up,

Garter Belts,

Waist Cinchers,

Corsets,

Maids Uniforms,

Breast Forms,

Silicone Breasts, Bras,

Nylon Hose,

Pantyhose

(Crotchless 8c

Garter Belt)

MAKE-UP
LESSONS *

By Appointment

CALL (818)995-7195 i,"^FOR CATALOG (SEND $5.00)

13837 Ventura Boulevard, Suite 2
Sherman Oaks, California 91423

Store Hours:

Monday through Friday - 12:00 noon to 6:00 PM
Saturday - 11:00 AM to 8:00 PM

• CLASSIC PUMPS •

• STAGE PUMPS •

SIZES 9 to 14

RED & BLACK LEATHER
OR PATENT LEATHER

5" or 6" HEELS

Just $95.00 includes S & H
California residents add 6Yi% sales tax

Phone orders with M/C or Visa

MANY OTHER STYLES OF
SHOES IN STOCK!

18th Annual Outreach Institute

y

nntjasia fftj

Live the Fantasy! ^
October 16-25, 1992

For information write: Fantasia Fair, 405 Western

Ave., Suite 345 , So. Portland, ME 04106

• Complete Make-Overs
• Body Waxing
• Image Consulting

• Dressings

• Overall Conversions

HEADLINERS
Full Service Salon

806 W. Higgins

Park Ridee, 1L 60068

(708) 825-2404

Near Sheraton Int’l O'Hare
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INTERNATIONAL MAIL ORDER
1

(17 YEARS IN BUSINESS) 274 8th St. E. P.O.Box 682
Owen Sound, Ontario

N4K5R4 CANADA (519)371-1215

^ festoons’ $50.00 - FULL set of catalogs* (ten in ALL!)
(Manufacturing with the TV in mind} O \ /

Send certified cheque or money order to above
address. Phone orders require MAJOR credit card.

Alluring dresses (especially cut for TVs. We "Crossersize!"), lingerie, stockings

corsets, maids wear, fantasy fashions, crinolines, PVC fashions., gloves, boots

shoes, wigs, chest pieces (incl. silicone). ALL sizes (to 48" chest).

PVC 4 way stretch

BLACK.RED. ROYAL
custom or rack

SUGAR N SPICE CREATIONS'
(for the little girl in you)

• RETAIL OUTLET

• PRIVATE ROOMS (4)

•UNDERSTANDING

• EFFICIENT

CRETE/QUICK

BONUS!!DELUXE SET: MORE wig, shoe, lingerie, catalogs! Including theNEW Femme III! ["how to

books"! 800 pages of products PLUS valuable hints. 16 cats, for $80= CDN.[MO's can be purchased in Cdn Funds 0 Poet Office]

SHIPPING: Canada: COD Post for ins. US. Add 6.50= post to order INTERNATIONAL: Add $6.50 post to order [insured to arrive]

TV’s WELCOME - Transformations - Private Sessions - Photo Sessions - Private Boudoir
Books & Publications - LOOK NO FURTHER! BEST SELECTION IN CANADA! Discreet

(male self only in store please!). BEGINNERS WELCOME.

S^i

^
Sf
^i?

;CI°thin9(2)
'Lingerie(3)

-Wi9s -shoes.BootsS

How To
P
R
Ce
l
B&D Toys;Fennme

1 & It Silicone. Toy catsHow To Books as well as merch.=500++ Pages.

" fantasia fashions

REAL FEMALES WELCOME TO ORDER: especially for PVC/PUC cuts.
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POLICY:
Contributions are an important source of revenue to

IFGE. These funds enable IFGE to provide the necessary

human and capital resources to serve the needs of our

community. IFGE does not benefit from government,

public, or United Way monies. It is entirely supported by

revenue generated from the sale of publications, pro-

grams, and contributions.

All contributions are tax deductible, with receipt

gratefully acknowledged, and kept totally confidential if

the donor so desires. The contribution may be desig-

nated by the donor to any of the four funds described

below, or be used for a specified purpose (such as a

scholarship, or research grant). IFGE accepts cash,

checks, Visa/MasterCard, or stock or bond assign-

ments.

Remembering IFGE in your estate planning, will, or

trust is a loving gesture which will permit us to build a

significant trust fund to meet our com m unity’s needs for

the next decade and beyond.

Living Memorials:
Living memorials are sent to I.F.G.E. in memory of

departed sisters, brothers, family members, and friends.

Some memorials and contributions become a part of the

permanent Foundation Trust Fund. Other memorials
are given to a specified fund. I.F.G.E. wishes to express

its heartfelt thanks to the individuals, families, and
organizations who saw fit to remember their loved ones

The Christine Jorgensen Fund
I.F.G.E. acknowledges the following contributors:

S'Her Le Bonne

The Winslow Street Fund
I.F.G.E. acknowledges the following contributors:

Sharon Stewart
Dennis J. Clark
Chis Tomlinson
Emily Sheldon

Contributions In Memory of Dorothy Finch
I.F.G.E. acknowledges the following special

contributors:

Ellen Summers
N. W. G. A.

Vernon's Specialties

I.F.G.E. wishes to thank those persons who
have substantially contributed to its general op-

erations. I.F.G.E. gratefully acknowledges the fol-

lowing members of the “500 CLUB" (accumulated
gifts of $500.00 or more), members of the “1000

with a contribution to I. F.G.E.’s memorial Funds. These
contributions will provide a lasting memorial to the

memory of these friends and members of our commu-
nity.

The Winslow Street Fund:
This fund has been established to provide a strong

and permanent financial base. Only the income gener-

ated by this fund are used. Contributions to this fund

are living contributions.

The Christine Jorgensen Fund:
This fund has been established to assist in the imple-

mentation of transsexual education objectives and to

address other transsexual issues.

The IFGE Programs Fund:
This fund has been established to assist in the develop-

ment and presentation of programs such as the interna-

tional convention, conferences, workshops, seminars,

and public speaking engagements.

The IFGE General Fund

:

This fund has been established to assist with miscella-

neous funding needs. These needs include but are not

limited to maintaining an office, a staff, purchasing and
maintaining capital equipment, assisting IFGE commit-
tee projects such as educational resources and market-

ing, and improving communications with and support of

our community’s organizations and services.

CLUB" (accumulated gifts of $1000.00 or more),

members of the “2500 CLUB" (accumulated gifts

of $2500.00 or more), members of the “5000
CLUB" (accumulated gifts of $5000.00 or more),

and “BENEFACTORS" (accumulated gifts of

$10,000.00 or more):

“500 CLUB"
Anonymous

Anonymous (cash)

“1000 CLUB"
Anonymous

Samantha Winteritz

“2500 CLUB"
Anonymous
Laura S.

Winnie Brant
Wendi Pierce

"BIRTHDAY CONTRIBUTION"
Tricia Darie
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STEPHANIE ANNE LLOYD
JAILED

(Reprinted from International TV Repartee

published by Rose’s, P 0 Box 339, Sheffield SI
3SX ENGLAND.)

In November 1991 we had the news
that the famous transsexual, Stephanie Anne
Lloyd, together with her business partner

Raiko Ristic, who run the Transformation

business, had both been sentenced to one year

in jail and fined three thousand pounds each.

They were charged with publishing obscene

videos.

The Greater Manchester Obscene
Publications Squad were alerted by customers
who were offended by the adverts for the video

in the brochures which are regularly sent to

mail order customers. The police made nine

simultaneous raids on the shops and houses

connected with the company and seized more
then 5,000 videos together with a computer

print out of the names of 28,000 potential

customers.

In court, Lloyd’s defending counsel,

Mr. Geoffrey Robertson, said she was looked

on as a role model for others with the same
“illness” and added, “Her greatest regret is

that she has let down those who have looked

up to her as a transsexual who has made it in

a man’s world.” After three days the authori-

ties eventually decided to send her to awoman’s
prison at Askham Grange, near York.

This is not the first time Transforma-

tion have been taken to court. In April 1991,

they were fined 1,700 pounds and ordered to

pay 300 pounds costs for selling Femglow
tablets which were claimed to make men feel

like women, glow inside and fill them with

feminine confidence and zest. In fact, Govern-

ment Inspectors found they were simple vita-

min pills for which Transformation had no

license to sell.

HERE IS THE NEWS FROM THE BBC
A new TV station has

been started in Belfast with

ambitious plans to rival the en-

tertainment output of the Brit-

ish Broadcasting Corporation.

The Belfast Butterfly

Club, with so farjust a couple of

dozen members, has already cast

aside the caterpillar lifestyle of

the former Belfast TV/TS Group

which it has replaced. At its

first general meeting in Sep-

tember the club appointed an

executive committee to put its

affairs on a more businesslike

level
,
though it remains a volun-

tary, self-help group there to

support Tvs, Tss, and their part-

ners with advice and informa-

tion.

Club president Linda

Marshall is backed by a strong

line-up which includes Joanne

Coyle as vice president and trea-

surer, and Sharon Blair as sec-

retary and liaison officer. The

rest ofthe committee consists of

Tania (assistant secretary),

Daphne (assistant treasurer),

Kate (P.R.O.), Rachel (entertain-

ment and catering officer) and

June and Anne as partners’ liai-

son.

Meetings are held on

the first and third Tuesdays of

each month at premises in

downtown Belfast, but other

events in the second and fourth

weeks have been added to the

busy schedule with the empha-

sis very much on enjoyment.

A photographic

evening, quiz night and group

discussions have been supple-

mented in the programme by

guest speakers from the Uni-

versity of Ulster’s Transgender

Archive and the local Gender

Identity clinic, there have been

trips to visit the Friends ofEon

in Dublin, to the Harmony
Weekend in Scarborough and

the Beaumont Silver Jubilee in

Sheffield as well as nearerhome

to the local gay pub. Added to

this have been regular parties

at members’homes and theNew
Year promises an even busier

time with a make-up demon-

stration, Miss TVNorthern Ire-

land contest, restaurant out-

ings, literary evening, charades,

treasure hunt and barbecue plus

lots more parties to look for-

ward to.

The Belfast Butterfly Club can be contacted

by writing to, P O Box 44, Belfast BT1 1SH, Northern

Ireland, or telephone (0232) 322023 on the first and

third Tuesday of the month between 7.30pm and

10.00pm.
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STATE DEPARTMENTACCEPTS CROSSGENDER PHOTOS ON PASSPORTS
A male to female living full-time recently applied for a passport. She was told that she had to submit pictures for

her passport that would present her in a way that would agree with the sex listed on her birth documents. She replied that

it didn’t make sense for her to do so as she would be traveling as a woman even though the sex listed on her passport would

be male. The staff person suggested she write Washington. She did, and their response follows.

Dear Jane:

I refer to your February 8 letter requesting that photographs

depictingyou as a female be accepted for your passport applica-

tion.

A passport is defined by Section 101 (a) (30) of the Immigration

and Nationality Act as “any travel document issued by compe-

tent authority showing the bearer’s origin, identity, and nation-

ality ifany
,
which is valid for the entry ofthebearer into a foreign

country.” As you are aware, an individual’s sex is an integral

part of that person’s identity. A passport must reflect the

individual’s correct sex so as to meet the criteria of the law.

Federal regulations also provide, in effect, that the photographs

to be used with a passport application should satisfactorily

identify the applicant. Because ofthis element, the Department

of State previously has required photographs from a passport

applicant which depict the sex of the applicant as indicated on

the citizenship evidence unless the applicant is a postoperative

transsexual or a preoperative transsexual who can be docu-

mented as in the final stages of treatment prior to surgery en

route to that surgery.

However, in addition to your letter, the Department is receiving

an increasing number of inquiries regarding this particular

issue. The concerns expressed by you and others who have

contacted us reinforce the belief that, in light of today’s society,

it would be difficult for the Department to define exactly what

would constitute a “male” or “female” in regards to appearance.

Therefore, while the Boston Passport Agency gave you the

correct information as to photograph requirements for passport

applicants as they existing (sic) at that time, the Department

has decided to change its policy concerning this issue.

The Boston Passport Agency has been advised thatyou

may submit with your new passport application the

photographs which were previously rejected. You

should also submit acceptable evidence ofU.S. citizen-

ship, an identification document which corresponds

with your photographs as a good likeness ofyou at this

time, and the passport fee.

You are strongly advised that possession of a passport

which contains a photograph depicting the bearer in a

manner inconsistent with the sex entry listed in the

passport may subject the bearer to delays and inconve-

niences not normally encountered by other travelers,

including possible denial of visas and entrance into

certain countries. Should you encounter these types of

difficulties while traveling, you should be aware that

there may be little the Department can do to assist you.

I regret the inconvenience encountered by you in this

matter.

Sincerely,

William B. Wharton, Director

Office of Citizenship Appeals and

Legal Assistance

f \
FIRST INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON TRANSGENDER LAW AND EMPLOYMENT POLICY

This conference is for attorneys and other legal professionals;

for employment personnel and other human resources profes-

sionals; and for members ofthe transgender community, all of

whom have an interest in the current status of and in

strategies for progressive changes in either the law and/or

employment policy as they pertain to the transgendered

community.

the Gulf Coast Transgender Community in affilia-

tion with the Bar Association for Human Rights of

Greater Houston, Inc., the Association ofWomen in

Law Student Legal Society at University ofHouston

,

and Mandamus Student Legal Society at University

of Houston.

For registration forms or more information, contact:

The Conference will be held from Wednesday, August 26

through Sunday, August 30, 1992 at the Hilton Southwest,

6780 Southwest Freeway, Houston, Texas. It is sponsored by

V

Gulf Coast Transgender Community

P O Box 90335

Houston TX 77090
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NEA SEEKING
RECOVERY

OF DANCE GROUP’S
GRANT

The National Endowment for the Arts said that it

would act to get back some of a $4400 grant to Movement

Research, a dance and performance service in New York

City. The agency says that a performance journal that was

produced with part of the grant money does not comply with

the terms of the grant.

The journal in question contains semi-nude and

nude photos and essays that look into the restrictions on

artistic expression that result from the imposition of strict

gender identities. In a November letter to Movement

Research, NEA Chairman John Frohnmayer said, “Most of

the articles and photographs concerned the social and sexual

experiences of transvestites, transsexuals and individuals

ofconfused or multiple genders.” The letter went on to point

out that the journal did not serve the purpose of the grant.

The purpose ofthe grant was for Movement Research to give

information and services that could be specifically used for

the dance field.

NEA also objected to some provocative images in a

full-page ad, including a woman’s vagina along with text

objecting to the Supreme Court’s decision to deny funds to

clinics offering abortion counseling. In the piece, Movement

Research urged readers to contact two congressmen. NEA
says that is lobbying, something expressly forbidden in the

grant. Cathy Edwards from MR said that the ad was

conceptual art making a pun with vaginal lips and George

Bush’s “read my lips” remark.

Edwards suggested that NEA needed someone to

sacrifice in response to pressure from Capitol Hill. Jesse

Helms (R-N C) had singled thisjournal out on the floor ofthe

Senate claiming that it was still receiving NEA funding.

However, Josh Dare of NEA pointed out that NEA had

started trying to recover the money in August, long before

Helms had complained.

NEA set a deadline ofNovember 26 for return ofthe

fraction of money used to publish the journal. Movement

Research had failed to return the money by that date, and

Cathy Edwards said they had no plans to return it. NEA said

it would probably not file suit, but would pursue other

actions to recover the money.

3 TRANSGENDERED PERSONS
MURDERED IN ATLANTA

The murder ofthree transgendered persons in Atlanta in

one month is a matter of grave concern. Whether or not

the killings are related, they must be stopped. We hope

and trust that law enforcement officials will take imme-

diate action to find the perpetrator(s) and put a stop to

these tragic deaths. We urge Mayor Maynard Jackson to

make a public statement deploring the slayings and

promising prompt action by the police.

Atlanta is not the only city where transgendered persons

have been killed in number — nor were these the first

murders in Atlanta. The sad fact is that murders of

transgendered persons - crossdressers and transsexual

people - are all too common. And there will be more

unless our society learns that transgendered persons are

people, too. One need only substitute words for other

members of society for “transsexual” or “crossdresser” to

see j ust how our society devalues transgendered persons:

Three Children Murdered in Inner City! Another Dentist

Found Dead on Interstate! Would the police take imme-

diate action if those were the headlines? Of course.

The horrible fact is that because ofone or more unknown

parties, three human beings n Atlanta are no longer alive.

Transsexual people are particularly vulnerable to hate

crimes. Due to their often ambiguous appearance, which

is attributable to their transition process, many present

easy targets for ridicule or abuse. It is difficult for them

to change their victim profile, for their body habitus is

often at odds with their gender identity and their social

role. Unlike the case of other sexual and gender minori-

ties, transsexualism provides visual stigma which per-

vade every waking moment, even when the individual is

trying to blend in.

We must increase vigilance on the part ofour community.

Transgendered persons must learn to look out for them-

selves. But, we must also press law enforcement officials

to protect the rights of transgendered persons and to

speak out against hate crimes to all sexual and gender

minorities.

Please express your concern about the Atlanta murders

by writingMayor Maynard Jackson, City Hall, 55 Trinity

Avenue, SW, Atlanta GA 30335-0300.

>
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IFGE APPEARS AT THE AMERICAN PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATION CONVENTION

The International Foundation for Gender Education had a display booth at the 145th annual meeting of the

American Psychiatric Association. Personnel from IFGE were at the booth throughout the six-day convention in

Washington, DC this May. Information packets, while they lasted, were given out to well over two thousand members of

the APA, their guests, business and mental health services from all over the United States and from around the world.

This was the

first time any group

from the gender com-

munity hasbeen at the

APA convention.

IFGE was invited to

attend the meeting in

response to efforts by

crossgendered profes-

sionals. The booth

was manned by two or

more ofa capable and

competent crew of

IFGE representa-

tives: Merissa Sher-

rill Lynn, Executive

Director; Yvonne
Cook, Director of Op-

erations; Sheila Kirk,

Director of Medical

Research; Laura

Caldwell, Trustee of

the Winslow Street

Fund; Nancy Cole,

Vice Chairperson,

IFGE Board of Direc-

tors; JoAnn Roberts,

Chair, Publications

Committee, IFGE
Board; and Alison

Laing, Chair, Con-

gress of Representa-

tives.

The able staff

spoke virtually non-

stop with convention

attendees from Russia,

Hungary, China, Iran,

Turkey, and other

countries as well as

from many of the fifty

states. The questions

asked were probing,

insightful, and

thoughtful as well as

open and curious.

Many different people

said words to the effect

that it was about time

some gender commu-

nity group was at the

convention. Others

expressed their grati-

tude at finally learn-

ing that an organiza-

tion like IFGE existed.

In the afternoon ofthe

fourth day, the staff

gave away its last in-

formation packet and

was reduced to hand-

ing out single sheets

of whatever was left,

andtakingnamesand

addresses and prom-

ising to send material

when back in

Waltham.

A measure of

the group’s impact is

that IFGE was one of

only two exhibitors

mentioned by name in

the write-up on the

convention in the

Washington Post . In-

ternally, the evidence

of the organization’s

fame was obvious the

second day of the con-

vention when the

booth was flooded by

returning attendees

who had thought of

more questions since

their first visit, and by

newcomers who had

heard of the display

by word-of-mouth.

IFGE per-

sonnel said that al-

though this was the

first such involvement

in a professional con-

vention, it will cer-

tainly not be the last.

They feel it is a valu-

able and effective fo-

rum to introduce help-

ing professionals to

the realities and tools

forworkingwithmem-

bers ofthe gender com-

munity.

>

f “N

CROSSDRESSER FILM PROJECT
ANNOUNCED

A filmmaker in Los Angeles, CA has a low-budget film project ready

for production. The Feature Film Project is based on LYDIA’S TV
FASHIONS, an actual crossdresser’s clothing store in Southern

California. He is currently in preproduction. THIS CAN’T BE A
MACY’S is a unique comedy of worldwide appeal that is not only

supportive of crossdressers, but also depicts the American Dream “

. . . tobeasuccess and ownyour own business.” For more information

regarding the project, contact Bill Moser at

Blue Water Productions,

13516 Haynes Street, Van Nuys CA 91401

(818) 902-9621
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JENNY SAND OF NORWAY IS WORKING TOWARDS

HAVING A PANEUROPEAN GENDER COMMUNITY EVENT
We recently received the following letter from Jenny Sand.

Dear Friends,

Letme present toyou an idea I’ve had for over ayear, now.

I think it’s about time we get our own large annual

get-together here in Europe. When I say large, I am
fully aware it must grow over a few initial years. Rome
was not built in one day.

My inspiration comes to a large extent from my partici-

pation in the Fantasia Fair in theUSA two years in a row.

Being the oldest (seventeen consecutive years) event for

gender conflicted people, their partners, and supportive

professionals, the Fair gathers between 150 and 200

people. It didn’t start out that big. But, since the need

was there, it grew, and today, another 5-6 larger events

are held in other parts of the US. I was not the only

European participant. This year there were six ofus from

Norway, Switzerland, and the UK.

Since my first Fair in 1990, I have thought, “We need

something like this in our part of the world, too!” I say

“something like this” with a purpose. I don’t believe in

unreflected copying. We have our own experiences to

draw from here in the Old World. Our culture is old, rich,

and diversified. I would like to see that reflected in the

programs offered to participants, as well as in the activi-

ties “for pleasure only.”

I do believe, though, the basic formula developed at

Fantasia Fair holds true also for this project. The key
factor is programming, without a tempting broad

menu of programs addressing different issues and
different segments of our wide community, the

event cannot survive. People will not spend hard

earned money or precious vacation days on it.

Ideally, the event should offer something to everybody,

TV, TS, partner, experienced, or just “out of the closet.”

These programs could be seminars, workshops or groups

discussions, short sessions, or continuous over several

days. The idea is to offer alternatives, the participants

can pick according to their own interests. The event must

also offer amusement, relaxation
,
fun . It can partly be the

participants’ own production, partly planned in advance.

The purpose of the event is to give participants a

unique possibility to learn from others, to chal-

lenge their own fears, to develop practical skills, to

explore their own inner feelings, and all this in an
open and supportive situation.

Not only will the individuals benefit from this, the many
groups around Europe will grow stronger, as well. It is a

definite experience from the USA that large educational

events like this bring out the future leaders of our

community. We certainly need good leaders, and we need to

work together in Europe on important issues. Just to mention

one specific issue, we must keep a critical eye on changing

laws affecting gender conflicted people, laws thatwill eventu-

ally be binding for all national states. The organizational

pattern in Europe today for T-people (TV, TS, TG, . . .

)

is very

uneven. Some countries have old, big, and well managed

organizations. Others have smaller local groups. Other

countries have virtually nothing. A very important side-effect

of a larger European event is to inspire individual contacts to

start their own groups in areas where nothing exists, that is

one ofthe more important reasons why existing organizations

should sponsor an event like this. Everyone will benefit from

a larger active community of groups and individuals.

This brings me to another important thing. Personally, I will

not accept this visionary proj ect to be monopolized or directed

by any single organization, however big or well-meaning. This

needs to be a truly joint effort. I have much more belief in a

hand-picked, head-hunted group of dedicated people getting

together to float this boat, than in a strict committee of

representatives. The backing of existing organizations is

very, very important, too. I would like to see people volunteer

to take part in this project. But, I also hope that those ofyou

who are active leaders today will help me to find the right

individuals who believe all this can be done, and want to take

part in the process.

To find the right people it is crucial to lift this paper to

reality. Don’t be too modest about your own abilities. Think

how much fun it will be to invite people to the first All-

European event, and to help make it happen, this will be a

group effort. Differentskills and abilities are needed: talking,

writing, planning, financing, advertising, and much more.

We will work together for the common good. Please discuss

this project with others, and give me some response as soon

as possible by answering the enclosed questionnaire. Your

answers will help me to decide how best to proceed.

Before ending, I’d like to comment on three of the thousand-

and-one questions that need to be answered. First, about the

time perspective. My thought so far is for a minimum five-day

event at the end of the summer vacation period. If program-
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ming and attendance allow, it should ideally be a week-long

event. I would love to see this happen in August-September

1992! This might not be possible, which means it will be

1993, instead. But, let’s give it a try for ’92!

Secondly, location. After the two key factors mentioned

earlier, I put “the right place” as number three. With the

right location, people will love to come, and they will

want to comeback year after year. This is the Fantasia

Fair experience. I tried to pinpoint four reasons for

Provincetown beingsuch a successful choice for the Fair. 1)

It’s a beautiful place people would love to vacation in

anyway. 2 ) I t’s a smaller, friendlier and more relaxed place

than the busy cities where many live. 3) It is a non-

judgmental community with many lifestyles already repre-

sented. (In P’town’s case, there is a large gay population.)

4)

The accommodation in several smaller guest houses

helps to create “families” within the whole group of partici-

pants. The experienced can help the newcomers, and no

one is left out.

I havejust started to look for a place in Denmark that might

be similar in some respects, and therefore suitable. I will

not take up space here going into details, and there might

be better alternatives other places in Europe. Please tell

me if you know of a good location.

The third issue I would like to consider is the language

problem. This must be dealt with, and I think there are

manu ways to do it. When accommodation is set up, the

“houses” could be national houses. Ofcourse, there should

be freedom to pick anyone you like, but for those not so

fluent in English (the main language of the event), this

could be a great help. Key speeches and the most important

material should be translated into several languages and

be available as hand-outs.

I’ll end here asking your response to the following ques-

tions, or any other comment you think useful or necessary.

1 ) What doyou think ofthe general idea ofan All-European

event? What are the strong and week points?

2) Do you have a name for the event?

3) Do you have any idea about attendance from your area?

Would you come yourself?

4) Doyou have any suggestions on programs that should be

arranged, or issues that should be addressed?

5) Do you know a place that could be “the right location”?

If so, where, and what is significant about that place?

6) When do you think is the right time ofyear for an event

like this? Why?

7) Are you interested in getting involved in this project? If

so, how much and what would you like to take part in?

8) Do you know anyone else that ought to be contacted, or

involved?

Jenny Sand

Altonagaten 10

N-4300 Sandnes

NORWAY

AN UPDATE FROM THE DIVISION OF MEDICAL RESEARCH AND LIAISON

The Teenage Crossdresser Study began in October 1989, and prospered wonderfully until the Spring of 1991

when any other commitments and projects forced a slowing of my enthusiasm and involvement with it.

Now that many of those “distractions” have been dealt with and I can devote time once again to this effort,

I ask once again to be remembered in this work. I am very anxious to continue making contact with male youths, age

12 to 19 years who crossdress and who are willing to participate in this study and have the knowledge oftheir parents

and/or a therapist in that participation. Not only so I want still to ask information of them by questionnaire, but I

want to be in contact with them by letter or phone if they desire, for advice or information or just conversation. To

be able to exchange with each individual is one of my goals. The questionnaires are important, but more personal

contact can be noteworthy to my assessment of each person.

Please keep this project in mind and please remember my interest in this area of transgender care.

With much gratitude,

Sheila Kirk, MD
Robert M. Priore, MD
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA HUMAN SEXUALITY
PROGRAM RECEIVES GRANT FOR HIV RISK
PREVENTION PROGRAM FOR TV/TS PEOPLE

The University of Minnesota Program in Human Sexuality has

received $69,976 from the American Foundation for AIDS Research to fund

a HIV risk prevention program for transvestites and transsexuals in

Minneapolis/St. Paul.

The prevention program, thought to be the First of its type in the

nation, will be funded from June 1, 1992 until May 31, 1993. Community

representatives will be used to assist in the recruiting ofapproximately 150

program participants as well as to tailor intervention and evaluation

strategies to the specific needs of the transvestite and transsexual popula-

tions.

‘In our clinical work with this population, we have encountered

substantial evidence of both knowledge deficits as well as attitudinal

barriers to HIV prevention, yet we know ofno specific prevention programs

aimed at either group,” said Eli Coleman, director of the university’s

Program in Human Sexuality, and an associate professor offamily practice

and community health. “We intend to develop, implement, and evaluate a

model educational program in the Twin Cities area that can be replicated

in other parts of the country.”

In addition to providing information, the program’s leaders will

work with the participants to facilitate an exploration of sexual attitudes

and values, as well as offer opportunities to rehearse preventive skills such

as sexual negotiation and condom use. Findings of the program will be

disseminated to both the scientific and general publics and a program will

be developed for use by other human sexuality professionals.

For more information on the program, contact;

Gail Stalpes at (612) 625-1500.

v

GENESIS: THENORTHTEXAS
GENDER CLINIC

Danielle Wedgeworth, Director, North

Texas Gender Project

At the beginning of the year,

Dallas became the home of the nation’s

newest gender clinic. The need for such a

clinic in Dallas has been present for some

time. Thanks to the dedication of Dr.

Carolyn Long and Dr. Burt Pouris along

with our newest staffmember, Dr. Robert

Antonetti, and the help of several indi-

viduals in the gender community, Janu-

ary saw the opening of the clinic to assist

anyone with a gender dysphoria problem.

The approach will primarily be medical

and psychological. The clinic will offer a

full range of services and technical assis-

tance to aid in gender transformation.

Our overall goal is to make whatever

transition is needed for a happy, produc-

tive lifestyle as easy and as economical as

possible.

The reason our focus is on the

medical/psychological aspects of gender

dysphoria is important. We want to

achieve a community standing in Dallas

and in the nation that will enable us to

enlighten the general public about gender

issues. This will make if easier for our

patients to receive insurance support and

community understanding about their

plight. Although research and public

awareness will be an important part of

our effort, we feel it is also important to

provide peripheral services, support, and

referrals for all people regardless ofwhere

they may be along the path of transition.

Many of these services may already be in

place as part of an existing organization.

Our goal is not to re-invent the wheel, but

to provide infrastructure that makes these

services known and available to anyone

who may need them. In addition to what

is now available, the clinic will have a

staffthat is made up ofprofessionals from

all areas typically needed by people in

transition. By having people and infor-

mation in one place, a much simpler tran-

sition will be possible. A lot goes into

making a gender transition. From coun-

seling and speech work to the many sur-

geries that may be necessary, the road

tends to be long and arduous. As of

January 1992, that road has become

smoother with fewer detours.

There are numerous tasks

to be completed in order to accom-

plish our goal. The most important

need is for support from the gender

community. We want to concen-

trate our efforts on the community’s

needs. Let us know what you need:

information on the effects of hor-

mones, support from a friend, infor-

mation on insurance, or associated

problems with any gender issues.

We also need volunteers to

answer phones, input data, do word

processing, etc. Please help us by

pooling your talents and abilities.

Please commit to writing what human
resources you are willing and able to

volunteer and send it to:

Danielle Wedgeworth

P O Box 1195

Cedar Hill TX 75104

We are also in need of: computer and

printer, pole lamps, filingcabinets, large

mirrors, book shelves, seating, copies

ofany resource you may enjoy using for

peripheral needs, and copies of infor-

mation that can be included in our

central files. Together we can make
tomorrow better. We eagerly await

your suggestions and creative contri-

butions.

(Edited from The Texas Rose . 12/ 91,

published by Delta Omega, P O Box

1021, Arlington TX 76004-1021.)
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IFGE RECEIVES GRACIOUS

LETTER OF THANKS FROM
AIDS FOUNDATION OF HOUSTON

FOR DONATION MADE DUR-

ING CONVENTION

Dear Friends ofAIDS Foundation of Houston:

On behalf of the clients, volunteers, board mem-
bers, and staff ofAIDS Foundation Houston, Inc., thank
you for your donation of $745.

The work that AFH does to assist People Living

With AIDS (PLWAs) would not be possible without the

generosity of people like yourself. No other local organi-

zation, public or private, serves the unique needs of this

community as fully or comprehensively as do the staff

and volunteers of AFH.

Our optimism thatwe could win the battle in a few

years has been diminished by the diagnosis ofnew cases

each day, the continued growth ofour client caseload, and
increased requests for educational programs. Obviously,

to meet the needs of this burgeoning population, we must
constantly revise our programs and services. Thanks to

your commitment and generosity we are able to success-

fully face this challenge and reach people in the Houston
community who would otherwise face the devastating

effects of this disease without financial and emotional

support.

HIV disease does not discriminate: it now affects

men, women, and children of all ages and nationalities.

However, as long as there are people like you, from every

part of the community, committed to end this epidemic,

we can face the challenges that lie ahead.

Thankyou again for caringand for takingthe time
to think ofthose who so desperately need your assistance.

Sincerely,

Jean Bennett, Executive Director

The ^

Second Annual

New
Woman's
Conference^

SEPTEMBER 10th - 13th, 1992

ESSEX, MA

-0 CELEBRATE your "rite ofpassage”:.

-0- EXPLORE the needs for organization.

-0 LEARN medical concerns for all women.

•0> SHARE ideas, information & experience

for more information write or call:

NEW WOMAN CAUCUS
Ms Christina Young

P.O.BOX 367, Wayland, MA 01778

(617) 894-8340 or 899-2212 (FAX)899-5703

f CATHERINE F. RIVERS DIES ^
Catherine F. Rivers, President of

Transupport since 1990 died suddenly at

her home in Augusta, Maine on May 10,

1992. A great deal of Cathy’s time was

spent coordinationgand reorganizing, and

ultimately saving a failing Transupport.

Becoming President, Cathy made this a

stronger, more positive support group

which led to more individual participa-

tion. She also edited the group’s newslet-

ter, Trans-Talk . In addition, she devoted

a substantial amount of personal time

advising and counseling one-on-one. Be-

cause of this she was a valued member of

the community. She will be missed by all

.

The members ofTransupport send

their prayers to her family in their time of

loss.

From a dear friend who will miss

her greatly,

Emily Goodwin
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WINSLOW STREET FUND AWARDS FIRST GRANTS

A long-held

dream of the founders

of the International

Foundation for Gen-

der Education was to

be able to provide
grants to projects that

benefitted the cross-

dressing and trans-

sexual community.
That dream Finally

came true on Friday,

April 10, 1992.

More than
100 members of the

CD/TS community
gathered for a lun-

cheon at the South-

west Hilton in Hous-
ton to hear Laura
Smiley, chairperson of

the Winslow Street

Fund Trustees,
present Five grants to-

taling $1500. The Five

grants were: $500 to

GCTC and Phyllis

Frye, JD to support

the First Annual Con-

ference on
Transgender Law and
Employment Policy;

$300 to IFGE to up-

grade accounting,
record keeping, and
fund raising software;

$300 to J2CP to sup-

port their Genderline

computer bulletin

board; $200 to Sheila

Kirk, MD to support

her teenage research

project, and $200 to

Dr. Richard F.

Docter to support his

gender research
project.

The award-
ingofthese grants is a

landmark in the his-

tory ofthe CD/TS com-
munity, for this is the

first time grants ofthis

sort have been made
by a CD/TS organiza-

tion.

The Winslow
Street Fund was cre-

ated by the Interna-

tional Foundation for

Gender Education, a

tax exempt organiza-

tion under Internal

Revenue Code section

501(c)(3), to be a per-

manent endowment
fund. The Fund was
conceived by a dedi-

cated group of com-

munity leaders who
met in October, 1990,

at the Chicago House
on Winslow Street in

Provincetown, Massa-

chusetts. Laura
Smiley stated, “The
beauty of this fund is

that it is a living fund.

Since only income

earned by the fund is

used for grants, dona-

tions will benefit the

CD/TS community
forever. The fund will

only get larger, and as

it grows, the grants

we provide will in-

crease.”

TheWinslow
Street Fund is a per-

manent endowment
fund of IFGE gov-

erned by an indepen-

dent Board of Trust-

ees, which was ap-

proved by the IFGE
Board of Directors.

The members of the

Board ofTrustees are:

Laura Smiley, JD;
Laura Cauldwell,
PhD; Abby Saypen;

Wilma Young; and
Michelle Miles. Con-

tributions to the fund

are tax deductible.

The fund can accept

gifts and donations of

cash, property, stocks,

bonds, life insurance

policies, etc. Dona-
tions may be made
currently or through

a will, or through the

creation of a trust, or

other estate planning

document.

* > ->C*

Naomi Owen recieves her award presented by it's namesake,

Virginia Prince

NAOMI OWEN
HONORED
On Saturday evening, April 11,

1992, more than 200 people gathered in

the Northwest Hilton Hotel in Houston
to pay special tribute to Naomi Owen of

Chicago. On that evening Naomi be-

came the sixth recipient of the Dr. Vir-

ginia Prince Lifetime Contribution

Award, thereby joining a very select

group of the crossdressing and trans-

sexual communities’ greatest leaders

and pioneers. ShejoinedVirginia Prince,

founder of FPE and Transvestia Publi-

cations; Merissa Sherrill Lynn, founder

of the Tiffany Club, IFGE, Tapestry

Publications, and the Coming Together

convention; Ariadne Kane, founder of

the Outreach Institute and Fantasia

Fair; Sr. Mary Elizabeth, SSE, founder

ofJ2CP and the ACLU-TRC; and Betty

Ann Lind, founder of many organiza-

tions throughout the Mid-Atlantic re-

gion.

The Virginia Prince award is

the highest award given by the cross-

dressing and transsexual communities
to a member ofeither ofthose communi-
ties. The award is to honor those com-

munities’ leaders, founders, and pio-

neers . . . the ones who “fought the

battles and led the troops,” and pro-

vided the effort as well as the inspira-

tion over a period of ten years or more.

Naomi received her award on

the basis ofher long service dating back
to 1980, and her countless contribu-

tions. To name a few, she was a founder

and director ofthe extremely successful

Be All You Want to Be conference, eight

years president of the Chi Chapter (Tri-

Ess’s largest and most successful chap-

ter), director of two of the largest and
most successful HolidayEn Femme con-

ferences ever, member oftheIFGE Board
of Directors (six years), author of the

IFGE Constitution, member ofthe Out-

reach Institute Board ofDirectors, mem-
ber of the Tri-Ess Board of Directors,

and a public speaker with over 300

public appearances.

*
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1992 TRINITYAWARDS PRESENTED

Eve received her award on the

basis of the work, leadership, and lov-

ingsupport she has given since she first

came out in 1964. She also received it

on the basis of the more than 300 lec-

tures she has given, mostly at her own
expense, motivated by no other reason

than a desire to help people learn and
understand. Richard received his

award for his constant demonstration

of loving support and desire to educate

that goes far beyond what is expected of

him as a researcher. Wendi received

her award because ofher intense desire

to help people, and to put her consider-

able talents to use wherever they were
most needed. Janice received her

award for her on-going contributions to

the CD/TS communities in the North-

west. She also received it because of

the courage she demonstrated in tak-

ing on a bigoted local establishment

and the city of Seattle, which resulted

in changing discriminatory laws, and

her courage for paving the way for the

“Esprit” conference in the very conser-

vative logging community of Port An-
geles. Jennifer received her award on
the basis of her contributions to the

NWGA, Dream, SLGF, MAGGIE, and
the F all Harvest Festival over a period

ofmore than ten years. What made her

contributions most extraordinary was
they were motivated by nothing more
than a sense of caring for others, and
they were done in spite ofa debilitating

illness. The Be
All received its

award not only

because it is ar-

guably the most
successful event

in the history of

the CD/TS com-

munities, butbe-

cause it has con-

sistently demon-
strated that dif-

ferent organiza-

tions could in fact

work together for

mutual benefit,

and it unselfishly

offered members
of its steering

committee as re-

source people to

help other orga-

nizations plan

and coordinate

their own events.

Be All is an ex-

traordinary ex-

ampl e ofcoopera-

tive action

among groups
within a region,

and regional as-

sistance to other

regions.

The award recipiants pause a moment for the cameras during the

award cermony at the Coming Together-Working Together Conven-

tion in Houston, Texas.

On Wednesday evening, April 8, 1992,

more than 150 members of the cross-

dressing and transsexual communi-
ties and their friends gathered in the

Northwest Hilton Hotel in Houston to

pay special tribute to five extraordi-

nary people and one extraordinary

event. The tribute was the second

annual presentation of the Trinity

Awards, and the six recipients were

Dr. Richard F. Docter of Los Angeles,

California; Ms. Wendi Danielle Pierce

of Scottsdale, Arizona; Ms. Janice Van
Cleve ofSeattle, Washington; Ms. Jen-

nifer Richards of St. Louis, Missouri;

Ms. Eve Burchert of Barrington, Illi-

nois; and the “Be All You Want to Be”

conference co-sponsored by the Chi

Chapter of Chi-

cago, Crossroads

of Detroit, Para-

dise ofCleveland,

and TransPitt of

Pittsburgh.

The
Trinity Award is

a beautiful ten-

inch satin steel

statuette of the

IFGE’s Hands
and Rose logo.

The Trinity is the

crossdressingand
transsexual com-

munities’ Nobel
Prize, to acknowl-

edge and honor
outstanding
achievements,
contributions,
and acts of love

and courage. The
greatest empha-
sis is on acts of

love and courage

that have made
our world a better

place in which to

live.
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IFGE FUND RAISING COMMITTEE 1992 FIRST QUARTER REPORT

Since the beginningofthe year, the Fund RaisingCommittee has met once in Waltham, and three times

during the Coming Together - Working Together Convention in Houston. Our goal is to raise $50,000 for the

General Fund and $40,000 for the Winslow Street Fund in 1992.

Through March 31, you have contributed a total of$7,307, with $5,402 going to the General Fund, $305
to the Winslow Street Fund, and $1,600 to Research and Education (our participation in the American
Psychiatric Association Convention). We are behind budget with respect to our needs and goals for donations

to both the General Fund and The Winslow Street Fund, therefore it is imperative that our community respond

to our appeal for donations. Your response is critical to the lifeblood and success of our community.

We must raise a minimum of $35,000 in contributions in order to meet budget, and that budget does

not include adequate salaries for the staff. In addition, in order to meet the ever-increasing needs and demands
of our community, IFGE must add an additional staff person before 1993. As soon as we raise $50,000 in

contributions, we will be able to add that staff person and go to publishing four Tapestries per year. This will

increase our operating revenues.

This year there will be two major fund raising efforts with our community, one in late August or early

September, and the other at the end of the year. We are asking each of you to pledge to give to IFGE and to

the Winslow Street Fund on a monthly or an annual basis.

Chris Howey and Laura Cauldwell are putting the finishing touches on a redesigned marketing and
fund raising brochure that will be extremely professional and, hopefully, very effective. In addition, Laura
Cauldwell and Wilma Young are coordinating our fund raising efforts with grant-giving foundations and
corporations. Based on our experience from last year, we have narrowed the focus and are targeting two

foundations that have a history of giving to organizations promoting social change, one of which has given a

substantial amount of money to the gay and lesbian communities.

Currently, the Winslow Street Fund has a principal balance of approximately $41,000. At the 1992

Convention, the Trustees announced the first grants. Grants are made from income only, with the principal

being retained and invested to produce more income. Thus, donations to the Winslow Street Fund benefit our

community forever. With just a little over $2,000 of income in 1991, the Trustees awarded five grants totaling

$1,500. The balance was reinvested as principal as the Trustees are committed to apply a portion ofthe annual

income to principal in an amount at least equal to inflation in order to offset the effects of inflation.

The five grants were: $500 to the First Annual Conference on Transgender Law and Employment
Policy; $300 to the Sisters of St. Elizabeth to help with the purchase of a computer scanner for the Genderline

bulletin board; $300 to IFGE to assist in the purchase offund raising, accounting and record keeping software;

$200 to Dr. Sheila Kirk to assist in the Teenage Crossdressing Research Project; and $200 to Dr. Richard F.

Docter to assist in his current research study of our community.

The Winslow Street Fund is to provide for and serve the entire community. Look at what we are able

to accomplish with just $40,000 of principal and $2,000 of income. Think of the possibilities if our Winslow
Street Fund had a principal balance of $100,000, or $250,000 or $500,000. The possibilities are as endless as

the imagination.

Your Fund Raising Committee continues to work hard for you. We pledge ourselves to keep you

informed, not only of IFGE’s and our community’s need for funds, but more importantly, to report to you on
what we are doing with the money we raise. We continue to need your help, and appreciate your generous

response to our requests.

Respectfully submitted,

IFGE FUND RAISING COMMITTEE

Laura Smiley, Chair

Laura Cauldwell

Abby Saypen
Michelle Miles

Wilma Young
Sharon Ann Stuart

Ginny Knuth
Chris Howey
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CALENDAR OF
MAJOR EVENTS 1992-1993

If you have an event of Regional, National, or International interest, please send your information to

IFGE Calendar, P O Box 367
Wayland MA 01778

JANUARY, 1993
AUGUST, 1992

TBA, 11th Annual Winter Get Away Weekend and Awards

Banquet, Natick MA
TCNE, P O Box 2283, Woburn MA 01888.

508-358-2305

26-30, First International Conference on Trnsgender

Law and Employment Policy

(Sponsored by the Gulf Coast Transgender

Community) GCTC. P O Box 90335. Houston TX
FEBRUARY, 1993 77090

TBA, 5th Annual TEXAS T PARTY. San Antonio.TX

Texas T Party. P O Box 17. Bulverde TX 78163
512-438-7604 (before 9:00pm CT)

14-31, High Sierra Femme Fling V
Joan Sheldon. P O Box 6541. San Jose CA
95150-6541 (408)723-2579

MARCH, 1993
SEPTEMBER, 1992

6-13, The Dignity Cruise II (Alaska) Sailing from

14-21, 7th Annual Coming Together Convention,

Philadelphia PA
IFGE. P O Box 367, Wayland MA 01778

Vancouver, Canada
(Sponsored by PM Publishers) Cruise Ahoy,

Anne McLaughlin. President. 11211 Katy

Freeway. #300. Houston TX 77079.

TBA. LAMBDA BALL, Pittsburgh PA
Transput. Box 32 14. Pittsburgh PA 15230

713-556-1513

10-13, 2nd Annual National New Woman's Conference
TBA, 6th Annual Night of 1000 Gowns, New York City

Imperial Court of New York, c/o Ben
Freeman. 200 East 16th Street. Suite

2M. New York NY 10003.212-673-7633

(Massachusetts)

New Woman. P O Box 367. Wayland MA 01778,

617-894-8340

APRIL, 1993
10-13, Poconos Fantasy Festival, Poconos PA

Fern Fashions. 9W 31st Street. #7R, New York

NY 10001 212-629-5750

TBA, 3rd Annual California Dreamin’, Los Angeles CA
PPOC, P O Box 9091. Anaheim CA 92812.

714-779-9013
11-13, Beaumont Trust, Secind International Gender
Dysphoria Conference, University of Manchester

The Beaumont Trust. BM Charity. London WC13XX
TBA, Poconos Fantasy Festival, Poconos PA

Fern Fashions. 9W 31st Street. #7R, New York

NY 10001 212-629-5750

ENGLAND

17-20, Paradise in the Poconos PA

MAY, 1993
Creative Design Services. P O Box 1263. King

of Prussia PA 19406

TBA, Esprit 93, Port Angeles WA
Esprit 92. P O Box 55874, Seattle WA 98115

OCTOBER, 1992

1-4, Second Annual Southern Comfort, Atlanta GA
TBA, Paradise in the Poconos, Poconos PA

Creative Design Services. Box 1263, King

of Prussia PA 19406 215-640-9449

Southern Comfort. P O Box 3331 1, Decatur GA
30033

TBA, 13th Annual Tiffany Provincetown Outing,

Provincetown MA
TCNE. P O Box 2283. Woburn MA 01888
508-358-2305

16-25, 18th Annual Fantasia Fair, Provincetown MA
Outreach Institute. 405 Western Avenue.

Suite 345. South Portland ME 04106

30-November 1, Fifth Annual Harmony Weekend,
Scarborough

Martine Rose. P O Box 339, Sheffield SI 3SX
JUNE, 1992 ENGLAND

10-14, 10th Annual Be All You Want To Be, Detroit Ml
Be All Weekend. P O Box 651. Whitemore Lake

MI 48189. Cindy 313-449-8194. Joanne
313-385-5970

NOVEMBER, 1992

11-15, Holiday Enfemme 92, Atlanta GA
Linda Peacock. P O Box 7241. Tallahassee FL
32314-7241

12-14, Pajaro Dunes Weekend XXVIII, NV
Joan Sheldon. P O Box 6541, San Jose CA
95150-6541 (408)723-2579

19-22, Third Annual Fall Harvest Weekend
MAGGIE, St. Louis Gender Foundation. P O Box
9433. St. Louis MO 63117

JULY, 1992

31-August 3, Dignity Cruise III, Sailing from Miami
to Nassau and Coco Bay, Bahamas

(Sponsored by PM Publishers) Cruise Ahoy.

Anne McLaughlin. President. 11211 Katy

Freeway. #300. Houston TX 77079.
713-556-1513
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DIRECTORY OF
ORGANIZATIONS AND SERVICES

(Updated September 1991)

(Organizations and services are sorted according to category and by zip code within each category.)
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NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS

PUERTO RICO

FOUNDATION FOR THE AD-
VANCEMENTOFPUERTORICO
SISTERS: Foundation for the

Advancement of Puerto Rico Sisters,

Calle 2 #288, Forest Hills, Bayamon

PR 00959.

Nature: Non-profit non-sexual

social support group for crossdressers,

transsexuals, and their significant oth-

ers.

Services: Meets on the third Fri-

day of each month at 6:00pm. Meet-

ing consists of one hour topic discus-

sion and group public activity.

Security: Write for member ap-

plication and information.

MASSACHUSETTS

SUNS IIINECLUB: Sunshine Club,

c/o Roberta Steel, P O Box 149,

Hadley MA 01035.

Nature: Non-sexual, non-profit

social support group for crossdressers,

transsexuals, and theirsignificant oth-

ers. social support group for

crossdressers, transsexuals, and their

significant others.

Services: Monthly neetings at a

church in the Pioneer Valley area.

Monthly newsletter.

Security: Discretion and tolera-

tion expected. Write for information.

JOURNAL OF GENDER STUD-
IES : See COMMERCIAL AND PRO-

FESSIONAL PUBLICATIONS AND
SERVICES.

PEOPLE SYSTEMS POTENTIAL:
See PROFESSIONA I MEDICA 1.

AND PSYCHOLOGICAL HEALTH
SERVICES.

AXA: AXA, c/o Zoe Durga, P O Box

1331, W. Concord MA 01742.

Nature: Non-profit, non-sexual

social support group for crossdressers,

transsexuals, and theirsignificant oth-

ers. Offers individual support, shar-

ing of resources, open discussions,

advocacy in support of civil rights for

transgenderists.

Services: Weekly meetings

Wednesdays at 6:00pm in Harvard

Square, Cambridge, Mass. Contact

for location. No dues or fees.

Security: Telephone or personal

interview required.

INTERNATIONAL FOUNDA-
TION FOR GENDER EDUCA-
TION: I.F.G.E., Box 367, Wayland

MA 01778,(617) 894-8340 FAX
(617) 899-5703. Merissa Sherrill

Lynn, Director.

Nature: I. F.G.E. is a non-profit

educational and service organization

designed to serve as an effective com-

munications medium, outreach de-

vice, and networking facility for the

entire TV/TS Community and those

affected by that Community.

Services: I. F.G.E. publishes the

TV-TS Tapestry Journal and other

publications relevant to the TV/TS

theme. We sponsor an annual inter-

national convention. We serve as an

international information and referral

clearinghouse, speakers' bureau, and

a safe, friendly "drop-in center” for

emergency peer counselling and on-

going volunteer work.

TAPESTRY PUBLICATIONS:
Sec COMMERCIAL AND PROFES-
SIONAL PUBLICATIONS AND
SERCICES .

IFGE CONGRESS OF REPRE-
SENTATIVES: Congress of Repre-

sentatives, P.O. Box 367, Wayland

MA 01778 (617) 894-8340

Nature: The Co n gress o I Re pre -

sentatives is a group of individuals

selected by independent non-profit

organizations, services, and chapters

to represent the special interests of

their organizations. Also, the repre-

sentatives serve as the communica-

tions conduit between their organiza-

tions, the IFGE national headquar-

ters, the IFGE Board of Directors, the

IFGE national committees, and other

organizations.

FEMINA SOCIETY OF NEW EN-

GLAND: Ms. C. Decring, P O Box

1873, Haverhill MA 01831.

Nature: Matriarchal society that

teaches surrender to a Feminine Au-

thority as a positive spiritual experi-

ence, emphasis on feminised males.

Services: Non-sexual educa-

tional programs, newsletter- Femina,

the Voice of Feminine Authority, au-

dio training cassettes, annual retreat,

workshops, rituals, and networking.

Security: Elaborate application

process including a waiting period

during which postal studies are un-

dertaken as a postulant.

TIFFANY CLUB OF NEW EN-

GLAND, Inc.: TCNE, Box 2283,

Woburn MA 01888. (508) 358-

2305.

Nature: Tiffany is a non-profit

social and educational organization

for crossdressers of all kinds desiring

to explore and develop their total

personality for the attainment of a

peace of mind not otherwise pos-

sible. Tiffany provides support pro-

grams for the individual member, for

their family, and for friends.

Services: Tiffany services and

activities include publishing the Rose-

buds newsletter, operating a safe-

house, and organizing “get-

togethers,” workshops, seminars, and

beauty courses. Tiffany sponsors a

formal Wives and Significant Others

support group, a TS support group,

parties, nights on the town, referrals,

a speakers’ bureau, and group out-

ings.

Security: Tiffany welcomes re-

sponsible persons who will exercise

good manners and use common sense.

Attendees must have met with and

been cleared by a member ofTiffany’s
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ScreeningCommittee, or have a letter

of introduction from a qualified per-

son.

TIFFANY CLUB WIVES’ SUP-

PORT GROUP: WSG, c/o TCNE,

Box 2283, Woburn MA 01888,(508)

358-2305. Toini McDonald, Direc-

tor

Nature: Affiliated with the

Tiffany Club. For those in a commit-

ted relationship with members in good

standing at the Tiffany Club.

Services: Monthly meetings,

one-on-one support, outings, and

other events.

Security: See ‘Tiffany Club.’

NATIONAL ORGANIZATION
for GENDER ALTERNATIVE
LIFESTYLES (NOGAL)

Nature: Support for all parts of

the gender community. Group just

forming, with thoughts of providing

advocacy and social support, employ-

ment referral, crisis hotline, legal/

medical referral . . .

Services: Meets on the third

Sunday of each month at the Gay and

Lesbian Center in Boston, 338

Newbury Street, at 4:00 pm. 617-

247-2927 or 617-323-8856.

PINK FLAMINGOES: c/o the Gay

and Lesbian Center, 338 Newury St.,

Boston MA (617)536-5639.

Nature: Support and referral

group for crossdressers,

transgenderi^ts, and transsexuals.

Services: Meets every Saturday

from 4:00 to 6:00pm at the Gay and

Lesbian Center, 338 Newbury Street,

Boston MA.
Screening: None.

THESEUS COUNSELING
SERCICES: See PROFESSIONAL
MEDICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
HEALTH SERVICES.

THEADAM SOCIETY: The Adam
Society, c/o Dan Riley, 6 Cushing St.,

2nd FI., Waltham MA 02154

Nature: A non-profit support

group for female-to-male

crossdressers and transsexuals, and

their significant others.

Services: Monthly meetings.

Publishes Adam’s Word .

Security: Inquire.

EAST COAST FEMALE-TO-
MALE GROUP: ECFTMG, P O
Box 38-3303, Cambridge MA 02238.

Bet Power (413) 584-7616, Lonnie

(617) 926-7691.

Nature: Support network for

Female-to-Male Transvestites,

Transgenderists, transsexuals, and

their partners. Meets in the homes of

members. Social activities and net-

working with other FTMs.

Services: Meetings are every

other month on Sunday at 2 pm. Lo-

cationsanddatesannounced in news-

letter, Gender In Formation .

Security: Call Bet or Lonnie

before attending a meeting. Send

SASE for copy of newsletter.

DENNIS PEARNE, Ed .D„ See PRO-

FESSIONAL MEDICAL. AND PSY-

CHOLOGICALHEALTHSERVICES.

OUTREACH PROFESSIONAL
EDUCATION AND REFERRAL
NETWORK: See PROFESSIONAL
MEDICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
HEALTH SERVICES.

INNVESTMENTS: Innvestments,

P O Box 2194, Orleans MA 02653.

Nature: Non-profit, non-sexual

social support group for crossdressers,

transsexuals, and their significant oth-

ers on Cape Cod and SE MA.
Services: social support group

for crossdressers, transsexuals, and

their significant others.eet first Mon-

day each month except for summer.

Inquire for time and place.

Security: Inquire.

NANCY STRAPKO, Ph.D., See

PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL AND
PSYCHOLOGICAL HEALTH SER-

VICES.

CHESHIRE COUNSELING AS-

SOCIATES: See PROFESSIONAL
MEDICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
HEALTH SERCICES.

TRANSSUPPORT: TransSupport,

Box 17622, Portland ME 04101.

Nature: Non-profit, non-sexual

social support group for crossdressers,

transsexuals, their families, and

friends.

Services: Monthly meetings.

Inquire for time and place. Publishes

Trans-Talk newsletter.

Security: Inquire

HUMAN OUTREACH AND
ACHIEVEMENT INSTITUTE
(HOAC) aka Outreach Institute:

HOAC, 405 Western avenue, Suite

345, South Portland ME 04106.

Ariadne Kane, Director, 207-775-

0858.

Nature: The Outreach Institute

is a non-profit educational corpora-

tion. Outreach works primarily with

Helping Professionals from the fields

of Education, Guidance and Counsel-

ling, Therapy, Medicine, Lawand Law

Enforcement, Nursing, and Human

Services.

Services: Outreach’s programs

include the Gender Awareness and

Involvement Network (GAIN); New
Visions of Gender Conferences for

health care professionals; Fantasia

Fair, a live-in exploration of alterna-

tive lifestyle roles; Hopeful Seminars

for couples to work together; and a

Speakers’ Bureau.

Publications: Quarterly Journal

of Gender Studies for professionals,

quarterly Our Sorority about contact

groups and their programs. Informa-

tion packets and an annotated book

catalogue are also available.

Security: Outreach Institute’s

programs are sophistica ted a n d strictly

non-sexual. All participants in any

Outreach program are expected to act

accordingly.

CONNECTICUT OUTREACH
SOCIETY: COS, P.O. Box 163,

Farmington CT 06034

Nature: Non-profit and non-

sexual but respectful of its members’

sexual preferences. Its objectives are

to promote and propagate the friend-

shipoftheTV/TScommunity through

education, support, and understand-

ing of its members and their families.

Service: Prompt response to all

communications, informative

monthly newsletter Connecticut

View . Wives Support Group, rapses-

sions, parties at various locations.

Wig, makeup, clothing, and demeanor

assistance available. Costs shared by

participants.

Security: None. House parties

on an invitational basis, bar parties

open. All members are required to be

discreet and tolerant of each other.

Common sense and courtesy prevail.

GENDER IDENTITY CLINIC OF
NEW ENGLAND: See PROFES-
SIONAL MEDICAL AND PSYCHO-
LOGICAL HEALTH SERVICES.

THE XX (TWENTY) CLUB: The

XX Club, Box 387, Hartford CT
06141-0387.

Nature: TheXX Club is the non-

profitand non-sexual transsexual peer

support group of the Gender Identity

Clinic of New England. Friends and

relatives are welcome.

Services: A newsletter, XX, is pub-

lished monthly. We meet the second

and fourth Saturday of each month

from 2-5pm at Christ Church Cathe-

dral, 45 Church Street, Hartford CT
(off Main Street, opposite G. Fox &
Company). Meetings are usually

open, sometimes there is a prear-

ranged program. There are occasional

social events. Membership $20.00/

year includes a subscription to the

newsletter.

Security: Persons wishing to at-

tend are welcome as long as they have

a personal interest in transsexuality,

understand the nature of the group,

and will respect the anonymity of

those attending.

HARRIET LANE’S TV SET: P.O.

Box 4002, Wallingford CT 06492

(203) 237-1968 (ask for Harriet Lane

or Joanie Lassin).

Nature: Home parties for open-

minded TVs, TGs, TSs, and their

spouse or friends.

Services: Meetings 2nd & 4th

Saturday each month. Membership

$100.00 per year. Key members

$250.00 (store clothes & have key

between 9 a.m. - 11 pm). Information

on TV activities. Newsletter.

Security: All members must

dress at the clubhouse. Dressingroom

provided. Discretion required. Con-

tact Harriet or Joanie for phone inter-

view & personal meeting.

F
2
M: F2M, c/o S.G., P O Box 615,

Tenafly, NJ 07670.

Nature: A non-profit social and

support organization created by and

for female-to-male transsexuals and

crossdressers. “Knowledge is the key

to the door of gender-reassignment.

Up-to-date information is essential.”

Services: Social events in the

New York area, confidential contacts,

a comprehensive resource directory,

and a newsletter. Compiling infor-

mation necessary to the F-M transi-

tion into a central database. F
2
M ac-

tively solicits correspondence: ques-

tions, concerns, and all items of F-M
TS information are requested.

Security: We believe that confi-

dentiality, and often anonymity are

critical issues for TSs on our mailing

list. All correspondence is consid-

ered confidential.

NORTHERN NEW JERSEY:
Northern New Jersey, Ms. Lynda

Frank, PO Box 9192, Morristown NJ

07960; 201-663-0772.

Nature: Open membership, non-

sexual.

Services: Get-togethers the last

Saturday of each month at various

locations in northern NJ. Ms. Frank

now handles the TV-related affairs of

the dissolved Pine Brook, NJ chapter

as well.

Security: Interview required.

THE JERSEY SHORE SYSTEM:
See COMPUTER BULLETIN
BOARDS.
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RENAISSANCE - SOUTHERN
NEW JERSEY CHAPTER: Re-

naissance South Jersey, P O Box 189,

Mays Landing NJ 08330. 609 641

3782. Kelly Harris, chapter leader.

Nature: Non-profit, non-sexual

social and support organization serv-

ing the gender community.

Services: Meetings the first Sat-

urday of each month at the Atlantic

Mental Health Center, Inc., 2002

Black Horse Pike, Mckee NJ. Doors

open at 7:00pm.

Security: Inquire.

TRANSFORMATIONS NEWS-
LETTER: See COMMERCIALAND
PROFESSIONAL PUBLICATIONS
AND SERVICES.

SIGMA NU RHO CHAPTER TRI-

ESS: SNR, P O Box 9255, Trenton

NJ 08650.

Nature: Tri-Ess is a non-profit

organization exclusively for hetero-

sexual crossdressers and their signifi-

cant others.

Services: Meets the fourth Sat-

urday of each month.

Security: Inquire.

MONMOUTH OCEAN TRANS
GENDER: MOTG, P O Box 8243,

Red Bank NJ 07701.

Nature: Open support group for

all gender dysphoric persons. Affili-

ated with Renaissance in Pennsylva-

nia. See theirilescription.

NEW YORK

GENDER IDENTITY PRO-
GRAM: Gender Identity Program, c/

o Barbara Warren, Lesbian and Gay

Community Services Center, 208

West 13th Street, New York NY
10014, 212-969-0888 (answe ring ser-

vice).

Nature: Support and counsel-

ingservice forgender dysphoric indi-

viduals.

Services: Peer-to-peer counsel-

ing and facilitated open discussion

for all transsexuals at the Lesbiasn

and Gay Center.

METROPOLITAN GENDER
NETWORK: 561 Hudson Street,

Box 45, NewYork NY 10014. Mes-

sage updates: 201-794-1665 ext. 332.

Nature: Support, advocacy, and

educational group for crossdressers,

transsexuals, transvestites,

Ira nsgenderists, androgynes, orwhat-

ever. Open to all segments of the

gender community. Friends and

guests welcome.

Services: Monthly meetings on

the second Sunday. Newsletter City

Lights, social events, lending library,

resource directory, referrals. Mem-
bership $24/year.

Security: Confidentiality re-

spected. Brief meeting registration

form is sent in response tonewinquir-

ies.

METAMORPHOSIS: See PRO-
FESSIONAL MEDICAL AND PSY-

CHOLOGICALHEALTHSERVICES.

SURVIVORS OF
TRANSSEXUALITY ANONY-
MOUS (STA): STA, c/o Barbara

Warren, Lesbian and Gay Commu-
nity Services Center, 208 West 13th

St., NewYork NY 10014, answering

service 212-969-0888.

Nature: A twelve-step recovery

program for all gender-conflicted in-

dividuals modeled after Alcoholics

Anonymous.

Services: Meets 6:30-8:00 pm
on Tuesdays, and 8:30-10:00 pm on

Sundays at the above address. We
could arrange room and board for out

of town visitors, but we do not have a

place for people to stay long-term.

Security: We use AA’s tradition

of anonymity.

SEX INFORMATION AND EDU-
CATION COUNCIL OF THE
UNITED STATES: See LIBRARY
AND INFORMA TION SERVICES.

CROSS DRESSERS INTERNA-
TIONAL: CDI, P O Box 61, Easton

PA 18044. S. Kristine James, Direc-

tor, Karen Cioe, NYC Coordinator.

Nature: Non-profit, non-sexual

social support group for crossdressers,

transsexua Is, and theirsignificant oth-

ers.

Services: Sponsors meetings,

parties, dinners, shows, and serves

the needs of all.

Security: Call or write for more

information.

EULENSPIEGEL SOCIETY: The

Eulenspiegel Society, Box 2783

Grand Rapids Station, NYC NY
10163, 212-477-6588.

Nature: For those with S/M and

B/D fantasies. The oldest organiza-

tion of its type.

Service: Frequent events spe-

cifically oriented toward the TV. In-

quire for times and locations.

CHI DELTA MU OFTRI-ESS: Chi

Delta Mu, P.O. Box 477, Co-op Sta-

tion, Bronx NY 10475. Hot Line

(201)663-0772.

Nature: See ‘Society for the

Second Self.’

Services: Get-togethers the 2nd

Saturday of each month in either

northern New Jersey or southern

WestcheslerCounty, NY. Very inter-

ested in attracting wives and girl

friends. We have over 75 paid mem-
bers, and have been in existence over

five years.

Security: Private interviewwith

Chapter President or qualified mem-
ber.

GIRL’S NIGHT OUT: G.N.O.,c/o

Barbara Fortume, P O Box 350369,

Brooklyn NY 11235-0007. Hotline:

201-794-1665 ext 202.

Nature: An open social support

group for crossdressers, transsexuals,

and their significant others.

Services: Meetings are held.

Publishes monthly newsletter, Lip-

stick and Lace .

Security: Inquire.

LONG ISLAND FEMME EX-
PRESSION (LIFE): LIFE, c/o

Vickie Stone, P O Box 31 , Hempstead

NY 11551.

Nature: Social support group

for heterosexual crossdressers and

their significant others.

Services/Securily: Publishes the

newsletter. Lifelines . See ‘Society for

the Second Self,’ Tulare, CA.

TRA NSGENDERISTS’ INDE-
PENDENCECLUB (TGIC): TGIC,

Box 13604, Albany NY 12212-

3604, 518-436-4513 (Thursdays 7-9

p.m., or leave a message and instruc-

tions for calling back).

Nature: Non-sexual group of-

fering support to crossdressers, trans-

sexuals, mates, and families.

Services: Two monthly parties,

weekly support group raps, monthly

mates’/wives’ support group, bi-

monthly newsletter, shopping guide,

key club, and storage.

Security: We have a screening

process to ensure the comfort and

safety of all. You may feel sure of

anonymity and our discretion.

TRANSGENDER NETWORK:
Transgender Network, P.O. Box 177,

Tillson NY 12486-0177.

Nature: A non-profit, non-sexual,

social and educational support group

for TVs, TSs, and SOs. Clergy and

professionals are also welcome.

Services: Meetings 1st & 3rd

Fridays of each month, social out-

ings, beauty consultants, places to

shop, mail order boutiques, guest

speakers and referral service.

Security: All inquiries are made

through our P.O. Box. Names, ad-

dresses and phone numbers of each

member are held in strict confidence.

Anonymity and discretion are re-

quired to ensure privacy to all.

ANDROGENY UNLIMITED: See

PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL AND
PSYCHOLOGICAL HEALTH SER-

VICES.

EON (Expressing Our Nature):

EON, 523 W Onondaga St., Syracuse

NY 13204-3226. (212) 629-5750

Nature: Open support group for

crossdressers, transgenderists, and

transsexuals, regardless of gender

identification and sexual orientation.

EON provides the context for TG
people to experience their own happi-

ness, personal growth, and sense of

fulfillment: peer support meetings,

social occasions, and community-

wide events.

Services: EON has its own facil-

ity and offices. Meetings are the first

and third Saturdays and fourth

Wednesday each month. The Sup-

port Group for Significant Others

meets regularly. Meetings are safe

and secure, providing the opportu-

nity to explore gender identity in

safety.

Security: An initial interview

with a member is required for mem-
bership.

CROSSROADS OF BUFFALO:
Vem, 23 16 Delaware Ave. Suite-102,

Buffalo NY 14216.

Nature: Non-profit support

group for transsexuals and

crossdressers and their partners or

family.

Services: TS group meets on the

fourth Sunday of the month. CD
groupmeetson various Saturday eve-

nings. Dues: $25.00. Monthly news-

letter, Crosscurrents , subscription

$15.00 per year. Single copy: $1.50.

Security: New members usually

must talk to a group member.

ROCHESTER CD-NETWORK:
CD-Network, P.O. Box 92055, Roch-

ester NY 14692,716-251-2132(24-

hr. hotline and recorder).

Nature: Non-profit, non-sexual

support group for CDs, TSs, and their

spouses. Over 50 members, mostly

from upstate NY.

Services: Monthly meetingsand

social events in a secure, supportive

and non-judgmental atmosphere.

Monthly newsletterCD News . Coop-

erative activities with other cross-

dresser groups in NY state.

Security: Newsletter sent to all

members who have completed mem-
bership questionnaire. Invitation to

meetings extended after screening

interview, or with references from a

sister organization.

PENNSYLVANIA

PERSAD CENTER, INC.: See

PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL AND
PSYCHOLOGICAL HEALTH SER-

VICES.

TRANSPUT: TransPitt, P O Box

3214, Pittsburgh, PA 15230. 412-

781-0257.

Nature: TransPitt isa non-profit,

non-sexual social organization with

an open membership policy.
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Services: Meetings the third Sat-

urday of each odd-numbered month.

Referrals.

Security: Meeting with club of-

ficer.

TEENAGE CROSSDRESSING
RESEARCH PROJECT: See RE-

SEARCH.

ERIE SISTERS: Erie Sisters, 2115

West 8th Street, Suite 261, Erie PA
16505.

Nature: Non-sexual social sup-

port group for all CDs and friends of

CDs. Good manners, taste and com-

mon sense expected.

Services: Monthly meetings,

newsletter. Meetings in every even

numbered month are social events

held at accepting establishments.

Changing room is provided.

Security: An interview with a

club officer required before attending

first meeting.

RENAISSANCE - LOWER
SUSQUEHANNA VALLEY
CHAPTER: Renaissance -LSV, Box

2122, Harrisburg PA 17105-2122.

717-780-1LSV or 717-780-1578.

Brenda Davidson, chapter leader.

Nature: Non-profit support

group for the gender community at

large.

Services: Meets the first Satur-

day evening of each month. Call for

latest information on meeting site.

Security: Inquire.

RENAISSANCE - GREATER
PHILADELPHIA CHAPTER: Re

naissance PHL, P O Box AD,
Bensalem PA 19020. 215-946-8887.

Dina Amberle, Chapter Leader.

Nature: Non-profit support

group for the gender community at

large.

Services: Meets the third Satur-

day of each month in King of Prussia,

PA. Summer meetings start at 9:00

pm. For information, call above num-

ber.

RENAISSANCE - READING:
Charter has been revoked by the Na-

tional Board. For information, write

National Secretary Susan Crane, P O
Box 552, King of Prussia PA 19406.

PHILADELPHIA TRANS-
SEXUAL SUPPORT GROUP:
Address invalid 5/14/91.

Nature: To educate the commu-
nity on TS issues and to give support

needed in this sometimes confusing

period. Dues: $25.00/yr.

Services: Monthly meeting, so-

cial events, professional referrals.

Security: No drugs or excess

baggage.

RENAISSANCE EDUCATION
ASSOCIATION: Box 552, King of

Prussia PA 19406. (215)630-1437

(24 hrs).

Nature: Renaissance is a non-

profit, non-sexual organization dedi-

cated to the support and education of

the transgendered community and the

general population. It isan open group

that accepts without judgement and

helps individuals to grow at their own

pace.

Services: For TVs and TSs.

Monthly meetings with educational

programs, Significant Other Support

Group, Transsexual Support Group,

TV rap groups, a monthly newsletter,

and community activities. Call the

Help Line 24 hours a day for informa-

tion on the latest activities.

For professionals: Speakers’

Bureau with experienced and accom-

plished lecturers for college, univer-

sity, radio, andtelevision appearances

anywhere in the US. Renaissance

also publishes a series of Background

Papers to help professionals and cli-

ents to understand transgender be-

havior.

Security: There is no screening

process for prospective members. All

member personal information is

strictly confidential and available only

to the Board of Directors.

CREATIVE DESIGN SERVICES:
See COMMERCIAL AND PROFES-
SIONAL PUBLICA TlONSAND SER-

VICES.

WASHINGTON-BALTIMORE
ALLIANCE: c/o R. Lewis, P O Box

50724, Washington DC 20091-0724.

WBA Hotline 301-277-5475.

Nature: Non-profit, non-sexual

education and support organization

for members of the TV/TS commu-
nity.

Services: Discussions, raps, spe-

cial events, and referrals. Meets in

Maryland on the third Saturday of

each month from September through

June, except December.

Security: Write or call.

JANUS/DC: Janus/DC, c/o H. Mar-

tin Malin, Ph.D., 4835 Del Ray Av-

enue, Bethesda MD 20814.

Nature: Transsexual support.

Notto be confused with theSociety of

Janus, a California S/M group with

chapters having similar names.

SEXOLOGY ASSOCIATES: See

PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL AND
PSYCHOLOGICAL HEALTH SER-

VICES.

THE BRIDGE CLUB: Bridge Club,

c/o Michelle Gerald, P O Box 11737,

Baltimore MD 21206-0337.

MY CHOICE: c/o Shana Roberts, 7

S. Broadway #1A, Baltimore MD
21231 (410) 732-4546.

Nature: We are a non-profitsup-

port group for TVs and TSs.

Services: Meetings the second

Saturday of the month. Call or write

for location of meetings. We usually

go out socializing after meetings.

Shopping, inake-up and coming-out

help available.

Security: Interview required

before attendance of meetings.

FEMINIOUE : See COMMERCIAL
AND PROFESSIONAL PUBLICA-
TIONSAND SERVICES.

BLACK ROSE: Black Rose, P O
Box 11161, Arlington VA 22210

(301) 369-7667.

Nature: Support group for domi-

nant-submissive relationships.

Singles and crossdressers welcome.

Services: Meets Tuesday nights

in Washington, DC. There is usually

a guest or a topic for the evening,

followed by socializing afterwards.

Security: Call or write.

DELTA CHI EDUCATION ASSO-
CIATION (DCEA): DCEA, P.O.

Box 16036, Arlington VA 22215.

Nature: Social/support group

for TVs, TSs, and their significant

others.

Services: Social activities, meet-

ings once a month. Publishes The

Pinnacle newsletter.

Security: Inquiry needed.

PASSING FANCY: See COM-
PUTER BUI.LETINBOARDS.

VIRGINIA’S SECRET: Virginia’s

Secret, P O Box 29142, Richmond

VA 23242. (804) 741-1187.

Nature: Support group for

Cross-dressers.

Services: Monthly meetingsand

monthly newsletter.

Security: Completed applica-

tion, sponsoring interview before join-

ing. Membership information is held

in strictest confidence.

CENTER FOR GENDER REAS-
SIGNMENT: See PROFESSIONAL
MEDICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
HEALTH SERVICES.

TRANS-WV: TRANS-WV,
P.O.Box 2322, Huntington WV
25724-2322.

Nature: A non-sexual social/

support group for crossdressers, TSs,

their spouses, and significant others.

Services: Monthly meetings the

third Friday of the month. Costs of

accommodations are divided among

members in attendance. Atourmeet-

ings we dress-up, talk, and plan. We
plan to establish some form of out-

reach.

Security: Prospective members must

meet with an officerbefore beingtold

the meeting place. No membershall

reveal the true name, address, phone

number, or profession of any other

member to anyone, except with the

other member’s express permission.

NORTH CAROLINA

TRIAD GENDER ASSOCIA-
TION: Triad, c/o Stephanie Dula, P

O Box 78082, Greensboro NC
27427-8082.

Nature: Non-profit, non-sexual

soc ia I s uppo rt gro u p for crossdressers,

transsexuals, and their significant oth-

ers.

Services: Meetings every other

month, with occasional social events

as well.

Security: No personal informa-

tion will be released without a person’s

knowledge and consent. Inquire.

GDANC SUPPORT GROUP:
GDANC, P O Box 721, Albemarle

NC 28002, (704) 982 1028.

Nature: To help TVs, TSs, and

others through the hard times by be-

ing available when you need some-

one to talk to.

Services: Meetings on the third

Saturday of every month at a private

apartment.

Security: Call or write to be

interviewed.

KAPPA BETA - TRI-FSS: Kappa

Beta, P.O. Box 12101, Charlotte NC
28220.

Nature: Social support group

for male, heterosexual crossdressers

and their significant others. Serving

the Carolinas and Southern Virginia.

Services: Monthly meetings

August to May, usually in Charlotte.

Monthly newsletter, The Pink Slip.

$20.00 per year.

Security: Interview with Board

member. Must be eligible tojoin (i.e.,

be a current member of Tri-Ess).

PHOENIXTRANSGENDERSUP-
PORT: Phoenix, P.O. Box 18332,

Asheville NC 28814.

Nature: Non-profit support
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group for CD/TG/TS & Androgyny.

Significant others are welcome.

Services: Meet every other

month. Atmosphere is casual, social,

but also therapeutic. Open discus-

sions, programs, networking, & free

professional referrals.

Security: Commonsense screen-

ing; meeting place is confidential;

mailing list for members only. Dis-

creet.

SOUTH CAROLINA

MID-CAROLINAS GENDER AS-

SOCIATION: MCGA, P O Box

3406, Rock Hill SC 29732. Sherry

Lynn Capps, Director.

Nature: Open social support

group for crossdressers, transsexuals,

and their significant others. Serving

the SC and Charlotte, NC area.

Services: Monthly meetings in

Rock Hill, bi-monthly newsletter,

occasional social functions and trips.

Security: Phone, mail, or per-

sonal interview, or membership in

another organizaiton.

MONTGOMERY MEDICAL &
PSYCHOLOGICAL INSTITUTE,
INC. (The Augusta Chapter): Jerry,

Lynn, or Tommie, P O Box 33311,

Decatur GA 30033(404)603 9426.

Contact April.

Nature: TS support group and pro-

fessional services. Information dis-

tribution center for the state of Geor-

gia.

Services: Monthly meetings, free

professional referrals, speakers, train-

ing seminars, hot line, and an annual

TS convention. Publications: MM &
PI Monthly newsletter. Insight a quar-

terly magazine for and about TS’s,

among others.

Screening: Required of clients be-

fore becoming members. Local pro-

fessionals working with our members

are also screened.

AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL
GENDER INFORMATION SER-
VICE (AEGIS): AEGIS, P O Box

33724, Decatur GA 30033-0724.

(404) 939-2128.

Services: Professional referrals

and case management; support group,

led by Dallas Denny, MA (Licensed

Psychological Examiner) and Carol

Miller, M Ed (Licensed Professional

Counselor); speakers’ bureau; publi-

cations: Chrysalis Quarterly , transi-

tion booklets, bibliography of gender

dysphoria, among others. Open to all

transgendered persons. Membership

of $30.00 includes subscription to

Chrysalis Quarterly .

Security: A screening interview

is required prior to attending the sup-

port group.

THE TRANSSEXUAL VOICE :

See COMMERCIAL AND PROFES-
SIONAL PUBL1CA TIONSAND SER-

VICES.

SIGMA EPSILON, TRI-ESS:
Sigma Epsilon, P O Box 250481, At-

lanta GA 30325.

Nature: Social support group

for male heterosexual crossdressers

and their significant others. Serving

Georgia, Alabama, N. Florida, &Ten-
nessee.

Services: Monthly meetings,

except June and August, at estab-

lished Atlanta & Chattanooga loca-

tions. Monthly newsletter$15.00/yr.

Security: See ‘Society for the

Second Self,’ Tulare, CA.

SIGMA EPSILON, TRI-ESS:
Sigma Epsilon, P O Box 7241, Talla-

hassee FL 32314-7241.

Nature: Social support group

for male heterosexual crossdressers

and their significant others. Serving

Georgia, Alabama, N. Florida, & Ten-

nessee.

Services: Monthly meetings,

except June and August, at estab-

lished Atlanta & Chattanooga loca-

tions. Monthly newsletter$15.00/yr.

Security: See ‘Society for the

Second Self,’ Tulare, CA.

C.O.P.E.CENTER,INC.: SeePRO-
FESSIONAL MEDICAL AND PSY-

CHOLOGICALHEALTHSERVICES.

GENDER INFORMATION NET-
WORK OF GAINESVILLE:
GING, Gail Driaper, (904) 332-8178.

Nature: Non-profit social sup-

port group for crossdressers, trans-

sexuals, and their significant others.

Services: Referral service for

those persons whose spiritual worth

is more then their sexual orientation

who need professional help in the

Gainesville, FLarea. Quarterly meet-

ings. Donations to defray expenses.

Now a member of the United Way
Referral Service of Gainesville.

Security: Potentialmemberswill

be personally interviewed as to their

needs.

PHI EPSILON MU/ CENTRAL
FLORIDA SISTERS: Phi Epsilon

Mu, P O Box 3261, Winter Park FL
32790-3261.

Nature: Non-profit, non-sexual

socia I su pport grou p for crossdressers,

tra nssexuals, and theirsignifica moth-

ers.

Services: Meetings IstSaturday

of each month. Monthly newslelterto

members and other groups.

Security: Interview required,

emphasizinggood manners, common
sense, and the security of all.

REALITY: Reality/GLCS, P O Box

533446, Orlando FL 32853-3446.

(407) 425-4527, Dori Morrison.

Nature: A support group for

persons suffering from gender dys-

phoria and a network to profession-

als.

Services: Support group meets

every third Saturday of the month in

Orlando. Information on profession-

als dealing with genderdysphoric per-

sons is provided upon request.

Security: An informal interview

is required.

FANTASIA: Fantasia, c/o GLCS,
P.O. Box 533446, Orlando FL 32853-

3446. Contact: Sabrina Marcus.

Nature: Social support group

for all TVs & TSs.

Services: Group meets every

Friday at 7:00 p.m. to discuss com-

mon problems, share experiences, and

network information. Objectives in-

clude promoting the TV/TS Commu-
nity through education & understand-

ing.

Security: Interview required.

SERENITY: Serenity, P O Box 307,

Hollywood FL 33022. (305) 436-

9477.

Nature: Social/support group

for TVs, TSs, and their significant

others.

Services: Meetings 2nd Friday

of each month at the Church of the

Holy Spirit (MCC), 330 SW 27th St.,

Ft. Lauderdale FL. Newsletter.

Security: Inquire.

CENTER FOR CONTEMPO-
RARYCOUNSELING: See PRO-
FESSIONAL MEDICAL AND PSY-

CHOLOGICAL HEALTHSERVICES.

ANIMAS: Animas, PO Box 420309,

Miami FL 33242.

Nature: Social support group

for crossdressers, transsexuals, and

their significant others.

Services: Meets the first Satur-

day of every month at 8:30 pm in a

safe, anonymous atmosphere to

ecxhange problems, triumphs, fash-

ion ideas, andbeauty tips. Aperiodic

newsletter is published. Outside con-

sultants in fashion and image are avail-

able.

MOVING ON, REACHING & EX-
PERIENCING: M.O.R.E., P.O. Box

100665, Ft. Lauderdale FL 33310-

0665 contact: Josephine Williamson

(305)966-2138.

Nature: An action-based sup-

port group for the experienced male

cross-dresser. MORE will provide

the support, friendship and trust nec-

essary to allow the individual to ex-

plore and find their own answers of

where in the gender spectrum they

want to be.

Services: Meets on the 3rd Sat-

urday of each month at 6:00 p.m. The

meeting consists of a one hour topic

discussion, a brief business meeting,

and a group public activity.

Security: Mailing list is confi-

dential. Telephone con tact list isopen

to all members. Attendance by non-

member requires interview.

BLOSSOM C. PASTER: SeeCOM-
MERCIAL AND PROFESSIONAL
PUBLICATIONSAND SERVICES.

STARBURST: Starburst, c/o J. L.

Hores, 1801-69 Avenue S, St. Peters-

burg, FL33712, (813) 866-0438, Joe,

or (813) 842-3513 for TS.

Nature: Non-profit support

group for transsexuals and transves-

tites.

Services: Meets the first and

third Friday of each month in a pri-

vate home.

Security: Excellent. Meetings

in a private home. Screening before

attending first meeting. Call or write

to make an appointment.

THE SOUTHERN BELLES/TAU
SIGMA BETA CHAPTER OF TRI
ESS: Address invalid at this time.

Nature: Non-profit social/sup-

port group for male heterosexual

crossdressers, their wives and girl-

friends.

Services: Meetings 3rd Satur-

day of month in private homes.

Monthly newsletter, with items of in-

terest to the crossdressing commu-
nity.

SIGMA EPSILON, TRI-ESS:
Sigma Epsilon, P O Box 7241, Talla-

hassee FL 32314-7241.

Nature: Social support group

for male heterosexual crossdressers

and their significant others. Serving

Georgia, Alabama, N. Florida,& Ten-

nessee.

Services: Monthly meetings,

except June and August, at estab-

lished Atlanta & Chattanooga loca-

tions. Monthly newsletter$15.00/yr.

Security: See ‘Society for the

Second Self,’ Tulare, CA.

SIGMA RHO GAMMA CHAP-
TER OF TRI-ESS: SERGA, P O
Box 16174, Huntsville AL 35802.

Ms. Michelle Steadman.

Nature: Non-profit non-sexual

outreach organization for support for

individual heterosexual crossdressers

and their families.



Services: Monthly meetings re-

lating directly to the crossdresser and

their family. Membership includes

subscription to the monthly newslet-

ter The Continuum . Subscriptions

are $20/year for nonmembers.

Security: There is a mandatory

orientation program. New members

must be interviewed by at least two

board members before they will be

told when and where meetings are

held.

BETA CHI CHAPTER OF TRI-

ESS IN MISSISSIPPI: Beta Chi,

P.O.Box 31253, Jackson MS 39206-

1253 Hotline: (601) 982-7678 (24

hrs). Lee Frances, Secretary

Nature: Social support group

for crossdressers and their significant

others.

Services: See ‘Society for the

Second Self,’ Tulare, CA. Publishes

Premiere newsletter.

Security: Inquire.

GDATN SUPPORT GROUP:
GDATN, Nasville TN, c/o GDANC,
PO Box 721, Albemarle NC 28002,

(704) 982 1028.

Nature: To help TVs, TSs, and

others through the hard times by be-

ing available when you need some-

one to talk to.

Services: Meetings on the third

Saturday of every month at a private

apartment.

Security: Call or write to be

interviewed.

SIGMA EPSILON, TRI-ESS:
Sigma Epsilon, P O Box 250481, At-

lanta GA 30325.

Nature: Social support group

for male heterosexual crossdressers

and their significant others. Serving

Georgia, Alabama, N. Florida, & Ten-

nessee.

Services: Monthly meetings,

except June and August, at estab-

lished Atlanta & Chattanooga loca-

tions. Monthly newsletter$15.00/yr.

Security: See ‘Society for the

Second Self,’ Tulare, CA.

OHIO

CRYSTAL CLUB: Crystal Club,

P.O. Box 287, Reynoldsburg OH
43068-0287 (614) 777-0648

Nature: An open support group

for TV, TS, and others who cross-

dress with a full feminine identity.

DIRECTORY OF ORGANIZATIONS AND SERVICES

We provide a non-threatening envi-

ronment for crossdressers and their

significant others.

Services: Meetings the 4th Sat-

urday of each month at 7:00 p.m. with

a meeting fee of $15.00. Peer sup-

port, newsletter. Buyers’ guide in

preparation. We cooperate with

neighboring organizations such as

Alpha Omega, Paradise, and Cross-

Port. Publishes The Crystal

Chronical .

Security: Inquire. Include a

brief biography of yourself, and tell

where you heard about us.

NORTH CENTRAL MENTAL
HEALTH SERVICES: See PRO-

FESSIONAL. MEDICAL AND PSY-

CHOLOGICAL HEALTHSERVICES.

ALPHA OMEGA CHAPTER,
TRI-ESS: Alpha Omega, Box 954,

Elyria OH 44036

Nature: A social support group

for heterosexual crossdressers and

their families.

Services: Bi-monthly meetings.

Publish the Alpha Omega Outreach

newsletter.

Security: Membership and at-

tendance at a meeting requires the

approval of a qualified Alpha Omega

officer.

PARADISE CLUB: Paradise,

P O Box 29564, Parma OH 44129.

Nature: Paradise is a non-profit,

non-sexual social organization with

an emphasis on friendship and sup-

port, especially for wives. Paradise

has approximately 90 members, with

an average of 50+ in attendance at

each meeting.

Services: Paradise publishes a

newsletter, Paradise Tales , and spon-

sors a meeting every other month with

a catered dinnerand usually a special

event such as a speaker, makeup ad-

vice, a show, or other event of inter-

est.

Security: Paradise welcomes all

mature and responsible people. We
place emphasis on manners, common
sense, and the security of all. Mem-
bership is offered only after a per-

sonal interview with an officer. Non-

members may attend meetings with

the concurrence of an officer. Open

membership, but all members must

be crossdressers, and must dress at

meetings.

CROSS-PORT: Box 12701, Cincin-

nati OH 45212-0701, (513) 474-

9557, Shelbi.

Nature: Cross-Port is a non-

profit, non-sexual organization forthe

male-to-female and the female-to-

male crossdresserand transsexual, and

supportive friends regardlessof sexual

preference, practices, or orientation.

Services: Cross-Port distributes

a monthly newsletter to all members.

Security: All guests and mem-

bers are expected to conduct them-

selvesasladiesandgentlemen. Com-

mon sense is the rule. The mailing

and membership lists are confiden-

tial. No member shall reveal the true

name, address, telephone number, or

profession of any other member to

anyone, except with the other

member’s express permission.

HELPLINE: See PROFESSIONAL
MEDICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
HEALTH SERVICES.

IXE: IXE, Box 20710, Indianapolis

IN 46220. (317) 894-8109.

Nature: A non-profit TV/TS

social/support group.

Services: IXE distributes a

monthly newsletter to all members.

IXE has a BBS, shared on line with

the Adult BBS. Users must be regis-

tered with the Adult BBS before ac-

cess will be given. Upon access type

<J> then <I>. Dial (317) 784-6975

Security: Mailing and member-

ship lists are confidential. No names,

addresses, or phone numbers will be

given out, even with the member’s

permission. Manners and common
sense are expected of all members

and their guests at all meetings. IXE

is a supportive non-judgemental group

for all persons honestly dealing with

gender conflict. We welcome all to

our meetings.

CROSSROADS CHAPTER: Cross-

roads, P O Box 1245, Royal Oak MI

48068-1245. Joanne Janiszewski,

President. Phone messages: (313)

446-0782.

Nature: Crossroads is a non-

profit, non-sexual social organization

emphasizing friendship, support, and

the peace of mind of all. Crossroads

hasa formal membership of approxi-

mately 90 and an informal member-

ship of approximately 250.

Services: Crossroads publishes

a newsletter, Crossroads Chatter , and

sponsors both formal and casual so-

cial activities. We provide referrals to

other organizations nationwide, and

to helping professionals in the Great

Lakesarea. We also investigate agen-

cies, businesses, and organizations,

and do considerable outreach work

and publicity forthe paraculture.

Security: Crossroads welcomes

all mature and responsible people,

and emphasizes good manners, com-

mon sense, and the security of all.
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CROSSROADS OF SOUTHEAST
MICHIGAN: See Cross-

roads Chapter, 'previously..

NATIONAL GENDER DYSPHO-
RIA ORGANIZATION AND SUP-

PORTGROUP: N.G.D.O, P.O. Box

02732, Detroit MI 48202,(313)842-

5258. Justina Williams, President.

Nature: N.G.D.O. is a non-profit

support/educational organization for

the gender dysphoric (transsexual)

community, and crossdressers.

Services: We publish The

N.G.D.O. Key to Freedom . We offer

referrals to compassionate, helping

professionals and support groups

which are separated as to sexual ori-

entation. We also offer a discrimina-

tion committee.

Security: The N.G.D.O. protects

the privacy of its members. You can

trust us. Meetings are held at a safe

location.

THETA OMEGA GAMMA - TRI-

ESS (Detroit area): Theta Omega

Gamma, c/o Tri-Ess, P.O. Box 194,

Tulare, CA 93275 (temporary ad-

dress)

Nature: Social support for het-

erosexual crossdressers and their sig-

nificant others.

Services: See ‘Society for the

Second Self,’ Tulare, CA

TV/TS GENDER FORUM: See

COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF CROSSDRESSERS:
NAC,PO Box 497, Flint MI 48501.

Grace Bacon, Director.

Nature: An organization dedi-

cated to education and outreach.

Services: Publishes and distrib-

utes the informational pamphlet An
Overview of Crossdressing. Trans-

vestism. and Transsexualism .

I.M.E. OF WESTERN MICHI-
GAN: I.M.E.of Western Michigan,

P

OBox 1153,GrandRapids MI 49501.

Nature: Social, support, and

educational group for crossdressers,

transsexua Is, and theirsignificant oth-

ers, regardless of sexual orientation.

Services: Social outlet of the

Cross Dresser. Mail forwarding. We
have the services of a MSW social

worker free of charge to members.

Lecturesand referrals. Monthly meet-

ings and socials.

Security: All member files are

strictly confidential. Prospective

members must sign a pledge of confi-

dentiality.

IOWA ARTISTRY: Iowa Artistry,

Box 75, Cedar Rapids IA 52406.
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Nature: Support group for TVs
abd their families and gender issues.

MAGGIE affiliate.

Services: Bi-monthly newslet-

ter, rap sessions, annual picnic, an-

nual banquet, resource library, chang-

ing facilities, professional guests, and

informational programs.

Services: Inquire.

QUAD-CITY SOCIETY FOR
SEXUALITY EDUCATION:
Quad-City Society forSexuality Edu-

cation, 1236 W. 8th, Davenport IA

52802. (319) 324-6941 from 6pm -

9pm.

Nature: Social support group

for all genderists, gays, crossdressers,

transsexuals, and their signifi cant oth-

ers.

Services: Meeting the first

Sundat of the month at 6pm.

CHANGING MEN : See COMMER-
CIALAND PROFESSIONAL PUBLI-

CA TIPNSAND SERVICES.

MILWAUKEE TRANSGENDER
PROGRAM: See COMMERCIAL
AND PROFESSIONAL PUBLICA-
TIONSAND SERVICES.

INSTITUTE FOR PSYCHO-
SEXUALHEALTH : SeeCOMMEN_
C.IAI. AND PROFESSIONAL PUBLI-

CATIONSAND SERVICES.

PATHWAYS COUNSELING
CENTER: See PROFESSIONAL
MEDICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICA1.

HEALTH SERVICES.

MINNESOTA FREEDOM OF
GENDER EXPRESSION: MFGE,
Box 17945, St. Paul MN 55117.

Nature: An open service and

peer support group for transgender

persons, their significant others, and

interested persons.

Services: Newsletter, peer sup-

port, services’ listings for members.

Security: Interview required,

confidential membership listings used

for newsletter and related organiza-

tional mailings only.

GENDER DYSPHORIA PRO-
GRAM UNIVERSITYOF MINNE-
SOTA: See PROFESSIONALMEDI-
CAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
HEALTH SERVICES.

CITY OF LAKES
CROSSGENDER COMMUNITY
(CLCC): CLCC, P O Box 16265,

Minneapolis, MN 55416. (612)229-

3613.

Nature: Monthly meetings. The

group’s purpose is to provide a com-

fortable social setting for cross-dress-

ers to meet like-minded folks. We are

a non-sexual group when together;

however, personal orientation is not

considered when newcomers apply

to join us.

Security: A personal interview

before coming to the first party.

SCD PUBLISHING: See COM-
MERCIAL AND PROFESSIONAL

CHI CHAPTER - TRI-ESS: Chi

Chapter, P O Box 40, Wooddale 1L

60191-0040. Hot Line: (708) 364-

9514.

Nature: Chicago Chapter of the

Society for the Second Self, a non-

profit organization for heterosexual

crossdressers.

Services: Social activities, a sup-

port group for wives and girlfriends, a

help line, newsletter, library, speak-

ers’ bureau, and co-sponsor of "Be

All You Want To Be” weekend.

Meetings the 3rd Saturday of each

month, annual family picnic, Awards

Banquet, Christmas Party.

Security: Inquire.

THE SUNDAY SOCIETY: The

Sunday Society, PO Box 47056, Chi-

cago IL 60647 (312) 252-7024

Sheila L. Sampognaro or Louise L.

Raeder.

Nature: Non-profit transsexual

outreach and support organization.

Services: Meetings the 3rd Sun-

day of each month 6-8 p.m. Monthly

newsletter Trans-World Bulletin

(subs. $20.00 per year). Computer

bulletin board “The Sunday Society

US TOO BBS” 7 nights a week from

10:00pm to 12:00am or by request.

2400, 1200, or 300 baud, 8-N-l color,

mono, or no graphics.

Security: Telephone interview

required to attend meetings.

CHICAGO GENDER SOCIETY:
CGS, P O Box 578005, Chicago IL

60657. (312) 434-5445

Nature: Non-profit social and edu-

cational support group for TVs, TSs,

their significant others, and support-

ive friends.

Services: Professional referrals,

business and social events several

timesa month, annual MissCGSPag-
eant, picnics, mail forwarding,

monthly newsletter.

Security: Inquire.

US TOO. See COMPUTER BULLE-
TIN BOARDS.

CENTRAL ILLINOIS GENDER
ASSOCIATION (CIGA): CIGA, P

O Box 126, Washington IL 61571

Contact: JoAnn (309) 444-9918.

Nature: CIGA is a non-profit,

non-sexual association emphasizing

support for the male-to-female and

female-to-male TV and TS and their

significant others. Significant Others

are encouraged to participate in our

outreach program as well as monthly

social events.

Services: Information on spe-

cific areas of gender dysphoria is

available to members through our li-

brary system. Speakers may be pro-

vided to the general public on some

subjects. Monthly meetings are on

the 2nd Sunday - no charge. $20

annual dues includes the monthly

newsletter.

Security: All members have

pledged confidentiality. Interview

required.

ST LOUIS GENDER FOUNDA-
TION: St L G F, P O Box 9433, St.

Louis MO 63117 Voice mailbox:

(314)567-8615. Please leave contact

information.

Nature: MAGGIE affiliate, A
social support group forall CDs, TVs,

and TSs. Open acceptance forfriends,

relatives, and professionals. Meets

monthly in a private, social atmo-

sphere at a leading hotel to provide

support, shared professional knowl-

edge, confidence building, and fun.

Changing facilities, makeup work-

shops, clothing exchange, guest

speakers, library, professional refer-

ral, occasional events.

Services: A bi-monthly news-

letter, the Gateway Femmes Gazette ,

club business cards, and a member-

ship directory. An SOS group meets

for spouses, professionals and sig-

nificant others.

I.F.G.E. HISTORICAL RE-
SEARCH PROJECT: See RE-

SEARCH.

CROSSDRESSERS AND
FRIENDS: CAF, Box 4092, Over-

land Park KS 66204.

Nature: Support for

crossdressers and transsexuals and

their friends.

Services: MAGGIEafGliate. Fall

Harvest Weekend, regional confer-

ence with MAGGIE every fall. Non-

profit, non-sexual social and educa-

tional support group. Meetingson the

first Thursday each month. Business

meeting and social night the third

Saturday of each month. Newsletter,

partner support, Big Sister program.

Security: Inquire.

GENDER DYSPHORIA SUP-
PORT: Gender Dysphoria Support,

P O Box 15561, Shawnee Mission

KS 66215; (913) 371-0658; Anne

Ogborn, Facilitator.

Nature: Social/support group

for people who are in transition, or

have changed gender.

Services: Provides peer group

support for people in and post transi-

tion, and their significant others.

Dedicated to providing services to F-

M’s and M-F’s equally. Open to

people of all sexual orientations. Meet

Friday evenings.

Security: Contact Anne Ogborn.

WICHITA TRANSGENDER AL-
LIANCE: Wichita Transgender Al-

liance, POBox315,Kechi KS 67067.

Nature: MAGGIE affiliate.

Non-sexual peer support group for

crossdressers, transsexuals, their

spouses, and significant others. Group

is open to anyone regardless of sex,

sexual preference, race, or religion.

Services: Bi-weekly meetingsat

a local church; small donation re-

quested, but not required. WTA pro-

vides mutual support, social get-

togethers, referrals to sympathetic

professionals. Changing facilities,

newsletter, brochures.

Security: A chat with an officer

of the Alliance to ensure that you’d

benefit from membership. Privacy is

assured.

RIVER CITY GENDER ALLI-

ANCE: RCGA, P O Box 680, Coun-

cil Bluffs IA 51502-0680.

Nature: MAGGIE affiliate.

Non-profit educational, support, and

social group for TVs, TSs, and sig-

nificant others.

Services: Monthly meetings, a

bi-monthly newsletter The Trans-

former . referrals for professional

counseling, personal listings, social

opportunities, changing facilities, and

library.

Security: Inquire.

RIIO CHI RHO CHAPTER - TRI
ESS: Chapterdiscontinued. Contact:

River City Gender Alliance, P O Box

680, Council Bluffs IA 51502-0680.



TRI DELTA CHI, TRI-ESS: Tri

Della Chi, Box 870213, NewOrleans,

LA 70187-1300.

Nature: NewOrleanschapterof

the Society for the Second Self serv-

ing members in southeast Louisiana,

Mississippi, Alabama, and northwest

Florida. We are in the growing stage

and are publishing newsletters and

holding meetings on a sporadic basis.

This is an organization for hetero-

sexual crossdressers and their wives/

SOs, and is primarily a “social” sup-

port group.

Services: See ‘Society for the

Second Self,’ Tulare, CA.

Security: Mailing list for news-

letter is open, fora fee of$5.00 yearly.

Attendance at meetings and functions

requires screening by Board.

UNITED TRANSSEXUAL AND
TV SUPPORT GROUP: UTTS,

Barbara, 54 Pine Road Dr., Lacombe

LA 70445.

CROSS DRESSERS INTERNA-
TIONAL: C.D.I.,c/o Ms Gwen Pete,

P O Box 50192, Tulsa OK 74104;

(918) 582-6643/835-5334.

Nature: Social organization and

support group welcomes TVs, TSs,

and interested parties. No one ex-

cluded for sex or sexual preference.

Services: Get-togethers every

otherSaturday andsomeone isgener-

ally available for telephone contact 7

days a week. We listen, talk, and offer

support for all phases of

transgenderism.

Security: Confidentiality is as-

sured and expected.

TEXAS

RECAST, INC.: ReCast, Inc., P O
Box 2224001, Dallas TX 75222-

4001. (214) 641-4842, Aaron Davis,

(214) 288-5089, Randy Ingersoll.

Nature: FTM support organiza-

tion. Prosthesis research for FTM,
physician refereral, physician out-

reach, gender education.

Services: Monthly meetings, $10

donation per meeting.

Security: Referrals from other

support organizations or physicians.

DELTAOMEGACHAPTER - TRI
ESS: Delta Omega, P O Box 1021,

Arlington TX 76004-1021. Hotline:

Metro (817) 261-3253 (“live”

Wednesday 7-11 pm, otherwise an-

swering machine).

DIRECTORY OF ORGANIZATIONS AND SERVICES

Nature: Social, for heterosexual

TVsand theirsignificantolhers. Serv-

ingthe transgendercommunity of the

Dallas-Fort Worth area.

Services: Social activities; pub-

lish The Texas Rose newsletter.

Security: Membership and at-

tendance requires an interview with a

chapter officer.

TRI PLEX GENDER ASSOCIA-
TION: TPGA,c/oKaralyn McGrath,

P O Box 381, Riesel TX 76682.

(817) 867-1077 (best to call on Sun-

day).

Nature: Transgender support

group.

Services: Meetings the fourth

Saturday of each month. Times and

location will be in Boulton & Park’s

Gender EUPHORIA . TPGA mem-
bers will receive Gender EUPHO-
RIA .

Security: Write for more infor-

mation.

HEART OF TEXAS GENDER
ALLIANCE (NORTHWEST
BRANCH): HTGA-NW, c/o Marlina

Dawn Murphy, P O Box 30413, San

Antonio TX76903-0413. (915)944-

1381 (after 7:00pm CT).

Nature: Transgender support

group.

Services: Meetings the fourth

Saturday of each month. Times and

location will be in Boulton & Park’s

Gender EUPHORIA . TPGA mem-
bers will receive Gender EUPHO-
RIA .

Security: Write for more infor-

mation.

TS-PEERSUPPORTMEETINGS:
Alice Webb, MSW, Atrium Crest

Building, 18333 Egret Bay Blvd.,

Suite 560, Houston TX 77058. (713)

333-2278.

Nature: TS-Peer support meet-

ings in the Clear Lake area, Saturday,

2-5pm, July 11, 1992 and November

14, 1992. $5 charge for refreshments.

Please call before coming.

GULF COAST TRANSGENDER
COMMUNITY: GCTC, P.O. Box

90335, Houston TX 77090.

Nature: FormerlytheGulfCoast

Transvestite Chapter, GCTC is a so-

cial organization for CDs, TSs, SOs,

andothersin the transgendercommu-

nity.

Services: Monthly social meet-

ings, monthly newsletter. Sponsors

annual “Fantasy Adventure Week-

end.”

Security: Membership and at-

tendance requires an interview with

an officer of the organization.

TAU CHI CHAPTER - TRI-ESS:

TauChi, Box 1105, AliefTX 77411-

1105.

Nature: Social support group

for heterosexual crossdressers and

their significant others.

Services: See ‘Society for the

Second Self,’ Tulare, CA.

Security: Membership and at-

tendance requires an interview with

the chapter president.

GENDER DYSPHORIA PRO-
GRAM FOR TRANSSEXUALS:
See PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL
AND PSYCHOLOGICAL. HEALTH
SERVICES .

WOMEN ASSOCIATED WITH
CROSSDRESSERS COMMUNI-
CATION NETWORK: W.A.C.S.,

Cynthia Phillips, POBox 17,Bulverde

TX 78163.

Nature: A women’s support

group devoted to the primary goal of

exploring women’s feelings, con-

cerns, and attitudes about cross-dress-

ing. Affiliated with Boulton & Park.

Services: We meet at 3:00 pm
the 2ndSaturday of each month at the

home of Cynthia Phillips. No fee.

Security: Inquire

HEART OF TEXAS GENDER
ALLIANCE (IITGA): HTGA, P O
Box 17, Bulverde TX 78163. Linda

Phillips, President, (512) 438 7604.

Nature: A non-sexual support group

for TVs, TSs, and their families and

friends.

Services: Meetings at least once a

month. Social activities. Outreach

program.

Security: Interview required before

attending.

SAN ANTONIO TRANSSEXUAL
SUPPORT GROUP: SATSG, P O
Box 12913, San Antonio TX 78212.

Nature: Non-profit support

group exclusively for transsexuals.

Affiliated professinals available for

help and support.

Services: Monthly newsletter.

Meetings the third Saturday of each

month.

Security: Interview required.

BOULTON AND PARK SOCI-
ETY: Boulton & Park Society, P O
Box 700042, San Antonio TX 78280.

Hotline: (512) 657-2540. FAX (512)

545-4888 Monday-Friday, 6:00 am
to 5:00 pm CT.

Nature: Open, non-profit, non-

sexual. Social and peer support plus

local information for transsexual,

transvestic, and transgendered folks,

their families and friends.

Services: Meetings, newsletter

Gender Euphoria , business directory,

outreach to helping professionals, plus

a national outreach program for indi-

viduals referred to us.

Services: You are expected to be

mature enough to exist with others in
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social situations, exercising good

manners and good sense in protecting

the security and peace of mind of all.

Before attending your first soiree you

must meet with a designated member.

If we aren’t comfortable with you,

you won’t be invited to attend.

AUSTIN SECOND IMAGE: Aus-

tin Second Image, P O Box 14965,

Austin TX 78761. Hotline (512)

778-5460 Wednesdays 7-9pm.

Nature: Non-sexual educational

and social support group for

crossdressers, transsexuals, and their

significant others. All enjoy full mem-
bership with full voting rights.

Services: Monthly meeting.

Telephone help line. Educational

outreach.

Security: Personal interview

followed by invitation.

FIRST SATURDAY: Meets in El

Paso TX, see listing under NM.

GENDER IDENTITY CLINIC:
See PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL
AND PSYCHOLOGICAL HEALTH
SER\HCES.

DELTACHAPTER TRI-ESS (Den-

ver): Delta Chapter, P.O. Box 621681,

Littleton CO 80162.

Nature: A non-profit, non-sexual

support/social group for heterosexual

cross-dressers and their families.

Services: Monthly meetingsand

activities, monthly newsletter ad-

dressed to the issues of the cross-

dresserand family. Established wives’

network. Annual dues $15.00.

Security: Requires an interview

with chapter officer prior to meeting

attendance.

GENDER IDENTITY CENTER
OF COLORADO, INC. (G.I.C.):

3715 West 32nd Avenue, Denver

CO 80211. (303) 458-5378. Long

distance calls will be returned collect

if you so indicate when you leave a

message.

Nature: A non-profit, tax-ex-

empt, educational and affiliative or-

ganization designed to provide a pub-

lic service to the community.

Services: G.I.C. provides infor-

mation and education on the issues of

cross-dressing and gender conflict

through a library ofbooksandjournal

articles, rap sessions, workshops and

seminars, and guest speakers from

various areas of the community.

These areas include medical, legal,

insurance, personal grooming, male

and female appearance and behav-

iors, and other related matters. G.I.C.

also provides a Speakers’ Bureau and

a 24-hour hotline.
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DELTA CHAPTER TRI-ESS: Tri-

Ess, P O Box 803, Evergreen CO
80439.

Nature: Tri-Ess is a non-profit

organization exclusively for hetero-

sexual crossdressers and their signifi-

cant others.

Services: Tri -Ess provides a cor-

respondence directory, a directory of

commercial services, a magazine,

Fern me Mirror, and chapters through-

out the US.

Security: Membership in Tri-

Ess is open to heterosexual TVs only.

Membershipandattendanceata local

chapter meeting requires an interview

with the chapter president or older

member to ensure that the applicant is

heterosexual and will comply with

the Tri-Ess code of conduct.

CROSS LINK: See COMPUTER
BULLETIN BOARDS.

SOUTHERN COLORADOCHAP-
TER OF GIC: Contact through GIC,

above. (303)458 5378.

Nature: A non-profit, tax-ex-

empt, educational and affiliative or-

ganization designed to provide a pub-

lic service to the community.

Services: Meets the second and

fourth Tuesday of each month at

7:30pm. Call the Center for direc-

tions to the meeting place.

NORTHERN COLORADO/
WYOMING CHAPTER OF GIC:

Contact through Gender Identity Cen-

ter, above. (303)458 5378.

Nature: A non-profit, tax-ex-

empt, educational and affiliative or-

ganization designed to provide a pub-

lic service to the community.

Services: Meets the third Thurs-

day of each month at 7:30pm. Call

the Center for directions to the meet-

ing place.

WYOMING/NORTH COLO-
RADO CHAPTER, GENDER
IDENTITY CENTER: Contact via

the Gender Identity Center, (303)458-

5378, for information and directions

to the meeting place.

ALPHA RHO, SALT LAKE CITY
CHAPTER, TRI-ESS: Alpha

Provesta, P O Box 26711, Salt Lake

City UT 84126.

Nature: Heterosexual cross-

dressers’ support group for TVs and

their families.

Services: See ‘Society for the

Second Self,’ Tulare, CA.

Security: Inquire.

JOHN TURNER MEMORIAL
GENDER IDENTITY CLINIC:
See PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL
AND PSYCHOLOGICAL HEALTH
SERVICES.

A ROSE: A Rose, P O Box 24623,

Tempe AZ 85285-4623.

Nature: A non-sexual support

group for TVs, TSs, their wives,

friends, and relatives.

Services: Social activities, meet-

ings, educational programs. Publishes

A Rose News monthly newsletter.

Security: Inquire

ALPHA ZETA CHAPTER TRI-

ESS: Alpha Zeta, P O Box 24459,

Tempe AZ 85285-4459.

Nature: A support group for

heterosexual crossdressers, and their

significant others.

Services: Social activities,

monthly meetings. Publishes The

Cactus Flower newsletter.

Security: Before attending, an

interview with a chapter officer is

required.

SORORITY: Sorority, P O Box

50151, Tucson AZ 85703-1151.

Nature: Support group for TSs,

TGs, and gay CDs.

Services: Education and sup-

port about makeup and clothes.

Security: Inquire.

GENDER CRISIS HELP LINE:

Gender Crisis Help Line, 3332 N.

Romero Road, #13, Tucson AZ
85705. Karen Davies(602) 293-3456.

Nature: Referral Service offer-

ing referrals to local professionals

specializingin genderdysphoria: cos-

metic surgeons, groups, events, and

educational opportun ities for the gen-

der community.

Services: A listening ear and a

current list of professionals.

Security: All callsare confiden-

tial.

BUTTERFLY: Butterfly, P O Box

17776, Tucson AZ 85731-7776.

Nature: A non-sexual social and

support group for TVs, TSs, their

spouses and relatives. Not a therapy

group or a dating service.

Service: Social activities, educational

programs. Publishes a monthly news-

letter, The Butterfly . Meetings held

the second Saturday of each month.

Security: Mutual discretion and re-

spect. Mailing list is confidential.

NEW MEXICO

FIESTA! Chapter of Tri Ess: Fi-

esta, 8200 Montgomery NE, # 241,

Albaquerque NM 87109

Nature: Social support group

for heterosexual crossdressers and

their significant others.

Services: See ‘Society for the

Second Self,’ Tulare, CA.

CD/TV/TS SUPPORT GROUP:
CD/TV/TS Support Group, P.O. Box

26800, Suite 314, Albuquerque NM
87125

Nature: An unaffiliated open

group offering support, acceptance,

and understanding for crossdressers

and their families.

Services: Meetings the 3rdTues-

day of every month (dressing not re-

quired). Anyone with an interest in

crossdressing is welcome to attend.

Security: Insured via mutual

discretion and respect.

FIRST SATURDAY FOR TV/TS:

Rudi Clarke, ST Route Box 886,

Alamogordo NM 88311 (505)434-

5144

Nature: Support group for all

TVs and TSs in the area.

Services: Meetings are the first

Saturday of the month at the What-

ever Club in El Paso, Texas.

Security: Person must meet with

a memberand establish their creden-

tials. Call to set up an appointment.

JENNIFER & FRIENDS: Jennifer

& Friends, POBox 1284, Sparks NV
89432.

Nature: Social support group

for crossdressers, transsexuals, and

their significant others.

Services: Meets once a month.

Only members may come to meet-

ings.

Security: Personal interview

with one board member.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

AMERICAN TRANSSEXUAL
EDUCATION CENTER: A.T.E.C,

1626 N. Wilcox Avenue, Suite 584,

Hollywood CA 90028; (213)469-

4709; Amanda Silvestri, Director.

Nature: A non-profit organiza-

tion serving the transgender and trans-

sexual community.

Services: Confidential and non-

judgmental telephone crisis and per-

sonal counseling, referrals to support

groups in your area, electrologists,

medical and psychological help,

speakers, and a newsletter.

Security: Open.

ALPHA CHAPTER OF TRI-ESS:

Alpha Chapter, P O Box 36091, Los

Angeles CA 90036. (213) 876-

6141, ask for Virginia. Kymberleigh

Richards, President, Virginia Prince

Founder Emeritus.

Nature: Los Angeles Chapter of

the society for the Second Self, incor-

porating both the Sigma Chi and

Lambda Alpha Chapters.

Services: Monthly meetings to

offer support to heterosexual

crossdressers and their wives/part-

ners/families. Publishes Alpha Bits

newsletter.

Security: Members are expected

to join national Tri-Ess. Mailing list

accessible only by officers for official

purposes.

CROSS-CONNECTION: See

COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS

ANDROGYNY: Rachel Irving, P O
Box 480740, Los Angeles CA 90048;

(213) 467-8317 ask for Shirley or

Sheila, 213-856-4867 ask for Rachel.

Please mention that you are calling

about Androgyny. Call between

9:00am and 9:00pm Pacific time.

Nature: Social and support group

for those who crossdress.

Services: Meet on Tuesday nights

from 8:00pm until 10:00pm in Santa

Monica, CA.

CLUB CHERCHEZ LA FEMME:
Club Cherchez la Femme, P O Box

14521, Long Beach CA 90803.

Nature: Private membership

club for CDs and those who appreci-

ate the drag scene.

Services: Once-a-month dance

party with cover charge discounts for

members. Can include discount with

somemerchantscateringtoTVs. Send

SASE for details. Dues $5 or $10.

Security: Confidential member-

ship.

ONTHESCENENIGHT: Marlayna

Lacie, 1856 Cherry #608, Long Beach

CA 90806.

Nature: Sponsor open parties

for ladies to come out a nd meet friends

old and new. Everyone welcome.

Services: On the Scene Night

the second Saturday of every month,

and Fantasy Fetish Fashion Night the

fourth Saturday of every month at the

Queen Mary Show Lounge in Studio

City. $5 cover, free buffet, free cop-

ies of TV Epic .

CROSSDRESSER HETERO-
SEXUAL INTERSOCIAL CLUB
(CHIC): CHIC, POBox 562, Duarte

CA 91009. Information/Speakers

Bureau: (714)993-7142.

Nature: CHIC is for heterosexual

transvestites or cross-dressers only,

theirwives, professional people (MDs,

psychologists, teachers, etc.), and



friends. We are a local Southern Cali-

fornia organization. We offer sup-

port and friendship, and stress secu-

rity and good manners.

Services: We sponsor meetings,

parties, monthly dinners, and semi-

nars on makeup, wigs, clothes, and

other topics of interest. We publish a

monthly newsletter, CHIC Clippings.

andsponsor educational programsfor

the public. Meetings held 2nd Satur-

day night of each month.

Security: Meetings are closed

except to members and approved

guests. All guests must be screened

and approved by two Board members

and (if a home meeting) the hostess.

Prospective members mustapply with

a written application, be interviewed

by two members of the Membership

Committee, and then approved by the

Board of Directors. CHIC empha-

sizesstrictsecurity forall its members

and guests.

CD SOCIAL GROUP: PO Box 224,

Montrose CA 91021.

Nature: A group free of politics with

never a dull moment. Write for more

information.

NATIONALGENDER PROJECT:
See RESEARCH .

THE VALLEY GIRLS: c/o Cross-

Talk, P O Box 944, Woodland Hills

CA 91365. (818)776-8504 (24-hour

recorde message).

Nature: Informal, unstructured,

open social group.

Services: Meets for late Satur-

day night breakfast and socializing.

Occasionally schedules events in the

mainstream. Call for current break-

fast location and schedule of events.

Security: Anyone welcome with-

out prior interview.

THE CROSSDRESSERS QUAR-
TERLY : See COMMERCIAL AND
PROFESSIONAL PUBLICATIONS
AND SERVICES.

ROXANNE CHERRY, MA.: See

PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL AND
PSYCHOLOGICAL HEALTH SER-

VICES.

CROSS-TALK : SeeCOMMERCIAL
AND PROFESSIONAL PUBLICA-
TIONSAND SERVICES.

FEMININE IMAGE: c/o Alicia M.

Lichy, 5405 Arrow Hwy. -Suite 110,

Montclair CA 91763; (714) 931-

1515.

Nature: TV/TS/TG social club

offeringsupport, problem solvingand

friendship regardless of your sexual

preference or practices. Significant

others and novices are most welcome.

Services: Meetings held on the

1st Saturday of each month in a pri-
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vale meeting room at ALICIA’S

FASHIONS.
Security: Interview with Alicia

or Barbara, “Best of Both Worlds,”

required, and your confidentiality is

guaranteed.

NEUTRAL CORNER: Neutral Cor-

ner, P O Box 12581, San Diego CA
92112. TV/TS information line 236-

1586.

Nature: A self-help group for

cross-dressers, transsexuals, and their

families. Its purpose is to help its

members live a normal and produc-

tive life.

Services: Serving San Diego

County with social and educational

programs, a communication network,

monthly meetings, membership con-

sulting, wives’ and families’ input, a

buyer’s guide, and a list of helping

professionals.

Security: Inquire.

PHOENIX RISING: Phoenix Ris-

ing, c/o Kristen Dixon, P O Box

632852, San Diego CA 92163-2852.

Nature: A support/social group for

transsexuals in transition stages.

Services: Weekly meetings offering

mutual support and friendship. Shar-

ing resources, knowledge, and hope.

No dues or fees required.

Security: Sponsorship by current

member required.

THE PRINCE INSTITUTE: See

PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL AND
PSYCHOLOGICAL HEALTH SER-

VICES.

GENDER DYSPHORIA PRO-
GRAM OF ORANGE COUNTY,
INC.: See PROFESSIONAL MEDI-
CAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
HEALTH SERVICES.

J2CP INFORMATION SER-
VICES: See COMPUTER BULLE-
TINBOARDS.

TERRANETBBS: SeeCOMPUTER
BULLETIN BOARDS.

NATIONAL AD-HOC MEDICAL
COMMITTEE ON GENDER:
NAMCOG, Sarah Seton, M.D., Coor-

dinator, 1540 Burton Road, Suite 235,

Redlands CA 92373.

Nature: Doctors in various spe-

cialties across the nation are currently

foundinganassociation of concerned,

transgendered physicians. The in-

terim coordinator is solicitingall male

and female transgendered physicians

(M.D. & D.O.) interested in becom-

ing founding members. All special-

ties are welcome.

The purposes of the committe

include mutual professional support,

peer review and liaison with main-

stream medical boards and associa-

tions, research and education, out-

reach, and lobbying for the benefit of

all transgendered people, nationwide.

Full membership is available to

transgendered physicians, residents,

and medical students. Associate

membership is available, and all other

interested peopleare welcome. Write

to above address fora prospectusand

an application.

GENDER DYSPHORIC PRO-
GRAM OF ORANGE COUNTY,
INC.: See PROFESSIONAL MEDI-
CAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
HEALTH SERVICES.

OMEGA CHI TRI-ESS (Orange

County, CA): Omega Chi, P O Box

9091, Anaheim CA 92802.

Nature: Social support group

for crossdressers and their significant

others.

Services/Security: See ‘Soci-

ety for the Second Self,’ Tulare, CA.

POWDER PUFFS OF ORANGE
COUNTY (PPOC): PPOC, P.O.Box

9091, Anaheim CA 92812 Hotline:

(714) 779-9013 weekdays 7:00 to

10:00 pm.

Nature: Open, non-sexual so-

cial club for crossdressers and their

significant others.

Services: Meetings on the 3rd

Saturday of each month.

Security: Interviewby cluboffi-

cer.

TRI-CHI: Tri-Chi, P O Box 194,

Tulare CA 93275.

Nature: Social and support group

for crossdressers and their significant

others.

Securily/Services: See ‘Society

for the Second Self,’ Tulare, CA

SOCIETY FOR THE SECOND
SELF: Carol Beecroft, Box 194,

Tulare CA 93275

Nature: Tri-Ess is a non-profit

organization exclusively for hetero-

sexual crossdressers and their signifi-

cant others.

Services: Tri-Ess provides a

correspondence directory, a directory

of commercial services, a magazine,

Femme Mirror.andchaptersthrough-

out the US.

Security: Membership in Tri-

Ess is open to heterosexual TVs only.

Membership and attendance at a local

chapter meeting requires an interview

with the chapter president or older

member to ensure that the applicant is

heterosexual and will comply with

the Tri-Ess code of conduct.

Virginia

THE AMERICAN CROSS-
DRESSER : See COMMERCIAL
AND PROFESSIONAL PUBLICA-
TIONSAND SERVICES.
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GENDER COMMUNITY ADVO-
CATES: GCA,c/oMs.Tauria Linala,

P O Box 6333, Santa Maria CA
93456; (805) 922-1309 (9am - 5pm

PST Mon - Thurs).

See also listing under PROFES-
SIONAL MEDICAL AND PSYCHO-
LOGICAL HEALTH SERVICES.

Nature: GCA is a non-profit

educational project established to pro-

vide services by and for the Gender

Community. Open to all. Also a

professional medical, psychological

and legal services co-op (see COM-
MERCIAL AND PROFESSIONAL
PUBLICA TIONS AND SER VICES. ).

and utilizes its own computer bulletin

board system, Searchlight ofSan Luis

Obispo (see COMPUTERBULLETIN
BOARDS) .

Services: Local support group

serving Central California. Informa-

tion, referrals, support and peer coun-

seling. Gender and sex information;

referrals for medical and professional

support, personal care, correspon-

dence and peer-linking. International

contacts. Peer counselling by tele-

phone and/or appointment. Dona-

tions and contributions are welcome

and tax-deductible.

Security: Confidential and non-

judgmental.

SIGMA CHI CHAPTER OF TRI-

ESS: See Alpha Chapter Tri-Ess,

serving the Los Angeles area.

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

GENDER AND SELF ACCEP-
TANCE PROGRAM: SeePROFES-
SIONAL MEDICAL AND PSYCHO-
LOGICAL HEAL TH SERVICES.

TENDERLOINSELF-HELP CEN-
TER: See PROFESSIONAL MEDI-
CAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
HEALTH SERVICES.

EDUCATIONAL TV CHANNEL
(ETVC): ETVC, P.O. Box 426486,

San Francisco CA 94142-6486,

Hotline: (510) 549-2665 (if no an-

swer call Telzey at 510-849-4112).

Nature: ETVC is a delightful

group of TVs, TSs, Significant Oth-

ers, and friends. It is intended as a

social and educational group, to meet

and to have a good time as well as

educate the public. ETVC is non-

sexual, and has an open membership

policy with over 400 members.

Services: ETVC publishes the

ETVC Newsletter, and provides a full

program of educational and social

activities and referrals.

Security: Themaiiingandmem-

bership lists are confidential. Only

the officers are permitted access to

these lists, except in the case of judi-

cial process. No member shall reveal

the true name, address, telephone
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number, or profession of another

member to anyone, except with the

other member’s expressed permission.

THESAN FRANCISCO BAYGAY
AND LESBIAN HISTORICAL
SOCIETY: See LIBRARYAND IN-

FORMA TION SERVICES.

SIGNIFICANT OTHERS SUP-
PORT: SOS, c/o ETVC, P O Box

426486, San Francisco CA 94142-

6486.

Nature: Affiliated with ETVC.

An educational and support organi-

zation for the Significant Others of

crossdressers and transsexuals.

Services: Meetings and a news-

letter.

Security: See ‘ETVC.’

GENDER IDENTITY ANONY-
MOUS: No mailing address avail-

able.

Nature: A non-judgmental

transgender support group.

Services: Meetings every Thurs-

day in the Science of Mind room at

3255 Balboa Street (near 34th Av-

enue), San Francisco.

DIABLO VALLEY GIRLS: DVG,
PO Box 272885, Concord CA 94527-

2885. (510)849-4112.

Nature: Informal, non-profit,

non-sexual social support group for

crossdressers, transsexuals, their

friends, and their significant others.

Services: Meetings the firstTues-

day and third Monday ofevery month

at8 pm, at Just Rewards, 2520 Camino

Diablo, Walnut Creek. Publishes the

Devil Woman newsletter.

Security: DVG isan open group

and welcomes all mature and respon-

sible persons. Confidentiality is as-

sured and expected.

SEARCHLIGHT OF SAN LUIS
OBISPO: See COMPUTER BULLE-
TINBOARDS.

GENDER ALTERNATIVES
LEAGUE: GAL, c/o Cynthia

Howard, P.O. Box 3392, Napa CA
94558-3392.

Nature: National not-for-profit

political activist organization for all

segments of the gender community.

The association is run by participat-

ing members of the gender commu-
nity to provide national representa-

tion for everyone.

Services: “Our aim is freedom

of gender expression without oppres-

sion. Our primary focus is to support

all members of the gender commu-
nity in the area of human rights and

equal rights advocacy and activism.

We are workingon the elimination of

the Mental Illness label for members

of ourcommunity, and on civil rights

acts protecting all members of our

minority. The organization is set up

like NOW and other minority activist

groups. We are setting up lobbying

groups, and working with other mi-

norities for human rights. This is an

umbrella organization for all groups

in our community. Its policies and

activitiesaresetby participatinggroup

leaders on the League’s Advisory

Board. We encourage everyone to

participate. We do not discriminate.”

Publish newsletter, The Genderist .

Hold national meetings annually.

Election of officers is open to all and

occurs each February. Sponsor Na-

tional Gender Freedom Day yearly.

Contact Lauren Hotchkiss for mem-
bership information.”

Security: All personal informa-

tion is kept strictly confidential.

FEMALE-TO-MALE: FTM, 5337

College Avenue #142, Oakland CA
94618. Nature: Support group ex-

clusively for female-to-male

crossdressers, TSs, and their signifi-

cant others.

Services: Inquire.

Security: Inquire.

REBECCA AUGE,Ph.D.: See PRO-

FESSIONAL MEDICAL AND PSY-

CHOLOGICAL HEALTH SF.R-

VICES .

HARRY BENJAMIN INTERNA-
TIONAL GENDER DYSPHORIA
ASSOCIATION: See PROFES-
SIONAL MEDICAL AND PSYCHO-
LOGICAL HEALTH SERVICES.

THE PACIFIC CENTER FOR
HUMAN GROWTH: See PROFES-
SIONAL MEDICAL AND PSYCHO-
LOGICAL HEALTH SERVICES .

ANNE VITALE, Ph.D.: See PRO-
FESSIONAL MEDICAL AND PSY-

CHOLOGICAL HEALTHSER VICES.

THURSDAY IRREGULARS:
Thursday Irregulars, c/o Joan Sheldon,

P O Box 7761, San Jose CA 95150-

7761.

Nature: For nearly 7 years a

group of TVs and their friends have

met every Thursday for lunch. An
informal discussion group and meet-

ingofgood friends. Participants come

as their “male” selves.

Security: The group is very se-

curity conscious, so inquire about re-

quirements.

RAINBOW GENDER ASSOCIA-
TION: RGA, PO Box 700730, San

Jose CA 95170.

Nature: Formerly San Jose

Chapter, GGA. Non-profit, non-

sexual social/support group for

crossdressers, transsexuals, and their

significant others regardless of their

gender or sexual orientation.

Services: Our objective is to

provide a safe and welcome place for

male-to-female and female-to-male

transsexuals, transvestites, and their

significant others to get together with

like-minded individuals. Attendance

at all RGA functions is open to all

regardless of gender. We also pro-

mote the complete development of

RGA members as complete men and

women through emotional support

and education. We reach out to all

transsexuals and transvestite in an

effort to help them accept and make

peace with themselves. We publish a

newsletter and sponsor social pro-

grams, peer support, outreach work,

and public education. Visitors are

welcome.

RAINBOW GENDER ASSOCIA-
TION: See COMPUTER BULLETIN
BOARDS.

FOCUS: See COMMERCIAL AND
PROFESSIONAL PUBLICATIONS
AND SERVICES.

TV GUISE : See COMMERCIAL
AND PROFESSIONAL PUBLICA-
TIONSAND SERVICES.

SACRAMENTO GENDER ASSO-
CIATION: SGA, Blue Rose Chap-

ter, PO Box 215456, Sacramento CA
95821-1456,(916) 441-8379.

Nature: SGA ia a non-sexual

membership-based organization serv-

ing the educational, social, and recre-

ational needs of the gender-chal-

lenged community, their spouses, sig-

nificant others, and professionals.

Membership is open to all interested

persons regardless of gender or sexual

orientation.

Services: Monthly socials, sup-

port groups (TV/TS/SO), newsletter.

Security: All mailingand mem-
bership lists are kept confidential.

Only certain officers have access.

SOCIETY OF JANUS - SACRA-
MENTO GROUP: c/o P O Box

13852, Sacramento CA 95838-3582.

Nature: JANUS provides a fo-

rum on the erotic arts of S/M, domi-

nance/submission (D/S), and bond-

age and discipline (B/D) in a sup-

ported and unloaded atmosphere. This

is where people can share practical

information and ideas, feelings, health

and safety information, etc. JANUS
offers education to the general public

about the S/M community and to the

S/M community about itself. All ac-

tivities must be safe, sane, and con-

sensual.

Services: Monthly program

meetings feature guest speakers and

general rap sessions. Member in-

volvement is a vital part of the suc-

cess of this group.

Security: All membership lists

and mailings are kept in strictest con-

fidence.

NORTH STATE GENDER CEN-
TER: Address invalid at this time.

Nature: Non-profit, non-sexual

socia I support group for crossdressers,

transsexua Is, and theirsignificant oth-

ers. Provides peer support and refer-

rals to appropriate professionals for

clients only.

Security: Call hotline for an ap-

pointment with Client Acceptance

Committee.

HAWAII TRANSGENDERED
OUTREACH: HTGO, 777

Kapiolani Blvd., Suite 3114, Hono-

lulu Hawaii 96813. Phone 9234270.

There is someone there to answer it

on some mornings. We are now ap-

proved by the IRS as a tax-exempt

corporation. Donations are now tax

deductible.

SEXUAL IDENTITY CENTER:
See PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL
AND PSYCHOLOGICAL HEALTH
SERVICES.

NORTHWEST GENDER ALLI-
ANCE: NWGAPO Box 4928, Port-

land OR 97208. (503) 774-8463.

Nature: A non-profit, non-

sexual socia I orga n iza lion servi ng the

crossdressing community.

Services: The Northwest Chap-

ter has at least one function a month.

The days vary in order to enable all of

our girls to attend as often as possible.

We also publish a monthly newslet-

ter.

Security: Private interview with

the chapter president.

ROSE CITY GENDER CENTER:
RCGC, P O Box 12714, Portland OR
97212. (503) 230-1036. All func-

tions are held at the Living Commun-
ion Church, 3830 SE 62nd (Between

Powell and Foster), Portland.

CAPITOLCITYCHAPTER: Capi-

tol City Chapter, P.O. Box 3312, Sa-

lem OR 97302.

Nature: Social support group

for heterosexual crossdressers, trans-

sexuals, and significant others.

Services: Support rap sessions,

social events, assistance available for

wig, make-up, clothingand demeanor.

Monthly meetings.

Security: Individuals will be

screened prior to meeting with group.

SALMACIS: The Equalilarian Femi-

nist Social Society, Box 1604, Eu-



gene OR 97440-1604. Sally Ann
Douglas, Social Director; Leslie-

Shawn Witham, hypnotherapist; (503)

688-4282 (Sally Ann, 6-1 1 PM PST).

Nature: Salmacis is a social and

service society devoted to the con-

cept of feminism, supporting all those

who are or desire to become women.

Services: Direct telephone coun-

seling, contact with others with simi-

lar interests, contact with our central

organization and otherorganizations,

and personal growth workshops. Also

publish Femmes Together and The

Equalilarian Feminist . The Salmacis

Social Society meets the 3rd Monday

ofevery month, 8PM at the Riv, 39 W.

10th St., Eugene, OR.

SALISHON, The Womyn’s Infor-

mation Network: Box 1604, Eugene

OR 97440-1604; Leslie-Shawn

Witham, Director.

Nature: A service and informa-

tion network for womyn who per-

ceive themselves living an alternative

lifestyle.

Services: The only femininity

clinic for males and she-males that is

run by a staff of professional women.

WASHINGTON

TRANSSEXUALLESBIANSAND
FRIENDS: TLF, Seattle Washing-

ton. (206)292-1037.

Nature: Asocialgroupfor trans-

sexuals and lesbians. Open to the gay

and transgendered community as well.

We seek strength through diversity.

Meetingsevery Friday at6:30pm. Call

for location. Significant Others espe-

cially urged to attend.

Services: We plan monthly func-

tions. There is no membership fee.

Security: New members are

screened. Membersmustbedrugand

alcohol free.

EMERALD CITY: Emerald City, P

O Box 31318, Seattle WA 98103.

Hotline (206) 284-1071.

Nature: The Emerald City is a

social, educational, non-profit, non-

sexual organization serving the cross-

dressing community.

Services: Offers frequent social

and educational events ranging from

private to very public. Publishes a

monthly newsletter. Provides speak-

ers and materials to the media and to

public institutions to promote the ac-

ceptance of cross-dressing. Attempts

to influence legislation in ways favor-

able to individual rights. Assists part-

ners of cross-dressers in obtaining

understanding and acceptance.

Security: Guests are welcome at

monthly meetings and at other events

when sponsored and escorted by a

member. Prospective members must

be sponsored by a member and ac-
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ceptedby the Board. Confidentiality

of member information is carefully

maintained.

TIIE INGERSOLL GENDER
CENTER: See PROFESSIONAL
MEDICAL AND PSYCHOLOGI-
CAL HEALTH SERVICES .

SEATTLE COUNSELLING SER-

VICE: See PROFESSIONAL MEDI-
CAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
HEALTH SERVICES.

THE BERDACHE SOCIETY:
Berdache Society, c/o Nora Jean

York, P O Box 203134, Anchorage

Ak 99520-3134. Nora Jean York,

Co-founder.

Nature: A non-profit, non-

sexual, social, educational, and refer-

ral organization serving the TV/TS

community. Supports the concept

that gender and sexual identity oper-

ate on separate but parallel continua

with unity of the individual and free-

dom of expression and growth our

primary focus. (Sumus Quod Sum us.)

Services: Publishes a monthly

newsletter Satin and Lace . Monthly

meetings and social functions in a

safe and supportive environment.

Educational and personal growth pro-

grams. Wives’ and significant oth-

ers’ support group. Mental health and

medical referrals.

Securily: All guests and mem-
bers are expected to conduct them-

selves in a mature, responsible, and

respectful manner. Membership is by

committee after interview by chair-

person or letter of referral. Anyone

may receive the newsletter.

ENTRE FEMME; QUEBEC
TRANSSEXUAL ASSOCIATION
INC.: Mme Viviane Belanger, 84,

Boul.des Allies, Quebec, Canada GIL
1Y2; (418)529-1152.

Nature: French speaking trans-

sexual support forboth M-F and F-M.

Services: Monthly meetings,

medical referrals, psychiatrists, psy-

chologists, hormone therapy, and

counselling service for parents of

TS’s.

Securily: Private interview, af-

ter therapy group in the hospitals in

Quebec City and Montreal.

FACT -QUEBEC: FACT, c/o Mrs.

Patricia Fisher, Box 293, Cote de

Neiges Post Office, 5858 Cote de

Neiges Boulevard, Montreal, Quebec,

Canada H3S 2S6.

Nature: Closely affiliated with

FACT - Ontario. A non-profit sup-

port organization for transsexuals,

theirrelativesand friends, profession-

als and para-professionals working in

the Field of gender dysphoria, and

others prepared to support the aims of

(he Foundation.

Services: Information distribu-

tion concerning transsexualism. Of-

fers peer support and peer counsel-

ing. Organizes support groups across

Canada wherever these are feasible

and has area representatives wher-

ever possible. Provides speakers on

transsexualism to the mass media and

others.

Securily: Inquire.

TRANSSEUALS IN PRISON: See

COMMERCIALAND PROEESSINAI.

PUBLIC.A TIONSAND SER VICES.

FACT - OTTAWA: FACT, Box

9155, Ottawa, ON, Canada K1G3T9.
Nature: Support group prima-

rily for transsexuals.

Services: Meetings monthly on

the 3rd Saturday of each month.

Security: Contact FACT presi-

dent through the Ottawa Gay line (613)

238-1717. Arrange a time for a call-

back.

GENDER IDENTITY CLINIC:
See PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL
AND PSYCHOLOGICAL HEALTH
SERVICES.

TRANSITION SUPPORT: Transi-

tion Support, c/o The Church Street

Community Centre, 519 Church

Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4Y
2C9.

Nature: Transsexual support.

Services: Annual membership

fee ($25.00 Cdn) includes monthly

meetings and 12-issue sub to Trans

News newsletter. Newslettersubscrip-

tion alone, $15.00. Meetings held at

7:30 pm on the second Friday of each

month. Meetings are open to TVs,

TSs, TGs, SOs, helping profession-

als, and interested, caring members of

the general public.

Security: None. Inquire for de-

tails.

GFINDERSERVE: See PROFES-
SIONAL MEDICAL AND PSYCHO-
LOGICAL HEALTH SERVICES.

STREETOUTREACIISERVICES
(SOS): 622 Yonge St, 2nd FI, Toronto,

ON M4Y 1Z8 CANADA (416)926-

0744 (24 hours).

Nature: Non-profit Anglican

Houses program specifically designed

to address the needs of youth, aged

16-24 years engaged in, or drifting

towards, the lifestyle of prostitution.

Services: Drop-in center (M-F
9:30am - 5:30 pm), rapgroups, legal,

medical and welfare consultants, street

and office work with youth, AIDS

program, one-to-one workers, 24-

hour crisis line.

GENDER MOSAIC (formerly Nu
Omicron Phi): Gender Mosaic, P O
Box 7421, (Ottawa) Vanier, Ontario,

Canada K1L8E4 (613) 749 5203.

Nature: Social support group

for transgendered people and their

significant others.

Services: Phone line, bi-monthly

newsletter, pamphlet, and socials.

Security: Private interview with a

qualified member.

TIIETRANSIE TIMES: See COM-
MERCIAL AND PROFESSIONAL
PIJBLICA TIONSAND SER VICES.

CANADIAN CROSSDRESSERS’
CLUB: The Canadian CDC, 429C

Du ndas Street East, Toronto, Ontario,

CANADA M5A2A9. 416-864-0420

24 hours.

Nature: Open, non-sexual, sup-

port, social and educational outreach

club with an accenton FUN for cross-

dressers, transsexuals,

transgenderists, spouses, significant

others, friends, female impersonators,

and drag queens.

Services: Parties on the second

and fourth Fridays, and every Satur-

day. Membership includes CDC
Magazine subscription. The third

Saturday is Ladies’ Night Out in a

local restaurant. Space for storage

and changing, private transformation

room, and two over-nigh
t
guest rooms.

Located in downtown Toronto.

Security: Modest screening pro-

cess. Arrive dressed, or dress at the

Club. Write, call, or send $8.00 for

current Canadian Crossdresser Maga-

zine .

MONARCH SOCIAL CLUB:
M.S.C., Box 579, Agincourt, ON MIS
3C6 CANADA.

Nature: Non-profit non-sexual

social organization serving TVs and

TSs, their spouses, and friends.

Services: Private and public

functions, a correspondence and peer

linking service for members. Pub-

lishes the quarterly Monarch maga-

zine. Sponsors the annual Mardi Gras

Weekend outing the last weekend in

August (Owen Sound).

Securily: By memberreferral or

filling in a club questionnaire appli-

cation form. Inquiries welcome.

PHI SIGMA -TRI-ESS: Phi Sigma,

c/o Sara Geddis, Box 2546, Medicine

Hat, Alberta, Canada T1A 8G8.

Nature: Social support group

for heterosexual cross-dressers and

their significant others.

Services: See ‘Society for the

Second Self,’ Tulare, CA.

Security: Inquire.
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CORNBURYSOCIETY: Combury

Society, Box 3745, Vancouver, BC
V6B 3Z1 CANADA.

Nature: Non-sexual support

group for heterosexual crossdressers.

Services/Security: Inquire for

meeting times and locations, and se-

curity requirements.

GENDER MOSAIC: Gender Mo-

saic, Niki Ross, P OBox 7421, Vanier

(OTTAWA), ONT., K1I^8E4.

Nature: Crossdressing support

group.

CHRYSALLIS: Chrysallis, Box 30,

12WaterSt., Kitchener, Ontario, N2H
5A5.

Nature: Support group.

Services: Regular meeting on the

third Friday of every month at 298

Frederick, Kitchener, from 7:00pm

till 10:00pm.

BEAUMONTSOCIETY: BM,Box
3084, London WC1N-3XX England.

Information 081-756-1782

Nature: Beaumont is a non-

profit, non-sexual organization for

transvestites throughout Great

Britain.

Services: Evening and weekend

functions, counselling for TVs with

problems, and a contact system for

members. Bi-monthly magazine: The

Beaumont Bulletin, which contains

editorial notices, personal ads, a shop-

ping guide, regional news, and ar-

ticles on related matters. Beaumont

provides a library, legal advice, and a

liaison and referral service to other

organizations. Beaumont has a net-

work of organizations throughout

Great Britain, and affiliations world-

wide.

Security: Private interview with

a qualified member.

WOBS - TIIE B S PARTNERS
GROUP: BM, WOBS London
WC1N 3XX ENGLAND.

Nature: A support group for

partners and families of transsexuals.

Services: A confidential support

network by which people with similar

problems can be put in touch with

each other and given sympathetic help.

Security: Inquire.

SEAHORSE SOCIETY: BM
Seahorse, Box 6093, London WC1N
3XX ENGLAND.

Nature: A social organization

for heterosexual transvestites and

transsexuals.

Services: Regular newsletter,

social events, etc.

Security: Confidentiality as-

sured.
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BEAUMONT TRUST: BM Char-

ity, London WC1N3XX ENGLAND.
Nature: Registered charity and

voluntary body funded by donations.

Services: Assists those directly

troubled by gender dysphoria or in-

terested in their care. Provides refer-

rals to appropriate organizations, pro-

fessional counsellors, self-help

groups, etc. Assists the gender

dysphoric person and his or her fam-

ily to come to terms with the problem.

Security: Inquire.

TV/TS SUPPORT GROUP: The

TV/TS Group, 2 French Place,

Shoreditch, London ENGLAND El

6JB (off Bateman's Row). Tele-

phone Helpline: 071-729-1466.

Hours: 8-10pm Friday, Saturday, and

Sunday.

Nature: Support/social Group

for TVs, TSs, families and friends.

Registered Charity #295376; mem-

berof the National Council of Volun-

tary Organizations (NCVO).

Services: Peer support for CDs,

TSs, wives and partners. Publishes

The Glad Rag and other useful and

informative publications. Meetings

Friday, Saturday and Sunday eve-

nings, 7:30 p.m. to midnight, Wednes-

day 11:00a.m. to7:00 p.m. Comfort-

able lounge, refreshments, social ar-

eas, storage lockers, dressing room.

Security: Open meetings, but

VERY conscious of the need for indi-

vidual security. All that is asked is a

name to call you by.

PARTNERS’ SUPPORT GROUP
(TV/TS/ SUPPORT): 081-204-4187

most days between 11:00 a.rn. and

1:00 pm.

Nature: Special telephone

helpline for WOMEN (wives, moth-

ers, etc.)

Security: See above

THE GENDER TRUST: BM
GENTRUST, London WC1N 3XX
ENGLAND. Helpline 071 730 7453

from 7-10pm Thursdays for trans-

sexuals. 7-10pm Tuesdays for trans-

vestites.

Nature: A help group for those

who consider themselves to be trans-

sexual, gender dysphoric, or

transgendered seeking to adjust their

lives to live in the opposite gender.

Help also available for family mem-
bers. We can provide trained coun-

sellors, psychologists, and psycho-

therapists, and there is a referral pro-

cedure to a choice of other therapists

as well.

Security: Confidentiality as-

sured.

THE GENDER DYSPHORIA
TRUST (Formerly SHAFT): The

Gender Dysphoria Trust, BM, Box

7624, London WC1N 3XX EN-

GLAND Helpline 0323 641100.

Nature: A self-help group for

those who consider themselves to be

transsexual.

Services: Bi-monthly newslet-

ter, dvscourse, handbook, and other

relevant material. Confidential con-

tact system for members.

Security: Confidentiality as-

sured.

NEW TRANSESSEX: P.O. Box 3,

Basildon, Essex, England SS14 1PT;

0268-583761, evenings 7:00 -

10:30pm.

Nature: TV/TS social club.

Services: Meetings 2nd Friday

ofevery month at the Kavorah Manor.

There is a Club newsletter. Narcissus ,

and a help line.

Security: Inquire

LIVERBIRDS.MERSEYSIDETV/
TS GROUP: Merseyside TV/TS
Group, c/o Friend Merseyside, 36

Bolton Street, Liverpool L3 5LX
ENGLAND UK. D. S. Cochran,

Secretary. 051 709 4745 Friday eve-

nings only.

Nature: See ‘Beaumont Soci-

ety.’

Services: Above address is the

Friend Merseyside, the local gay

group. They are allowing us to use

their place Fridays from 8-10pm. You

would be well advised to call and

confirm.

INTERNATIONAL GENDER
TRANSIENT AFFINITY (IGTA):

IGTA, c/o Miss Phaedra Kelley, Di-

rector, 1, Bank Buildings, School

Green Road, Freshwater, Isle of

Wight, P040 9AJ, UK of GB
Nature: An international net-

work by mail and physical contact,

serving front line community cases

overseas, engaged in research, docu-

mentation, fact finding and rescue

missions, linking Third World and

politically endangered groups to free

world groups.

Services: Education, informa-

tion, active and exchange assistance,

communication. No fees, but freewill

contributions needed and welcome.

Security: As applicable to

location(s). Free World

Transgendered individuals not inter-

ested in, or able to assist with work,

please try other more social groups.

THE NORTHERN CONCORD
(Manchester): Jenny Baker, The

Northern Concord, P.O. Box 258,

Manchester, M60 1LN ENGLAND
Nature: A non-profit social and

support group for transvestites,

transsexuals, their wives and signifi-

cant others. Associated with the Beau-

mont Society, and the TV/TS Support

Group.

Services: Meetingsat a Bistro in

Manchester city every Wednesday

night from 7:30 - 12:00. Changing

facilities, licensed bar, meals.

Accomodation available. Publishesa

quarterly magazine Cross Talk .

Security: Inquire.

ROSE’S: P.O. Box 339,SheffieldSl

3SX ENGLAND 0742-342870

Nature: A private house offer-

ing comprehensive facilities to help

all who love ‘dressing’ - not only

those who cross-dress, but their wives

and girlfriends and other ladies who

love ‘dressing up.’

Services: Regular social eve-

nings and parties, visits and accom-

modation at other times by arrange-

ment. Quarterly publication Repar-

tee .

Security: Full confidentiality as-

sured.

GRAMPIAN GENDER GROUP:
3G, Aberdeen, SCOTLAND.

Nature: Open to members of

other groups.

Services: ThirdSaturday ofeach

month except December, 1pm for

2pm, £2.00. Changing facilities or

arrive dressed. Wives and partners

welcome. Anne Forrester, 03398

83695.

THE SCOTTISH TV/TS GROUP:
c/o Julie Bradshaw, 53/6 Bread Street,

Edinburgh EH3 9AH. Tel. 031-556-

4049.

Nature: Non-profit non-sexual

TV/TS Support Group.

Security: Open meetings on the

last Saturday of every month in pri-

vate rooms in Edinburgh, 7.30-

10.00pm. Very conscious of the need

for individual security. Wives and

partners welcome.

BELFASTBUTTERFLY GROUP:
c/o Cara Friend, P.O. Box 44, Belfast

BT1 1SH IRELAND phone Belfast

(0232) 322 023 on evening of meet-

ing.

Nature: Social support group

for TVs, TSs, friends, mostly tea &
chat.

Services: Meetings in Belfast on

the 3rd Tuesday of each month, 1pm

for 2pm.

Security: Call first.

TRANSGENDER ARCHIVE: See

LIBRARY AND INFORMATION
SERVICES.
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ASSOCIATION BEAUMONT
CONTINENTALS: GabyLinsig,2

Rue des Charpenliers, 68270

Wittenheim, France.

Nature: See, ‘Beaumont Soci-

ety,' in the England listings.

KONTAKTFORUM FEMME
TRAVESTIE: 8023 Zurich, Swit-

zerland Postfach 6788.

Nature: Very active social group

in Switzerland. Otherdetails are un-

available at this time.

NETHERLANDS

DE STICHTING REBORN: De

stichting REBORN, Maria

Danneelserf 10, 2907 BD CAPELLE
a/d YSSEL, NETHERLANDS.
Immanuel B. deVries. 31104503469.

Nature: Social support group

for crossdressers, transsexuals, and

their significant others.

Services: Meetingoncea month

in a private apartment on the second

Friday, 21.00-02.00H. Small shop

for clothes and accessories. Smaller

meetings twice a week. Bi-monthly

newsletter.

TRANSIDENTITAS:
Transidentitas, Menschen Mit

Abweichender Geschlects Identitat,

Postfach 10 10 46, 6050 Offenbach

GERMANY Phone: 069 8001008

Nature: Support groupfortrans-

vestites and transsexuals.

Services: Inquire.

TV CLUB HAMBURG: Postfach

26 14 26, 2000 Hamburg 26 GER-
MANY Phone: 040.250.13.13

(Christel Grunwald)

Nature: Inquire.

Services: Inquire.

TRANSVESTITENGRUPPE: c/o

MANNEGE, UHLANDSTR. 161,

1000 BERLIN 15, GERMANY
Phone: 030 882 23 70.

Nature: Support group for men

who like to crossdress.

Services: Counselling, monthly

open meetings every first Monday at

7:30 pm at the above address, rap

sessions about gender issues, and

politics for a non-sexist society.

Formerly known as MANNER
IN FRAUENKLEIDEN.

NORWAY

F.P.E. (Northern Europe): FPE-

NE, Postboks 1 968 Vi ka
,
N 0 1 25 Oslo

1, NORWAY.
Nature: A non-profit, non-

sexual organization for heterosexual

transvestites throughout Scandinavia

with independent governed regions

in Sweden, Denmark, and Norway.

Services: Monthly meetings, and

twice a year weekend functions.

Counselling for TVs with problems,

and a contact system for members.

Publishes Fern inform , an informative,

quarterly publication. A private li-

brary for members.

Security: Private interview with

qualified member.

F.P.E. (SWEDEN): FPE NE, Box

11107, S-500 11, Boras, SWEDEN
Nature: See F.P.E. Northern

Europe.

Services: Publishes Feminform . the

magazine for FPE-NE. Weekend

meetings in Stockholm, and through-

out Sweden. Meetings the first

Wednasday of each month.

Security: Private interview with

qualified member.

FPE NE: FPE-NE, Boks 192, DK-

2600, Glostrup, Denmark.

Nature: See, ‘Beaumont Soci-

ety,’ in the England listings.

Services: Monthly meetings.

ISLAM

Phaedra Kelley gives addresses for

two TV/TS groups:

A group representing Transvestites

and Transsexuals of Turkey, but DO
NOT mention the name of the group

on the envelop. Communication is

best in German, French, or Spanish.

Demet Demir, Yesil Bizans,

Kultureui,SiraselvilerCad., No. 176

D.5 Taksim, Istanbul, TURKEY.

PAKISTAN

Khusra of Pakistan

Muhamid Aslam Khusra, Ex-Candi-

date, PF-34 Abbotabad, c/o Hockey

Stadium, Abbotabad, Pakistan.

Phone code 05921 6158 and leave

message, or 05921 2858

Since Khusra means “transvestite”

or“eunuch," this group is not under-

ground.

japan

ELIZABETH CLUB: Tsutsui build-

ing 5F 2-8-4, Suada-Cho, Kanda,

Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101, Japan.

Nature: The Elizabeth Club was

established in 1979 for transsexuals,

androgynes, and transgenderists. We
are located in major centers such as

Tokyo, Osaka, and Nagoya.

Services: We offer storage fa-

cilities for our members. We also

have consultants available for help-

ingmemberswith make-upand dress-

ing. There is a rental service of cloth-

ing, wigs, and other related items for

members. The Club (through Ant

Trading Co., listed below) also pub-

lishes a magazine called Queen ev-

ery other month. This magazine

serves as a source of information to

members on activities and events in

Japan.

ANTTRADING COMPANY: Pub-

lisherofQueen Magazine. See COM -

MERCIAI. AND PROFESSIONAL
PUBIJCA TIONS AND SER VICES.

THE SEAHORSE SOCIETY OF
NEWSOUTH WALES -SYDNEY:
The Secretary, Box 146, Ulladulla,

New South Wales 2538, Australia.

Nature: The Seahorse Society

is a non-profit social organization for

transvestites and families. The Soci-

ety is a member in good standing of

the Association of Self-Help Organi-

zations and Groups, 39 Darghan

Street, Glebe 2037, N.S.W., Austra-

lia. Seahorse welcomes new mem-
bers and overseas visitors, offering

support to those of us unable to emerge

by means of affiliate membership.

Services: Seahorse distributes

information on shopping, coming

events, and being femme through a

monthly newsletter to members.

Meetings provide friendship, beauty

assistance, and helpwith related mat-

ters.

Security: Seahorseplaces strong

emphasis on security for all members

and requires screening of prospec-

tive members before attending meet-

ings. However, no screening is re-

quired of affiliate members (who are

not advised of meeting places) unless

they wish to become full members.

Overseas members are screened in

the same way; overseas visitors must

either be screened or have accredita-

tion from a similar (Beaumont,

Tiffany, etc.) organization.

SEAHORSE CLUB OF
QUEENSLAND: Denyse Stewart,

PO Box 386, Woolloongabba,

Queensland 4102, Australia. Details

of activities not yet available.

THE SEAHORSE SOCIETY OF
NE:W SOUTH WALES - GLEBE:
c/o Bernadette Cross, Box 168,

Westgale, N.S.W., 2048.

Nature: See ‘Seahorse -

Sydney,’ above.

Services: Likewise refer to

‘Seahorse - Sydney.’

Security: Inquire.

THE SEAHORSE SOCIETY OF
VICTORIA: SSV, c/o GPO Box

2337V, Melbourne, VICTORIA,
Australia. Jan Baxter, President.

Nature: The largest continuously

active club in Australia. A non-profit,

non-sexual social/support organiza-

tion for cross-dressers and their fami-

lies.

Services: SSV regularly pub-

lishes the Seahorse Victoria newslet-

ter. We sponsorsocial activities, out-

ings, and related events.

Security: Inquire.

THE FLAMINGO ASSOCIA-
TION: P O Box 284, Doonside N.S.W

2767. Australia. Janice West, Direc-

tor.

Nature: Supportgroupforcross-

dressers.

Services: Regular meetings, re-

ferrals to helping professionals and

vendors, social events for individuals

and for families.

Security: Write for further in-

formation.

CARROUSEL CLUB: c/o Lana

Allen, Box 721, Cowandilla, South

Australia 5033.

Nature: Non-profit, non-sexual

socia I support group for crossdressers,

transsex uals, and their signifi cant oth-

ers.

Services: Various functions and

social events in private homes and

public venues as well.

Security: Interviewed by an

Executive Board member before ap-

plication is processed. Care is taken

to protect the security of all members

at all times.

THE ELAINE BARRIE
PROJECT: EBP, Box 405, Altona,

Victoria 3018, Australia; tele 369-

2613.

Nature: A non-profit self-help

groupforTVsandTSs. Self-funding

and self-supporting.

Services: Regular monthly so-

cial meetings and education projects

throughout the year. A large reading

and video sex education library with

emphasis on genuine TV- and TS-

related issues. Guest speakers. Pub-

lish the Nu-Scene newsletter.

Security: Almost anyone over

the age of 18 (TV, TS, helping profes-

sional, families, friends, and signifi-

cant others) is welcome. One factor

takes precedence over all others: that
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the visitor or member behaves in a PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL AND
civilized manner and bears us no ill PSYCHOLOGICAL HEALTH SERVICES

(1FGE does not guarantee the quality of the individuals and services listed.)

HEDESTHIA: Hedesthia Central,

Box 78-026, Grey Lynn, Auckland,

New Zealand.

Nature: Affiliated with the Beau-

mont Society.

THE MINORITIES TRUST &
TRANSCARE / NEW ZEALAND:
The Minorities Trust, Box 2983,

Wellington, NZ. Telephone: Wgtn

(04) 844-764; (work) 737-800 ext

8642; Miss Leone Jeanne Neil.

Nature: Alow-profile, high pow-

ered lobby group promoting the rights

of transpeople. A confidential, cul-

turally divergent community support

group helping meet the social and

emotional needs of transpeople.

Services: Personal counselling,

employment opportunities, profes-

sional and medical referrals, periodi-

cal publications, and a non-threaten-

ing social environment for functions

and entertainment.

Security: Call or write and en-

quire.

THE PHOENIX SOCIETY: Box

375, Parow, 7500, Cape Town, Re-

public of South Africa. Marlene

Knoetze, President.

Nature: The Phoenix Society is

a non-profit, non-sexual social orga-

nization. All transpeople, whatever

their race, politics, religion, colour,

sexual orientation or nationality, to-

gether with those closely associated

with them are welcome.

Services: Publishes Fanfare

magazine, actively trying to change

attitudes in South Africa. Creating

support groups in all major cities.

Provides contacts.

Security: New members are

"sponsored” by full members. All

lists are confidential.

PEOPLE SYSTEMS POTEN-
TIAL: Niela Miller, MS ED, LCSW,
P O Box 132, Nagog Woods MA
01718 (508) 264-4565.

Services: Counseling for

crossdressers, gender confused per-

sons, partners, family members. Also,

workshopson personal development.

THESEUS COUNSELING SER-
VICES: 233 Harvard Street, Suite

301, Brookline, MA02146, 617-277-

4360; 44 Chapel Street, Augusta, ME
04330, 207-623-2327.

Nature: Counseling that spe-

cializes in gender issues.

Services: Counseling CDs and

TVs, couples counseling where dress-

ing is an issue in the relationship,

gender clarification for gender shift

people, long-term counselingforpre-

op TSs, F-M counseling, weekend

programs for couples, post-op TS
counseling, professional supervision

for social workers and guidance coun-

selors, gender blending and an-

drogyny, and codependency coun-

seling. Ari Kane, M. Ed., Gender

Specialist.

Security: All sessions are by

appointment.

DENNIS PEARNE,Ed.D.: Consul-

tations: 9 Alexander Ave, Belmont

Ctr, MA 02178. Mailing: Dennis

Pearne, Ed.D., 133 Grove St.

Watertown MA 02172. Office:

(617) 484-0013

Nature: Clinical psychologist.

OUTREACH PROFESSIONAL
EDUCATION AND REFERRAL
NETWORK: OPERN,POBox368,
Boston MA 02215, Ari Kane, Direc-

tor. (617) 277-3454.

Nature: Provides referral ser-

vices and educational resources for

health care professionals on issues of

gender conflict and gender dyspho-

ria.

Services: Seminars, workshops,

and professional supervision are of-

fered from time to time. Publishes the

Journal of Gender Studies .

NANCY STRAPKO, Ph.D.: Nancy

Strapko, Ph.D., RFD 1, Box 2081,

Plymouth NH 03264. Office is in

Concord, MA.
Nature: Gender Specialist, Psy-

chotherapist serving the New England

area.

Services: Private, couples, and

group therapy. Formerly with the

University of Minnesota.

CHESHIRE COUNSELING AS-
SOCIATES: 104 Cross St., Keene,

NH 03431; (603) 357-5544; Ken

DeVoid, Ed.D.

Nature: Transvestite, trans-

sexual, and gender identity counsel-

ing.

Services: Individual consulta-

tion and counseling in confidential

setting, support group. Weekend and

evening appointments available.

HUMAN OUTREACH AND
ACHIEVEMENT INSTITUTE
(IIOAC) aka OUTREACH INSTI-

TUTE: 405 Western Avenue, Suite

345, South Portland, ME04106. 207-

755-0858. Ari Kane, Director. See

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS .

GENDER IDENTITY CLINIC OF
NEW ENGLAND: GICNE, 68

Adelaide Road, Manchester CT
06040. The Reverend Canon Clinton

R. Jones, Director; (203) 646-8651.

Service: Provides screening for

pre -operative TS applicants desirous

of hormone therapy. Also provides

screening for sex reassignment sur-

gery approval for pre -operative TS’s

who have met the requirements of the

Harry Benjamin International Gen-

der Dysphoria Association’s Stan-

dards of Care.

METAMORPHOSIS: P O Box

6245, Broadway Station, Long Island

City NY 11106,(718) 728-4615.

Nature: Professional psycho-

therapy, individual and group sup-

port, family counselling, evaluations,

treatment for all gender related situa-

tions, particulartly for transsexuals.

Full transition support. Call or write

for appointment and information.

ANDROGYNY UNLIMITED: Box

4887, Poughkeepsie NY 12602,(914)

452-8405. Roger E. Peo, Ph.D., Di-

rector.

Nature: A private service pro-

vidingcounselling, research, and edu-

cation.

r Toward A More Appropriate Voice

Quality, Pitch, Inflection, Articulation

Merrill S. Shea

Voice Therapist, C.M.V.T.

Individual and Small Group Instruction

140 Boylston Street

Boston, MA 02116

56 Browne Street

Brookline, MA 02116

(617) 426-3226

Services: Individual counselling

is provided by Dr. Peo, a Board-certi-

fied sexologist. Counselling is for

transgendered persons and their sig-

nificant others. Referrals are made

where appropriate. Classes, semi-

nars, and workshops on transgender

issues and human sexuality are pro-

vided both for college and graduate-

level students and for other groups.

Security: Appointments for

counselling can be made by phoning

or by writing Dr. Peo at the above

address.

PERSAD CENTER, INC.: 5100

Penn Ave.. Pittsburgh PA 15224-

1616; (412) 441-0857; Randal G.

Forrester, James Huggins.

Nature: Mental health services

for the gender conflicted and their

significant others.

Services: Individual therapy,

support group, evaluation and treat-

ment for transsexualism including:

gender identity team which provides

initial and on-going evaluation, hor-

monal therapy
,
and sex-reassignment

therapy.

SEXOLOGYASSOCIATES, INC.:

H. Martin Malin, Ph.D., 4835 Del Ray

Avenue, Bethesda MD 20814.

Nature: Counselling for

transgendered persons.

CENTER FOR GENDER REAS-
SIGNMENT: Deborah M. Gilbert,

R.N., Coordinator, 142 W. York Street

#915, Norfolk VA 23510-2015.

(804) 622-9900.

Nature: Intake and evaluation

center for persons seeking permanent

gender reassignment and SRS.

Services: A carefully prepared

gender transition program which

meets or exceeds all aspects of the

Harry Benjamin Standards of Care

for transsexually inclined persons.

Security: Applicants to this pro-

gram are subjected to a thorough

screening by a highly qualified staff

of medical and gender professionals.

An 18-month period of successful

cross-living and a minimum of six

months’ hormone therapy is required

prior to consideration for surgery.

C.O.P.E. CENTER, INC.: P O Box

607, DeFuniak Springs FL 32433.

Clyde E. Trautloff, MA, CAP, CAS,

Program Manager.

Nature: Private, not-for-profit

Mental Health Center.

Services: Individual, group, and

family therapy for those with issues

around sexuality. Rap groups and

individual problem solving.

Services: Strict confidentiality.

All inquiries will be interviewed.
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ADELE KATES & ASSOCIATES,
PA.: 1 N.E. 168th Street, North Mi-

ami Beach FL 33162. (305) 651-

6442. Certified & Licensed Speech

Pathologist, Adele Kates, Director.

Services: Transsexual voice

change and gender identity. Includes:

body language, make-up, fashion, hair

styling, female communication pat-

terns. By appointment.

CENTER FOR CONTEMPO-
RARY COUNSELING: 2999 N.E,

191 Street, Suite 607, Aventura FL
33180. Coral L. Schlosberg, Ph.D.,

L.C.S.W., L.M.F.T. (305)936-8000.

Nature: Board Certified Sex

Therapist, Licensed Marriage and

Family Therapist, Clinical Psycho-

therapist who has been working for

fourteen years with gender identity

issues. The Center is now starting a

group for transsexuals and transves-

tites.

Services: Individual and group

therapy.

NORTH CENTRAL MENTAL
HEALTH SERVICES: 1301 North

High Street, Columbus OH 43201.

614-299-6600.

Nature: Mental health hotline

and service provider.

Services: Can provide individual

counselingand mental health services

as well as referrals about gender is-

sues.

MILWAUKEE TRANSGENDER
PROGRAM: Milwaukee

Transgender Program, Pathways

Counseling Center, 2645 N. Mayfair

Road, Suite 230, First Fina ncial Build-

ing, Milwaukee WI 53226-1304;

(414)774-4111; Gretchen M. Fincke,

MSSW, Dir.

Nature: A therapy program for

M-F and F-M transgendered people.

Services: A complete program

ofemotional support, evaluation, psy-

chotherapy, hormone therapy and re-

assignment reassignment surgeries.

Follows the HarTy Benjamin Stan-

dards of Care. Contact Gretchen

Fincke, MSSW, or Roger Northway,

MS.

INSTITUTE FOR PSYCHO-
SEXUAL HEALTH: 5594 North

Hollywood Ave., Suite 204, White-

fish Bay WI 53217; (414)332-1880;

Charles A. Kiley, MSW, ACSW.
Nature: Gender clinic for per-

sons in transition, counseling for com-

pulsive sexual behavior including fe-

tishistic transvestism.

Services: Thorough evaluation,

emotional support, hormonal andsur-

gical reassignment services.

GENDER DYSPHORIA PRO-
GRAM: Eli Coleman, Ph.D., LCP,

Director, Walter O. Bockting, Drs.,

LP, Coordinator, c/o Program in Hu-

man Sexuality, 1300 South 2nd Street,

Suite 180, Minneapolis, MN 55454.

(612)625 1500, Fax (612)626-8311.

Nature: A professionally man-

aged gender program based on the

Harry Benjamin International Gen-

der Dysphoria Association’s Stan-

dards of Care . Administered by the

University of Minnesota’s Depart-

ment of Family Practice and Commu-
nity Health, Medical School.

Services: The program provides

initial assessment, therapy, and vari-

ous treatment options (including, but

not limited to, hormonal and surgical

sex reassignment). Post surgical

therapy is also offered as a follow-up

measure. Support and other psycho-

logical services are available for fami-

lies and children of gender dysphorics

aswell. Therapy, physical healthcare,

andall related assistance are provided

in the context of a fully professional

environment.

ALICE WEBB, MSW, CSW-ACP:
Alice Webb, MSW, CSW-ACP,
Atrium Crest Building, 18333 Egret

Bay Blvd., Suite 560, Houston TX
77058. (713) 333-2278, Fax (713)

333-2293.

Nature: Therapist formerly of

theGenderClinic, University ofTexas

Medical Branch, and recently in pri-

vate practice in Galveston, Texas, is

now affiliated with Larry Nahmias,

MD, and Blanca Diez, MD.

GENDER IDENTITY CLINIC:
Tomye Kelley, MA,89720beron Rd,

Arvada CO 80004; (303)420-9885.

Nature: Practice limited to work

with crossdressers, the gender con-

flicted, and their significant others.

Services: Private one-on-one

psychotherapy, weekly su pport

groups, process groups forthose in or

preparing for transition. Also, a pro-

fessional Speakers’ Forum.

GENDER IDENTITY COMMIT-
TEE: Department of Psychiatry,

University of Utah, College of Medi-

cine, 50 North Medical Drive, Salt

Lake City, UT 84 1 32; 80 1 -58 1 -795 1

.

Dr. Nyla J. Cole, MD.
Services: Details not available

at this time.

JOHN TURNER MEMORIAL
GENDER IDENTITY CLINIC: c/

o Robin M. Mathy, M.A., 6330-1 E.

Thomas Road Suite 210, Scottsdale

AZ 85251.

Nature: Counseling clinic led by

transsexual sexologist to help patients

explore the gender continuum and

find the most appropriate niche(s).

ROXANNE CHERRY, M.A.:

Roxanne Cherry, M.A., 937 W. Foot-

hill Blvd., Suite F, Claremont CA
91711; (213) 202-1820, (714) 624-

6539.

Nature: Licensed marriage fam-

ily child therapist

Services: Individual, couple,

group psychotherapy, gender dyspho-

ria, sexual orientation issues.

THE PRINCE INSTITUTE: The

Prince Institute, P O Box 2916, Palm

Springs CA 92263 Angela Prince,

Ph.D. Director.

Nature: A private transgender

awareness center offering counsel-

ling, education, and support services.

Services: Individual and/or

group counselling primarily for the

cross-dresser/transvestile and/or his

significant other. Trans-gender, hu-

man sexuality, and personal develop-

ment classes, seminars, and work-

shops are also available. Services

may be conducted through office vis-

its, by telephone, or by correspon-

dence.

Security: Total confidentiality.

GENDER DYSPHORIA PRO-
GRAM OF ORANGE COUNTY,
INC.: 32158 Camino Capistrano,

Suite 203, San Juan Capistrano CA
92675; (714) 240-7020. Wm. G.

Heard, Ph.D., Director.

Nature: A comprehensive pro-

gram for gender dysphoric persons.

Our program is one of many options

available. It is a composite of evalu-

ative and treatment techniques devel-

oped over the years by the more suc-

cessful programs, which permit ex-

tensive screening and interaction of

the patient at minimum cost, integrat-

ing the patient into the mainstream of

society.

Services: Our program is struc-

tured to permit the patient to explore

alternatives to sex reassignment while

providing an effective support mecha-

nism during transition. Our program

is a 4-block procedure consisting of

intake, transition/support, surgery

a p prova l/di sapprova I , a n d fo 1 1 ow- u p

.

GENDER COMMUNITY ADVO-
CATES: GCA, Ms Tauria Linala,

P.O. Box 6333, Santa Maria CA
93454; (805)922-1309.. .voice, (805)

549-0961. ..data.

Nature: Professional medical,

psychological, and legal services co-

op. A full service gender program.

Services: Crisis intervention,

peer counseling, intake, psychologi-

cal therapy, referrals for hormones,

socialization, and referrals for all

medical procedures based on the

Harry Benjamin Standards of Care.

GENDER & SELFACCEPTANCE
PROGRAM: P O Box 4447, San

Francisco CA 94101; (415) 558-

8058; Joni E. Israel, Director.

Nature: A private personal

growth consultation program provid-

ing individual, couple, and small

group sessions focusing on gender,

self & social acceptance, whole-self

integration, coming-out, cross-dress-

ing, HIV concerns, and ACA/Co-de-

pendency issues.

Services: Short & long-term

consultation, small group support and

quarterly weekend workshops focus-

ing on gender & acceptance/integra-

tion issues. Slidingscalefee. Serving

TSs, TVs, and other minorities. Pro-

vide professional consultation & train-

ing.

TFJNDERLOINSELF-IIELP CEN-
TER: 191 Golden Gate Ave, San

Francisco CA 94102; (415) 554-

0518.

Nature: We are an innovative,

non-traditional mental health pro-

gram. We are a project of Central City

Hospitality House.

Services: Training in peercoun-

seling, support group facilitation, job

training. We offer peer counseling,

TV/TS support groups, A.A., shelter

referrals and emergency medical care

referrals, and other basic survival

needs. Weserve the ‘Tenderloin’and

‘South Of Market’ communities of

San Francisco.

REBECCA AUGE, Ph.D: 3637

Grand Ave., Suite C, Oakland CA
94610; (4 15) 426-07 18 or 835-9820.

Nature: Clinical Psychologist work-

ing with patients on gender issues,

gender dysphoria, cross-dressing,

genderrole transition, couples issues,

childabuse, dysfunctional family his-

tories, among others. Member of

HBIGDA, uses Standards of Care,

and a sliding fee scale.

HARRY BENJAMIN INTERNA-
TIONAL GENDER DYSPHORIA
ASSOCIATION INC.: HBIGDA,
1515 El Camino Real, Palo Alto CA
94306. (415) 326-4645.

Nature: Resource for profes-

sionals who work with gender

dysphoric patients. Establishes the

Standards of Care, the international

guideline for the treatment of gender

dysphoria.

THE PACIFIC CENTER FOR
HUMAN GROWTH: Box908, Ber-

keley CA 94701; (415) 548-8283.

Hot Line: (415)841-6224. Allyana

Guenther, Executive Director.

Nature: A private, non-profit

agency funded by the United Way,

county revenue sharing funds, slid-

ingscale fees, and contributions. The
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Center is dedicated to providing high-

quality services to sexual minorities

of all ages, races, and backgrounds.

Services: Educational services

and outreach to the community at

large. Speakers’ Bureau, counseling,

and group meetings.

ANNE VITALE, Ph.D.: D Street

Counseling Group, 610 D St., San

Rafael CA 94901; (415)456-4452.

Nature: Psychotherapistspecial-

izing in gender-related issues.

Services: In private practice, but

associated with other Bay Area gen-

der professionals, and can provide

complete pre- and post-op psycho-

therapy, and recommendation for

hormone therapy and/orsex reassign-

ment surgery when applicable.

SEXUAL IDENTITY CENTER:
Box3224, Honolulu HI 96801-3224;

(808) 926-1000.

Services: Therapists, referrals,

special support group for TVs and

TSs.

THE INGERSOLL GENDER
CENTER: 1812 East Madison, Se-

attle WA 98122; (206)329-6651.

Nature: Ingersoll Gender Cen-

ter is a non-profit counseling and re-

ferral service for the transsexual com-

munity in the Northwest. It is man-

aged by a professional board and has

eight experienced, licensed therapists

with advanced degrees on contract.

Ingersoll works closely with the Em-
erald City and Seattle Counseling

Service.

Services: Individual and group

counseling, professional consultation

to service providers, referrals, re-

search, and public information pre-

sentation. Weekly support meetings,

public information presentations, re-

search, and informational materials

upon request.

SEATTLE COUNSELING SER-
VICE: 1505 Broadway, Seattle WA
98122, (206)282-9314 noon, to 9 pm
weekdays, Michael Auch, Executive

Director.

Nature: Seattle Counseling Ser-

vice is the oldest counseling service

for sexual minorities in the U.S. A
United Way agency, SCS receives

grants from state and local sources to

provide counseling and therapy for

the full range of problems related to

sexual issues.

Services: SCS providesa weekly

support group for TVs, TSs, signifi-

cant others, in-betweens, and I-don’t-

knows every Friday from 8 to 10 pm.

Facilities for dressing on-site. Also

provides crisis line.

GENDERSERVE: Box 291 Station

“A”, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada L8N
3C8. Susan C. Huxford, Director.

Nature: Counseling, education,

and research services. Registered in

Ontario as a proprietorship. Operat-

ing as a non-profit organization serv-

ing TVs, TSs, and gender dysphoric

people in general, homosexual people,

wives, friends, and relatives. Ser-

vices for a nominal fee to cover ex-

penses. Inquiries by mail or phone.

No collect calls.

Services: Counselling in sexual

matters for individuals and couples.

Pastoral counselling if requested.

Referrals. Initial counselling session

(mail or phone) free of charge. Lec-

tures, radio/television and other mass

media interviews by arrangement.

Group counselling and therapy by

request.

GENDER IDENTITY CLINIC:
Clarke Institute of Psychiatry, 250

College Street, Toronto, Ontario,

Canada M5T 1R8. 416-979-2221,

ext. 2339.

Nature: Offers assessment and

counseling for all gender dysphoeics

referred from any physician. Can

include approval for

reimbursement of reassignment sur-

gery upon completion of established

intemationalcriteria. Full assessments

done over a three-day period.

Services: Weekly therapy avail-

able for those in area, referals for

those further away. Staff is available

for public speaking, family therapy,

seminars, and professional presenta-

tions.

COMPUTER
BULLETIN
BOARDS

CD FORUM: UUCP electronic

mail:

u u net!sums u ng! wizvax! cd forum-

request

Internet electronic mail:

Samsung! wizvaxlcdforum-
request@uunet.uu.net

Nature: An electronic mailing list.

Services: To share experiences about

gender issues. This list is in Digest

Format. An archive server with re-

sources, movie/book lists, and fiction

is available. Back issues are avail-

able. Electronic mail forwarding to

members. To join, send electronic

mail to Stephanie P.Gilgut at the above

address. Yourfirstcontribution should

include a brief bio. Contributions for

publication should be sent by email

to:UUCP:
uunet!samsung!wizvax!cdforuniInternet:
sanKung!wizvax!cdforuni@^iui)eLuiLnet

THE JERSEY SHORE SYSTEM:
Ocean County, NJ; (609) 693-8849.

300/1200 baud, 8N1.

Nature: Computer Bulletin

Board Service.

Services: Logon usingthe name

APRIL MAY with the password of

FRIENDS (all caps). This will get

you into a sub-board of the main

system. After you have logged on as

above you may register the name of

your choice for future access.

ALTERNATIVES: New York NY.

(212) 349-2845 - 2400/MNP5, (212)

349-3064 - 9600/V.32/HST 8 bit,

NONE parity, & 1 stop bit.

Services: Support and enter-

tainment for the TV/TS/TG commu-

nity. Extensive libraries and special

interest groups. Health SIG super-

vised by a licensed, practicing physi-

cian. Growing AIDS library, and a

private SIG for PWAs (People with

AIDS). Also open to gays and lesbi-

ans. BBS located in a PC-Pursuit

gateway for major reductions in long

distance charges.

GENDERLINE:
Nature: BBS (CompuServe In-

formation Service).

Services: Nodes nationwide.

Admission by subscription to

CompuServe and by permission by

System Operator HSX forum B (GO
HSX 200 at any prompt). Discreet

support community for both TV’s

and TS’s. Consists of closed forum,

conference area, and extensive data

library of factual information and

archived discussions of topicsofcon-

cern.

NEW WOMEN’S SUB-BOARD:
(301)317-1868. 24 hours.

PASSING FANCY: Alexandria, VA
(703) 765-6290; 300/1200/2400

baud, 8N1.

Nature: Computer Bulletin

Board Service. Both a public and a

private section. The private section is

available for subscribers only. An-

swer the “SYSTEM ID” prompt with

"FANCY” to gain access to the pub-

lic section.

IXE BBS: Indianapolis, IN (317)

784-6975.

Services: Users must be regis-

tered with the Adult BBS before ac-

cess will be given. Upon access type

<J> then <I>.

CDATN: SYSOP April Low, Denee

Efird, P O Box 721, Albemarle NC
28002. (615)333-0816. 8N1. Run-

ning 24 hours, TV/TS files, message

section, and more.

TRI-ESS BBS OF ATLANTA: At-

lanta GA. (404) 922-2414 300/

1200/2400/4800/9600 8 bit, NO par-

ity, one slop bit.

Nature: Available to all involved

or interested in TG community, in-

cluding SOs. Conferenceson CD, TS

(AEGIS), adult fantasy, shopping, etc.

Services: Sign on with pseud-

onym and answer “TRIESS” at the

password prompt for immediate ac-

cess. Available to all free of charge.

TV/TS GENDER FORUM: Grand

Rapids, MI: (616) 676-2429; 300/

1200/2400 baud, 8N1.

Nature: Computer Bulletin

Board Service. The Gender Forum is

a closed forum accessible exclusively

by members of the gender commu-

nity, and professionals that work with

us.

Services: The Gender Forum

also has a ‘Companion Support Fo-

rum’ exclusively for significant oth-

ers, spouses, and partners.

US TOO: Chicago, IL: (312)252-

7024; 300/1200/2400 baud 8N1.

Nature: Non-profit transsexual

support Bulletin Board Service affili-

ated with the Sunday Society.

Services: Very user friendly BBS
with four sub-boards (M-F TS, F-M
TS, TV, general).

Security: Call first.

PUSS N BOOTS: Aaron Davis, 1551

NW 19th #905, Grand Prairie TX
75050. Home phone: (214)641-4842,

board phone (214) 641-1822.

Nature: BBS. Board up 4am-

3am, message service, medical infor-

mation, legal information, personal

experiences. Baud 2400-9600.

Security: Call first to fill out

questionnaire. Mention you heard

about board through IFGE or Tapes-

try . Will have access to gender line on

second call. Fee on extra online time

only. 25 minutes free.

CROSS LINK: Denver, CO: (303)

665-3746. 300/1200 baud, 8 bits, 1

stop bit, no parity.

Nature: Computer Bulletin

Board Service

Services: When you logon you

will see, “You have reached M&D’s
Travelling Circuits BBS Where YOU
Are the Main Attraction!” Name?

Last Name? Follow instructions, an-

swer questions. Enter the name

“CROSS-LINK”.

SEARCHLIGHT OF SAN LUIS
OBISPO, CA BBS: San Luis Obispo,

CA: (805) 549-0961. 300/1200/

2400 baud, 8N1 standard modem pa-

rameters.

Nature: BBS affiliated with

Gender Community Advocates

Services: Access information on

full service gender program, counsel-

ing, referrals, peer linking, and edu-

cation. 24-hour BBS. Be sure to

complete questionnaire statingTV or
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TS when prompted for ‘Sexual Mi-

norityType.’ Gay/Lesbian and Adults

Only sections also available.

FEMINET: (408) 335-4387 300/

1200/2400 baud, 8 bit, no parity, one

slop bit. Software: QuickGGS 2.03

(highly modified).

Nature: Electronic bulletin

board serving the gender community.

Specialty: general resource for all

TVs, TSs, and all other persons inter-

ested in transgendered lifestyles.

Largest BBS devoted to gender is-

sues.

Services: Access: Answer all

new-login questions and you will be

logged onto Digicom pu Iron ica, a pub-

lic “front” for Feminet. Enter “P” (for

password). Password is “KEY” (with-

out quotes). 24 hours. Financed by

contributions.

CROSS-CONNECTION: Los An-

geles, CA; (818)549-0529. 300/1200/

2400 8N1. Nature: ComputerBul-

letin Board Service geared towards

the Gender Community.

Services: News and informa-

tion, courtesy of Cross-Talk, National

Gender Forums and on-line chat, sto-

ries, poetry, friends, and fun! Group

Newsletterand Publication exchange.

Other professional data services to

the community. Shopping Mall on-

line early '92! Log on with user-ID

“VALLEY GIRL” and use password

“VISITOR” then follow instructions.

TerraNet BBS: (714)248-2836 300/

1 200/2400/4800/9600 ba ud, 8 bi t, NO
parity, 1 stop bit, Full Duplex. Hours

of operation: 24 hours a day, seven

days a week.

Nature: Electronic bulletin

board serving the gender community

and PWA's (Persons with AIDS).

Southern California gateway to the

TRANSGENDERNET, TRANSI-
TION, NEW_WOMEN, NEW_MEN,
DRESS* UP, and GENDER POLI-

TICS echoes of TGnet and AIDS/

ARC echo, part of FIDOnet. Provides

one of the largest full-text databases

on gender and AIDS-related issues.

TerraNet is an outreach service of

J2CP Information Services, P O Box

184,SanJuanCapistrano CA 92693-

0184.

RAINBOW GENDER ASSOCIA-
TION: RGA, P O Box 700730, San

Jose CA 95170. (408) 248-4162,

1200-2400 baud 8N1.

Nature: Non-profit Computer

Bulletin Board Service.

Services: Gender community

support. Two levels of service: pub-

lic and private. SYSOP Michelle

Stevens. First time users should have

a private code word ready that you

can remember. Public section is used

by spouses and significant others.

COMMERCIAL AND
PROFESSIONAL
PUBLICATIONS
AND SERVICES

JOURNAL OF GENDER STUD-
IES : Outreach Institute, 405 Western

Avenue, Suite 345, South Portland

ME 04106. The official publication

of the Human Outreach and Achieve-

ment Institute, it is published twice a

year, and subscriptions are $16.00

per year.

TAPESTRY PUBLICATIONS:
Tapestry, Box 367, Wayland MA
01778; (617)899-2212; FAX (617)

899-5703. Merissa Sherrill Lynn,

Director.

Nature: Tapestry Publications

is a division of I.F.G.E.

Services: The TV/TS Tapestry

is I. F.G.E’s primary publication. We
also publish and market a wide vari-

ety ofhow-to books, presentation tran-

scripts, anthologies of pertinent re-

prints, directories, and other timely

material. Tapestry Publications is

designed as the gender community's

own publishing house.

TRANSFORMATIONS. Reflec-

tions On Gender Roles And Reli-

gious/ Spiritual Values : Joy Helms,

P.O. Box 1355, Princeton, NJ 08542.

Nature: A non-profit quarterly

newsletter which addresses the rela-

tionship between issues relating to

gender struggles and religious/spiri-

tual values.

FEM FASHIONS: 9 W31stSt,#7R,

New York, NY 10001,212-582-6823

(after 3pm). Muriel Olive, Director.

Nature: Clothing, makeup, lin-

gerie, makeovers. Call for appoint-

ment.

CREATIVE DESIGN SERVICES:
Box 1263, KingofPrussia, PA 19406;

215-640-9449.

Nature: A commercial concern

marketing a line of products and ser-

vices for the TVATS Community.

Services: Publish Art and Illu-

sion: a Guide to Crossdressing and

LadvLike Magazine , sponsors "Para-

dise in the Poconos” weekends in

May and September.

Security: None.

FEMINIOUE : 12423 Hedges Run

Drive, Suite 144, Lake Ridge VA
22192.

Nature: A bi-monthly newslet-

ter dedicated to all aspects of the cross-

dressing and TV world. Ineludesedi-

torials and feature articles, makeup

and dressing advice, interviews, pro-

files, and more. $5 for sample issue,

$35 annual subscription.

Security: Mailing list strictly

confidential.

THE TRANSSEXUAL VOICE :

Box 16314, Atlanta GA 30321.

Nature: A newsletter written by

and about transsexuals. $2.00 per

copy; $12.00 per year.

BLOSSOM C. PASTER: 28417

Trident Court, Wesley Chapel, FL
33543. (813) 973-0987.

Nature: A private setting where

CDs can take their wardrobe, wig,

and makeup questions.

Services: Peer counselling, prob-

lem solving, dressing, electrolysis, and

makeup advice by a longtime profes-

sional member of the Gender Com-
munity. There is a fee.

Security: Call or write.

CHANGING MEN : Editorial Office

& Subscriptions, 306 N. Brooks St,

Madison WI 53715.

Nature: An international maga-

zine dealing with the issues of gender,

sex, and politics.

SCD PUBLISHING: 1401 Melrose

Ave, Minneapolis MN 55426-1843.

Nature: TV/TS publishing

house.

Services: Publishes TV/TS Talk

bi-monthly for members and support-

ersoflheTVATSCommunity. TVATS
Talk is modeled after the Penthouse

Forum, but deals exclusively with

gender related issues. $3.50 per is-

sue; $21.00 per year.

CROSS-T ALK : P O Box 944, Wood-

land Hills CA 91365, (818) 776-

8503. Kymberleigh Richards, Editor

& Publisher.

Nature: Monthly non-sexual,

non-fiction newsletter. Also publishes

semi-annual Southern California re-

source guide.

Services: News items of con-

cern to the gender community, high-

lights of tabloid press, editorials,

make-up and fashion tips, psycho-

logical insights, significant others

column, original comic strips, national

events listings, and feature articles.

$21. 00/year, $42.00/2 years (US -

write for foreign rates). Sample issue

$2 .00 .

Security: Mailing list kept con-

fidential, accessed only by publisher.

THE CROSSDRESSER’S QUAR-
TERLY : John Moran Photo-Graphix

(JMPG), P.O. Box 7217, Burbank CA
91510-7217.

Services: News, events,

photogramps, fetish fashions, shop-

ping resources, personal & vendor &

club profiles. $7.00

THE AMERICAN CROSS-
DRESSER : Chevalier Publications,

P O Box 194, Tulare CA 93275.

Nature: A magazine for

crossdressers designed to replace

Transvestia .

FOCUS : FOCUS, c/o Stephen Rob-

erts, P O Box 215354, Sacramento

CA 95821

Nature: A newsletter written by

and for the female to male TS. Pro-

vides a place for fellow FTMs to share

their feelings and experiences, and

make new friends.

TV GUISE : c/o Billie Jean Jones,

3430 Ba Imora I Drive #10, Sacramento

CA 95821.

Nature: Monthly newsletter

about all kinds of gender issues. Dis-

tributed free in person. Back issues

available for$1.50 each plusa SASE.

Does not accept advertising. Does

accept interactive submissions of let-

ters, articles, opinions, jokes, poems,

etc.

TRANSSEXUALS IN PRISON :

Distribution Director: Ms Patricia

Fisher, P.O. Box 293 Cote des Neiges

P.O. 5858 Cote des Neiges Blvd,

Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3S 2S5.

Nature: A newsletter for and

about the transsexual inmate.

THE TRANSIE TIMES : T.T.T.,

566 Parliament St, Toronto, ON M4X
1P8 Canada.

Nature: Amonthly tabloid dedi-

cated to transvestites and their fol-

lowers.

THE CANADIAN CROSS-
DRESSER : Canadian Crossdresser .

429C Dundas Street East, Toronto,

CANADA M5A 2A9.

Nature: Monthly non-sexual

magazine for and about crossdressers,

tanssexuals, and female imperson-

ators. Includes articles, news, short

fiction, poetry, and personal ads.

Request subscription information, or

send $6 for current sample issue.

ANT TRADING COMPANY: Ant

Building 2F 5-32-18 Kameido, Koto-

ku, Tokyo 136, Japan.

Nature: Publisher of Queen
Magazine, Japan’s premier cross-

dresser’s reference guide. Single-copy

and subscription prices unknown at

press time.
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LIBRARY AND
INFORMATION

SERVICES

SEX INFORMATION AND EDU-
CATION COUNCIL OF THE
UNITED STATES (SIECUS):

SIECUS, 1 30 W. 42nd St; Suite 2500,

New York, New York 10036 (212)

819-9770 FAX (212) 819-9776

Nature: SIECUS is affiliated

with the Department of Health Edu-

cation of the School of Education,

Health, Nursing, and the Arts Profes-

sions of New York University.

SIECUS deals with all sexual issues,

including gender expression.

J2CP INFORMATION SER-
VICES: See: COMPUTER BULLE-
TIN BOARDS .

THESAN FRANCISCO BAYGAY
AND LESBIAN HISTORICAL
SOCIETY: SFBGALHS, Box 42126,

San Francisco CA 94142.

Nature: Reference library for

lesbian, gay, and transgendered per-

sons.

Services: Large periodical col-

lection of Bay Area and California

titles preserved for research.

TRANSGENDER ARCHIVE:
TGA, c/o Dr. Richard Ekins, Ulster

University, Magee College, Northland

Road, Londonderry BT487JL, North-

ern Ireland.

Nature: A non-profit academic

research and study facility.

Services: Seeking both group

and personal deposits related to every

kind of Transgender regardless of

sexuality or self designation of gen-

deridentity: TV/TS/TG/GT/CD, Gen-

der Bender/Blender, Drag (all kinds),

Newspaper cuttings, magazines,

group journals, photos, sound and

video tapes, records, artifacts of his-

tory and living history. Publishes

Archive News a newsletter and news

agency with three purposes: (1) To
provide news for transgender groups

and publications, (2) To inform the

transgender community of the

progress of the Archive, and (3) To
help the Archive improve its depos-

its.

Security: One hundred percent,

closed deposits accepted as noted by

the depositor. Access to research

material by direct application to Dr.

Ekins, gran ted subject to his decision.

Access to deposits is only granted on

permission by the original depositor

and Dr. Ekins after a full security

consultation.

RESEARCH
TEENAGE CROSSDRESSING
RESEARCH PROJECT: Sheila

Kirk, P O Box 3214, Pittsburgh PA
15230.

Nature: Long-term research

project being conducted by a physi-

cian, a Boarded Specialist in OB-

Gyn, with a research background.

Security: Parental approval re-

quired. The security of each teenager

and his parents is a paramount con-

sideration.

I.F.G.E. HISTORICAL RE-
SEARCH PROJECT: N. Cole, P O
Box 241, Leavenworth KS 66048.

Nature: Historical research

project sponsored by the IFGE Edu-

cational Resources committee. Re-

searching the history of TV/TS orga-

nizations from 1950 to the present.

The purposes are to capture the story

of individuals and organizations, to

create a permanent record, and pro-

vide a comprehensive education re-

source.

NATIONAL GENDER
PROJECT: Box 126,Northridge CA
91328 Dr. Richard F. Docter, Ph.D.,

Director, Department of Psychology,

California State University

Northridge, Northridge CA 91330;

(818) 885-2828.

Nature: Individual and marital

counselling for TVs, TSs, and (heir

significant others; research on gen-

der issues.

Services: Counselling and re-

search on gender issues. (Dr. Rich-

ard Doctor’s new book, Transves-

tites and Transsexuals: Toward a

Theory of Cross-Gender Behavior is

nowavailable from I.F.G.E., Box 367,

Wayland, MA 01778. $29.50 plus

$2.50 shipping and handling.)

Manicures
Brow waxing
Make-overs
Custom Make-up by,

"William Tuttle"

Wigs; by Aldopho, Revlon,

Ren6 of Paris,

Max Factor

Wig care products
A apiiIia kl -tilo

Catalogue available upon request

Send $2.00 Postage/Handling

712 W. Loucks Ave
Peoria, IL 61 604 Ph. (309) 688-8593

j^ast Lansing Electrolysis
Safe and Effective Permanent HAIR REMOVAL

FOR MEN AND WOMEN
Electrolysis: a permanent solution to unwanted hair growth

There are many hair removal methods currently available

Plucking, waxing, shaving, cream removers, ect. but they

all have one problem The hair comes back, and sometimes

it comes back thicker and darker than beforel

These methods fail to do one very important thing:

THEY FAIL TO KILL THE HAIR ROOT. THE SOURCE OF THE PROBLEM
Electrolysis works becuase the treatment kills the hair root

NO HAIR ROOT NO HAIR GROWTH

-professional

-private office

-confidential

Detroit? Flint?

Grand Rapids?

Kalamazoo?

Don’t Worry 1

1

We offer ‘special
*

rates for those who

Electrolysis is performed by formally trained, state licensed and regulated

professionals. Addtional study with completion

of a national board examination allows the practitioner

to use the designation 'Certified Professional Electrologist'.

must travel

.

"mention this ad

for your spedaI rates

MEU MOKIAO, R.E. ,C.P.E.
1609 E Kalamazoo St, Suite #4, Lansing Ml, 46912 call 517-484-9557



PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL

ELECTROLYSIS

AMELIA JAMES
Registered Electrologist

Member of:

• Complimentary
Consultation

• Days, Evenings &
Weekends By Appointment

• Men and Women
• Sterile, disposable probes
• Private Office

• Caring & Confidential

• HAIR REMOVED
PERMANENTLY FROM:
beard, eyebrows, chest,

bar k. neck, legs, bikini

line, hands and arms.

707-526-4826
2700 Santa Rosa Ave.,

Santa Rosa, CA 95407

y
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Enclose one dollar to receive our Brochure with a

detail description of our books. The dollar applys to-

ward your purchase of any book.

TWO OF A KIND By Olivia Evans
When Wanda Maxwell kicks her husband out of bed
for being too fat. he borrows The Exercise Tape
from his secretary, Barbara. Barbara had bought
the special tape from Regina at Diets and Stuff to

help her to lose weight and gain a more attractive fig-

ure for her wedding. Wanda went to the same store

to buy a special diet to encourage pregnancy. And
Mark discovers that the special tape helps him lose

more than weight. Now Robert Billings’ wife Nancy
had something else in mind when she Insisted,

Honey, Please Take Off My Clothes.

Bustles And
Bullets

u-

BUSTLES AND BULLETS By Susan Peerless
Susan Peerless leaves science fiction to bring us a

story out of the wild west. Outlaw Ben Carter is

afraid of nothing until he Is given a strange choice

by Federal Marshall Jean Porgum. Marshall Porgum
has a reputation of shooting ‘escaping prisoners’ or

curing them for life’. Little did Ben know that he
would have to choose between. Death, or a life In

petticoats!' With the threat of death hanging over

his head he learns step by step how to be a woman.
Return with us now to the days ofyester-year In the

old west...where men are men, and women ain’t all

what they seem to be!

ROBERTA: A LESBIAN TS By Roberta Angela Dee
I had always wanted to be a sexy lady, and nad de-

cided that Long Island was as good a place as any to

begin my rebirth. Becoming a lady, however, was not

as easy as I had Imagined. Three months of experi-

mentation and practice produced very few results. If

any at all. If Lolita had the desire, she could become
a valuable source of knowledge. I had no Idea, how-
ever. what would motivate her to be my friend. And If

I told her of my intentions, how would she react to

me?
This is definitely an X-rated story about Roberta’s ef-

forts to learn how to be a woman by asking for help

from lesbian mistresses called Lolita and Tanya.

PLIGHT $ 7.00 CAPTIVE PLAYMATE $ 7.00

ITS IN THE BAG $ 7.00 GO-GO DANCER $ 7.00

LADYe $10.00 AUNTY $7.00
WILYI S10.00 SEXIST $7.00
FAIRIES $10.00 VACATION'S END $10.00
MAID FOR SEX $7.00 ANGELO BARGAIN $7.00
SEAMEN'S DELIGHT $10.00 ONE DAY $10.00
CELESTE $7.00 STEROID $10.00
MOON QUEEN $7.00 MY LITTLE HOMEMAKER $10.00
TRAPPED BY SKIRTS $7.00 MALE LESBIANS OF CLUB LESBOS $10.00
COMPLETE $7.00 QUARTETTE $10.00
PLAYMATES $7.00 FEMININE SURRENDER $10.00
FUTURE PERFECT $7.00 PARADED IN SKIRTS $10.00
BEGINNINGS $7.00 TRAPPED IN SEX $10.00
IMPRISONED $10.00 SEXUAL POWER $7.00
AMONG US GIRLS $7.00 OBESSIONS AWRY $10.00
CORPORATE IMAGE $10.00 MRS BAKER'S SCHOOL $7.00
BETWEEN TWO WORLDS $10.00 BUSTING OUT $7.00
CHANGELINGS $10.00 TALES FROM ANZELIA $7.00
BOOKED FOR A CHANGE $10.00 PINK PHLOX $7.00
THE CHARM OF BYXOCOl $10.00 ITS ALL IN YOUR MIND $7.00
PAMPERED $10.00 SINS OF THE FATHER $7.00
TOGETHER $10.00 FLOWER GIRL $7.00
VIRAL WOMAN $7.00 FRAMED INTO SKIRTS $10.00
SPIRIT OF A LADY $7.00 CHARADE $10.00
ANTEBELLUM $7.00 SURROGATE 10.00

BOARDWALK $7.00 BODY BY FISHER $7.00
TRIO IN SKIRTS $10.00 MOTHER'S LITTLE DARLINGS $7.00
TWO OF A KIND $10.00 BUSTLES AND BULLETS $7.00
ROBERTA : A LESBIAN TS $7.00

close $1 .00 for each book to cover postage and handling. AMOUNT ENCLOSED
|

Make check payable to: FRIENDLY APPLICATIONS
FOB 11936, Lincolnia Station, Alexandria, VA., 22312

lading Name

Address:

:ity:_ State .Zip:.

ALL MAIL SENT FIRST CLASS IN PLAIN ENVELOPE.
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PERSONAL LISTINCSOBJECTIVES: HOW TO RESPOND TO A PERSONAL LISTING:

1.

) To provided means of intro-

duction, outreach, and com-

munications for members of

the International Foundation

forGender Education. (Gen-

eral Subscribers and Sup-

porting Members are consid-

ered members of I.F.G.E.)

2.

)
To provide non-members
witha source of supportand

communications.

3.

)
To provide the general pub-

lic with a better understand-

ing of the nature of the

people who are members
and supporters of the

C rossd ressi ng / Tra nssexu a I

Community.

1.

)
If (headdress is given in the personal listing, write directly to that

address.

2.

)
If there is no address given, follow these instructions exactly:

(A) Place your letter in an unstamped envelope.

(B) Pencil in the name, state prefix, and membership number
(given at the bottom of the listing) in the center of the face of

the envelope. (Be sure to use pencil so the name can be

erased.)

(C) Include $1.00 (for postage and handling) for each piece to be

forwarded.

(D) Place the letters tobe forwarded insideanotherenvelope,and

mail to: TAPESTRY, P.O. BOX367, WAYLAND, MA 01778

WHO MAY PLACE A PERSONAL LISTING:

To place a personal listing you must be an up-to-date General

Subscriber (or IFGE Supporting Member). (Please see the subscription

format the back of the Personal Listings.) Asa subscriber your persona I

listing is free of charge for the duration of your subscription. Also, your

mail will be forwarded at no cost to you.

MASSACHUSETTS (010- 027-'

SUSAN A. (MA) (#63)

Member Tiffany Club of New
England. WM, 5 ’7", considered pass-

able. Interested in TV literature and

clothing, especially lingerie. “Would

like to correspind with others with

similar interests."

Susan A. (MA-0064)

AUDREY M. (E MA) (#61)

Member TCNE. MWM bi-TV,

54, 155, 5’10", nice, intelligent, well

adjusted, sense of humor. Enjoys

current events, music, sailing,

photography, woodworking. Writes

TV stories. “Would like to have a few

TV iriends for casual get-togethers;

freedom limited to weekdays 9-6.”

Neil Moses, Box 66, Allslon, MA
02134 (MA-0280)

JANICE H. (E MA) (#64)

Member TCNE, Tri-Ess, TV En-

tertainers, NY. Participant Fantasia

Fair. Divorced WM, 64, 5'6", 155,

blue eyes, brown hair. Goes out as

Janice shopping, eating at restaurants,

visiting other TVs. Makes friends,

but is on the quiet side, writes to many

other TVs. “Will answer all letters.

Would like to take hormonesand live

full lime as a woman."

Janice H. (MA-0254)

SUZANNE C. (E MA) (#64)

MemberTCNE. DWM,over50,

strong TS tendencies. Interests in-

clude computers, cooking, being

Suzie as much as possible. Would

love to be a housewife. "I prefer my
feminine self and live at home as a

woman, although I still work as a

man. Feel completely comfortable

and natural as Suzie, always think and

act as a woman. Would be delighted

to hear from you.”

Suzanne C. (MA-0295)

VALERIE VINCENT(EMA) (#62)

Member TCNE, IFGE.

Centerfold in the Transveslian .
5'

10", 145, blue eyes, wear nails over

two inches long. Interested in writing

to TVs, TSs and women; fashion,

makeup, photo sessions. Love being

a woman. “Am preop TS, just start-

ing on hormone therapy. Want to

correspond with TVs, TSs, and women

who find TSs interesting. Will write

to all. Would like to meet others for

lunch, shopping, and talk.”

Occupant, Box 8341, JFK Sta-

tion, Boston MA 021 14 (MA-0273)

RHONDA SMITH (E MA) (#64)

Supporting member of IFGE.

Attended Tri -Ess convent ions, TCNE
P-Town Outing. TG, 5’6", 130

pounds, blue-eyes, blonde,

nondrinker, nonsmoker. Interested

in travel, photography, classical mu-

sic, and clothing design. “If beauty is

in the eye of the beholder, who’s hold-

ing her?”

Rhonda S. (MA-0317)

HOLLY CROSS (MA) (#99)

IFGE Board of Directors, IFGE

Staff. Member TCNE. Participant

Tiffany P-town Outing, IFGE Con-

vention, Shangri-La, Joyce Dew-

hurst's Poconos Outing. SWM TV,

mid-60’s. Lives a lone except fora lot

of VHF ham gear and about 200 size

20 outfits. Fairly active, goes to many

concerts dressed, has been to over 15

outings. Looks like a proper Boston

lady, and is having a hell of a good

time. “Try toanswerall letters, butno

guarantee.”

Holly C. (MA-0279)

SHARON McGRATII (MA) (#63)

MemberTCNE, IFGE. Attended

Fantasia Fair and Tiffany Club

Provincetown Outings. WM, bi-TS/
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TV, 40, 5'5", 140, blonde, blue eyes.

Interested in makeup, shopping, quiet

dinners and evenings, romance, and

becoming a woman full-time.

Ms. Sharon McGrath (MA-0504)

EVE B. (E MA) (#67)

Member Tri-Ess. Now retired,

somewhat handicapped by spinal ar-

thritis. Enjoy dressing at home for

relaxation and pleasure. "Friend of

Ariadne Kane, and Virginia Prince

visited in my home some years ago.

Often invite members to be my guest

in a pleasant, suburban home.”

Eve B. (MA-0508)

HEATHER DAWN ANDERSON
(E MA) (#61)

Member TCNE. MWM, 40,

5’11", 130. Crossdressingsince child-

hood, TS inclinations. Interested in

music (rock to classical), songwrit-

ing, cooking, running. "I enjoy long

walks on the seashore accompanied

by intimate conversation and fun."

Heather A. (MA-0661)

MARCIAJOHNSON (E MA) (#62)

Member TCNE. Participant

Tiffany Club's Provincetown Outing.

I

5’9", 140, 42, shoulder-length blond

hair. Attractive in-between would

like to hear from other in-betweens

who enjoy shopping, dining and danc-

ing, and weekend getaways.

Marcia J. (MA-0666)

JUDITH ANNE THOMPSON (E

MA) (#63)

Member TCNE. Widowed WM
CD, 70, 5’9", 180, retired, good lis-

tener, honest and intelligent. Passes

well. Likes photography, sailing

Hobie Cats, gardening, good music,

living as Judy. “Would like contacts

with crossdressers in SE MA area for

companionship and like interests.”

Judith T. (MA-0733)

SUSAN ELIZABETH R. (MA)
(#64)

SWM TV, 53, 6', 180, brown

hair, hazel eyes. Interested in

ph tography, treasure hunting, ‘40’s

and ‘50’s music, dogs, nature, and

being a lady. "I would like to corre-

spond with other girls in E. Mass.,

especially Metro-West area.”

Susan Elizabeth R. (MA-0839)

VALERIE PAUI^EN (E MA) (#62)

Member Tiffany Club of New
England. Awards: Fantasia Fair Ms
Cinderella ’85. Divorced intersexual.

45, 5’11", 145. Enjoy rock and new

music, movies, science, SF, nightlife,

dancing, beaches. Never watch TV.

Passionate entrepreneurial interest in

lasershow technology. “Love to meet

someone to share all this with, and

maybe more. I don't date men."

Valerie Paulsen, P.O. Box 259,

Watertown, MA 02272-0259 (MA-
0780)

RACHEL L. (MA) (#62)

Attended Fantasia Fair, Be All.

“Mature male (late 50’s) with TG
lifestyle desires to meet persons with

TG interestsforlong-lerm friendships

and possibly shared living arrange-

ment in Boston and/or Provincetown

areas. Varied interests and serious

discussion desired. Let's explore the

mature years together."

Boxholder, P O Box 645,

Charlestown MA 02129 (MA-0842)

SUE FANON (W MA) (#63)

SWM TV, 35, 5’10", 160, brown

eyes& hair, easy going, clean, under-

standing, safe, and sincere. Inter-

ested in dressing up & being femi-

nine, travel, music, & friendships. "I

am a novice TV who enjoys being

feminine. Would like to meet other

TVs, TSs and understanding women
to help with makeup, wardrobe,

femininity, etc. Would consider hon-

est relationship with right person."

Boxholder, P O Box 2432,

Pittsfield MA 01201 (MA-0983)

LILA WALTON (MA) (#61)

For personal description, see Per-

sonal Listing in Tapestry issue #60.

“Interested in connecting gender

people to employers and vice versa. I

am establishing a Gender Job Net.”

L. Walton, P O Box 36, Harvard

MA 01451 (MA-1381)

EDITH S. (MA) (#62)

MWM, TS, 48, three children,

investment counselor. Interests in-

clude squash, tennis, acting, travel,

outdoor work, classical music. "I

would like to talk with, meet TSs/TVs

of similar background and situation

to discuss how to cope with spouse,

children, job, and M-F transition.”

Edith S. (MA-1519)

MICHELLE LANGE (E MA) (#64)

MWM, 45. “Enjoy the domestic

scenefrom theservant’spointofview,

housekeeping, etc. Would enjoy cor-

respondence with othersout there who

enjoy the same either from the maid’s

or superior’s viewpoint. I collect and

write stories on my experiences and

fantasies, and would like to share them

with others who enjoy this lifestyle.

Correspondence must be light, fun,

and interesting. Please, no S&M or

B&D.”
Boxholder, Box 1065,

Burlington, MA 01803 (MA-1008)

ARLENE SUSAN L. (E MA) (#61)

MWM hetero closet TV, 47,

5 TO", 205. “Love dressing complete-

ly as a woman. Love nylons, heels,

and lingerie. Cautiously venturing

into beautiful world of femininity,

after years in closet. I love my femi-

ninity and wish to pursue all aspects

of being a woman.”

Arlene L. (MA-1648)

DIANE D. (E MA) (#63)

5’9", 175, married with children.

Interested in Macintosh computers,

aviation, desk-top publishing, fash-

ion. “Would love to hear from other

married TVs who have not come out

to their wives. Now that we have

realized the truth aboutourselves, how

do we disclose it without making the

innocent past a lie?”

Diane D. (MA-1776)

MARGARITA AMANDA R. (E

MA) (#63)

ParticipantComingTogether '90,

’91, Be-All ’88, ’89’, 90, ’91, Texas

’T’ Party '90, ’91, ’92. Single, 5’10",

young looking and thinking. Inter-

ested in geography, history, science,

photography, classical music (includ-

ing opera), camping, hiking, cook-

ing, gardening, canning, dancing, soft-

ba II, feminine attire, riding the Bos-

ton T crossdressed, skiing, and

PEOPLE. NON-SMOKER. Live

alone on North Shore of MA.
"WRITE--I’II eventually answer.”

Margarita R. (MA-1815)

CAROLYN NELSON (EMA) (#63)

Member Tiffany Club of New
England. Participant Poconos Week-

end. TV, 170, tall, but passes well.

Likes very much to go out. Married;

wife not supportive. Interested in

passing, making lasting friendships

with other TV’s.

Carolyn N. (MA-1829)

CIIRYSTALRAYMOND(SEMA)
(#64)

MemberTiffany Club. Attended

Coming Together, Fantasia Fair.

Married, 6', 170, 44, CD, with fash-

ionable tales. Interested in CD vid-

eos, crossdressing, sports, develop-

ing a support group for CDs in SE
MA. "So far I ’ve received inspiration

from numerous responses. Will meet

soon. Join us! Write now!”

Chrystal Raymond (MA-1923)

LAUREN D. (MA) (#61)

5’10", 185, 30, married, hetero,

monogamous CD with supportive

wife. Enjoy most sports, camping,

crossdressing, and improving image.

“Wife and I wish to correspond and

possibly meet with other CD couples

in the North Shore area for friendship,

understanding, and helping. Will an-

swer all.”

Lauren D. (MA-2047)

1
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KATHY MASTERS (MA) (#62)

Early 40 's, 5’ 11",WM Paramedi-

cal, loves lo help people. “Love bal-

ance between masculine and femi-

nine. Secure in masculine world, need

security in feminine lifestyle. Hon-

est, perfect shoulder to cry on. Expert

in London TV shops. Corsets, maids'

costumes, and elegant dressing are

my passions. Seek communication,

meetings, and help from sisters.”

Occupant, P O Box 558, Bolton,

MA 01740 (MA-2038)

DIANA S. DWYER (W \1A) (#61)

"I enjoy dressing as a woman. I

am comfortable as either gender, al-

though I rarely go out in public as a

woman. I enjoy many aspects of

creatinga believeable illusion. I wish

I had a real woman in my life. I am
passable, lonely, and for the most part

isolated. 1 would enjoy responses

from warm, sincere, honest people. I

am 25, a nonsmoker, and a decent

letter writer.”

Diana Dwyer, P O Box 4104,

Pittsfield MA 01202 (MA-2146)

BOBBIE DAVIES (W MA) (#61)

MWM, 42, hetero. Interested in

tennis, martial arts, anything femi-

nine. "Hi! My name is Bobbie. Been

a TVas longas I can remember. Love

lingerie, negligees, and being a

woman. I wear bra and panties every

day, and soft silky negligees to bed at

night. My wife knows, does not un-

derstand, but accepts me as I am.

Need to be a woman. Need a pen pal

for girl talk. Write soon."

Bobbie Davies, P O Box 1518,

Pittsfield MA 01201 (MA-2238)

NANCY REYNOLDS (E MA) (#61)

IFGE Educational Resources

Committee secretary (always wanted

lo be one . .
. )

“Walking the scary

road towards womanhood: brave on

the outside, chicken at heart. Active

in IFGE; will never be able to repay

ourcommunity enough. Workaholic

engineer, quiet, but excitable. Lonely

single, but blessed with supportive

family, friends, and workplace. Love

music, singing, playing the guitar.

Looking for good songs for ourcom-

munity.”

Nancy Reynolds (MA-2160)

JENNIFER EDWARDS (SE MA)
(#62)

Participant Fantasia Fair, Para-

dise in Poconos, IFGE Convention.

In 60’s, 5T0", 150, 16. Interested in

sewing, writing fiction and nonfic-

tion, photography, computers, sail-

ing, gardening, and wines. “Eager lo

write and meet others of all interests.

Would like to form Cape Cod area

group."

Jennifer E. (MA-2249)

SYLVIA FASHIONS (MA) (#63)

“Older TV loves to dress up, but

not into extensive makeup or passing

in public. Have good legs. Interested

in fetish and bondage, but basically a

sensitive and caring person. Love

high heels, both yoursand mine. Also

like wasp waists and fashion belts.

Willing to share large collection of

self-videos. Contact outside the Hart-

ford-Springfield area difficult.”

Sylvia Fashions, 54 Hazard Ave

Suite 302, Enfield CT 06082 (MA-

2430)

JOY SPENCER (MA) (#63)

Married with supportive wife.

Just 40. “Flave crossdressed for as

long as I can remember, have only

recently begun to move through the

fear and guilt. Like to correspond

with individuals or couples traveling

the road to acceptance. Have adopted

(he name Joy because that is what I

hope to find with acceptance."

Joy S. (MA-2530)

MARIE ALLEN (E MA) (#63)

Member Tiffany Club of New
England. 5T0 1

', 190. Interested in

golf, computers, designing clothes,

modeling outfits, hostessing with a

friend. “Am somewhat out of the

closet, have passed (I think) on sev-

eral occasions. Write TV fantasies

about boys who are encouraged to

wear girls' clothes by one or both

parents. The heroines wind up loving

it and becoming the parents' daugh-

ter.”

Marie Allen (MA-2729)

STEPHANIE PETERS (MA) (#61)

33, 5’4", supportive wife. Inter-

ested in meeting others who share my
lifelong fascination with successful

transformation of males into beauti-

ful females. "Would like lo corre-

spond and exchange photos with pass-

able CDs, TVs, and TSs."

Stephanie P. (MA-3031)

SUZANNE H. (NW MA) (#61)

43, trim, 156. Interested in jog-

ging, shopping. “Love modeling

evening gowns. Looking fora friend

to help bring out the best in both of us.

Can travel. Still in the closet and

would like to share my first evening

out with a friend. Have been dressing

for years.”

Suzanne H., P O Box 209,

Pinehurst MA 0 1866 (MA-2866)

DANIEL L. (EMA) (#61)

Masculine whitemale, 37, 6', 195,

brown hair, brown eyes. Airline em-

ployee, recreational traveler. “I am

interested in corresponding with, and

meeting pretty, petite, together TVs

or pre-op TSs in Boston, Chicago,

D.C., and other major North Ameri-

can cities, for a lady companion, tour

guide. I enjoy nightlife, dinner, danc-

ing, and intimate evenings together.”

Daniel L. (MA-2924)

TRACIS. (MA) (#61)

Member TCNE. SW pre-op TS,

30, 5’2", 115, brunette, hazel eyes,

passable, 4/5. “Lifelong female side

of me is finally happening and I love

it. Must work in male drab for now.

Recently branched out to clubs, res-

taurants, and shopping malls, but look

forward to attending some TV/TS

events. Looking for passable TV/TSs

for straight nightclub scene, and to

correspond for support."

Traci S., Box 143, Medway MA
02053 (MA-2942)

JOAN R. (E MA) (#61)

35, 6’, mostly hetero, somewhat

passable. “Enjoy escaping from the

stresses of profession by dining and

clubbing at nice places. Undergoing

experiential learning explosion after

all these years of repression. Loving

wife struggling lo understand, but

supportive. Remembering the an-

guish before discovering IFGE, Tap-

estry , TCNE, etc., 1 would like to

help."

Joan R. (MA-2841)
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CHRISTINE KORDA (MA) (#61)

Member Tiffany Club of New
England. Participated in TCNE
Provincetown Outing in 1991. “Bi-

CD would like to meet interesting,

creative people in E MA. Am a com-

puter programmer, musician, artist,

peace activist, and vegetarian Bud-

dhist. My interests include history,

politics, philosophy, photography, art

films, and the Tarot. Let's build a

friendship with caring and trust. Photo

a must.”

Christine K. (MA-3044)

KAY LEE (MA) (#63)

MWM, 6’, 185, mid 40's, hetero.

Married to understanding wife, but

not in her presence. Interested in

body building, sailing, learning about

my feminine self. "Have been dress-

ing since twelve, but have not had a

full dressing experience. Spent last

year in therapy looking for who I am.

Just joined a group. Am finding out

about the real me and wish to corre-

spond with others who find this as

much of a struggle as I do. As the

song says, ‘Let it Be.'”

Kay Lee (MA-2787)

GEORGIA A. (MA) (#61)

Bi, W, married, novice TV, 5' 1 1",

190 and losing. Interested in camp-

ing, bowling, writing, movies, auto

rallies, astronomy, new age music,

making new friends. “Like to meet

people in New England. Wife is not

understanding, so I must be discreet.

Need help learning how to become a

woman. All letters will be answered."

Georgia A. (MA-3074)

MICHELLE C. (MA) (#62)

DWM, 5’9", 165, brown eyes,

long black hair. Interested in shop-

ping, makeup, projecting better im-

age. “Drifted away for a few years,

would now like to pick up where I left

off. Like to become an active mem-
ber of our society again, meet and

correspond with others with feminine

interests. Please write.”

Occu pa n t, P O Box 80 1, Ma rlboro

MA 01752 (MA-3139)

SHARON LOVELY (MA) (#62)

Member Tiffany Club of New
England. 5’6", medium build, blue

eyes, black hair, 29, WM, bi TV.

Interested in dressing, fishing, and

shopping. "Would like to have a

sisterly relationship with a TV my
age. Will correspond with TVs too far

away to meet.”

Sharon Lovely, P O Box 235,

Worcester MA 01613 (MA-3122)

ing. Dress constantly at home, occa-

sionally in public. Would like to be-

come more involved in the TV/TS

community, and get out more. Please

write.”

A. S. Hilliard, P O Box 1044,

CharltonCity MA 01508-1044(MA-

3216)

ROBERTA STEEL (MA) (#62)

Member CT Outreach Society,

TCNE. 6’5”, 20, 49, firmly married

TV. Interested in steam engines,

model railroading, dress making, a

Western Mass TV/TS support group.

"On way out of closet and enjoy ex-

pressing my femininity rather than

suppressing it. Like to hear from TV/
TSs, especially those who would like

to get together as a group in Western

Mass."

Roberta Steel, P O Box 149,

DENISES. (MA) (#62)

DWM, CD, 40, 5’8", 140. Inter-

ested in nature, gardening, tennis,

acceptance of life path. "Need cour-

age and support to get out of closet.

Wish to meet accepting women, TV/

TSs in western MA, for friendship

and guidance. Want to learn to deal

with these desires, and to integrate the

two different people I am, depending

on the clothes worn.”

Boxholder, P O Box 60524, Flo-

rence MA 01060 (MA-3143)

ALYCIA DAVIS (MA) (#63)

Member IFGE. Attended Fanta-

sia Fair ’91 - Ms Cinderella. Pre-op

M-F TS, 5’9", 145, 42. Interested in

oil painting, guitar, writing. "Just

starting 'my' life. Wish to meet or

correspond with others traveling the

same path, or who have arrived."

Alycia Davis (MA-32 10)

APRIL SUZANNE H. (MA) (#62)

MWM, 35, TV/TS, 5T0", 155,

CD since age 5. Happily married,

supportive spouse, no children. In-

terested in being femme, hiking,

motorsports, music, reading, and sci-

ence. "Intelligent, friendly, and car-

Hadley MA 01039 (MA-3247)

SHERI MACDONALD (MA) (#63)

Member of the Sunshine Group.

WDM, TV, 35, kind, honest, under-

standing, single parent of three. Tired

of living in the closet. Clean and

sober six years. "Would like to meet

understanding and sympathetic

friends in the CD community. Will

welcome and answer all. Hope to

make many new friends.”

Sheri MacDonald, POBox 1864,

Pittsfield MA 01202 (MA-3378)

KEVIN M. (MA) (#63)

29, attractive, SWM. Interested

in bicycling, hiking, camping out,

sports, and history. “Former gender

dysphoric empathetic to transsexual

issues. Seeking transsexual for per-

manent relationship."

Kevin M. (MA-3277)

ALICE W. (MA) (#62)

SWM, 5’8", 160, 35. Interested

in reading, cooking, music, and hik-

ing. “Crossdressing since childhood.

Still in closet, but willing to explore.

Like to correspond a nd possibly meet.

Will answer all letters."

Alice W. (MA-3279)

TINA R. (MA) (#63)

WM, CD, 5’8", 26, brown eyes,

brown hair, size 12. “Havebeendress-

ing since about age twelve. Finally

accepting this side of me and anxious

to experience more of the role of a

woman. Looking to meet someone

special to share the different possi-

bilities. Very passable, but need en-

couragement and help from another

dresser to go out with and take pho-

tos, etc."

Tina R. (MA-3407)

JULIE P. (MA) (#63)

Married CD, 160, 5’7", 30, pass-

able, hetero. Interested in photogra-

phy, art, travel, shopping. “Married

to an understanding wife, but need to

make friends in the gender commu-
nity. Honest, discreet, and caring.

Wish to correspond with CDs forsup-

port and friendship. Would like to

meet others in W MA area to help me
with my first night out. Please write.”

Julie P. (MA-3491)

ANDREA K. (RI) (#63)

5 ’ 10”, 155, brown eyes, long

brown hair, semi-androgynized.

Interested in SF, investing, metaphys-

ics, dressing up full time like a woman,

movies, video. "I am willing to meet

otherTV/CD/TSsand talk about things

like lingerie, high heels, hosiery,
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makeup, and becoming a full-lime

woman, to be known as a woman, and

treated as one.”

Andrea K. (RI-1771)

CIIARLY OLSON (RI) (#61)

Member Rhode Island Society.

6', 175. Interested in fishing, boating,

and spending as much time as pos-

sible as Charly. "Interested in meet-

ing others in the local area and hop-

ing to help organize a support group.

Love to exchange photos and make

new friends. I've been 29 years old

for the last II years!”

Charly Olson, P O Box 1140,

Coventry RI 02816 (RI-2157)

GWENDOLYN ALYNNA SPEN-
CER (RI) (#62)

Participant Coming Together.

5 "9", brown hair, blue eyes, volunteer

at IFGE office. Interested in reading,

history, sailing, dancing, camping, and

martial arts. “Like long walks on the

seashore and in the woods. Interested

in contacting other Wiccans. Also

starting a support group in RI.”

Gwendolyn Spencer, P O Box

3453, Newport RI 02840 (RI-2207)

JULIE WATERS (RI) (#62)

Founder TRANSGEN computer

network. Feminist pre-op transsexual

with interest in progressive music,

cinema, and theater. “Would love to

form an acting/performing group pro-

gressive in gender/sexualily issues.

Drop me a line.”

Julie Waters, P O Box 23040,

Providence RI 02903 (RI-3340)

=-= Personal Listings =-=

MARCIEP. (RI) (#63)

Married, 5’5", 180, 18, wife

doesn’t accept. Interested in SCUBA
diving, dressing, cooking, being

feminine. “Wouldlove lomeetothers

in northern RI, SE MA, singles or

couples.”

Marcie P. (RI-3432)

CAROL E. DURETTE (Nil) (#62)

“Hello out there! I’mlookingfor

a soulmate who likes today ’s country

music, home cooking, cats, and the

‘femininecondition.’ Be you male or

female, if you like TS gals, please

write to me by all means. I’ll answer

all letters promptly. Photos would be

appreciated.”

C. E. Durette, P O Box 3706,

Manchester NH 03105 (NH-0890)

KERRI R. (Nil) (#64)

Attended Coming Together ’90,

’91, ’92, Fantasia Fair ’89, ’90, ’91,

Tiffany P’town Outing ’88, ’89, ’90,

’91. TCNE Rep in Congress of

Representatives, IFGE Marketing

Coordinator, Nomina ting Committee,

Finance Committee. DWM, 6’1".

"Proud of my duality, and glad to be

a part of our community. Enjoy

meeting old friends and making new

contacts."

Kerri R. (NH-1095)

ANDREA LYNCH (S NII) (#61)

SWM, 26, full-time college

student, part-time working stiff. “It’s

hard to integrate two lives, but I do try

to get out when I can. Would like

companions in the S NH, N MA to get

out with Interests range from the

Stooges to Star Trek, astronomy to

zoology.”

Andrea Lynch, P O Box 243,

Londonderry NH 03053 (NI 1-1210)

JODI B. (Nil) (#62)

WM TV, 30’s, 6’, 200. Interested

in athletics, linguistics, beekeeping,

running, ephemera, gadgetry, and

history. “Adventurous. curious, open-

minded individual new to area seeks

contacts with people in our

community who have humor,

compassion, and discretion."

Jodi B. (NH-1457)

DIANE O. (NI1) (#61)

WM TV, 5’6", blue eyes, brown

hair. Interested in everything from a

to z. “Looking for a TV, TS, or GG
who would like to help me finally get

out and do things. Am in need of a

friend. Please send photo and phone.

Will answer all.”

Diane O. (NH-1476)

MONICA WHITNEY (NII) (#62)

TV, 30ish, 6’, statuesque build.

Interested in sports, photography,

music, being Monica. “Love the

feeling that being Monica brings to

me. Looking for supportive sisters to

correspond and meet with. Just need

a little nudge to get me through the

closet door. If possible, send photo.”

Monica W.(NH-1528)

RITA MOSES (NII) (#61)

Bi, WM, TV, 26, 5’10”. Pass

50%. Doing electrolysis. “Wish to

exchange photo and phone in New
England for correspondence and

outings shopping, dining, clubs, . . .

Want to explore the scene for TVCTSs

in Boston. Seek long-term friendships

and relationships. Will date

exceptional guys.”

Rita M. (NH-3090)

ALISON H. (formerly MICHELLE
HALL) (NII) (#63)

Member TCNE. Participant

Coming Together ’90. Awards Miss

Cinderella, Fantasia Fair, ’90. S,5’9",

140, 41, trim, fit, and passable. Quiet,

sensitive, articulate, excited about

exploringmy femaleself. “Aerobatics

pilot, artist, software engineer, and

writer. Enjoy meeting intelligent,

articulate, sensitive people, and have

made many new friends through my
gender exploration.”

Alison H. (NH-2490)

DAWN A. (NII) (#61)

MWM, 6’, 195, 59, pre-op TS.

"Have not started to dress full-time

yet, but doing well on electrolysis and

hormones. Enjoy shopping, walking,

‘50’smusicandgoodcompany. Will

answer all letters.”

Dawn A. (NH-2206)

DANIEM.(NII) (#62)

Blonde, blue eyed, petite, 5’7",

127, 8/9, leggy, passable TV, with

ultra femme figure. Interested in

music, female behavior and

grooming. "Have wonderful male/

female friends who understand and

appreciate me as a ’woman.’ Would

like to hear from anyone interested in

general change. Will try to answer

all.”

Danie M., P O Box 16161,

Hooksett NH 03106-6161 (NH-

3161)



DANIE M. (NH-3161)

FREDA F. (ME) (#61)

TV, 5'8", 180, 47.

"Understanding wife. Second

marriage. Would like to hear from

and meet others in the northeast. I

travel throughout the northeast.”

Freda F. (ME-2985)

LYNDA ANNE V. (ME) (#61)

Member TransSupport. MWM,
TS, 5’9", 50’s, fair, blue eyes.

Interested in writing, classical music,

singing, acoustic guitar. Romantic

novels, and being feminine.

"Crossdressed since early age, often

out in last ten years. Passable, but

family situation and small town

location prevent my going out locally.

SeekingTVTSgirlfriends, mid-coast

area or lower ME.”

Lynda Anne V. (ME-3007)

HELENE II. (VT) (#61)

Participant Tiffany P-town

Outing, Tiffany Winter Outing,

Poconos Weekend, Texas T-party.

“Enjoying my female self no end, and

getting better all the time. Out of the

closet regularly. Kids and young girls

read me but who cares? Like to hear

from others. I answer all mail

promptly.”

Helene H. (VT-2021)

=-= Personal Listings =-=

JILL ALISON G. (VT) (#63)

S CD, 33, 5
’ 1 1", brown hair and

eyes, passable, shave body (hate body

hair), in closet, but want out. Interested

in board sailing, biking, cooking,

walks, sunsets, and dressing. “Like

to meet and correspond with CDs,

TVs, TSs, GGs, and pretty boys. Am
clean and discreet and expect the

same. SASE and photo get reply.”

Jill Alison G. (VT-3437)

CONNECTICUT (060- 069

CARLA GOLDSNIDER (CT) (#64)

SWM, hetero TV, 5’10". "Love

to cross-dress. Like to meet couples

and females for girl talk and

friendships. Live alone in a small

house in the country.”

Carla G. (CT-0212)

RENEE CARROLL (CT) (#63)

Member NWGA, Crossroads.

SWM hetero TV, 40+, 6'+. Interests

range from American history to the

causes of transgenderism. Other

pursuits include cooking, travel,

outdoors, photography.

Renee C. (CT-0292)

DARLENE S. ROSS (CT) (#62)

MWM, hetero CD, 5 ’8", 168, 60,

retired, quiet and sincere. Love all

things feminine. Wife knows, but is

not supportive. Interested in sports,

travel, music, and reading. “Not

passable, but working on it. Discreet

letters with photo will be answered

with same.”

Darlene S. Ross, 167 Cherry St,

Suite 114, Milford CT 06460 (CT-

0838)

ANDREA G. (CT) (#63)

Married, 51, 5’H, 170. Interested

in sports, good food, reading. “Would

like to develop friendships in the

crossdressing community, and

welcome correspondence.”

Andrea G. (CT-0425)

DAWN II. (CT) (#64)

Attended Fantasia Fair ‘84-’9i,

ComingTogether '90. 5’10", 150,46

years young. Sincere and caring.

Interested in sewing own and others’

clothing, ‘50’s & ‘60's music and

cars, water skiing, reading, and

cooking. “It’s been a long time to

decide, but I know where I am going.

S.O. and family know. Starting

transition. Would like to hear from

others.”

Dawn H. (CT-0858)

SUSAN MACDONALD (CT) (#61)

Member CGS & COS. 6’1 3/4"

155, 45, M-F TS. Interested in pipe

organs, model railroading, cats, the

outdoors, and cool forests. Go out to

concerts and recitals. “Have found

one of the greatest satisfactions to be

helping others in their quest for gender

congruence. Love to hear from TVs,

TSs, and GGs.”

Susan M. (CT-1463)

MICHELLE KAY (CT) (#66)

Married, hetero, 5 ’ 1 0", blue eyes,

light brown hair, late 40’s.

"Quiet and sincere. Enjoy cross

country skiing, music, theater, and

travel. Looking for honest, caring,

helpful crossdressers.’’

Michelle Kay, P O Box 679,

Avon CT 06001 (CT-1490)

SAL CARBONE (CT) (#61)

Member ETVC. Retired life-

long TV with understanding wife.

“Would enjoy hearing how others

started dressing and what they do

now.”

Sal Carbone, P O Box 8150,

Manchester CT 06040 (CT-1272)
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RACHFJL F. BOYCE (CT) (#63)

Member Tiffany Club, CT
Outreach Society. Participant

Tiffany’s P-town Outing, Fantasia

Fair, ComingTogether. 6’2", married,

2 adult sons, wife supportive.

Interested in music, dancing, dining,

shopping, and movies. “Lovetodress

for shopping at major malls. Have

attended movies, theater and

restaurants while fully crossdressed.

Will answer all.”

Ms Rachel F. Boyce, P O Box

985, Windsor CT 06095 (CT-1903)

RAMONA G. (S CT) (#64)

Member of TCNE. Attended

Fantasia Fair ‘88-’91, Tiffany Club

Spring Outing, Awards Banquets ‘89-

’91, Miss Provincetown, 1991. 64,

5 ’
1 1", 180, MWM, hetero TV.

Supportive wife and daughter. “Just

love going to outings and letting the

Lady inside of me out for days at a

time, shopping en femme. Things

that make me strongest as a male are

the results of crossdressing and being

Ramona.”

Ramona G., P O Box 171,

Montville CT 06353 (CT-1948)

RONI THOMPSON (CT) (#62)

Masculine, muscular,

professional male. “Would love to

wine, dine, and dance with any

passable TVATS who would like a

sympathetic, empathetic escort to

highlight their femininity."

Ron Thompson, Box 5962

Bayview Station Bridgeport CT
06610 (CT-2477)

DIANE D. (CT) (#61)

Member COS. SWM TV, 18

ultra tall, 36. Interested in golf, skiing,

six years 12 step experience. “New to

scene. Complete transformation only

recently. CDformanyyears. Looking

forward to the journey and some

friends toshare itwith. Discreet. Will

answer all ASAP with photo, phone,

and note.”

Diane D. (CT-2962)
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TREVOR ALEXANDER (CT)

(#64)

Sharp, SWM, 34, post-op TS

(both operations), 5'7", 165, blonde,

beard. Interested in personal growth,

comedy, discussion, movies, music,

nature, art, fun, fitness, & sports.

“Like to make contact with: MTF
TS, post- or pre-op (as long as full-

time with plans), for friendship and

possible relationship; GM, TV/CDs
for friendship& support, & women;

and other FTMs & professional

researchers."

Trevor Alexander (CT-2886)

LORI Z. (CT) (#63)

6',190,60's. Healthy, educated,

,

with a sensuous attitude. “Like to

share my femininity with TV/TS

females and couples. Please write

so we can explore our femininity

together.”

Lori Z. (CT-2610)

HEATHER M. (CT) (#62)

BiSWM. Interested in dressing,

pool, making friends. "Coming out

this time for real. Like to meet all

interested in becoming friends and

supporters.”

N. Milles, P O Box 4124,

Yalesville CT 06492 (CT-3218)

ANDREA STEVENS (CT) (#63)

Member COS. Happily

married, heteroCD, 5'8", 155, early

40’s, quiet and sincere professional.

Interested in running and cycling,

reading and skiing. “After twenty

years in closet, recently joined

support group. Like heels, hose,

petticoats, and pretty dresses. Wife

aware and tolerant. Like to hear

from couples with a balanced

approach to crossdressing."

Andrea S. (CT-3244)

LISA MARTIN (N NJ) (#64)

Attended Fantasia Fair ’90 &
’91. “MWM.6’1", 175, CD. Choose

to nurture female side of my nature,

love feminine dressing, especially

heels. Like to correspond for mutual

sharing, support, and possible

shopping and club outings. Glass is

half full. Other interests include

psychology, shopping, running,

tennis, dancing, and the beach.”

Lisa M. (NJ-1853)

SUZIE M. (N NJ) (#67)

MWM, late 40’s, Bi-TV, 64",

loves lingerie, nylons, and high

heels. “Have been dressing all my
life. Would like to meet other bi

sisters to share fantasies."

Suzie M. (NJ-0686)

ELENA LEWIS (NJ) (#64)

Member Metropolitan Gender

Network. STV, trim and petite, late

30 ’s. Intelligent, sensitive, demure,

and affectionate. Active in NY area

gender community. Enjoy dining

and cultural activities. “Enjoy dating

mature men. Knowing how limited

prospects can be, seek other sisters

loshare interests. No heavy tobacco

smoke.”

Elena Lewis (NJ-1200)

KATHERINE II. (N NJ) (#64)

Member TGIC. Participant

Fantasia Fair, IFGE Convention, Be

All, Coming Out, Spring Fling. 6',

brown hair, pre-opTS. Loves music,

humor, corresponding, and helping

others. “Do stand-up comedy,

Broadway poetry, and all things

feminine. Rap group moderator.

Love to travel, housework,

gardening, talking, and answering

letters.”

Katherine H. (NJ-2073)

GINA R. (NJ) (#61)

MWM, hetero, TV, 38, 541",

210 (and dieting). Interested in

cooking, literature, all films, and TV/

TS fiction. “Enjoy corresponding

with fellow TVs/TSs. Wife knows,

not very supportive. I^ove complete

transformation, and seek a gentle,

earthy, feminine look. Will answer

all."

Gina R. (NJ-2278)

SHARON DAVIDSON (N NJ)

(#62)

MembertheGathering. 46,pre-

opTS, married, wife very accepting.

Nine-year-old son loves Sharon.

Interested in family and drum and

bugle corps. “Therapy and

hormones soon. Like to meet and

write to other TSs, particularly in

Northern NJ. Will help all I can.

Live mostly as Sharon.”

Sharon D. (NJ-2342)

ELISE P. (NJ) (#62)

SWM, 31. “Shy, scared, but

taking my first steps out of my
cocoon. Love to hear from anyone

who has the desire, and patience to

help Elise fully emerge. Other

interests include Medieval art and

culture, Fellini films, SF fantasy

books, and ballet. Will reply to all.”

Elise P. (NJ-2391)

MICHELLE LEMKE (CT) (#63)

Member of Harriet Lane’s, Tri-

Ess. Attended Holiday En Femme
'88, Be All '89, ’90. Awarded

Youngest Member Tri-Ess ’88. Bi-

TV, 22, 5’8", 125, attractive, and

passable. Interested in readingaboul

TV/TS fantasy. “Looking to

correspond and meet with other TV/

TSs for friendship and going out

dressed, and possibly a

relationship.”

Michelle L. (CT-3221)

JACKIE ELLIS (CT) (#62)

Bi-WTV, mid-40’s, tall and

slim, passable but shy. Loves to go

out dressed and take photos and

videos. "Ex-pro musician working

as an engineer, but first love is

dressing up. Would like to

correspong, swap photos, and meet

other TVs.”

Jackie Ellis, Box 1226, New
Britain CT 06050 (CT-3301)

DEEJ. (NJ) (#61)

Member TGIC. Participant

Fantasia Fair, Poconos Weekend

(First Runner-up Miss Pocono, ’91),

P’town Outing ’90 & ’91. SWM,
TS, 6’, 47, 170, educated, friend of

Bill W. 8 years. Interested in

photography, going out, dancing,

video, stock cars. “Dressing since

teens. Dress almost daily. Wish to

meet TV/TSs, and those who care

about us.”

Dee J. (NJ-2337)
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crossdressing, my business, and

aviation. “Closet is driving me

insane. Need contact with TV/CD/

TS in Bergen County, NJ. Like to

spend at least one day in the sun in a

skirt and heels. Discretion an

absolute must.”

Caroline G. (NJ-3070)

NAT P. (NJ) (#61)

F-M TS, first operation

completed. Short, stocky, educated,

oriented to other men only. “Seek a

loving and loyal mate. A non-

smoker and non-drinker, I need a

life-time mate. I’m in my early 50’s

and live a very quiet (and, right now,

solitary) life.”

Nat P. (NJ-3120)

MICHELLE BOLLINS (NJ)

(#61)

5’8", 165. “Drummer. Single

TV, brown hair, blue eyes. Enjoy

music, sports, and dressing fully.

Neverbeen out. Liketomeetanother

TV to push me out and help me

dress. Please write. I will answer.”

Michelle B. (NJ-3150)

BABS C. (NJ) (#62)

Attended Paradise in the

Poconos. MWM, late 40’s.

Supportive and understanding

lovingwife. Interested in twentieth

century art, music, standardbred

horses, tennis, decorating, and

shopping. "As my alter ego I find

contentment and excitement, and

escape from stress, whether as my
own woman, or as my wife’s

submissive.”

Babs C. (NJ-3219)

TERRY M. (S NJ) (#62)

Member Renaissance.

Participant Poconos Weekend,

Paradise in the Poconos. SM CD,

37, 5’8", brown eyes & hair.

“Grateful to be out of the closet.

Have enjoyed much growth and self-

acceptance through interaction and

sharing with other gender people.”

Terry M. (NJ-2400)

BILLIE MA1TEO (NJ) (#61)

TS, 5’7", 160, 35. Interested in

photography, computers and

communications, music, and

dancing. “Afteryearsof denial, I’m

on the right track. Trying to get

local support group going, would

like to hear from others going

through transition.”

Billie Matteo, P O Box 9,

Allenhurst NJ 07711 (NJ-3097)

JOANNE MICHELLE W. (NJ)

(#64)

MemberTri-Ess. BiSWM,TV,
35,6’3", 220. Brown hair and eyes.

Pass well. Open-minded, sincere.

Interested in photography, writing,

everythingfeminine, horrormovies,

and shopping. “Like to correspond/

meet other TVs, TSs to be the lady I

am. Like to hear from members of

the TG community. Seek to come

out. Photo would help.”

Joanne W. (NJ-2944)

KATHI LEIGH H. (NJ) (#61)

SWM, 39, 5’11", 175, brown

hair, blue eyes, considered cute by

friends. Interested in fishing,

photography, new age music, nature

walks, biking, and quiet evenings at

home. “Mostly in theclosetCD. Go
out once in awhile at night, dressed.

Wish to meet or hear from TV/TSor
GG to help. Shy and easy to get

along with.”

Kathi Leigh H. (NJ-3024)

CAROLINE G. (NJ) (#61)

Member of Tri-Ess. 6’3", 220,

22T, MWM, wife slightly less than

indifferent. Interested in

JODIE II. (NJ) (#62)

SWM, hetero, late thirties,

5’10", 155, 10-12. Interested in

love jazz, old movies, cars, stereos,

dining out. “Been crossdressing

my wholelife. Still in the closet, but

wish to pass. Love to meet other

TV/TSs for friendship and get-

togethers in NJ-NYC area. Will

write or phone all who respond

promptly.”

Jodie H. (NJ-3136)

PORSCIIEA ANN P. (NJ) (#63)

5’5", 140, mid 20’s, 7/9 & slim.

Dance to 50’s and house music.

Interested in hot-rod cars, road

racing, and dressing up club style.

“Goal is to pass. Any young TV/

TSs in the area who could help?

Will take advice. Look forward to

corresponding with TV/TSs and

women."

Porschea Ann P. (NJ-3297)

DONNA R. (NJ) (#62)

Member Renaissance. 5’10",

blueeyes,41,MWM,CD. Interested

in psychology, outdoor activities,

camping, hiking fishing, dressing.

“Dressing since childhood, but only

now working on acceptance and

getting out of the closet. Love
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lingerie. Like to write about interests

and experiences. Want to work on

total look, and meet other sisters.”

Donna R. (NJ-3270)

KAREN KEYES (NJ) (#62)

MWM, TV, 43, 5 ’ll", 175.

“Married CD with supportive wife.

Attractive and feminine when

dressed. We want to meet other TV
couples for friendship and

socializing. Can travel or entertain.

Let’s dress together. Will answer

all. Photo appreciated. Sorry, no

singles.”

Karen Keyes, P O Box 141,

Chester NJ 07930 (NJ-3309)

DENISE S. (NJ) (#62)

Done live fashion shows,

photography, and magazines. 5’9",

135, hazel green eyes. Interested in

beinga woman and meetingwomen.

“Taking female hormones many

years. Love sharing ideas as well as

shopping with women. Would love

to work part time as Denise. Willing

to train and/or learn more. Bi-

females welcome.”

Denise S. (NJ-3342)

CHRISTIE R. (NJ) (#63)

MWM,mid50’s,6’3", 185, TV
with TS tendencies. Interested in

literature, classical music and jazz,

gardening. “Still in the closet, but

want out. Find it increasingly
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difficult to go it alone. Need help in

makeup. Wife knows, but doesn’t

understand. Will write, but nervous

about meeting. Picture available.”

Christie R. (NJ-3319)

AMANDA BARNETT (NJ) (#64)

5*7", 10, 145, 50, red hair, green

eyes. Interested in writing, history.

“Would like to correspond and

exchange photos and share true life

experiences."

Amanda Barnett, P O Box

110116, Nutley NJ 07110 (NJ-

1060)

JANET. (S. NJ) (#62)

MWM, hetero TV, 6', 200, 48.

Interests include crossdressing, latex,

living in the closet, and

correspondence. “I will answer all

in short order.”

JaneT. (NJ-3487)

NEW YORK (090- 149-n

WINNIE BRANT (N NY) (#62)

Member Tiffany, Tri-Ess,

TGIC. Awards Miss Fantasia Fair.

Hetero TV, 50+, 6’2". A lady. Has

many interests. Scientifically and

culturally oriented. Loves to travel.

Mr. W. Brant, Box 741,

Schenectady NY 12301 (NY-0228)

CONNIETAYLOR (W NY) (#63)

Member Tri-Ess, Phoenix

Society, Elaine Barrie Project.

MWM, elderly, hetero TV, 5’5", 125,

supportive wife. Likes clean-cut

clothes and tall heels. Loves to

correspond. “If you need somebody

to talk to, just write. All letters

promptly answered.”

Connie Taylor, Box 0734,

Jamestown NY 14702 (NY-0434)

camile a. m. McLaughlin
(NY) (#63)

MemberTri-Ess, Chi Delta Mu,

TCNE, among others.

Cam ile McLaughlin (NY -0582)

RENEE’ SLOCUM (W NY) (#64)

Member CD-Network. SWM,
5’H", 160, hetero, 34, college

educated. Interested in photography,

ballet, R and R oldies, antiques.

“Like to hear from CDs in Geneva

and Finger Lakes area. CD for over

20 years. Not passable, but enjoy

private feminine get-togethers. Like

to hear from women interested in

CDs."

Renee’ Slocum, P O Box 977,

Geneva NY 14456 (NY-0651)

ANGELA S. (W NY) (#63)

Member EON, TVA.
Participant Tiffany Couples’

Weekend, Joyce Dewhurst Poconos

Outings, ComingTogether. Awards

EON Pioneer Award. 5 TO", 190,

brown hair, blue eyes, 40’s. "Enjoy

beinga complete person. Sometimes

passable, other times - who cares!

Very active in W NY. Founder of

EON.”

Angela S. (NY-0719)

DELORES MERIIIGE (SE NY)

(#64)

Member Chi Delta Mu (past

president), LIFE, Serenity. Attended

Fantasia Fair, Poconos W/E (1st

runner-up, Miss Poconos), Coming
Together. Married, middle-aged,

5’10", engineer, lifelong TV.

Interested in fashion, photography,

classic bebop, science, sailing,

biking, tennis, autos, and being

outdoors. “I love the fun part of the

scene, and derive a lot of pleasure

from it.”

D. Merhige, P.O. Box 327,

Massapequa Park NY 11762 (NY-

0808)

JODIE PAULINO (W NY) (#63)

Member Rochester CD-
Network, Tri-Ess. 43, happily

married 20 years, 2 children,

engineer. Interestedin family, video,

photography, cinema, gardening,

swimming, computers (Prodigy

Member). "Told wife in '86. She

understands but does not accept.

Enjoy meeting and helping new

members of the Rochester CD
Network.”

Jodie Paulino, P O Box 15731,

Rochester NY 14615, (NY-0973)

VICKIE STONE (SE NY) (#63)

Member LIFE, Chi Delta Mu.

Hetero TV, 6', 185, attorney.

Hobbies include writing (published

in Femme Mirror& Femanine , editor

Lifelines ), music (former pro

musician -guitar&bass). Still enjoys

song-writing. Home recordist, avid

photographer. Seeks fellow TV ski

bums to ski NY, MA & VT. Enjoys

NYC night clubs. Responds sooner

or later. Enjoys helping novices.

Vickie Stone, Box 31,

Hempstead NY 11551 (NY-1035)

JOANNE MARIE E.

(NY-1224)

JOANNE MARIE E. (NY) (#61)

Member Tri-Ess. 6', 250, 57,

married, lifelong CD. Wife knows,

somewhat supportive. “I’m a big

girl who loves everything feminine

from mini-skirts to evening gowns.

Enjoy meeting other CDs and

corresponding and exchanging

photos.”

J. Enright, P O Box 251, Shrub

Oak NY 10588 (NY-1224)

JOAN FASHIONS (N NY) (#61)

Participant Tiffany Club Spring

Outing, TGIC April Shower Soiree.

MWM TV/TG, 50’s, retired. “Live

mostly as Joan. Travel NYC/NJ
area for shopping, socials, etc.

Family grown and understanding.

Letters with photo will receive

prompt response.”

Joan Fashions, P O Box 1756

S. Rd Annex, Poughkeepsie NY
12603 (NY-1220)

JAN ALYCE V. (NYC) (#64)

Member Tri-Ess. Participant

Poconos Weekend, Tri-Ess Holiday

En Femme. S 43, 5’11", 195.

Interested in opera, classical music,

shows, long-distance running.

“Enjoy being out as a lady to the

opera and museums. Also shopping

and nights out at comfortable

cabarets and restaurants in

Manhattan. Let's share

experiences.”

Jan Alyce V. (NY-1187)

JUDITH W. BROWNING (NY)

(#63)

White, 5’7", 350, 49, health

conscious. “Seek the right M, F, or

couple to treat me as the total woman
I could be. No drugs. Please send

detailed letter with picture and

phone.”

Judith W. Browning(NY-1678)
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VERONICA MARTIN (N NY)

(#62)

Member TGIC. SWM, hetero

TV, 5’9", 160. “The ultimate in

femininity is dressing up in a square

dance dress with a full petticoat and

ruffled sissy panties. Want to meet

understanding females.”

Veronica Marlin (NY-2482)

MARSHA WINGER (NYC) (#62)

MemberGirl’s Night Out, NYC,
Tri-Ess. 40, Jewish, married, hetero

TV. Interested in reading, especially

history, and collecting unusual

lamps. “Enjoy crossdressing, but I

cannot do it much. Wifeknowsand

is against it. She is Latin American,

I need a Spanish-speaking wife or

friend of a CD to explain it to her.”

H. Winston, POBox 1311, Wall

St. Sta., NY NY 10268-131
1 (NY-

2491)

JANET LANG (NY) (#63)

SWM, 43, 5’9", 160, non-

smoker, TV. Possibly bi. Soft-

spoken feminine, discreet, attractive

dresser. Interested in current events,

electronics, reading, sewing, malls,

TV-TS publications, lingerie, and

GRETCHEN L. (W NY) (#61)

Participant Fantasia Fair. 6T",

blue eyes, 195, good figure. Enjoys

bike riding, hiking and

crossdressing. “Would like to meet

other TVs in the Buffalo NY area.

Would like to have dinner out.”

Gretchen L, P O Box 231,

Celeron NY 14720 (NY-1359)

JULIE ANN C. (N NY) (#62)

Member TGIC. Attended

Fantasia Fair ’78, ’88, ’89, ’90.

Hetero TV, 52, 5’9". Interested in

family, hiking, camping, SF.

Julie Ann C. (NY-1695)

JUDY H. (NY) (#64)

Member of LIFE. 43, married.

Interested in military history, SF.

“Looking for a friend to talk to,

work on improving image, etc.”

J. Holhower, P O Box 370, New
York NY 10150-0370 (NY-1920)

LAURA STONE (W NY) (#63)

Member of CD Network.

Attended Coming Together ’91.

5’11", 13, TV, married. Interested

in movies, arts, fashion. “Interested

in correspondence, but am limited

in time.”

L-aura Stone, P O Box 482,

Amherst NY 14226 (NY-1924)

VICTORIA LOUISENORRELL
(SE NY) (#62)

“Am Victoria and I love life.

With care I will effect my destiny,

helping those 1 can along the way.

Dress, shop, dine, travel, go to

concerts. I enjoy ‘tinplate’

railroading, and in love with a

beautiful woman named Carla. ‘I

can never be a woman, but I will

never be any thing less than a lady.’”

Victoria N. (NY-1960)

DEE DEE ANN SUMMERS (SE

NY) (#62)

Member of LIFE. 5'11", 165,

blue eyes, 29, heterosexual CD with

supportive wife. Enjoy dancing in

NYC nightclubs, meeting and

helping other CD’s. “Been a CD as

long as 1 can remember. Came to

terms with my feminine self a few

years ago, and have been happier

ever since. It’s been a long, hard

road, but worth it.”

Dee Dee Ann Summers, P O
Box 4462, Great Neck NY 11021

(NY-2246)

CHRISTINA SCHULTZ (LI NY)

(#64)

Single, hetero TV. Early 30’s,

5’8", 140. Interested in rock and

classical music, SF, and computers.

“Been dressingsince childhood, but

still need help working on my
feminine image. Looking to make

some new friends.”

Chris S., Box 233, Lindenhurst

NY 11757 (NY-1981)

KATHERINE II. (NY) (#64)

Member of TGIC in Albany.

Attended Fantasia Fair ’89 & ’90,

Be All, Coming Out & Spring Fling

in Albany. Was on “People are

Talking” in Boston. 6', brown hair,

pre-op TS. “Love music, humor,

corresponding with and helping

others. I do stand up comedy,

Broadway poetry, and interested in

all things feminine.”

Katherine II. (NY-2073)

LILIAN FRANK (NYC NY) (#62)

Lx>ng-time CD, 45. “Would like

to meet or correspond with any TVs

or TSs (M-F or F-M) who feel there

might be a ‘spiritual dimension’ to

their condition.”

Lilian F. (NY-2230)

w •

MARJORIE THOMAS (NYC)

(#62)

Member Chi Delta Mu.
Attended Poconos weekend. SWM,
36, 5’7", 135. Interested in sports,

classic rock, and taping drag on the

tube. “Most comfortable dealing

with dual personalities like mine.

Like to correspond and meet with

other TVs, and understanding

women. Discrete, and do not want

to hear from men.”

Marjorie T. (NY-2266)

JENNIFER B. (LI NY) (#63)

MWM, mid 40’s, 5’9", TV.

Interested in metaphysics,

psychology, reading, fashions.

“Recently married; wife very

supportive. Lxive lingerie, corsets,

feminine costumes and fantasies.

Seek meetings and correspondence

with TVs and TSs or anyone with

like interests. Live on Long Island.”

Jennifer B. (NY-2441)

ALEXANDRA McKAY (NYC)

(#62)

Member CT Outreach. 41,6',

245, white. Seeks friends in Staten

Island, Elizabeth, Bayonne, NYC,
Brooklyn, Queens. Enjoy classical

music, wargames, SF & computers.

Alexandra McKay, P O Box

140297, Staten Island NY 10314

(NY-2466)

CONSTANCE LEE (W NY) (#64)

DWM, 40. Interested in

computers, chess, and writingsisters.

"Love being a Big Sister, sharing

hopes, dreams, and special moments.

Love to correspond. Will help with

advice and listen when asked to be a

friend. Please write.”

C. L^ee, P O Box 368, Derby NY
14047-0368 (NY-1929)
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ball, architecture. “Like to meet

others. Need make up help/practice.

Dress most evenings. Where can I

buy Misses tall sizes(18-20)? Lane

Bryant seems to be dropping tails.”

Denise Miller, P O Box 361,

Amherst NY 14226-0361 (NY-

2974)

EMILY C. (NY) (#64)

MWM, midforties, 5’6",

supportive wife. Love cooking,

crafts, shopping, corresponding with

others, family, exchanging ideas.

"Love the total look. Am beginning

to venture out and meet others and

enjoying every minute. Let’swrite.

Your letter will gel a quick response.

No sex letters. Photos encouraged.”

Emily C., P O Box 306, New
Hartford NY 13413-0306 (NY-

2966)

KIM CODY (NY) (#65)

MWM,40's,6’2", 180, lifelong

CD. Wife is supportive and

accepting. “Dress every day except

for work. We visit Provincetown

and Manhatten often. Love all things

feminine and am confident and

happy with who I am, thanks to

meeting others and becoming

homest with myself. Will do our

best to answer those who write.”

Kim Cody (NY-2927)

heels. “Seek women or passable TS’s

for friendship, dating, shopping,

traveling as girls, and girl talk. Will

date as a man, or could date a man.

Prefer Queens, Long Island area.”

Janet I-ang (NY-2539)

VICTORIA MARIE W. (LI NY)

(#63)

SWM, 6', hetero, size 16.

Interested in SF, computers, tropical

fish, trains. “Out of the closet, but

not out of the house. Willing to

write to any who advertise here.”

Victoria Marie Weber (NY-

2597)

SIIARON ANN STUART (NY)

(#64)

Member of Tri-Ess, TGIC.
Attended Dreams, Texas T Party,

Fall Harvest, was Miss Dream
Community, 1977. MWM, 6', 165,

61, 14, blue eyes, brunette or

redhead. “CD since age four.

Virginia Prince let me out of the

closet in 1968. Go out often. I write

TV fiction and poetry. Wife tolerates,

but rarely participates.”

Sharon Ann S. (NY-2848)

LYNN K. (NY) (#64)

5’7", 35, 135, TS. Interested in

photography, sailing, making new

friends, reading. “Recently emerged

TS. Would like to meet other GGs,

TVs, or TSs to share ideas on

dressing, getting out, shopping.

CHRISTINA LEIGH (NY) (#64)

Member LIFE. MWM, hetero

CD, 30, 6', 170, blue eyes, auburn

hair, 14. Interested in reading,

history, politics, current events, the

seashore, and developing my
femininity. “Guilt-free and

accepting of myself for six months.

Wife knows, but not accepting. This

limits activities. Want to write others

in similar situations.”

Christina Leigh, P O Box 285,

Woodside NY 1 1377 (NY-2895)

SANDI T. (NYC) (#65)

Member Metamorphosis.
5

’ 1 1", blond with blue -green eyes,

130, 8, very feminine pre-op TS.

“Enjoy the exciting chemistry of the

male-female relationship. Am
looking for an affectionate, decent

man over 6' for a long-term

relationship.”

Sandi T., Box D8, 496-A
Hudson St., NY NY 10014 (NY-

2902)

JENNIFER LISETTE MARTIN
(LI-NY) (#64)

Brown hair, blue eyes, 5’15",

22-24, tall, MWM, CD, professional,

nonsupportive wife. "Envyyouwho

pass. Jennifer loves to dress up in

her best, would really like to

correspond or meet with others.

Enjoy outdoor sports, boating, golf,

skiing, gardening, and reading. Need

support of the experienced to become

the woman I wish to be.”

Jennifer M. (NY-2920)

DENISE M. (NY) (#61)

MemberTri-Ess. 43, 6T", degreed,

life-long CD, single, discreet, good

humored, own small business,

straight. Interested in golf, volley

Developing my female persona

toward being a woman 100% of the

time. All responses answered.”

Lynn K., P O Box 1172,

Amherst NY 14226 (NY-2735)

NANCY ANN HOWES (W NY)

(#64)

MemberTri-Ess, CD Network,

TCNE. MWM, 45, married to a

supportive wife. Been dressing all

my life. Interested in movies,

Hollywood, music, sports. “Willing

to exchange ideas, and photos with

others who enjoy all that is feminine.

Willrespondquickly. Nosexletters.

Let's talk girl talk!”

Nancy Ann Howes, P O Box

16127, Rochester NY 14616 (NY-

2851)

CAROL TAYLOR (C NY) (#64)

Member EON, TCNE.
Participant Tiffany P-Town WSG
(6 yrs.), Coming Together '90.

MWM, 40-something, 5'9", 160, 16.

Interested in femininity, writing

(about CD), boating. “Married to a

supportive (but not delighted) wife.

Love the feminine and enjoy

corresponding. Like to share photos.

Believe this should be enjoyable."

Carol T. (NY-2910)

-
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DORIS KRESS (NY) (#64)

Member Chi Della Mu,

Renaissance. 42. Interested in

gardening, cooking, reading, jazz.

"Married to a supportive, loving

wife. Try to get out as much as

possible, but I want to improve my
femme self. Interested in hearing

from others similarly situated,

especially those in Long Island, New
York City, and New Jersey.”

Doris Kress (NY-2861)

DENISE MILLER (NY) (#61)

MWM, 50, 5’6", 160, healthy,

professional, private person,

discreet. Interested in reading,

movies, computers, cooking,

photography, would like to try

dancing, dining out, getting together

for friendship, etc. “In closetexcept

when traveling, dressed for

shopping, mall walking. Need time

to respond.”

Denise Miller (NY-3012)

DENISE O. (NY) (#61)

5’7", 180 and dropping, 40’s,

divorced. Interested in friendships.

I love to correspond and will answer

all. Willing to meet others in NYC
& LI area. Love classical music,

Broadway shows, model

railroading, shopping and dressing.

Would love to hear from all sisters

out there.”

Denise O. (NY-3124)

JULIE B. (NY) (#61)

6', 185, gray/brown hair, brown

eyes, over fifty. Interested in items

covered in Tapestry and strong

masochistic tendencies towards the

opposite sex. “I am strictly a

neophyte.”

Julie B. (NY-3053)

SHELLY TAYLOR (NY) (#62)

MWM, 50's, 6', 165, 14.

Interestedin good jazz, good friends,

fabulous feminine clothing. “Love

to hear from TVs and anyone

interested. Dressing since I was a

kid. Comfortable with my feminine

side. Wife is not understanding or

tolerant, so time limited to daytime

outings. Write, send pictures. I’ll

respond in kind.”

Shelly Taylor (NY-3173)

ANNE HARPER (NY) (#62)

42, recently divorced, 6', 180.

Self-employed furniture designer.

“Have crossdressed over thirty

years. First wife could not accept,

but am now engaged to helpful and

understanding lady. Would like to

meet others from upstate NY to go

out to eat or to a movie.”

Anne Harper, P O Box 82, Alton

NY 14413-0082 (NY-3195)

CHERYL MICHELLE
ELLIOTT (NY) (#61)

MWM, Bi, CD, 5’7", 128, very

passable. Interested in costumes,

li ngerie,al I kindsof music and dance,

playing the piano, and singing.

“Love being a girl. Enjoy going out

with friends, and love to dance.

Enjoy newfriends, photos, fantasies

and experiences. Like to meet sister

with participating spouse. Mine

won ’t.”

Cheryl Michelle Elliott (NY-

3196)

JACKIE TEG (NY) (#62)

37, 5T0”, 155. Interested in

music, country and western,

classical, sports, nice talks.

"Looking for other TV/TSs and

women in the western NY area to

socialize and to learn from. Want to

finally come out of the closet.”

J. Teg, P O Box 9, Kenmore

NY 14233 (NY-3208)

ANGELA MARTIN (NY) (#62)

Member CD Network. SWM,
45, healthy, creative. Lifelong CD.

Write “Angela’s Amblings" (CD
News). Viet Nam era Veteran.

Actively working ACOA twelve

step recovery and growth program.

Writing book of daily meditations

forCDs. Interested in hearing from

others who have discovered that

their ‘Lost Child’ is feminine.”

Angela Martin, Box 10794,

Rochester NY 14610 (NY-3252)

PATRICIA PENC (NY) (#62)

27, 5 ’8", 160, BS Chemistry -

looking for work. Interested in

music, playing guitar, home
recording, skiing, yoga, and health.

“Would like to speak with others

and hear their experiences with a

relationship with a significant other.

I am sincere and caring and seeking

a nonsexual friendship in the gender

community.”

J. P. Penc, RD #3 Box 1117,

Clinton NY 13323 (NY-3276)

DIANA AUSTIN (NY) (#62)

Member of CD Network.

Attended Texas T Party '91, ’92, Be

All ’90, ’91. WMM, 34, 5’9", 150,

brown eyes. Interested in music,

boating, fine wine, shopping at

malls, going to restaurants, and night

clubs. "Enjoy friendships, sharing

interestsandexperiences. Do public

outreach. Will try to answer all.”

Occupant, P O Box 13502,

Rochester NY 14613 (NY-3283)

LISA HAYES (NY) (#63)

MWM, helero, CD, 5’7", 155,

wife supportive. “Out of closet for

thirteen years. Would like to go out,

but wife and I don’t think I am

passable.”

Lisa H. (NY-3292)
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JEAN TAYLOR (NY) (#63)

Ma rried, hetero, CD, novice TV,

wife knows bui can’t understand,

50’s, look much younger (29 and

holding), petite5’6", 120. Interested

in SCUBA, skiing, sunbathing,

computers, shopping, lingerie,

cosmetics, jewelry. “Seek sisters

for correspondence, photo

exchange. Would like to meet and

help others. Will answer all.”

Jean Taylor, P O Box 121,

Goshen NY 10924 (NY-3375)

PRISSY S. (NY) (#63)

Attended Provincetown Outing

’88. Divorced bi-TV with TS
tendencies, 5’10", 160 and losing,

mid 50’s, work out regularly.

Interested in classical music. “Love

wearing bras, hosiery, high heels,

and low cut dresses. Would enjoy

going out dressed and dancing,

especially with attractive men. Plan

to go full-time.”

Prissy S. (NY-3420)

GINNY P. (NY) (#64)

50, 5’10", 180. Interested in

sports and golf. “Been dressing for

years, but very privately. Nowhave

more time available, so like to make

new friends who share my special

loves. Write and I will respond.”

G. Petrie, P O Box 4103, Rome
NY 13440 (NY-3386)

VICTORIA LYNN (NY) (#64)

Member of EON. Attended

Autumn Accord, ’90. 5’8", 145,

WM TV. Married, but strong

attraction to other TV/TSs. Wife

very supportive. Interested in

history, engineering, writing,

science, learning more about my
feminine side. “Dressing for fifteen

years, butjustoutofthecloset. Love

to hear from all. Will answer all.”

Victoria Lynn, P O Box 1951,

Syracuse NY 13201 (NY-3429)

JOANN S. (NY) (#63)

Attended Fantasia Fair, Tri-Ess

convention in Chicago. Retired,

hetero, live alone, dress as often as I

like, sometimes for weeks at a time.

Interested in world travel (travel

every chance I get), photography,

fine dining. "Would like to hear

from people who live near me on the

eastern end of Long Island.”

JoAnn S., PO Box 675, Medford

NY 11763 (NY-3455)

STELLA ARNOLD (NY) (#63)

SWM,TV, 5’8", 150. Interested

in bowling, dancing, music, and

model railroading. "Looking to meet

other CDs for friendship and moral

support.”

Stella Arnold (NY-3434)

RACHEL H. (NY) (#63)

32, 5 ’8", 130, hazel eyes.

Interested in art music, writing,

history, language, andcats. “Present

financial and living status keep me
closeted. Wish to communicate with

others and share life and dreams. I

will answer all.”

Rachel H. (NY-3435)

PENNSYLVANIA (150-196

SIIEILA KIRK (W PA) (#99)

IFGE Board of Directors

(Executive Committee), Coming
Together Staff. Member Tiffany

Club, TransPitl, Paradise. Participant

Everything. Attractive TV,

dedicated to this wonderful joy of

dressing. “I work very hard, so

moments of relaxation and pleasure

of this sort are precious to me. Hove

being a TV, and I’m eager to meet

many others whodelightin the same

feelings.”

Sheila K. (PA-0336)

ALISON LAING (E PA) (#61)

Member Renaissance. Awards

FF Miss Congeniality. Middle age,

middle sized, life-long CD.
Wonderful, supportive spouse.

Enjoys arts and crafts. Loves flea

markets and antique shops, good

food, wine, travel and dancing.

“Take my gender shift seriously,

work hard to be unobtrusive, if not

passable.”

Alison Laing, P O Box 635,

Phoenixville PA 19460 (PA-1242)

ROBIN FRE Y (E PA) <,K2)

Member Renaissance. 43-year-

old pre-op on hormones. Interested

in boating, hiking, and sun bathing.

“Pre-op TS would like to meet Mr.

Wonderful so I can be the housewife

I long to be. Need help for surgery.

Can relocate. Anybody interested

in opening a TV/TS boutique in

Philadelphia area?”

Robin Lee Frey, Box 2072,

Southeastern PA 19399 (PA-0932)

DAVIDA T. (E PA) (#63)

SWM, 39, shy and discreet.

“Just starting to come out, thanks to

a few friends. Enjoy spending my
free time being as feminine as

possible. Seeking friendswho would

like to share that time with me.”

Davida T. (PA-0944)

BETH STEELE (PA) (#63)

Member of Transpitt,

Crossroads, TCNE. Attended Be

All, Spring and Fall Provincetown

Outings. Tall, thin, dressy, good

talker. Interested in dressing upand

going out to events, dinner, malls

for shopping, and making friends.

Beth Steele (PA-1031)
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REBECCA SUE M. (PA) (#64)

“Retired professionalWM mid-

sixties, a long time CD now coming

out of the closet. Love being

feminine. Looking for person who

is can provide a safe haven for

several hours in daytime on a

monthly basis in the suburban

Philadelphia area so I can dress and

in privacy. Will generously

compensate that discreet person.”

Rebecca M. (PA-1357)

MARYANN KIRKLAND (E PA)

(#62)

Member Renaissance, Greater

Philadelphia, Public Outreach

Director. Attended IFGE ’90, ’91,

Texas T Party, Pocono Weekend,

Mid-Atlantic Regional Planning.

Awards 1990 Renaissance Woman
of the Year. MWM, hetero, TV,
5 'll", early 40’s. Wife is supportive.

“All spouses are urged to write to us.

Outreach activities include college

class-room speaking, professional

seminars, and television shows.”

Maryann Kirkland, P O Box

1242, Newtown PA 18940 (PA-

1531)

ROBIN F. (W PA) (#61)

SWM, early forties, 6', 175.

Professional with graduate degree.

Interested in psychology of CD
fantasies. “Recently had first make

over. Enjoy dancing in full skirts

and petticoats. Like showing off my
legs in minis and heels. Appreciate

assistance from other CDs and

women who would help.”

Robin F. (PA-2020)

JENNIFERWHITE (W PA) (#63)

Member TransPitt, Paradise.

Participant: ‘Be AH’. 5’10", 170,

brown hair, green eyes. Interested

in sports, fashion, writing,

photography. "Looking for males

for escorts, CDs for shopping, going

out, etc. Nothing bizarre, please."

Jennifer White (PA-1722)

JANET ROSE (PA) (#64)

Attended Be All and Fantasia

Fair. SWM, 49, 5’11", 143.

Interested in business, race cars,

domestic chores, CD. “I do turn into

an exhibitionist in front of a camera.

Would love to meet mature,

understanding women for fun and

friendship. Girlfriend also interested

in meeting CDs’ wives.”

Janet Rose (PA-1879)

CRAIG SAMSON ( PA-1977)

CRAIG SAMSON (E PA) (#61)

SWM, 6', 185, 35, athletically

built and masculine in disposition.

“Seeking very feminine TV’s or TS’s

between the ages of 21 to 30 to meet

& develop possible long term

relationships with. Work in

construction & will travel for that

special person. Please send photo&
phone. Will answer all those who

meet my requirements.”

CraigS. (PA-1977)

CAMMILLE S. (W PA) (#61)

Rather middle aged (40’s),

plumpish leather freak who, for the

most part, is closet bound. "Love to

get letters, though often forget to

respond to them. I try to emulate

‘50’s type woman, heavily padded,

dressed too warmly, overly made-

up, and overweight (not by design).

Alsolikesatin when found, and total

feminine appearance.”

Cammille S. (PA-1274)

WILLOW AYLA SIIENEN (PA)

(#65)

38, 5’8", 170, blue eyes,

brown hair, DWM, hetero TV.

Interested in Native American

spirituality and culture,

environmental concerns, reading,

conversation, and being in nature.

“LifetimeCDATV. Accepted myself

15 years ago. Supportive girlfriend

helps. Express feminine nature in

all aspects of life.”

Willow Shenen, P O Box 534,

Huntigdon Valley PA 19006 (PA-

2052)

BRENDA DAVIDSON (C PA)

(#61)

Member LSV Chapter

Renaissance (Chapter leader).

Participant Annual LSV Luau.

Awards 1990 Renaissance

Meritorious Service Award. Married

TV, 28, 5'8", 145. “Have appeared

on local talk showsand the Evening

Magazine . Have an understanding

wife. Able to be Brenda and try to

make this visible to others."

Brenda Davidson, P O Box

383, Mechanicsburg PA 17055

(PA-2252)

SHARON M. (E PA) (#62)

Member Renaissance. SWM,
32, 5’10", 145. Lives in Phila. area.

Attractive, non-smoker, serious

writer. Interested in correspondence

anddatingfemalesand“T’ people.

"Cross-dressing has come between

my last twogirlfriendsandme. Time

to start finding friends who
understand.”

Sharon M. (PA-2326)

WENDY MILLER (PA) (#62)

Member Transpitt. Attended

Be All ’90 & '91. 5’10", 165, TG.

Working very hard towards living

full time. Interested arts, SCUBA.
Wendy M. (PA-2412)

MICHELLE D. (SE PA) (#63)

MWM, 38, 5’10", 185, college-

educated professional. Enjoy fine

lingerie, satin dresses, and high

heels. Married to accepting and

helpful wife. “I’m a novice, and

have neverbeen out. Would like to

correspond with other married

couples concerning CD
relationships.”

Michelle D. (PA-2623)

OLIVE K. (PA) (#63)

Member Tri-Ess, SGA. 5’10",

138, 75, white, brown eyes, almost

white hair. Interested in CD,

maintaining household, cooking,

and electronics.

Olive K. (PA-2723)

PHYLLIS W. (W PA) (#63)

Member Transpitt. 5’11", late

30’s, CD with TS tendencies. “I

find that living two lives occupies

most of my time. I therefore cannot

guaranty I'll respond to every letter.”

P.W., P O Box 18413,

Pittsburgh PA 15236 (PA-2770)

REBECCA L. (PA) (#63)

M-F pre-op transsexual in mid

30’s. Nondrinker, nonsmoker, slim,

5’10", brown eyed brunette.

Interested in reading, classical

music, and quiet walks through

parks and gardens. “Would like to
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correspond with sensitive, articulate,

M-F transsexual to establish warm

friendship and mutual support.”

Rebecca L. (PA-2808)

S. KRISTINE JAMES (PA) (#62)

Member TCNE, Renaissance,

CDI. Attended P’town Outing ’90,

Poconos ’91. 5’10", 175,

professional. Interested in dinners,

social activities. Love to dress and

go out. “Travel entire US. Would

like to hear from others, especially

those who travel to New York City.”

S. K. James, PO Box 61, Easton

PA 18044-0061 (PA-3228)

EMILY F. (PA) (#63)

Member of Transpitt. 40,150,

green eyes, blonde hair. Interested

in makeup, hair-styling, golf.

“Would like to meet other TV/TSs

and women. Friendly and

understanding. Was subjected to

petticoat punishment. Would like

to hear others’ experiences."

E. Fador, P O Box 95205,

Pittsburgh PA 15226 (PA-3380)

197- 199-

EMILY SIIELDON (N DE) (#64)

Member Renaissance.

Attended Fantasia Fair ’86 - ’89,

Most Helpful ’89. Mature TV,

fiftyish, passeasily in public. Enjoy

fashion, friends, fun, helping others

get out of the closet. Attend 2-3 TV

meetings/month, 2-3 major TV
events/year. “Looking for

correspondence.”

E. Sheldon, P O Box 4457,

Greenville DE 19807 (DE-0629)

PIIYIXIS VANETTA LARSON
(DE) (#66)

Member Tiffany Club of New
England, Tri-Ess. Attended TCNE
Awards Banquet, 1991. 60,6', 180.

Gracious Lady married 40 years to

understandingwife. Selfemployed,

often dresses in home & office.

Electrolysis completed, sails

competetively, active in Protestant

church. FAA rated pilot, resides in

S. DE. Letters answered.

Phyllis Vanetta Larson (DE-

0931)

LESLIE FAIRMONT (N DE)
(#66)

Member Renaissance. DWM,
TV/TS, 12/6/40, 5’6", 135, blue

eyes. “Pass in public. Attend 2 or 3

meetings per month. Seekingolher

sisters. Interested in all aspects of

femininity. Not macho, but willing

to ‘push the envelop.’ Intelligent,

warm, caring, imaginative person

with a sense of humor.”

Occupant, P O Box 5093,

Wilmington DE 19808 (DE-2425)

AUDREY J. STEELE (DE) (#66)

Member Tri-Ess. Participant

‘Holiday En Femme’. WWM TV,

5’10", 195, 54, blue eyes, brown

hair. “Almost out of closet. Mother

knows and accepts me as Audrey. 3

adult children don’t yet. Love all

facets of cross-dressing. Like

photography, meeting other CDs,

writing to CDs, making new friends.

Will answer. Please write.”

Audrey S. (DE-2434)

WASHINGTON. DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA (200-205-)

CHRISTINA FERRANTE (DC)

(#61)

SWM, 25, blond, 5’10". Young

coed, sweet, shy, yet sexy. “I enjoy

cocktail parties, soap operas,

shopping, and mini-skirts. I’m

waiting for my Edward Lewis to

make me his ‘Pretty Woman.’ I’d

love to hear from you all out there,

and look forward to exchanging

photos and stories.”

Christina Ferrante, P O Box

42298, Washington DC 20015

(DC-2906)

MARY JANICE N. (DC) (#61)

SWM, 42, 5’6", 154. “I love all

things feminine: classic dresses, girl

talk, and shopping. Active in Gay
and Lesbian issues. College

educated. Travel US extensively.

Seeking friends anywhere in the

United States. Will start pre-op in

the fall of '91. Will answer all who
write. Photos appreciated.”

M. Janice Nicase, AAVV, P O
Box 27286, Washington DC 20038-

7286 (DC-2976)

LINDA WYATT’ (DC) (#61)

MWM, 5’1 1", 180, 37, Bi TS.

“Still in closet, but want to emerge.

Would like to correspond with and

meet a TS to develop a relationship

that will help me realize my feminine

self. Will answer those who send a

discreet photo with letter.”

Linda Wyatt, P O Box 44454,

Washington DC 20026 (DC-3149)

HELFJM G. (MD) (#62)

Member of Delta Chi and

Washington Baltimore Alliance.

Attended Fantasia Fair the last three

years, Texas T Parly, Program

Director Delta Chi. Big TV, 5 ’9",

size 26,48bra. Interested in classical

music, photography, and attending

TV meetings and events. “Love

attending and working for the Fair

and local groups. Love to meet TV
sisters. Would love to meeta genetic

female who understands CDs.”

Helen G. (MD-2227)

KATE GOLDMAN (MD) (#62)

Member ETVC. 5’8", 155, 44,

TV, supportive wife. Interested in

photography, reading, computers,

and music. “I’ve practiced in the

closet long enough. Overcoming

my anxieties, ready to participate,

and determined to meet others.

Promise to write back to all who
correspond. Please send photo.”

Kate Goldman (MD-1652)

PAULA I. (MD) (#64)

TV, 35, 5’7", 135, married.

Interested in music, songwriting,

sailing, films, reading, and exploring

spirituality. “Haveseveral closeand

dear TV and TS friends and would

enjoy developing more. Would like

toexplore honestly andopenly what

makes us alike and different.

Especially interested in contacting

people in the area, but will answer

mail from anywhere.”

P. J. I., P O Box 24642,

Baltimore MD 21214 (MD-1860)

CHARLENE II. (MD) (#61)

MemberTri-Ess, Rennaissance.

43, 5 ’9", 150, TV, married for 20+

years. Interested in classical music,

computers, woodworking. “Have

crossdressed for as long as I can

remember. Am fairly conservative

with my clothing. Would love to



come out of the closet more, but

cannot. Would like to correspond

with those of similar interest,

especially those in the Balt/Wash

area."

Charlene H. (MD-2274)

NANCY ANN B. (MD) (#61)

Member Delti Chi (DCEA),

Washington-Baltimore Alliance.

Participant Fantasia Fair '90, ’91.

5’9", 160, pierced ears. Interestedin

fashions, beingout dressed, softball,

and bowling. “Hetero M, love many

sports, but as Nancy Ann I enjoy the

freedom of so many party clothes,

hairdos, makeup, and being OH, so

feminine. Onehigh spot of Fantasia

Fair was a complete makeover and

participating in the fashion show.”

Nancy Ann B. (MD-2046)

DIANE FERN (MD) (#61)

“I am a mature, androgenous

TV with transgender inclinations.

Married to a very supportive wife. I

enjoy gourmet cooking, ‘cool’ and

progressive jazz, walks on the beach,

sailing, and small social get-

togethers. I dress virtually every

day. I reside in Annapolis, and look

forward to meeting people in the

MD, DC, VA, or PA area interested

in the TV/TG lifestyle and sharing

gender euphoria.”

D : ane F. (MD-2229)

ANN MILLER (C MD) (#64)

MemberTri-Ess. MWM, 39,6',

180, lifelong TV. ‘‘Ready to start

out of the closet. Interested in
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corresponding with other 'I'Vs and

TSs. Educated, responsible person

desiring to meet same. Please

respond with photo.”

Ann M. (MD-2776)

JULIA CYBELE (C MD) (#64)

Member My Choice, Daughters

of Isis, Mensa, WBA, DCEA.
Participant Texas ‘T’ Party. 1952

Libra, 5'10", 170, dark blonde

tresses; sensitive, feminine INFP;

livingfull timesince 7/91. Interested

in beauty in all forms; veneration of

the goddess; sunsets; mystery and

transcendence; reading; friendship;

humor. “Adore classical music,

cultures of Antiquity, exotic cuisine,

and good conversation.”

Julia C. (MD-2739)

ELEANOR O. (C MD) (#63)

WM TV, 41, 5 ’10", 170, blue

eyes, brown hair. "Have been

dressing for 25+ years, but only

accepted this part of my nature 10

years ago. Dress often. I like the

professional, feminine, conservative

style, which fits my nature as a

management woman. Hopetomeet

and/or correspond with other TV-

CDs and TSs. Will respond to all

who write.”

Eleanor O. (MD-2747)

BARBARA A. (MD) (#64)

Member D.C.E.A. TV, 5’10",

140 lbs., blond hair, blue eyes. Travel

frequently to CA, CO, FL, and AL.

“Interested in corresponding with

others and making new friends.”

Barbara A., P O Box 3255,

Laural MD 20709 (MD-2795)

LYNN B. (MD) (#61)

Member Tri-Ess. Participant

Poconos Weekend. 6', 175, 60,

hetero TV, married, supportive wife.

Interested in good music,

photograpghy, fishing, siring art.

“Been CD since age 13. Mother

found out when I was 1 1. Interested

in meeting others, couples, for

friendship and support. All CDs in

MD, DE, VI, come on out, to have

our own chapter!”

Lynn B. (MD-2931)

ELLEN MARIE ANDERSON
(MI)) (#62)

42, 5'9", 175, blue eyes,

chestnut hair, married to a lovely

lady. “I’ve only been out at night,

but look forward to perfecting a

passable daytime persona. Would

like to hear from any who care to

write, especially from wives who

have successfully dealt with their

husband’s crossdressing.”

Ellen M. Anderson, P O Box

1551, White Plains MD 20695

(MD-3142)

FRAN CAMPBELL (MD) (#64)

Member of Boulton & Park

Society, Heart of Texas Gender

Alliance. 6’2", 215, blue eyes,

brown hair. Interested in music,

MIDI, computers. “Just relocated

to theDCarea. Will join one or two

local support groups when settled.

Would like your comment on the

available groups. Please write.”

Fran Campbell, P O Box 469,

Bowie MD 20718-0469 (MD-

2855)

ANGELA F. (MD) (#63)

Eclectic TG, 27, 5’6", single,

musician, artist, medical

professional. Like the outdoors,

bicycling, the beach, long talks,

classical to progressive music,

cooking, flying, home-brewing,
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building things, creating, being.

“Am new to the community and

trying to find my place in the gender

spectrum. Desire contact with

interesting souls for mutual life

enhancement.”

Angela F. (MD-3453)

JULIANNE CHRISTINE
THOMAS (MD) (#63)

5T0", 170, brown hair, hazel

eyes. Interested in skiing, cooking,

shopping, roller coasters, travel,

andcamping. “I have just begun to

allow my feminine self to emerge. I

could use all the help and guidance

to become more feminine. Will

respond to all who write.”

Julianne C. Thomas, P O Box

59392, Potomac MD 20859 (MD-

3203)

JAYNE MACK (VA) (#64)

DWM, early 50’s, 5’8", 160,

blue eyes, grey hair. Interested in

writing, dressing up, jazz. "Looking

for help in becomingas feminine as

possible. Want to meet sisters and

those who appreciate oursisterhood

to work with me as I strive for my
goal.”

Jayne Mack (VA-1206)

KEMBERLY CARLSON (N VA)

(#61)

Member Delta Chi. DWM,
5’H", 50, size 18, live in DC area

with SO. Comfortable with self,

ventures out dressed last 3 years.

Love to pose in front of camera,

water skiing, boating, and stained

glass. “Enjoy all aspects of femme

lifestyle. Would like to write &
meet others who enjoy

crossdressing. Have a sense of

humor, and can laugh at myself &
enjoy life. Will respond to all.”

Kem Carlson, P O Box 8,

Herndon VA 22070 (VA-2300)

CHRISTINA S. (VA) (#63)

Member Tri-Ess, Virginia’s

Secret. MWM, 40's, 6', 185. Enjoy

photography, big band music,

collectable records, cooking, and

going out dressed. “Like to write

other sisters. Forming new Tri-Ess

group in Richmond. Like to attend

Holiday En Femme orsimilarevent.”

Christina Smith, P O Box

34631, Richmond VA 23234 (VA-

1868)

SHEILA W. (VA) (#61)

6', 180, green eyes, and long

legs. Interested in woodworking

and photography. "I love to

exchange letters and pictures. I try

to answer others promptly. Am
becoming more active all the time.

Look forward to attending some of

the national events.”

Sheila W„ P O Box 64593. VA
Beach VA 23467 (VA-2276)

SUSAN RF:YNOLDS (VA) (#63)

MemberTri-Ess. Participant P-

town and Poconos gatherings.

Reasonably passable. Love sleek

clothing. Adore being VERY buxom

when at home. "I write to a number

of sisters, and especially enjoy

writing to those sisters who like being

buxom. Am very happy andcontent

with myself as a woman.”

Susan Reynolds, Box 11160,

Alexandria VA 22312 (VA-0017)

DONNA E. (VA) (#62)

DWM, hetero, TV, 5’ 11", 170,

45, 14-16. Interestedinsnowskiing,

cooking, hunting, fishing, and

dressing up. “Closet TV most of my
life. Now seeking to meet other

TV’s and genetic women for

friendship, and to help me to refine

my make-up and hair skills. Write

and send photo. I’ll reciprocate as

soon as possible.”

Donna E. (VA-2502)

SAMANTHA W. (VA) (#65)

Member Virginia's Secret.

MWM, hetero TV, 70’s, retired, 5’9",

165, 14/16. Interested in amateur

radio, sailing, wood carving, bridge,

classical music, ballet, dressing,

shopping. "Suppressed TV from

boyhood. Delighted to discover

Virginia’s Secret and IFGE. First

chance ever to tip-toe out of the

closet. Wife of fifty years not

supportive. Welcome letters from

other TV’s.”

Samantha W. (VA-3052)

TREVA W, (VA-3296)

TREVA W. (VA) (#63)

TV with TS aspirations, 27,

5’11", 170, blonde, green eyes.

Interested in all things feminine,

shoes, wigs, high fashion clothes,

and especially perfecting my
feminine persona. “Open minded,

caring individual, love to look and

feel sexy. Seek to know and meet

TV/TSs and women for mutual

support and admiration. Photos

please.”

Treva Marie Wilson, P O Box

23773, Alexandria VA 22304 (VA-

3296)

TINA C. (VA) (#63)

CD, 40, 5’10", 185. Interested

in dressing up to go out to do almost

anything, shopping, going fora walk

. . . “Am 75% passable. Still working

on it and learning. Love mini-skirts

and high heels. Would like to meet

people with similar interests, as well

as non-CDs who can appreciate me.”

Tina C. (VA-3310)

PATRJCA D. (VA) (#63)

Member of Delta Chi. 5’7",

blue eyes, brown hair, 48. Interested

in jazz, camping, traveling the world,

reading, and hiking. “Have just

overcome lifelong sense of guilt.

Since I wanted to wear feminine

things, my mother wanted another

girl. My sister and mother

encouraged me to become their

daughter/sisler. Just started

crossdressing again and am very

happy with Patrica. Need help.”

Patrica D. (VA-3448)

WEST VIRGINIA (246-268

PRISCILLA WENTWORTH
(WV) (#64)

Member Crossroads. MWM
TV, 5’ 10", 170. Retired from

Foreign Service. Widely travelled,

broad interests. Likes to correspond

with other TV’s/TS’s.

P.M. Wentworth, Box 687,

Berkeley Springs WV 25411 (WV-

0640)

DEE H. (WV) (#65)

Member Tri-Ess. 46, hetero,

CD since age 3, divorced after 20

years, 5'10", gray-brown hair, 160,

Christian. Interested in all things

feminine, a belter look, fishing,

canoeing, biking, sewing. “Would

like to relocate and meet a woman
who could accept me for me. Need

some help in makeup. Will write as

time permits. Any employment

opportunities would be greatly

appreciated.”

D. D. Hensell, P O Box 422,

Ridgeley WV 26753 (WV-2329)
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KAYE LIGHTNER (WV) (#66)

Member TWV. Attended Be

All '90, ’91, Paradise in the Poconos

’91. MarriedCDwith understanding

spouse. “My coming out has been a

real growth experience - for both of

us. Interested in sewing, cartooning,

gardening, cats. Degree in

Psychology in progress. Avid

correspondent. Free to travel to OH,

KN, and VA. Would like to try

daylight outings in straight settings.

Will answer all promptly.”

Kaye L. (WV-2435)

TABETHAANNTAMBOR (WV)

(#63)

Member of Trans-WV
(Secretary /Treasurer), Tri-Ess,

Crossport. Single, hetero, CD, early

20’s, 6', 175, 13/14. Interested in

art, clowning, face painting, makeup,

reading, writing, music,

photography, designs, tropical fish,

and daydreaming. “Looking for an

understanding woman for

friendship, fun, and possible

relationship. Will answer all.”

Tabetha Tambor, c/o Trans-

WV, P O Box 2322, Huntington

WV 25724-2322 (WV-2453)

DEBBIE LUCAS (WV) (#63)

Member of Trans-WV. One of

thefoundersofTrans-WV. Attended

Be All a few years back. 38, 5’7",

brown eyes, brown hair, great sense

of humor. “I’ve been a TV all my

life. Have an understanding wif

who helps me. Love passing in

public in both casual and fancy

clothes. Love being a lady!”

Debbie Lucas (WV-3393)

RENEE H. (S WV) (#63)

Member Crossport, TransWV.

MWM, 5’10", 46. “Married to a

very supportive wife. Love dressing

and being feminine. Would like to

explore more of the woman within.

Still partially in the closet, but would

love to go out in public dressed.

Will answer all who write.”

Renee H. (WV-2604)

NORTH CAROLINA (27C

FRANCES Y. (NC) (#61)

Member TVC, Tri-Ess.

Participant Coming together, Be All.

Late 30's, 5’7", 140. “Pass very

well. Enjoy shopping, chatting with

store clerks, beauty personnel, etc.,

who know me. Flew dressed to my
last convention. Look forward to

doing it again next year. Browse in

women’s magazines and dress

catalogues. Not a good
correspondent.”

Frances T. (NC-1245)

BEVERLY R. WILLIAMS (W
WV) (#63)

Member Trans-WV. WM,
5’10", blue eyes. Interests include

beautiful clothes, cooking,

photography, and travel. “I am a fun

loving girl who really enjoys being

dressed and feminine. Looking to

meet new friends and build lasting

relationships. Would love to

correspond with others with similar

interests.”

Beverly R. Williams, c/o Trans

WV, P O Box 2322, Huntington

WV 25724 (WV-2687)

CHERYL BISHOP (NC) (#61)

Member EEE, Paradise, Chi

Chapter. Participant Be All, ’85.

43, divorced, hetero, somewhat

closeted. Interested in duplicate

bridge, golf, tennis. “I’m more

interested in issues like self-

acceptance, blending crossdressing

and marriage, etc. than clothes,

make-up, etc.”

Cheryl B. (NC-2334)

BECKY P. (NC) (#61)

Member Tri-Ess, Kappa Beta.

5’4", 133. Interested in reading,

photography, good music, going out

in public dressed. “I love to send

and receive mail from TV/TS sisters.

Will answer all who write.”

Becky P. (NC-2343)

CATHERINE B. (NC) (#62)

Member Kappa Beta. MWM,
45, 5’9", 142. Interested in water

sports, dressing. “I have just recently

come out after twenty years of

dressing. Am still learning and

developing my femme self. I’d love

to hear from other CD sisters. I will

respond as my work and family

obligations allow.”

Catherine B. (NC-2480)

SUZANNE ELIZABETH
BISHOP (NC) (#62)

Member Tri-Ess. Tall, slender,

blue-eyed blonde, enjoys yoga,

jogging, reading, music,

conversation, and the arts.

“Although relatively closeted for

family and business reasons, I do go

out from time to time with no

problems. Would like to meet other

CDs in my area for friendship and

fun.”

Suzanne B. (NC-2414)

TABITIIA VALKYRIE (NC)

(#63)
5 ’6", 140. “I celebrated my

new birthday July 23, 1991. I'm

female, Yeah! Would like to hear

from people with a sense of humor

who enjoy being alive, KNOW
WHO THEY ARE or are at least

trying to find out. All MEN are

especially encouraged to reply.”

Tabitha Valkyrie, P O Box

14328, Raleigh NC 27620-4328

(NC-2616)
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STEPHANIE DULA (NC) (#62)

Member Triad Gender

Association. 5'9", 20, SWM, TV,

brown hair and eyes. Interested in

art, driving in the mountains, and

walking her dog. “Blessed with the

acceptance of a wonderful girlfriend.

We have a very giving relationship.

We would like to get together with

other couples in the Central NCarea.

Drop us a line.”

StephanieDula.POBox 78082,

Greensboro NC 27427-8082 (NC-

2519)

ANNE MARIE HARTMAN (NC)

(#61)

MWM, 48, 5 ’9", 160, brown

hair, blue eyes. Interested in classical

music, sailing, golf, and girl

watching. “Life-long CD with

special interest in lingerie and

hosiery. Passable at times. Would

like to meet new TV/TS friends for

mutual support. I respond to all

correspondence promptly.”

A. M. Hartman, PO Box 34102,

Charlotte NC 28234 (NC-3066)

ANNA LARSON (NC) (#61)

WM, CD, 36 years old, BS
in Human Biology. “Enjoy reading,

conversation, shopping, and fine

dining. Would like to start a support

group in the Greensboro and

Winston-Salem area.”

Anna Larson, P O Box 4361,

Greensboro NC 27404, (NC-3091)
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JANICE LONG (NC) (#62)

SWM, 35, lifelong TV, 6’2".

Interested in cooking, shopping,

reading, photography, and traveling.

“I enjoy dressing, but haven’t had

the opportunity to do so lately. Due

to work and home life, I just dress

sporadically. Would enjoy

correspondence and possibly

meeting others, particularly tall

sisters, and those who have told their

SOs.”

Janice L (NC-3146)

SOUTH CAROLINA (290- 299-1

KATIE MARIE JOHNSON (SC)

(#62)

MWM, hetero, 5’11", 162, 43.

Interested in talk radio, CD, walking,

shopping, collecting miniature cars.

“Been CD since childhood. Love

dressing up. Wife extremely

supportive, we love goingshopping

together. Want to correspond with

others, couples who are dealing with

the sexual and emotional

implications of CD. Like to find or

start a club in SC. Please write.”

Katie Marie J. (SC-3326)

BOBBI RENEELONG (SC) (#61)

Member Kappa Beta. MWM,
55, 5’8". “I spend most of my CD
time in public. I love dancing,

shopping, eating out, and any activity

that I can do as a woman. I like

conservative clothes and makeup.

I’ve had speech therapy and

hormones have eliminated the need

for pads to have a feminine body.

I’ll write all.”

Bobbi Renee Long, P O Box

210276, Columbia SC 29221 (SC-

2149)

CHRIS K. (SC) (#62)

SWM, 38, 6', brown hair, blue

eyes, closeted CD. Interested in

music, travel, and people. “I’m

looking to meet new friends, TVs,

TSs, and supportive women.
Welcome letters. Can travel in NC,

SC, FL, and GA.”

Chris K. (SC-3204)

SHERRY LYNN CAPPS (SC)

(#63)

Member Kappa Beta Tri-Ess.

21, 6', 195, long honey blonde hair,

blue eyes, passable. Interested in

libertarian/conservative politics,

history, shooting, shopping, reading/

writing. “Eclectic, independent

college student seeking to share the

joys of womanhood. Want to hear

from all. Can host traveling sisters.

Looks, location unimportant. All

letters answered promptly.”

Sherry L. Capps, P O Box 3406,

Rock Hill SC 29732-5406 (SC-

3338)

GEORGIA (300-319-

DIANNE KENDALL (GA) (#61)

Member Tri-Ess: Sigma

Epsilon. Participant Fantasia Fair

'90, Be All ’90,T-Party ’91, Southern

Comfort ’91. Columnist for The

American Crossdresser . “Life-long

TV, willowy, sensuous, feminine

with extensive wardrobe including

much lingerie. Heels for every

occasion. I write stories about boys

being sweetly dressed as girls by

girls.”

Dianne K. (GA-1298)

D-JAES. (GA) (#61)

Member Tri-Ess, Sigma

Epsilon. Mid 40’s, 185, 5’8".

Interested in people, aviation, ham

radio, travel. “Enjoy corresponding

with others. Travel southeast US a

lot, other regions occasionally.

Dressed since childhood. Enjoy

going out, and social functions with

sisters. Will answer all.”

Diane Jae Shere, P O Box 89,

Lithia Springs GA 30057 (GA-

2126)

GINGER M. (GA) (#61)

SWM, early 50’s, 6’2", 195,

submissive, bisexual. Interested in

travel, photography, fishing, golf,

andquietintimatedinners. “Newto

crossdressing. Not out of closet.

Love all things feminine: silks,

satins, leather, heels, and boots.

Open to all ideas. Would love to

exchange letters and photos. Will

answer all. Can travel to meet as

time permits.”

Ginger M. (GA-2098)
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MELANIE S. (GA) (#61)

Member Dixie Belles.

Participant Be All. Married lifetime

CD, 46, 5’13", 185. “I’m enjoying

life more every day, especially since

Melanie has met and made so many

new special friends. Love satins,

laces, and heels.”

Melanie S. (GA-2265)

TINA JORDAN (GA) (#62)

Thirty-something, blue eyes,

brown hair, 12/13, great legs!

“Married, wife is adjusting. Pass in

publicwith a little trouble. Interested

in computers, tantra, video films,

meditation, the feminine self as a

stateofconsciousness.and the inner

goddess.”

Tina J. (GA-2379)

JOANNA M. (NW GA) (#64)

39,6', 147,blondhair,blueeyes,

TV, married. Busy professional just

now making the time to pursue my
feminineside. Life-longTV. Almost

passable. Interests include the

outdoors, photography stills or

video, music, travel, and people.

“Want to meet new friends, GGs,

TVs, TSs forcorrespondence, photo

exchange, and personal/social

relationships. Travel.”

Joanna Monit, PO Box 490983,

Atlanta GA 30349 (GA-2722)

FRANCES I). (GA) (#65)

6', 200,45,BiWM. "My wife is

supportive, but does not participate.

I have been in the closet since, I

started dressing as a pre-teen. Long

to meet others in a similar situation.

Into fulfilling fantasies and making

special friends. I enjoy everything

feminine.”

Frances D. (GA-2952)

MELISSA T. (GA) (#61)

AttractiveMWM.40,5’H", 14,

easy going, adventurous, and

understanding. Wife knows, but

doesn’t encourage. “I work hard to

attain the total feminine look. Use

heels, lingerie, corsets, and makeup

to achieve transformation. Want to

correspond with TVs, TSs, and

couples. Answer all who send

photo.”

Melissa T. (GA-3047)

KAREN AMBER (AL) (#61)

MemberMontgomery Medical.

M-F TS, 37, 6', 155, brown hair and

eyes. “Just starting out. Doing

electrolysis, hope to start hormones

soon. Interested in corresponding

and meeting TSs and genetic

females, especially in the Atlanta

area, to talk shop, and to help me

perfectmy feminineself. Send photo

if possible. Discretion assured. Will

answer all sincere letters.”

Karen A. (GA-3081)

JENNIFER A. LAVERY (GA)

(#62)

Member Sigma Epsilon.

Attended Southern Comfort, ’91.

MWM, 42, 5’8", 150. Hetero,

passable, educated, professional CD.

“Enjoy historical novels, minor

league baseball, my children, home

decorating, golf, and shopping. A
caring, sincere person, and a true

friend, willing to give as well as

receive. Avid conversationalist and

a faithful correspondent. Wife

knows, but is totally intolerant.”

Jennifer A. Lavery, P O Box

870316, Stone Mountain GA 30087

(GA-3215)

RACIIEL W. (GA) (#63)

MWM, CD, 45, 5’10". Enjoy

shopping and dining, going out to

movies, always dressed. “Have

great, accepting family. Would like

to meet and correspond with other

sisters.”

Rachel W. (GA-3251)

LORI DEE IIARMON (FL) (#61)

5 'll", 190, brown hair and eyes.

Enjoy huntingfishing, golf, football;

lingerie, heels, feminine clothes,

make-up . . . "Life-longTV. Wife

knows, not supportive. Hope to be

able to pass and go out in public.

Enjoy the classy, career look. Like

help with makeup and wig. Like to

hear from sisters who go on without

support, and from those who have

found it.”

L. Harmon, P O Box 674631,

Marietta GA 30067 (GA-3105)

ANNIE LYNN (GA) (#62)

Tall, 33, blonde, blue eyes.

Interested in movies, sports, history,

the outdoors. “Looking for new

friends to help me relax and be

myself. Travel some. Would like to

write and meet some other ladies to

have fun and learn more aboutbeing

a woman.”

Annie Lynn, Box 4423, Atlanta

GA 30302 (GA-3298)

STEPHANIE F. (GA) (#63)

TS in early 20’s, very discreet,

great sense of humor. Interested in

screen writing, literature, watching

movies, music (my ultimate

passion), and fashion. “I would like

to correspond with both pre-op and

post-op TSs about all aspects of

transition and our community.”

Stephanie F. (GA-3397)

KEVIN (GA) (#64)

“Flave you looked through these

ads too, and not found anyone you

really wanted to write to? Does it

seem like some areas of expression

are missing? Playful, non-linear

(non -dressing?) crossdresser would

like to hear from you, then.”

Kevin, P O Box 1925, Atlanta

GA 30301-1925 (GA-3446)

PETRA D. (FL) (#65)

Member Sigma Epsilon.

Attended Southern Comfort ’91.

Mid-30’s, married to supportive wife

with two children. “Edit the Dixie

Belle , active on Tri-Ess BBS,
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occasionally on Genderline. Travel

to Atlanta for Sigma Epsilon

meetings, but would like to meet

others in FL & S. GA. Interests

include photography, computers,

soccer, and exploring the concept of

androgyny.”

Petra D., P O Box 3426,

Tallahassee FL 32315-3426 (FL-

1314)

JENNIFER REECE (FL) (#63)

SWM, hetero, 38. Interested in

all water sports and boating.

“Looking for a woman or a pre-op

transsexual to communicate with.

I’m a good person and lots of fun.”

Jennifer R. (FL-0739)

VANESSA (C FL) (#61)

Member Central FL Sisters,

Southern Belles. 45, 5’5", 150.

Interested in meeting with other

sisters, a nd going to various outi ngs/

clubs with my sisters. “I have

accepted my feminine self. Can’t

get enough of Vanessa. Would like

to be more passable so as to go to

straight places.”

E.B., PO Box 1076, Venice FL
34284-1076 (FL-1396)

CATllI Y. (FL) (#61)

MWM, hetero,TV, 41, 6’1",

170. “Love the feminine look, from

gowns to short skirts. Enjoy meeting

and corresponding with others.

Cathi Y. (FH393)
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SAMIE DIANNE B. (SW FL) (#63)

Widower, 63, 5’8", 160. “I

cross-dress whenever possible, &
wear lingerie all the time. I have

been a closet cross-dresser for 30

years with 2 wives and several

women friends. I wore the dresses

and they wore the slacks. Now I

want out of the closet.”

Sarnie B. (FL-1793)

CLAUDIA K. (FL) (#63)

Member Crossport, IXE, CFS,

Sigma Epsilon. Attended Be All,

Texas T Party, Southern Comfort.

Interested in sunshine, my home,

travel, still & video photography.

"Enjoy meeting new people. Am
anxious to help CDs of any age out

of the closet and into a support

group.”

C. Kessen (FL-1833)

CYNTIIIA SILVA (FL) (#64)

Member Tri-Ess. SWM, hetero

CD, 60’s, 5’9", 200. Interested in

working with my computer and

amateur radio, VHF mobile, dressing

whenever possible. “Would like to

meet or correspond with other hetero

CDs, TVs, and understanding GGs
for femme talk, improving my
femme personality and appearance,

and having photo sessions.”

Cynthia Silva, Box 18884,

Tampa FL 33679-8884 (FL-1848)

JOAN M. (FL) (#64)

TV, 66, 5’4", single. Interested

in drawing, painting, all the arts. “I

am a life-long crossdresser. I like to

correspond and meet other TVs or

TSs in southwest FL for friendship

and support.”

Joan M. (FL-2821)

PENNY THOMAS (FL) (#62)

Member Tri-Ess, Phi Epsilon

Mu. Attended Southern Comfort.

40, 6', brunette, and heavier than I

wish. Interested in computers,

science fiction & mysteries, roller

blading, and trying to discover who
I am. “Erratic writer, but will try to

answer letters.”

Penny T. (FL-1671)

PHYLLIS C. (FL) (#62)

45, WM, 5’4", married.

“Looking for new friends in the

Tampa Bay area. Have been cross-

dressingforyears, mostly in private.

I havean understandingwife. Enjoy

high heels and that feminine feeling.”

Phyllis C. (FL-1473)

CHARLENE FIRESTINE (FL)

(#64)

Member of Central Florida

Sisters. DWM, 5’7". Interested in

anything female. “Love to get

togetherwith all my sistersandshare

ideas, dreams. TS inclinations. Like

60’s music, enjoy renting movies

and listening to my radio. Love to

go out to clubs for a good time.

Wish to hear from sistersaround the

country.”

Charlene Firestine (FL-1934)

JACQUELYN NOWLING (FL)

(#61)

Member Sigma Epsilon. Mid-

50’s, 6', 180. Interested in wine-

making, reading, & being ‘Jacque.’

"I travel FL extensively and would

like to write & meet all sisters

possible. Wife is very supportive

and active in wivessupport group in

Sigma Epsilon.”

Jacquelyn N. (FL-2063)

LAURA O.(EFL) (#64)

Member Crossroads, Central

Florida Sisters. WM hetero TV, 46,

6', 160, passable, professional,

widely travelled. “Like to be Laura

as much as possible. Usually spend

weekends en femme, shopping,

dining, etc. Active in TV group

activities. Wish to write and meet

other crossdressers from all overthe

U.S.”

Laura O., Suite 226, 2899 E.Big

Beaver Rd., Troy, MI 48083 (FL-

2106)

KATHERINE M. (FL) (#61)

Tall, forties. Interests are many

and include cooking, sailing,

movies, books, and music. Love to

campandhike. Wish tocorrespond,

perhaps meet with other cross-

gendered people in Southern Florida.

Look forward to your letter (and

photo?).

Katherine M. (FL-2244)

ANNA BLAKE (FL) (#63)

MWM. 39, TG/TS, wife knows

and accepts. Interested in walking;

hiking; camping in woods,

mountains, and seashore; folk

dancing; reading; music; science.

"Am blossoning after a lifetime of

privacy through sisters in support

group and on BBS AOL. Like to

contact other TG/TSs to share

experiences, tips, and support.”

Anna Blake (FL-2418)

JEANNIEB. (FL) (#64)

Bi, mid 40 ’s, 145, fair hair, blue

eyes, no body hair, 5’7", 12/14.

Interested in sun, sand, ocean,

videos, cooking. “Florida: mid-

Atlantic coast, seems like none of

you girls are in my area. Would like

to meet TV/TSs for get togethers,

photoexchange. Dressingsince age

ten. Need help from other sisters.

Goal to live the rest of my life as a

woman. Please write.”

Jeannie B. (FL-2665)

MICHELLE H. (FL) (#62)

35, MWM, CD/TV, 6', 160,

hetero. Interested in computers,

baseball, reading, female fashion,

shopping. “After many years of

desire, I have juststarted dressing in

the past few months. Wife knows

and is trying to be supportive and

helpful. Would like to meet and

correspond with others, especially

in the Tampa Bay area. Would like

to join a Tri-Ess chapter.”

Michelle H. (FL-3189)
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JODY N. (FL) (#64)

MemberCentral Florida Sisters.

SWM, CD, 5 ’6", 130, thirty-

something. TS inclinations.

Interested in total feminization,

reading, golf, and physical fitness.

“Seeking correspondence and

possible get togethers with

understanding, attractive females,

couples, TSs, and CDs in PSL area.

Photo please if possible.”

Jody N. (FL-2968)

ELIZABETH N DOUGLAS (FL)

(#61)

5’7", 145, 36, ash blonde, brown

eyes, quite passable. Interested in

golf, race cars. “Have been

crossdressing since early

adolescence. Now coming out and

enjoying both sides of life. Would

love to meetothers forshoppingfun,

girl talk, and help with getting out in

public more comfortably.”

Elizabeth N Douglas, P O Box

40012, St. Petersburg FL 33743

(FL-2972)

BOBBI REED (FL) (#62)

5’7", 130, slender build. Very

real breasts. Interested in writing,

video, meeting new friends, travel,

and sharing new ideas. “I would

like to become a member of some

group, but time and job prevent that

at present. Would be glad to hear

from anyone that has time to write.

Am always open to new information

and ideas.”

Bobbi R. (FL-3171)

CATHY R. (FL) (#61)

SWM, Bi, 6', 170, a feminine

closet TV. “I am an XXY feminine

male. Love to correspond and share

interests.”

C. R., Box 604, Apopka FL
32704 (FL-3007)

SUSAN S. (FL) (#62)

MWM,5’10", 158, CD, totally

hetero, above average at all sports.

Interested in collecting slips, half

slips, and old crinolines. “Lifelong

sense of guilt since I realized I liked

to wear feminine things. As an only

child, my mother wanted a girl. She

encouraged me to be her ‘daughter.’

Looking for those who had a similar

experience. Will answer all."

Susan S., 1971 W. Lumsden,

Suite 121, Brandon FL 33511 (FL-

3130)

JANESSA DELITE (FL) (#62)

Member Serenity, Hollywood,

FL. 5’9", blue/green eyes, 150, TV/

TS. Interested in shopping for

clothes, goingout to hot night spots.

Meeting new friends. “Lifelong

crossdresser and active member of

the TV/TS community. Would like

to be more involved in helping others,

and in participating in national

events.”

Janessa Delite,PO Box 970645,

Miami FL 33197 (FL-3141)

LAURA BETII CAMFIELI) (FL)

(#61)

MWM, 45, 250, 5 ’10". CD for

34 years. “After decade of dressing

and passing successfully, I was

forced back into the closet by a

cancer surgery resulting in a scar I

had to cover with a beard, and

glandularweightgain of70 pounds.

Always a woman inside, wear

lingerie and heels at work, and

correspond with sisters nationwide.

My male counterpart is a published

novelist, excellent ball-room dancer.

Please write, I’ll write back.”

Laura Beth Camfield, P O Box

358, Talleuast FL 34270 (FL-

3148)

KATHY GAIL DRIAPER (FL)

(#63)

Member AEGIS, Sigma
Epsilon, Tallahassee, FL. Founder:

Gender Information Network of

Gainesville(GING). Small business

owner, ex-communicated minister,

6’3", 175, androgynous pre-op TS
on hormones, over fifty hours

electrolysis. “Need voice therapy.

Help! Love nylon lingerie, latex

panties, Spandex outfits, nylon

scarves. Friends say I am strange,

and I am.”

Kathy G. Driaper (FL-3192)

MICHELLE M. (FL) (#63)

MemberCentral Florida Sisters.

35, 6’3", 195, married, hetero CD.

Wife knows. Interested in golf,

sports, model railroading. “Would

like to meet with othersistets, ‘ladies’

and couples in Ft. Myers area.”

Michelle M.(FL-3328)

DENISE P. (FL) (#63)

MWM, hetero, 5’8", 16/18.

Hetero. “Very supportive spouse.

Close to passable. Have made

guarded public ventures. My wife

and I have long accepted my dual

personalities. Interested in classic

rock and roll, computers, motor

sports, and being Denise. “Would

enjoy corresponding with other

sincere and discreet couples. Will

answer all. Listed in Prodigy, or

contact through Tapestry ."

Denise P. (FL-3334)

DONNA LYNN (FL) (#62)

DWM, 5’9", 160, light hair, blue

eyes, college educated. Interested

in ou tdoor activities, biking, cooking,

shopping, and dressing. “Beginning

to accept feminine side with help of

very special SO. Like to meet and

correspond with other sisters and
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RAY HUNT (FL) (#64)

5’6", 150, fit, muscular, a little

overweight. F-M CD, would-be TS.

Interested in ultra marathon running,

cycling, reading, TV - talk shows,

drawing, hiking, bird watching,

gems/crystals, religion/philosophy.

“Dress full time. Am androgynous

in manners, actions. Would be on

hormones and get surgery, but can’t

afford it. Seek friendship and life

companion. Love to talk and swap

-tories.”

Ray Hunt (FL-3499)

MARY JANE WALKER (N AL)

(#64)

Member Tri-Ess. A young 65

yearsold,5'5", 165. Widowed, lives

alone. Retired. “A TG, dress about

95 percent of time. Enjoy shopping

and eating out en femme twice a

week. Have travelled en femme.

Jazz musician. Ex-railroader. Ex-

commercial artist. Interested in all

aspectsofcrossdressing,TV/TS/TG.

Would like to hear from, meet others

in the N.ALorGAarea. Will answer

all.”

M. Walker (AL-2105)

ANNEARMSTRONG (AL) (#61)

Member Tri-Ess. 70, 5’10".

“Still closeted and would appreciate

letters. Will reply quickly.”

Anne Armstrong, P.O. Box

7331-A, Birmingham AL 35253

(AL-1478)

RENEE 1 PHILLIPS (AL) (#62)

MWM, 37,5’11", life-longTV.

Go out and have passed at times. “I

enjoy being soft and gentle, as

feminine as I can. I adore satin and

lace, shopping, socializing, fashion,

MICK2LLESTEADMAN (NAL)

(#62)

Member Tri-Ess, Director of

Sigma Rho Gamma Chapter -

SERGA, Beta Chi, Sigma Epsilon.

MWM, 37, hetero-CD, 5’9", 190,

brown eyes, brown hair. Two
children, professionals. "Married to

an exceptional woman who made

me blossom. We formed a chapter

of Tri-Ess. My wife is the SERGA
liaison for the Wives and Partners

Concerns. We love to write. You

may write to either or both of us."

Michelle Steadman, P O Box

16174, Huntsville AL 35802 (AL-

2547)

PAULA R. (AL) (#64)

Member of Tri-Ess Sigma

Epsilon, MMPI. AttendedSoulhern

Comfort. DWM, 59, 5’10", 174,

TV-TG-TS? Interested in boats,

cooking, theater, music, collectibles,

Civil War buff, active in

environmental groups, local

historical preservation society.

Semi-retired. Can travel at will.

Paula R„ P O Box 020623,

Tuscaloosa AL 35402 (AL-2820)

LAUREN HALL (AL) (#62)

“Friendly, sincere, interested in

making new friends and becoming

more active in the gender

community. Interests include music,

literature, exercise, and sailing.

Would love to hear from all who are

honest, sincere, and non-exploitive.

Interested in relationship with

genetic female. Single, late 30’s,

professional.”

Lauren Hall, P O Box 55184,

Birmingham AL 35255-0184 (AL-

3202)

STEPHANIE MARIE M. (AL)

(#63)

Member ASA. Attended

Southern Comfort ’91. TV/TS, 24,

5’8", shoulder-length black hair,

brown eyes. Attractive, very

passable, sensual, fun-loving girl.

Interested in travel, videos, movies,

CELESTE RICHARDS (AL)

(#62)

MemberSERGA. WM,40, 180,

5’9", married to college sweetheart.

Computer nerd and Macintosh guru.

“All my life, I, my family and friends

knew I was different, but we didn’t

know what it was. Four months ago

I discovered crossdressing, and that

was the answer. Want to gain

understandingand learn howtopass.

Interested in connecting with other

CDs and women.”

Celeste R. (AL-3197)

CHRISTY W. (FL) (#62)

MWM, TV, 6’2", late 30’s, blue

eyes and brown hair. Enjoy

photography, running, my family,

life, and, of course, dressing up.

“Lifelong TV, basically tired of

beingall dressed up with no place to

go. Would love to correspond with

and possibly meet others with similar

interests. Also looking to attend

some outings.”

Christy W. (FL-3348)

HEATHER PHILLIPS (FL) (#62)

5’10", 170. Enjoy lovely

feminine things, friendship, and all

kinds of music. Read Vogue .

Glamour , and Cosmo . Like to shop

and garden. Interested in personal

growth. Phone number and photo

would be appreciated.

Heather Ph illips, PO Box 2991,

Brandon FL 33509-2991 (FL-3278)

SOs for friendship, sharing, and

support. Honest and sincere.

Looking forward to hearing from

you. Please include photo.”

Donna Lynn (FL-3343)

arts, travel, and girl talk. Would like

to meet others with similar interests.

Desire meetings orcorrespondence.

Will answer promptly.”

Renee’ Phillips, P O Box

241092, Montgomery AL 36124-

1092 (AL-2535)

ALABAMA (350-369-'
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nature and sun bathing, night life, body and go anywhere while

and meeting new friends. "Interested dressed. We would like to hear from

in meetingattractiveTS couples, for other CDs and couples who would

fun and possible relationship. Would like to meet for socializing and

like to relocate to CA someday. intelligent conversation. Promise a

Photo and SASE appreciated.” prompt reply.”

Occupant, P O Box 127,3932C Rita Hefelfinger, P.O. Box 732,

Airport Blvd., Mobile AL 36608 Hermitage TN 37076-0732 (TN-

(AL-3516) 2860)

RUBBER RACHEL (TN) (#62)

Attractive, 6', 170, blue eyed

TV. “I would like to correspond

with professional, educated

gentlemen and TVs interested in the

company of a talented boy/girl.

Sincerity, good taste, and

understanding, always. Love frilled

latex panties, satin slips, and flared

skirts.”

R. R., P O Box 210362,

Nashville TN 37221-0362 (TN-

1640)

TAMMI MCINTYRE (E TN)
(#63)

Member Crossroads.

Participant Coming Together, Be

All, Fantasia Fair. Tall, vivacious,

fun-loving lady. “I love to shop.

Have done some public speaking. 1

also love to go out dining and

dancing. I would like to hear from

others interested in our culture. I

will try to respond to all contacts.”

Tammi M. (TN-1732)

RITA HEFELFINGER (TN)

(#64)

Member Tri-Ess, Sigma
Epsilon. MWM,heteroTV,47,5’6",

135. “Just married to a wonderfully

supportive wife who helps with my
dressing. Love to shave my entire

ROBYN K. (ETN) (#64)

Member Tri-Ess. MWM, 44,

5 ’8", 136, passable; professional,

with advanced college degree;

involved in counselling. Go
shopping en femme. Hobbies

include singing, guitar playing,

reading, fishing, and baseball card

collecting. “Would like to

correspond with CD/TSs as well as

geneticfemalesfortipson improving

one’s feminine image. I will try to

answer all letters.”

Robyn K. (TN-2744)

RHONDA WILSON (TN) (#61)

36, 6', 190, DWM, helero TV,

muscular, but shapely when dressed.

Interested in poetry, song-writing,

walking, traveling, most music,

dressing. “Wife does not approve.

Trying to build nerve to come out of

closet. Would like to hear from

single orDWF who understands the

need to be a whole instead of a half

person. Travel extensively. Drive

for a living. Will answer all who
write.”

Rhonda W. (TN-3032)

WENDI F. YARBROUGH (MS)

(#63)

SWM,6’2", 200,greyingblond,

blue eyes. 48, pre-op TS. Interested

in carpentry, truck mechanics,

catalogs, obtaining hormones,

learning to dressandapply makeup,

having electrolysis as often as I can

afford it. “Here in South Mississippi

it’shard to find the propercounseling

and medical assistance for pre-op

TSsandTVs. Thereare nogroupsto

help one gel out of the closet.

Wendi Y. (MS-3423)

LESLIE GILL (MS) (#61)

Member Beta Chi, Tri Delta

Chi. MWM, 35, 5’9". “I want to

correspond with otherCDsfrom MS
and LA. Will answer all

correspondence. I pass well.”

Leslie G. (MS-2138)

REBECCA ALLISON (MS) (#63)

Member Tri-Ess. MWM, 45,

heteroCD,5'l 1", 160, 14. Interested

in travel and reading. "I love being

Rebecca when possible, but family

and professional restraints make

cross-dressing very limited. Personal

meetings not possible at this time,

but I will try to answer all

correspondence.”

Rebecca A. (MS-3237)

KENTUCKY (403- 427-

PATTI HALL (KY) (#61)

Member IXE. “Hello! I am a

person in my mid thirties exploring

and enjoying the beauty of

womanhood. My other interests

include folk music and dance,

vegetarian cooking and,

peacekeeping. I welcome
correspondence from my sisters, and

Ioccasionally thinkofstartinga TV/

TS support group in the Louisville

area. I look forward to hearing from

you.

Patti Hall, PO Box 7224,

Louisville KY 40257 (KY-2035)

LINDA BUTEN (KY) (#57)

MemberCrossport, IFGEBoard

of Directors. Participant Be All,

Coming Together. MWM TV, 6',

180. “Been in public for years, and

understandselfandotherswell. Wife

and children know, understand and

love Linda as an extension of my
personality. Enjoy dating tall, well-

mannered gentlemen who know how

to treat a lady to the finer things in

life.”

Linda B. (KY-2001)

S’HER LEBONNE (KY) (#64)

5’9", 160, 10/12, nicely

proportioned, computer

programmer, married with non-

supporting wife. Interested in

fashion and beauty tips, modeling,

music, stage. “Help! New lady

(four years in closet) in Tiny Town,

USA needs supportive sisters.

Lonely and near desparate. Would

love to hear from successful

transitions to give me ideas on how
to escape this oppression. Try to

answer all!”

S’her LeBonne (KY-3519)

KARLA F. (KY) (#62)

DWM. 45, 5’6", 150. “Enjoy

the contrast of both personas through

the looking glass. My wife didn’t.

Karl is a masculine, outdoorsy

engineer. Karla is a discreet business

woman, shy and in the closet. Both

are attractive, creative, adventurous,

and overeducated world travelers.

Would enjoy exploring all facets of

life with TVs.TSs, or understanding

GGs or couples.”

Karla F. (KY-3371)
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LAURA RENEE PIERCE (KY)

(#64)

MemberCross-Port. Participant

Be All ’91. Pre-opTS,44, 5’6", 170,

blue eyes, brown hair. Interested in

computers, cooking, fashion,

photography, learning more about

make-up, hairstyling, dancing, and

being a lady. “Living full time as a

woman. After many years, goals are

being reached, feel good about who

I am. Love to meet new friends to

lend support. Will do my best to

answer all.”

Laura Renee P. (KY-2843)

OHIO (434- 457-'

MICHELLE RICHARDS (S OII)

(#69)

Member Paradise, Cross-Port,

Alpha Omega, Tri-Ess, Sigma

Epsilon, Empathy, FIL, Serenity, and

Tiffany. Hetero crossdresser, 5’9",

170, educated, friendly. Married 20

years to an “A” wife. An original

organizer of Paradise. “I enjoy

crossdressing, hi-heels, ‘girl talk,’

and picture-taking sessions. Need

help on feminine voice. Started

dressingatseven. Nowin late 40’s”

Michelle R. (OH-0954)

KIMBERLY SUZANNE G. (SW
OH) (#62)

“Thirty-four-year-old
crossdresser interested in improving

all aspects of feminine style. Hope

to meet intelligent, interesting people

to help with new behavior. GG/TV/
TSs all welcomed. Inexperienced,

but willing to learn. Will try to

answer all who write.”

Kimberly S. Graycheck, P O
Box 751632, Dayton OH 45475

(OH-1628)

MARY R. (OII) (#61)

Hetero, SWM, 35, CD, 12T,

long brown hair, green eyes, gentle,

passive, and very shy. Interested in

fashions, cooking, shopping, and

everything feminine. "Would love

to hear from any genetic woman.

My goal is to be in total role reversal

with a sincere woman who
understands my feelings, and who

appreciates a male who dresses in

feminine fashions.”

Mary R. (OH-1731)

CATHERINE L. ANDREWS
(OH) (#63)

Member Transpitt. Participant

Be All, Lambda Ball. MWM CD,
5’7", 170, 45. “As a lifelong CD I

have accepted myself for who lam.

I enjoy meeting new people and

corresponding. Deeply committed

to the IFGE. I enjoy outreach

programs and working for the good

of our entire community.”

Catherine A. (OH-1770)

SUSAN M. (N OH) (#64)

MemberTri-Ess, Alpha Omega.

Divorced, hetero CD. 51, 6’, 185.

“Enjoy fishing, camping, old

movies, and helping youngsters in

Little League Baseball. Dress 2-3

times a week, still in closet. Want to

correspond with hetero CDs in the

Huron-Erie County area. If you are

still in closet, and frustrated, Sue

would make a great girlfriend.

Discretion expected."

Susan M. (OH-2053)

MARILYN CRISTI (NE OII)

(#63)

Member Paradise Club,

Director of Outreach Education.

Participant 1991 Be All Programs/

Speakers Chair. Legal, full-time

woman. "Seeking responses from

your organization’s outreach

personnel regarding best techniques

in dealing with mixed audiences.

Include any dates that you might be

passing through Ohio and your

availability for outreach.”

Marilyn Cristi, P.O. Box 33496,

Cleveland OH 44133 (OH-1919)

JAIMIE DOUGLAS (OII) (#61)

Single crossdresser, 5'10", 155,

26. Interested in fitness, shopping,

music, sports, and sexy clothing.

"Would like to correspond with other

CDs and possibly get together with

crossdressers in the Central Ohio

area. I’m looking forward to hearing

from you.”

Jaimie D. (OH-2140)

MARJORIE MILLF:R (NE OII)

(#64)

Member Paradise Club. SWM,
5’7", 165. Interested in photography

and working on cars. “Dressing off

and on since a child. Gooutdriving,

and take short walks dressed. Alone

and nervous when I’m out. Would

like to meet someone in SW
Cleveland area to dress and go out

with. I’m somewhat passable,

though afraid to go out in daylight.”

Ms. Marjorie Miller, P.O. Box

44006 Biddulph Rd., Brooklyn OH
44144 (OH-2710)

JENNY WILLIAMS (NE OII)

(#64)

6', 175, hazel eyes, brown hair.

Interested in UFOs, hair fetishes,

spirituality, uniting male/female

soul through meditation. “Bi-TV

seeking women and men for

correspondence, meeting. Fetish

for long hair. Love fall, art Films,

and the love of an understanding

friend. Does anyine wish to join

me?”

Jenny W., 23146 Lorain #171,

Cleveland OH 44070 (OH-2714)

CATHERINEMICIIALEK (OH)

(#64)

“I love shopping for my
wardrobe. I have a collection of

books and magazines on

crossdressing. I hate male clothes

and don’t own any. I have dressed

since childhood as female. I am a

full-time TV. I enjoy corresponding

with TVs, and will answerall. Please

send pictures.”

Catherine M. (OH-2877)

JOYCES. (SW OH) (#65)

Member Tri-Ess, Cross-Port.

SWM, CD, 5’1 1", 180, 58 yeare

young. Interested in reading, music,

gardening, traveling. “Go out

dressed about once a week--to

movies, concerts, and shopping.

Want to meet other CD/TSs to share

these activities and gain help in being

more feminine. Will answer all

letters.”

Joyce S. (OH-2925)

SHIRLEY MOST (OH) (#61)

Member Crossport. SWM, 38,

5’4", 135, auburn hair, brown eyes.

Interested in computers, fishing, and
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just beinga girl. “Love tocorrespond

with and meet otherTVs in Canton/

New Philadelphia area. Have yet to

meet any local TVs. Love to trade

girl talk and size ten clothes. Picture

would be nice. Want to explore all

aspects of being a woman.”

Shirley Most, P O Box 6044,

New Philadelphia OH 44663 (OH-

3111)

PATRICIA B. (OH) (#62)

MemberTri-Ess, Alpha Omega

Chapter. Attended Be All 1991.

MWM, 65, 5’ 10", 160, retired

customer service manager.

Interested in dressing and being a

woman, being outdoors walking and

hiking, photography, and reading.

“Found I was a CD a few years ago.

Wife knows, is trying to accept and

besupportive, but it’snotgoingwell.

Five children do not know. Help!

Going back into closet.”

Patricia B. (OH-3026)

JULIE S. GILBERT (SW OH)

(#62)

SWM, TV, 35, 5’8". Interested

in new age music and meeting new

people. “I am warm and caring, well

adjusted and friendly. My passion is

getting all dolled up in short, full

petticoats and pretty party dresses to

enjoy quiet romantic evenings.

Would love to date sincere, discreet

gentlemen, and meet TVs who love

dressing in petticoats, aprons, and

ultra-feminine outfits. Can travel.”

Julie G. (OH-3117)

JENNY R. (OII) (#62)

6', WM, 135, blue eyes.

Interested in long walks,

motorcycles, and learning to pass.

“I am a novice CD who would like

some friends for mutual support and

possible excursions outside our

closets.”

Jenny R. (OH-3118)

JOAN B. (OH) (#62)

MWM, 46, Bi-TV, 175, 5’6",

professional, honest, intelligent,

caring, and discreet. Don’t pass

well. Interested in sports, everything

feminine, romantic evenings, and

long walks. “Want to write and

meetTV/TSsandGGs for friendship

and help in becoming more feminine

and passing. Wifedoesnotapprove.

Central Ohio area, but travel

extensively. Trying to come out.

Will answer all.”

Joan B. (OH-3224)

BRENDA ROBSON (SW OII)

(#61)

MWM, hetero TV, 45,190,

5’H". Hooked on nylon, silk, and

lace, but need total look.

“Unknowing spouse limits

opportunities to dress. Feelwomanly

inside. Been out twice, but afraid to

do it again. Love to correspond with

warm, sensitive, and sincere TVs.

Please include photo.”

Brenda Robson (OH-3154)

LUELLA M. GREENE (OH)

(#62)

Single, 51, 6’2", 178, slender,

blue eyes, brown hair. Interested in

music, beekeeping, gardening,

cooking/baking, learning to sew, and

calligraphy. “Have indulged in

cross-dressing since age 14. Worked

asa pit musician in drag while touring

with La Cage aux folles for nine

months. Sort of enjoyed it.”

Laella G. (OH-3239)

DEBBIE C. (OH) (#63)

Member Cross-Port. Hetero,

TV, 5’9", 165, 32, light brown hair,

green eyes. Interested in bicycling,

golf, movies, billiards, motorcycling,

and sports cars. “Looking for a

genetic woman who likes a man

with a softer side for a possible long-

term relationship. Wish tohearfrom

and meet other TV/TSs in the

Cincinnati area. Somebody please

help me with my hair and makeup.”

Debbie C. (OH-3286)

THERESA R. (OII) (#63)

Member Paradise Club. SWM,
39, TV, 6’6", 265, black hair, brown

eyes. Interested in reading, nature,

camping, golf, sports, traveling by

car in the countryside. “Been

dressing for fifteen years. Still in

closet. Afraid to venture out. Like

tomeetotherTVATSs, understanding

women. Have found peace and

happiness with myselfand now wish

to share this with others. Will reply

to all.”

Theresa R. (OH-3244)

WENDY A. (OH) (#62)

Married, 5’10", 180, 29,

professional. Interested in

computers, photography, and

makingnewfriends. “Would like to

meet others with similar interests to

discuss personal experiences,

motivations, and feeling for mutual

support.”

W. N. A., P O Box 845,

Reynoldsburg OH 43068-0845

(OH-3361)

DEBORAH ANNE K. (IN) (#61)

Member IXE, Tri-Ess. MWM,
TV, 50, 5’9", 18. Interested in

gardening, boating, bowling,

handgun and rifle target-shooting,

computers, cooking. “My wife is

aware but has no further interest. I

am a stay-at-home type person, quiet,

and rather bashful. I would still like

tomeetothersandwill try toanswer

any correspondence.”

A. Kinsey, P.O. Box 550,

Roanoke IN 46783 (IN-201 1)

KRYSTLE C. (IN) (#62)

Hetero CD, 49,
5
’7", 140, small-

boned (look 39). “Raised as a girl

forseven years by mother. Hair was

curled nightly, and was given home

permanents. Slept in night-gowns.

Especially love beauty shops,

makeup, beautiful night-gowns, and

shopping. Seek relationship with a

real woman who likes the soft side

ofa man, andean helpme feel better

about myself. Sincere and

affectionate.”

Krystle C. (IN-2312)

YVONNE COOK (IN) (#99)

IFGE Director of Operations,

IFGE Board of Directors, Chrmn

Finance Committee.

Member: Lifetime member

IXE.

Awards: IFGE Trinity Award,

1991.

Friendly and sincere individual

who enjoys all people who are

involved in gender issues.

Yvonne C. (IN-1009)

DAN RILEY (IN) (#99)

Member: IXE, IFGE Staff

Female CD, 40. Sincere, caring

individual. Interested in

corresponding with other female-

to-male CDATSs. Enjoys hiking,

dancing, T’ai Chi Ch’uan, talking

with others and helping others

"coming out.”

Dan Riley, (IN-1802)

GAIL A. (IN) (#62)

Member IXE, St. Louis

Gateway Femmes, Louisville

Gender Society. Attended Be All,

Tri-Ess Holiday En Femme, Texas

T Party, IFGE convention. 5’6",

passable. Interested in dining,
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antiques, shopping. “Have enjoyed

discovering and watching my femme

side mature. Want to meet others

from the Evansville area.”

Gail A. (IN-2526)

BARBARA ELLEN BERTRAND
(IN) (#61)

Member Cross-port, Chicago

Gender Society. Participant 1991

Be-All. TS, 5 ’3", 135, 35, brown

hair, hazel eyes. “Finally getting

together with people to help me
through transition. Would like to

correspond and meet with TSs and

TVs to get a small local group started.

I enjoy sci-fi, Roman and Greek art,

archeology, and history and ancient

civilizations.”

B. E. Bertrand, P.O. Box 728,

New Albany IN 47151-0728 (IN-

2324)

RIKKI B. (C IN) (#62)

Bi TV/TS, 35. “Shy and lonely

emerging transsexual needs

understanding friends to help with

my transformation.”

Rikki B., P.O. Box 1962,

Andereon IN 46014 (IN-2578)

VICKIE MANSFIELD (C IN)

(#64)

Member IXE. TS, 49 and

graceful. “I am transitioning with

my clients, living about 80% of the

time as my real self. I am very active

in the Catholic Church, MSIA, and

enjoy working with the gender

community. I enjoy cooking,

dancing, fine wines, good
conversation, and will do my best to

answer all letters.”

Vickie Mansfield, P.O. Box

29408, Indianapolis IN 46229-

0408 (IN-2647)

JAMIE STONE (IN) (#64)

Member IXE, Cross Port, IFGE.

6', 150, 40, brown hair and eyes, TV
with TS desires. Interested in

photography, biking, reading, music,

dressing, good food and

conversation, and romantic movies.

“Looking forward to meeting and

corresponding with other TV/TSs.”

JamieS. (IN-2789)

CHRISTINE NICOLE L. (IN)

(#62)

Memberof Serenity. DWsister,

28, 5’9", 135-40, presently

incarcerated, butdueoutsoon. Wish

to correspond with others for true

friendsh ip, advice, etc. Sincere about

being me, and would like to help

others. Am open mindedandhavea

variety of interests. Am discreetand

expect same. Will answer all who

write.”

Roger A. C. Luedeke, P O Box

473 (#874256) A-3-S, Westville IN

46391-0473 (IN-3233)

MICHELLE H. (IN) (#62)

Single TV, TS tendencies, 35,

6', 180, blue eyes, brown hair.

Interested in music, Star Trek,

football, lingerie, breast

development. “In and out of the

closet the last few years. Wouldlike

to correspond with other TVs and

TSs. Very interested in development

on hormones and in trading pictures

and letters. Will respond to all who
write.”

Michelle H. (IN-3099)

RHONDA DEES. (IN) (#62)

5’8", 140, 44, brown eyes and

hair. Interested in flying, computers,

gender issues, support. “Wouldlike

to correspond and/or meet those with

similar interests.”

Rhonda Dee S. (IN-3170)

RONNYS. (IN) (#64)

42, 5’7", 160, brown hair, blue/

greyeyes. “Lovecooking, cleaning,

sewing, shopping, yard sales,

second-hand stores, walking,

talking, holding hands. Hugs and

kisses. Am not pretty, but I love to

be a woman and be treated as one.

Wear all kinds of clothes from

evening gowns to bathing suits, and

everything in between. Seeking

friends. Any reply welcome.”

R. Schroeder, P O Box 1432, La

Porte IN 46350 (IN-3349)

LYNN ELAINE REESE (IN) (#63)

Member the Hollywood Group.

Post-op TS, 5’9", brown hair, blue

eyes, good figure, always pass.

Interested in fine art, theater, fine

dining, cozy evenings home, and

travel. “Liveand work full time, and

have for many years. Professional

nurse. Seek easy going man to enjoy

personal time with. Also like to

write to TS sisters.”

Lynn E. Reese (IN-3530)

ANNIE J. (IN) (#63)

Attended Be All ’90 and ’91.

5’11", 170-80, light brown hair. “I

am interested in feminism, myth,

and culture, which means that I am
interested in everything. Have been

living full-time except for work and

certain family obligations for about

six months and loving it. Started

attending a local Unitarian

Fellowship in January and am
actively moving out into social

activities.”

Annie J. (IN-3400)

MICHIGAN (480- 499-'

MILESA PILAR (MI) (#63)

Member Crossroads.

Participant: 9Be Alls. Past President

and newsletter editor of Crossroads.

Married TV. Enjoys photography,

motorcycling, travel, occasionally

go out as Milesa. “Have lectured at

colleges about TVism. Was past

coordinator of Be All Convention.

Phone line outreach at Crossroads.

Produced audio tapes for wife and

TV understanding.”

Milesa Phar, P.O. Box 196,

Garden City MI 48135 (MI -0976)

I'Wt

JENNIFER ANN NELSON (SE

MI) (#64)

Member Crossroads. 5’ 11",

160, 14, brown hair, blue eyes.

"Cherish time as Jennifer. Just

getting to know myself, understand

my feelings as a woman. Love short

skirts, silk dressing, and heels. Love

to meet sisters, and be escorted on
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my travels. Will respond to your

letters as best I can.”

Jennifer N., P O Box 431726,

Pontiac MI 48343 (MI-1165)

BOBBI JAMES (MI) (#63)

40, MWM, hetero, 6’4", 250.

Interested in travel, shopping. “I

travel Michigan, Ontario, W. New
York, Indiana, and would like to

meet and socialize with other girls

like myself. Don’t pass, but still

enjoy my feminine side. Am on

hormones, but do not think I will

pursue surgery. Have an

understanding wife who supports

my needs. Would enjoy hearing

from and meeting people in my
travel territory.”

R. James, P OBox 251, Warren

MI 48090-0251 (MI-1639)

MARCIA ANN T. (E MI) (#63)

Member Tri-Ess, Crossroads.

Attended 1991 Be All. WM TV,

5’10", 165,60’s. “Tri-city area, very

experienced, having shopped and

dined in public for over 25 years.

Love to share experiences with other

sisters. Love to correspond, and

promise prompt reply. Happy to

share, help, and advise others.”

Marcia Ann T. (MI-1871)

RANDI N. (SEMI) (#63)

Member Crossroads. 5’9", 170,

brown hair/eyes. Interested in

movies, football, being as feminine

as possible. MWM.Bi. “Have been

cross-dressingforyears. Will be out

of the closet next spring when I

separate from the military. Expect

to start hormones then. Want to

correspond with others in

Michigan.”

Randi N., P.O. Box 46100, Mt.

Clemens MI 48046 (MI -2581)

MARSHA K. (SE MI) (#64)

MWM, hetero CD, 6’2", 218,

42, frosted or red hair, triple pierced

ears. “Enjoy golf, boating, travel,

and having a good time. Love

dressingandgoingout. Lovepierced

earrings, shoes, and good looking

clothes. Just started going out. Like

to hear from other sisters, especially

those in the MI area, and meet and

go out.”

Marsha K. (MI-2719)

|

4t

DENISE BEACH (C MI) (#63)

Pre-opTS, 165,blondhair,blue

eyes, 43, single. Enjoys movies,

shopping, warm conversation, and

helping others. “Am on hormones,

hadlegalnamechange February ’91.

I have overcome many obstacles

and would be happy to help others

who seek advice.”

Denise B. (MI-2483)

P. J.OTTENS (MI) (#63)

Member Crossroads, IME. 30,

5’6", 135. Androgynous Hispanic,

M-F TG, 6-year civil servant.

Interested in bicycling, muscle cars,

roadtrips, music, anddancing. “Seek

support and friendship in the La nsing

area. Also seek employment in the

southwestern states: AZ, NV, CO,

NM.”
P. J. Ottens, P.O. Box 27514,

Lansing MI 48909 (MI-2745)

LYNN MARIE DAVIS (MI)(#61)

SWMTV, tall. “Enjoy moments

spent as a woman. Mostly in the

closet. Seek friends with whom I

can comfortably step out of the

closet. Travel widely, sometimes at

a moment’s notice. Warm and

caring. You can never have too

many friends. Please write. Will

answer all.”

Lynn Marie Davis, PO Box

431855, Pontiac MI 48343 (MI-

2980)

CINDY F. DINSER (MI) (#61)

Member Crossroads, IME.
Attended eight Be Alls. “Been with

Crossroadseightyearson the Board,

Welcoming Committee, Be All

Committee, Outreach. For

information, send SAE.”

Cindy F. Dinser, P O Box 651,

Whitmore Lake MI 48189 (MI-

3010)

SANDY M. (MI) (#61)

“Would like to meet and date

woman in 30’s (no TV or TS) who
can accept and appreciate a sincere,

loving, 6', 180 lb., blond, athletic

man who happens to enjoy private

crossdressing. After two failed

marriages, only most sincere person

who is looking for an intimate

relationshipshould respond. Should

be athletic and love it: bike, tennis,

etc.”

Sandy M. (MI-3015)

lace, stockings, heels, silks, skirts,

pretty dresses, sports, music,

animals. “Would like to meet with

other TV/TSs for friendship, etc.

Need assistance and assurance from

others to help me pass in public.

Looking for back issues of

Tapestry ."

Jara H. (MI-3406)

JUDITH ASHBY (MI) (#61)

Member of IME. Single TV
with TS tendencies, passes well, 5’6".

Interested in shopping for women’s

clothes, reading, feminine

conversation, travel. “I would like

to meet or correspond with anyone,

male or female, who likes wearing

women’sclothes, orwho would like

to try it. Am experienced and could

help those just starting, or those

comingoutofthecloset. That’s not

a fun place to be.”

Judith A. (MI-3079)

slender 190, 34, single. “Free lance

artist using many mediums. Enjoy

all aspects of femininity, quiet

evenings at home, art galleries, most

music, movies, and home
improvement. Height hinders public

acceptance, so I express Joan

discreetly. Would love to hear from

any/all of my sisters. Will reply

thoughtfully ASAP. Hug yourself.”

Joan Heresy, P O Box 13263,

Lansing MI 48901 (MI-3299)

MARISSA C. (MI) (#64)

Member of Crossroads.

Attended Be All, Holiday En

Femme, Texas T Party. Single,

Asian, hetero TV, 5’9", 120, size 5.

Interested in computers, shopping,

very passable. “Want to correspond

with other TVs and women for

intelligent conversation as well as

girlish chatter. Only friendship,

otherwise I ‘vant’ to be alone.”

Marissa C. (MI-3346)

JARA II. (MI) (#63)

SWM, 37, 160, hetero TV with

TS tendencies. Real estate investor.

Lifelong TV. Interested in lingerie,

M. STEPHANIE WELLS (MI)

(#62)

5’9", early 40’s, TG and very

open minded. Interested in

photography, books, computers, and

other high-tech gadgets. “Formerly

very outgoing and friendly, but

presently just stumbling along. I’m

reach ingout again and hope to make

a few friends, hear some different

viewpoints, and regain my
perspective. Travel through Ohio,

Pennsylvania, and Washington, D.C.

Please write.”

M. Stephanie Wells, P O Box

32-368, Detroit MI 48232 (MI-

3377)

WISCONSIN fS30- 548

LINDA LEE ATIDE (WI) (#62)

TS, 5’7", 165-175, blue eyes,

brown hair or whatever color I de-

cide to wear. Born August 1949.

Interested in all things feminine, his-

tory of WW 2, war gaming, and

photography. “Wish to correspond

with anyone who wishes to write,

and contact those whom I’ve writ-

ten in the past. Wish correspon-

dence only. Answer all.”

Linda Lee Athie, Box 340421,

Milwaukee WI 53234 (WI-0529)
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MARTHA M. (WI) (#62)

Member Chi Chapter, Tri-Ess,

Chicago Gender Society. Attended

Be All ’89, Holiday En Femme ’91.

5’6", 150, 40. Interested in camp-

ing, hiking, cross country skiing,

jogging, classical and light rock,

folk, woodworking, and gardening.

“Only come to accept my feminine

side over the past five years. Don’t

dress or get out much, but would

like to. Not the greatest correspon-

dent, but will answer all, eventu-

ally.”

Martha M. (WI-1459)

JANET LYNN II. (Wl) (#65)

Member Tri-Ess, Chi Chapter.

SWM, 35, professional person. “Am
into photography and travel. Love

to shop for anything feminine and

dressing up. Have been a CD for as

long as I can remember. Love to

hear from all who would care to

write. Am trying hard to improve

my femme side.”

Janet H. (WI-2141)

KATHY KLINE (WI) (#61)

42, single male. “I’ve been

dressing since 10 years old. Love

music, karate, shopping and mov-

ies. Would like to meet female who
can accept what I am. Will corre-

spond with other sisters.”

Kathy K. (WI-2234)

PAULA M. (W WI) (#64)

Tri-Ess National, Chi chapter

(Chicago). Participant Be All, Holi-

day En Femme, Fall Harvest Week-

end. MWM, CD, 76, 5’5", 160.

Retired professor. Artist (painter),

musician. Interested in all the visual

and performingarts, especially clas-

sical music and jazz, creative writ-

ing, astronomy. “Blessedwith happy

marriage of fifty years to fully ac-

cepting, wonderfully supportive

wife. We travel everywhere, do ev-

erythingas two women. Correspon-

dence invited.”

Paula M. (WI-2036)

CATHY K. (WI) (#63)

47, 6’6", 18 ultra tall. Married

to my very best friend. Interested in

outdoor activities, visiting with

friends. “My wife and I would like

toexpandourcircleof friends in the

gender community. We are also

available to newcomers to the

transgender community as we are

very aware of the fact that there is no

helpavailable in North Central WI.”

Cathy Kloostra (WI-2898)

LESLEY ANN SKOJEN (WI)

(#61)

SWM, TV with strong TS ten-

dencies. 39, 6’4", 200, long brown

hair, blue eyes. Sensitive, caring

individual, slowly coming out.

Interested in woodcraft, craftshows,

meeting people, music, dancing,

developing my femininity and femi-

nine lifestyle. Correspondence and

eventually meeting others of like

interests. “My first listing in Tapes-

try . Discretion guaranteed and

expected.”

Lesley Ann S. (WI-3018)

KINKI M. (WI) (#63)

37, Bi-CD. “Want to relocate to

either coast and share an apt. with

anotherTGorjoinaTGco-op. Sing

and play harmonica. Would like to

form a varied rock band centered on

fun, liberal tunes, and skirts. Write

if interested or if you want to share

experiences, photos.”

Kinki M., P O Box 1 124, Madi-

son WI 53701-1124 (WI-3445)

TANYA K. (WI) (#62)

MWM, mid 40’s, 5’ 10", 175,

ex-military, college graduate, pro-

fessional, with strong religious

background. Interested in music,

aviation, religion, and my family.

“CD since childhood. Travel and

dress in hotel room, but want to go

out. Family does not know. Hope to

be able to tell wife. Like classic and

elegant styles. Would like to hear

from those with similar interests.”

Tanya K. (WI-3275)

AMY KARSTAEDT (WI) (#62)

Brown hair and eyes. 175,

5’10". Interested in camping, hik-

ing, biking, cooking, music, and

reading. “Am looking to meet

transsexuals living in Wisconsin for

friendship, companionship, and sup-

port.”

Amy Karstaedt, P O Box 1301,

Sheboygan WI 53082-1301 (WI-

3134)

JAMI B. (WI) (#63)

Member of Tri-Ess, Chicago

Gender Society. 6’3", 179, 39,

MWM. “My work consumes much

of my time, but when I am off, 1 love

to read and to discuss ideas and life

on into the night. I enjoy biking,

camping, and swimming, lalsoen-

joy vegging out with old movies. If

I were rich I would travel - prefer-

ably by train - everywhere. I am a

nurturing person and a devoted par-

ent.”

Jami B. (WI-3456)

MINNESOTA 1550- 567-

REGINA S. (MN) (#64)

White gender dysphoric, 5’8",

150, 43, celibate by choice and con-

victions. Interested in libertarian

politics, history, Victoriana, read-

ing, writing, and contemplative

spirituality. “Law school graduate,

but have many non-legal interests. I

would just like to find a few sincere

friends if any exist out there.

Thanks.”

Regina S. (MN-0383)

MARY N. (MN) (#63)

Member CLCC. Attended Be

All, Fall Harvest Weekend, Spring

Fling. MWM, 5’7", 155, blue eyed

blonde. Enjoy travel, water skiing,

shopping, and going to restaurants

en femme. "Have been crossdress-

ing for as long as I can remember.

Have come to accept myself for

who I am and enjoy it. Live in small

west Central Minnesota town, but

travel to the Twin Cities often.”

Mary N. (MN-1740)

VANESSA S. (MN) (#64)

5’H", 165, brown hair& eyes,

40’s, 16, passable, hetero CD. Inter-

ested in psychology, theology, mu-

sic, books, golf, femininity, and the

gender community at large. “Love

dressing and going out. Happily

married to supportive wife. Work-

ing on degree in counseling. My
wife and I are deeply committed to

the teachings of Jesus Christ and try

to live accordingly. Cherish my
femininity and found that lam much

happieron allowing my femme self

to emerge.”

VanessaS., Box 11771, St. Paul

MN 55111-0771 (MN-1168)

ST. PAUL PATTI F. (E MN) (#62)

Participant Dream '78. 5’10",

185, 44, divorced, hetero, Vietnam

veteran. Interested in modeling

school, garage sales, human rights

issues, church activities, and Emo-

tions Anonymous. “Twin Cities area

andoutof the closet. Iattendchurch

and EA as St. Paul Patti. Live in

high-rise housing, have received

positive comments about my femme

self. Life is loo short to be spent in

a closet. As Popeye said, ‘I yam

what I yam, and I’m glad I yam!”’

St. Paul Patti F. (MN-0735)
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JENNIFER O. (MN) (#67)

MemberCLCC. AttendedFan-

tasia Fair. 6’2", 175. Interested in

classical organ music, racquetball.

“Married to a warm, understanding

woman. I like to express my femi-

nine side at home and occasionally

at local club meetings. Splurged

and attended Fantasia Fair the last

two years. Enjoy hearing from

people with similar interests.”

Jennifer O. (MN-0570)

KATHERINE H. (MN) (#63)

Member CLCC. Participant

Fantasia Fair. DWM TV with TS
tendencies, mid 30’s, live as a

woman part time. Enjoy music,

movies, theater, cooking, tennis,

golf, decorating. “Love to relax and

let my femme side take over. Want

to make friends as Kathy. Pass.

Would love to hear from you.”

Katherine H. (MN-1994)

KARIN ANDERSON (MN) (#61)

Heterosexual CD, 37, 5’8", 170,

blond hair, blue-green eyes. Church

musician, band leader, conductor,

soloist, and talent agent. Thrice

married, now to supportive spouse.

Fivechildren between us. Both dedi-

cated Christians. Interested in arts,

nature, history. “Passable. Have

ventured into public many times

with no trouble. Very shy and ner-

vous, however. Looking for Min-

nesota CD friends for socializing

and support in safe settings.”

Karin A. (MN-2248)

WENDY P. (MN) (#61)

27, 5’10", 13/14 going on 11/

12, brown hair and eyes. Interested

in high heels, dresses, garters and

hose, woodworking, muscle cars,

and Corvettes. “Enjoy dressing as

often as I can. Like to meet other

CDs and TVs for lasting friendships.

I would love to have a traveling

companion to go to a CD/TV con-

vention. Pass, but still need help.

Write from anywhere. Travel some.”

W. Peterson, Box617, Stillwater

MN 55082 (MN-2193)

DEBBIE DAVIS (MN) (#63)

Member CLCC. Attended

Coming Together ’90. MWM, TV,

5’9", 12/14, early 40’s. “Happily

married to a wonderfully supportive

wife. Lovebeingfeminineandhave

fullyacceptedmyfeminineself. Out

often in public. Active in local orga-

nization and our outreach program.

Give presentationsat local universi-

ties, and medical and psychiatric

centers. Love sailing, wind surfing,

water skiing, writing, computing,

and SHOPPING!”
Debbie Davis (MN-2396)

MIRA LaCOUS (SE MN) (#63)

Member MFGE, CLCC, co-

sysop LateNight BBS. M-F TS, 29,

very tall, slender, long hair, quite

passable, living about one-third time

as a woman . . . soon more. “Love

gettingoutandmeetingfriends. Life

is great since I started transitioning.

Starting TS program at Univ. of

Minn. Looking for friendship, shar-

ing with TV/TS/GG. Write so we

may correspond and/or meet. Not

looking for anything sexual.”

Mira LaCous, P O Box 13659,

St. Paul MN 551 13 (MN-2818)

KRISTINE JOHNSON (MN)

(#61)

SWM,Bi-curiousTV, mid20’s,

6', 185, blue eyes. Interested in

movies, computers, traveling, mu-

sic, reading, and outdoor activities.

“Love toshopforand wearall things

feminine. Professional. Non-smoker

and drug free. Like to make friends

in the TV/TS community. I travel

regularly, and will meet with others

interested in the lifestyle. Discre-

tion assured. Please include phone

and photo if possible. Will reply to

all.”

Kristine Johnson (MN-3087)

DIANE KANE (MN) (#61)

MWM, hetero, CD, 26, 5’10",

150, wife supportive, but still work-

ing on acceptance. “I enjoy looking

pretty and feminine. My tastes vary

from sexy to conservative. Would

enjoy corresponding with others like

myself in MN and elsewhere. Io>ve

to write. Photo would be nice.”

Diane K. (MN-3107)

MICHELLE P. (MN) (#63)

MWM, tall, slender, with a very

supportive wife. Interested in high

heels, panties, garters, and nylons.

“Would like to correspond with oth-

ers in MN and elsewhere.”

Michelle P. (MN-3425)

REBECCA ANNE JACKSON
(MN) (#63)

SW Bi-TV, 5 ’6", 35, 140. Inter-

ested in sports, R & R music, having

fun. “Lonely in N MN. Love to

correspond with TV/TS or under-

standing females. Clean, safe, and

very understanding. Professional

income and free to travel.”

R. Jackson, P O Box 189, East

Grand Forks MN 56721 (MN-

3526)

SOUTH DAKOTA fS70- 577-'

LINDA LEA JEFFRIES (SD)

(#62)

Member of CLCC. 5’8", 150,

44, single, never married. Interest-

ed in history, politics, jazz, baseball,

cooking, and shopping. “I am a

lifelong CD and TS now moving

towards my eventual goal of SRS
andfulltimelifeasawoman. Would

like to hear from other TSs or TVs

from South Dakota or SW Minne-

sota.”

Linda Lea Jeffries (SD-2353)

SAMANTHA OCKER (SD) (#62)

My own, long, red hair, 6’4",

200, blue eyes, very long legs, SWM,
biTV. Interested in computers, fish-

ing, camping, shopping, snuggling,

reading, AD & D, Wicca, going out

with friends, travelling. “Still work-

ing on my hair styles. Love to hear

from anyone. Answerall. Am look-

ing for that special someone. Until

then, would like to date.”

Samantha Ocker (SD-3209)

DIANA L. (MT) (#62)

MWM, TV, 42, 185. Interested

in skiing, boati ngand camping, read-

ing, and science fiction. “Would

like to come out of the closet, but
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rural Montana and career make it

difficult. Wife is somewhat under-

standing. Would like to hear from

married TVs to find out how they

deal with dressing and a family. I

need all the help I can get.”

Diana L. (MT-3096)

COREENE A. (MT) (#63)

“Hello to all who enjoy cross-

dressing. I’vemany itemstosendto

neweroneswhoenjoy the thingswe

do and need help, clothes, etc. Drop

me a line for requests. Please write.

Send me a photo or two and tell me

your likes and dislikes, exchange

ideas. Will answer all.”

Coreene A. (MT-3496)

ILLINOIS (600-629-

NAOMI O. (IL) (#63)

Member Chi Chapter Tri-Ess.

Attended Coming Together, Be All

(Founder), Holiday En Femme, Fan-

tasia Fair. Named Ms. Fantasia Fair.

Won Tri-EssOutreach Award. Full-

figured Femme Fun! Interested in

photography, crossdressing, and his-

tory. Attorney, author of “Legal

Briefs” column in Tapestry .

Naomi Owen, Box 342, Chi-

cago IL 60690 (IL-0257)

EVE B. (IL) (#63)

IFGE Board of Directors, Chr.

Ed. ResourcesCommittee. Member

Chi Chapter, Outreach, CGS. Par-
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ticipant Fantasia Fair, Be All, Com-

ing Together. Awards Miss

DREAM, FF Miss Congeniality, FF

Miss Best Dressed, Miss Fantasia

Fair. “Eve is an elegant, fun-loving

girl who ‘exists’ 2-3 days a week.

Does many presentations with

Naomi O. (IL) before professional

and college audiences to help ‘edu-

cate’ on our lifestyle.”

Eve B. (IL-0523)

GLORIA WRIGHT (IL) (#64)

President of Chicago Gender

Society, member of Chi Chapter Tri-

Ess. Attended Holiday En Femme,

IFGE Convention, Be All. 5’3", 38

years young. Interested in writing,

dancing, singing, jogging, karate.

“I’ve been a terrible correspondent

lately because of time constraints,

but I’ll attempt to write to those I

can.”

G. Wright, POBox 172, Gurnee

IL 60031 (IL-0613)

GERI WATERS (IL) (#65)

Member and vice-president of

St. Louis Gender Foundation, assis-

tant representative to MAGGIE.
Hazel eyes and natural long hair.

Good-natured Leo. Enjoys art, writ-

ing, music, cars, home decorating,

and good friends. “TS looking for

sisters & friends to share thoughts

and get-togethers. I dress full time

as a female, and am happy as such.

Spouse understands and is support-

ive. Remember, someone does

care.”

Geri W. (IL-1400)

KAREN MICHELLER. (IL) (#62)

Member Chi Chapter. Partici-

pant Holiday En Femme. “A couple

of years older and wiser. Feeling

good about who I am. I still believe

that being Karen is what it’s all about

- now more than ever. I love to help

mysisters. I’ve heard from so many.

Hope to hear from you - yes you! I

wouldn’t mind letters from real girls

and TSs, too!”

Karen R. (IL-1514)

PATRICIA CHAPMAN (IL)

(#62)

White, 45, post-op TS. “Work-

ing and going to school to get pro-

fessional degree. Interested in cor-

responding with others who are in

transition, and others.”

Patricia Chapman (IL-1560)

TRACY SIKES (IL) (#62)

Tall, slim, early thirties, striv-

ing topass without question, and

unsure how far to go in the transi-

tion. Interested in photography, film,

art, music, and high fashion. "Hope

to make new contacts nationwide.

It’s time to decide whether to pursue

a full time transition. Would

especially like to hear from those

who have begun or completed the

pathtoSRS. Want correspondence

and personal meetings. I’d also like

to find a TS roommate.”

Tracy S.,PO Box 804754, Chi-

cago IL 60680 (IL-1616)

TERESA BEATRICE K. (IL)

(#64)

6'+, 40, SWM, 300, computer

programmer/analyst. Interested in

privacy in an automated age, ethics,

chess, AD&D, science fiction, space

development. “I am very much in

the closet and am unlikely to come

out anytime soon. There is a symbi-

otic relationship between the com-

puter and myself. My hobbies tend

towards the cerebral, and my cross-

dressing fantasies are mostly in my
dreams.”

Teresa K. (IL-1969)

MARY ANN FOSTER (IL) (#62)

Member Chicago Gender Soci-

ety, IME. Attended Be All ‘89-’91,

Coming Together ’89, Kansas City

’90, CGS/IME Weekend ’91, Out-

reach Chairman, CGS. 5’9", 140,

long blond hair, love to talk and

make friends. Interested in video,

flying, cross country skiing, and

computers. “I keep a condo in Chi-

cago where out-of-towners are al-

ways welcome. Will Find others to

talk to when you visit.”

Mary Ann Foster (IL-1823)

MICHELLE MAGUIRE (IL)

(#64)

Officer CIGA, Central Illinois.

Member: CGS (Chicago), IXE (In-

dianapolis). Married CD, 5’11",

1955 Scorpio, Engineer, Historian,

Musicologist, Philosopher, Scientist,

university graduate (thrice), intelli-

gent, crazy realist. “Introspective

observer, explorer, loner, Taoist,

calm, humorous, optimist, non-

smoker, sensitive, heterosexual, de-

voted spouse and parent. Spouse

supportive, but does not participate.

SeekingtheTaoof transgenderism.”

Michelle Maguire, P O Box

6002, Champaign IL 61826-6002

(IL-2125)
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1»ATTI VV. (IL) (#61)

Tall, friendly, nutty! Interested

in music, sports, clothes, collecting

fans and hats, hypnosis. “Enjoy

dressingin exoticcostumes. Atother

times, I enjoy passing as a grand-

mother. I love developing my femi-

nine side and being treated as a

woman. I would love to exchange

letters, photos, and fantasies with

anyone who wants a nutty girl-

friend.”

Patti W. (IL-2166)

(IL) (#62)

29 year-old M-F, soon-to-be

post-opTS. MemberofCGS. “I’m

willing to help people just starting

out seeking gender congruity. Can

help with info and a personal view

of the road ahead. Will answer all.

Am interested in receiving articles

about gender issues from other parts

of the country. Will pay you back

for postage. Remember, you are not

alone, and help is available."

(IL-2562)

LINDA F. (IL) (#61)

MWM, 5’ 11", 170, 50 ’s, in

closet due to job identity. Wife not

accepting. Interested in baking,

cooking, model railroading,

geneology, travel, brewing beer and

makingwine. “Dress at home only.

Interested in swapping recipes with

others. Would like to meet and talk

with other CDs as a private support

group in the area.”

Boxholder, P O Box 8751,

Waukegan IL 60079 (IL-2977)

JACKIE V. (IL) (#61)

Member CIGA, Tri-Ess. At-

tended ComingTogether in Denver,

and Be All in Cleveland. 50’s, 6',

160, self-employed, energetic.

Interested in antique cars, meeting

other CDs. “Want to correspond

with and meet with others in the TV
community. Like to get to know
genetic women who are supportive

of the crossdressing life-style. Could

lead to marriage. Am supportive of

all life-styles, even though I am
straight.”

Jackie V., P O Box 321, Morris

IL 60450 (IL-3009)

JENNIFER R. THEISS (IL) (#65)

Awards: Miss Gay Mexico,

Miss Gay Germany. 5’9", red hair,

green eyes, brunette, pretty, slim,

very feminine. Interested in dance,

entertainment, impersonations,

aerobics, yoga, museums, fashion

shows, nightlife. “Livedasa woman
since eighteen. Pre-op transsexual.

Worked as a female impersonator,

now as a makeup artist and transla-

tor. Like to meet guys from 18-40 in

the Chicago area for friendship and

possible relationship. Like to hear

from ajj my sisters.”

Ingrid Holm (IL-2994)

.V

PRISCILLA B. (IL) (#61)

Member of Chicago Gender

Society. Attended Be All, was in

fashion show. 5’1 1", 43, 180, mar-

ried, 16, hetero, stylish, blonde TV.

Interested in golf, tennis, travel,

dressing up, sewing, and design.

Make some of my gowns and party

dresses. “Slowly coming out of the

closet. Wish to correspond and ex-
**

change pictures with TVs and TSs.

Wife is understanding, and we would
like to contact other couples. Meet-

ings possible. Sincere and discreet.

Send photo for reply.”

Priscilla B. (IL-3085)

STEPHANIEANNE Y. (IL) (#62)

DWM, 38, 6', red hair, green

eyes. Interested in shopping, golf,

computers, baseball, movies, all

things feminine. “I am slowly com-

ing out of the closet and would like

to meet and correspond with TV/

TS/TG/GGs and others into this

lifestyle. I can travel to meet, or

entertain at home. Outgoing per-

sonality. Love to laugh and love.

Please write.”

S. Young, P O Box 312, Oak

Forest IL 60452 (IL-3106)

MARGOST. VINCENT (IL) (#64)

Early 30’s, 5’6", plus size,

SWM. Interested in historical reen-

actments, Native American History,

life, and much more! “Love spike

heels, lipstick, long nails, stockings.

I get into lookingslutty. Enjoy meet-

ing nondominant GGs who could

train me in feminine culture and

dress. Also want to meet Chicago

area GGs, TV/TSs for shopping,

photography, video sessions. An-

swer all with photo and phone.”

Margo St. Vincent (IL-3384)

LAURA ELIZABETH F. (IL)

(#63)

Single, 44, 5’7", 155, educated,

caring, sincere. Interested in spiri-

tuality, psychology, C G Jung, ar-

chitecture, cooking, reading,

clothes/jewelry/makeup. “Although

I’ve cross-dressed since childhood,

only recently begun feeling com-

fortable as I^aura, and have started

investigating my femininity. En-

joyingitenormously, and would like

to hearfrom othersisterson pathsof

growth towards wholeness. Also

seeking understanding gentleman

for companionship.”

Laura F. (IL-3249)

CATHY W. (IL) (#62)

Member Tri-Ess, Chi Chapter.

Attended Holiday En Femme. In-

terested in music, old cars, bicycle

riding, writing. “Thirty-nine-year-

old CD, married. Wife is a member

of Tri-Ess. Sensitive, caring, want-

ing to help. Will answer all.”

Cathy W.,POBox 59711, Chi-

cago IL 60659 (1L-3259)

JOEANN C. (IL) (#62)

5’8", 190, brown eyes. Inter-

ested in music, sports. “I am still in

the closet, not ready to dress in a

group, yet. I cannot pass. Would

like to meet others who share my
interests.”

Joeann C. (IL-3169)

BARBARA B. (MO) (#67)

Member: TCNE.SLGF. DWM,
51, 5’10", 160. Interested in music,

writing, and fashion. “Lifelong

crossdresser and have always been

comfortable and well adjusted with

myself. Value friendship, honesty,

and discretion. Though recently

forced back into closet, am finding

myself again thanks to the wonder-

ful support of my significant other.

Would like to correspond with and

meet similar couples in St. Louis

area.”

Barbara B. (MO-0258)
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SANDRAANN U. (SW MO) (#61)

Member Delta Omega, Tri-Ess,

Boulton & Park, SLGF. Participant

Be All, Texas “T” Party. Married to

supportive spouse, 5 ’9", brown eyes,

black hair, 65. “Spouse says I am an

attractive lady. I especially love

lingerie. My collection of over 200

panties is my pride and joy. I do

house work and cook dressed up in

my feminine attire. Free to travel

any time. My supportive spouse

shares my love for pretty, feminine

undies.”

Sandra Ann U. (MO-2243)

TERRIE REESE (MO) (#64)

Member Kansas City CAF.

5 TO", long red hair, pass easily, TG,

married to supportive, loving

woman. Interested in computers,

art, fashion, cosmetology. “Own

Digital Dreams, a fantasy photo re-

touch service. Let us make you look

your best. Write for free brochure.”

Terrie Reese (MO-2809)

RITA AMORE (MO) (#61)

Member StLGF. MWM, 39,

non -smoker, educated, professional.

“Supportive and loving wife is my
best friend. Highly disciplined ath-

lete, interested in entrepreneurship,

investments, spirituality, personal

challenges, feminine expression,

skin care, and travel. Would like to

meet other couples in the US and

world-wide. Willingto hostcouples

in ourhome in St. Louis. ‘Destiny is

not by chance, but by choice.’”

Rita A. (MO-2995)

JENNIFER R. RUSSELL (MO)

(#61)

Hetero CD, 6', 210, brown hair

and eyes. Interested in cooking,

music, good conversation, fashions,

makeup, projecting a lady-like im-

age. “Am a caring and sensitive

individual, interested in meeting,

corresponding, and sharing with sis-

ters. Am fortunate to have a loving

and compassionate wife who sup-

ports and understands my views.

Am establishing a Tri-Ess group in

the Kansas City area. Will answer

ail letters.”

Jennifer Russell, c/o Tri-Ess/

Kappa Gamma Mu, P O Box 98,

Belton MO 64012-0098 (MO-3016)

DAVINAANNEGABRIEL (MO)
(#63)

12 years post-op TS lesbian,

initiated witch, artist, writer, politi-

cal activist, bohemian

extraordinaire. Interested in Wicca,

occult, feminism, lesbianism, art,

writing, poetry, film, music, com-

parative religion. “Desire to corre-

spond with other transsexuals either

exclusively lesbian orbi-sexual who

share any interests.”

Davina G. (MO-3427)

when dressed. Hope to be able to

pass as soon as possible. I was

finally able to admit to someone else

about my dressing (my therapist). I

am trying to feel good about my-

self.”

Julie Barnes (KS-2982)

SHARE Z. (NE) (#62)

50’s, 5 TO", 200, hetero, CD.

MWM with supportive wife. Inter-

ested in golf, fishing, woodwork-

ing, and being a better CD. “Wife

and I enjoy shopping together for

clothes for her and for Share. Have

made clothes for Share with wife’s

help.”

Share Z. (NE-2603)

MELISSA JEAN II. (NE) (#64)

Member GIC Denver, Delta

Chapter. Attended Coming To-

gether. 47, 6’2", 195, lifelong TV,

divorced. Interested in rural living,

travel, entertaining, photography,

fantasies, socializing, golf, fishing,

and discovering new things. “This

flower seems to be a real slow

bloomer. Opening even under the

limitations of country life. Enjoy

hearing from sisters, would like to

hear from any GG. Hope to get

married again someday.”

Melissa Jean H. (NE-2742)

LAURA W. (NE) (#61)

6', 165, SWM, slim and pass-

able. Interested in golf, racketball,

and shopping. “I have not yet met

another TV, but I would like to at-

tend Fantasia Fair in October. Need

to meet discrete professional person

that I’ll have confidence in to bring

me out. I am a tall, hetero TV that

has an extensive wardrobe, and I am

passable. I travel, and would be

interested in writing anyone who

qualifies.”

Laura W. (NE-2973)

TAM I DIANE (NE) (#62)

“I enjoy all that is feminine and

wish to become more involved in

KIMBERLY DE’ANNE
THAMES (MO) (#61)

MemberKCCAF. 37,5’7", 140,

12, squeaky cleanbiTG. Verycom-

plete femme wardrobe. Interested

in shopping, reading, photography,

and correspondence. “I’ve worn

dresses since age three and always

loved it. I’d like to ask our closeted

sisters to come out and play and

enjoy our beautiful lifestyle. I an-

swerall my mail, honest. Send photo

and note.”

Kimberly T. (MO-3036)

NANCY COLE (KS) (#99)

Member: IFGE, Kansas City

CAF, SLGF
Participant: Coming Together,

Fantasia Fair,TexasT-Party, Be All

“I have been crossdressing for

years, and enjoy working with and

for members of our community. I

travel frequently and widely, enjoy

just about everything, and do well

for myself, both in my male and in

my female role. Interests include

reading, history, movies, current

events, and, of course, fashion and

beauty. (I’m a sucker for the ante-

bellum stuff.)”

Nancy C. (KS-2189)

JULIE BARNES (KS) (#64)

MWM, TV, 50, 6', 160. “Mar-

ried. Wife does not know about my
crossdressing. Lifelong TV. I like

to dress as femininely as possible.

Look much younger than my age



the TV/TS community. Passable,

5’11", 37. Interested in making

friends who are interested in our

feminine ways. Intelligent, edu-

cated, and discreet. Enjoy going out

en femme. Would like to meet sin-

cere, understanding TV/TSs and

genetic females for friendship.”

Tami D. (NE-3284)

LISA IIART (LA) (#63)

Single TV, 38, 5’ 10", slim fig-

ure. Quiet, sensitive female . . .

occasionally. Successful systems

analyst, and linguist at other times.

Quite comfortable with both aspects

of my personality. “Hove going out

when I am dressed. Have developed

cherished friendships with several

Tapestry correspondents. Hope to

hear from others who are comfort-

able with their female personae.”

Lisa H. (LA-1717)

KAREN SCOTT (TX) (#61)

Member Tri Delta Chi. Inter-

ested in sports, watching football.

“Retired. Have very supportive fi-

ancee. Master’s degree. Former

coach. Capt. USAF. Stockbroker.

Fifteen years in the merchant ma-

rine. Have dressed since teens.

Would love to hear from
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crossdressers interested in forming

a group in the area around New
Orleans.”

Karen S. (LA-2139)

DUNE B. (IJV) (#64)

MemberTri Della Chi. MWM,
40, 6', 160, emerging CD, Gemini,

engineer. Avid runner, interested in

chess and snow skiing. “My wife

may not understand this lifelong

interest, but she is tolerant and has

been helpingwith my appearance. I

love to hear from others. I do reply

to all sincere letters.”

D. E. B,PO Box 51611, New
Orleans LA 70151-161

1 (LA-2467)

ALICE IIEBERT (LA) (#64)

Member Tri Delta Chi in New
Orleans. TV, 6’2 1/2", middle-aged.

Alice 11. (LA-2964)

MICHELLE KELLY (LA) (#61)

Member Beta Chi, Tri Delta

Chi, Tri-Ess. Attended Southern

Comfort ’91, Fantasy Adventure ’91.

40, 6', brown hair, blue eyes, 175.

Interested in computers, coin col-

lecting, football, and any thing femi-

nine. “Lifelong CD, married with

one of four children still at home.

Wife issomewhatsupportive. Want

to make friends, correspond, meet if

possible. Travel south MS and LA.

Work weekends. Free Tuesday

through Thursday. Will answer all.”

Michelle Kelly, P O Box 378,

Natchitoches LA 71458 (LA-3054)

JERRI N. (NW LA) (#62)

Member Beta Chi. Participant

Texas T-Party. MWM, nearing 50,

22-24. Interested in all sports, travel,

and country music. “Have enjoyed

going out when I can during my
travels. Would like to go out more,

but am not real comfortable all the

time. Travel through south and

southwest. Would like hear from

other hetero CDs in the area who are

interested in going out."

Jerri N., POBox 38048, Shreve-

port LA 71133-8048 (LA-2521)

ALICIA SKOGEN (AR) (#61)

Member GIC, Denver. At-

tended Coming Together. SWM,
26, 5’9", 170, blonde, green eyes,

lifelong CD. Interested in music,

movies, good food, outdoors, ski-

ing, and good conversation. “Very

comfortable in both male and fe-

male roles. Would love to corre-

spond/meet with other CDs in my
area. Also looking for mature, un-

derstanding woman for friendship,

fun, and possible relationship.”

A. T. Skogen, P O Box 7072,

Springdale AR 72766 (AR-3035)

JANA H. (S AR) (#64)

Member Beta Chi, Tri Delta

Chi. MWM, 50’s,5’7", 165. Enjoy

golf, photography, video, flying,

travel. “Can we talk? Into full

dressing eight years. Spouse helps,

but not crazy about it. Madeguarded

public appearances. Love being

dressed, feeling feminine. Love it

all, from 38-D’s to 4" heels. Love to

share experiences, photos, and much

more. Possibly meet in Ark, La, or

Miss.”

Jana H. (AR-2042)

STEPIIENIE RFJNEE’ F. (AR)

(#64)

MWM, 5’8", 145, 38, brown

hair/eyes. Interested in camping,

bike riding, photography, learning,

being and perfecting Stephanie.

“Lifelong CD, married to a once

supportive, semi-understanding

wife. Enjoy shopping or just going

out as Stephanie as much as pos-

sible. Pass very well.”

S. R. Fowler, P O Box 1835,

Springdale AR 72765 (AR- 1841)

j
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CHARLOTTE A. (AR) (#62)

Attended Texas T Party ’91.

MWM, 5’7", 140, 40, 10-12, pass-

able, well-educated, professional.

Interested in nature, fishing, artsand

humanities, good food. “Wife un-

derstands. Enjoy shopping, dining,

sightseeing as a woman. Love good

friendsandallthingsfeminine. Want

to start an Arkansas support group.

Seeking passable CD or TS friends

for mutual support, visiting, shop-

ping, etc. Would love girlfriends to

share and do things with.”

Charlotte A. (AR-3166)

TERRI SYKES (OK) (#61)

MemberTri-Ess, Delta Omega/

Dallas. Participant Texas T Party,

'90, ’91. 5’ 10", 155. “I would like

to make contact with other CDs in

the Oklahoma City area to possibly

form a local Tri-Ess chapter.”

Terri Sykes, P O Box 14414,

Okla. City OK 73113 (OK-1324)

GEORGIA LEE H. (OK) (#62)

MemberTri-Ess, Delta Omega.

MWM, 62, 5’8", 165, TVATS. Inter-

ested in fishing, boating, home mak-

ing, and outdoors activities. “Just

now coming out of the closet, meet-
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ing other TVs and TSs. Retired

military, but still working as a com-

puter consultant. Wife is not sup-

portive, but knows. Will answer

all.”

Georgia Lee H. (OK-3108)

RAINA PEARSON (OK) (#62)

Member Tri-Ess, Tau Chi,

Sooner Belles. MWM, mid 40’s,

civil servant. Interested in ham ra-

dio, photography, sewing, pierced

earrings, heelsandshopping. “Wife

is trying to accept Raina. Have been

dressingaboutfiveyears. Juststarted

goingoutdressedandLOVEit! May
not pass well, but improving. Will

answer all letters.”

Raina Pearson, P O Box 764,

Harrah OK 73045 (OK-2381)

BETTE LEE JOHNSON (N TX)

(#63)

Member IFGE Board of Direc-

tors, Chrmn Programs Committee,

ComingTogether Staff, DallasChap-

ter Tri-Ess. Attractive TV, 50’s,

sensitive, caring, outgoing, and com-

fortable in the joysof being a woman.

"Enjoy beingdressed and feminine.

Told I pass well. Enjoy parlies with

other TVs, and being out en -fern me

(with discretion). Dedicated to serv-

ing ‘our’ world and helping people

just com ing out, who may need help

and advice.”

Bette J. (TX-0543)

MARYANN IL (TX) (#61)

Member Tri-Ess (Delta

Omega). WM, brunette, almost 40

(ugh!), 130, and 2 inches too tall.

Interested in sewing, creative fash-

ion, cooking. “I am looking to cor-

respond with others considering or

seeking a future as a TS. Very

friendly and outgoing. Would love

to share experiences, dreams, and

hopes (fears?) for the future. Please

take some time and write. Will an-

swer promptly.”

Mary Ann B. (TX-2194)

JANICE HILARY RUPARI) (S

TX) (#63)

Member Boulton & Park.

Participant Texas T Party (co-

founder), Coming Together, Fan-

tastic Adventure, '90 In 90.' MWM
TG, 5’9", 160, 18, 60 ‘s but 40. Sen-

sitive, caring nature. Interested in

classical music, play Big Band and

jazzonsax, photography andevery-

thing feminine. Live alone. "Since

retiring, I’ve developed my femi-

ninity. Janice goesanywhere. Slow,

but will answerall. Your photo will

be enjoyed.”

Janice Rupard, P O Box 63112,

Wetmore TX 78163-0012 (TX-

0567)

REN’EE CHEVALIER (TX)

(#64)

IFGE Board of Directors, Com-
ing Together Staff, TGIC, NY State

Coalition, Boulton & Park, B& PTS
rap Group. Participant P-Town

WSG Outing, Wine Country Week-

end, ComingTogether, New Woman
Conference, APSAI. Active TS post-

op. Interested in people. “I am sick

of reading all these ads where one is

the same as the other.”

Ren’ee Chevalier (TX-0644)

LAURA TAYLOR (TX) (#61)

SWM.TV, 5’9", 170, mid-30’s.

“I’m just com ing out and would like

to correspond with and meet others

who love the feminine mystique. 1

would love someone to share and

help with makeup, wigs, etc. My
goal is to be totally passable and to

be treated and admired as a young

woman. Will respond to all with

letter and photo.”

Laura T. (TX-1254)

ROBIN E. (TX) (#61)

Pre-op TS. Young-looking

50ish. 5’11". Pass well. Live as a

female. “Would like to hear from

pre- and post-op TSs. Am slow to

answer, but will try to answer all.

Also like to hear from TVs and TSs

in the area.”

Robin Emmons, Box 11814,

Fort Worth TX 761 10 (TX-1256)

KAREN MICHELLE RUSNAK
(TX) (#62)

Member Tri-Ess. “You can’t

keep a good girl down-so you’ll

never know where I’ll pop up next!

Nothing has changed; being Karen

is what it’s all about. ‘Nufsaid!”

Karen Rusnak, PO Box 64980-

645, Dallas TX 75206 (TX-15 14)

MARY LEE (TX) (#62)

MemberDelta Omega, Arling-

ton, TX. Attended Texas T Party

’89, ’90. TV to TG, supportive

wife, over 60, 5’10", 160, military

background, passes sometimes.

Interested in reading, attending func-

tions with my TV group, shaman-

ism, spirituality, and the

transgendered. “Have pen-pals all

over the lot. Write real fiction.”

Mary Lee, P O Box 532535,

Grand Prairie TX 75053-2535 (TX-

1626)

DONNA E. MOBLEY (TX) (#63)

Member Tri-Ess Board of Di-

rectors. Participant Coming To-

gether '90, ’91, Texas T Party ’91,

Holiday En Femme ’89, '90, ’91,

Fantasy Adventure Weekend ’89.

SWM, 40-something, widower.

Fanatic skier/racer. Interested in

scale modeling, photography, break-

ing nails. Widely traveled college

grad, former military (combat cor-

respondent), now professional TV/

video producer. Actively involved

in community activities.

Donna M. (TX-1734)

CASEY COLE (S TX) (#63)

Member ETVC, Boulton &
Park, Austin Second Image. Hetero

TV, 39,
5
’ll". “Enjoy music, build-

ing my own house, outdoor activi-

ties. Active in several clubs. Inter-

ested in visiting others while travel-

ing.”

Casey Cole, P O Box 679,

Leander TX 78641 (TX-1907)



MARLINA DAWN MURPHY (S

TX) (#61)

Member Heart of Texas TV,

Boulton & Park. Participant Texas

T Party, Fantastic Adventure.

MWM, 6’2, 180, blue eyes, 12/14,

50, professional. Interested in fish-

ing, gourmet cooking, soft music,

wines, dressing. “Have supportive

wife who helps me become the lady

I like to be. Dressing since eight.

Out and about as much as time al-

lows. Interested especially in west

TX and San Angelo area.”

Ma rlina Dawn Murphy, PO Box

30413, San Angelo TX 76903-

0413 (TX-2211)

RIKKI SCOTT (S TX) (#61)

La te40’sprofessional man, life-

long CD with tolerant spouse. “En-

joy classical and jazz music, sailing,

psychological and family history

aspects of gender dysphoria. Doing

research into gender dysphoria.

Would appreciate all contacts and

info (especially family history) on

your CD experience.”

Occupant, Box 26031, Austin

TX 78755 (TX-2201)

CAROL BAKER (N TX) (#61)

Member Houston Gulf Coast

TG, Austin HTGA, Associate mem-
ber of Dallas/Fort Worth Delta

Omega. Attended All three TexasT
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Parties, Fantastic Adventure W/E.

5’1 1", 165, married with supportive

family. Interested in going out in

public, meeting people, promoting

our style of life, correspondence.

"Outgoing. Not shy. Love TG. Try

to presentbestimageand neverharm

TV. Go out often and love it. Love

to meet ‘real’ people.”

Carol Baker, Box 1424, Waco

TX 76703 (TX-2179)

RENE’ FENNER (W TX) (#63)

MemberTri-Ess, GCTC,CIHC,

Boulton & Park, Renaissance. At-

tended Coming Together, Texas T
Party, Fantastic Adventure W/E.

MWM, 60, 6T", 200. Interested in

amateur radio and fishing. “Have

been out of the closet for over ten

years. Go to restaurants, clubs, and

theater dressed. Am always trying

to improve my feminine image.”

R. Fenner, #100H, 10502 Tele-

phone Rd., Houston TX 77075

(TX-0989)

CHERYL CLARK (TX) (#61)

Attended Texas T Party, ’90 &
’91,ComingTogether'91. 45,5’9",

148, blond hair, blue eyes, comfort-

able in all public situations. Inter-

ested in celebrating femininity as

Cheryl: shopping, restaurants, etc.

Love music, dancing, good
conversation, and honest people.

“Am organizing programs in the

Austin area to introduce the public

to crossdressing. So far, have lec-

tured on the subject of CD at the

Austin Community College.”

Cheryl Clark, P O Box 373,

Manchaca TX 78652 (TX-21 16)

MAXINE MCDONALD (N TX)

(#62)

Member Delta -Omega (Dallas).

Attended Fantasia Fair (11 yrs.).

Awards Ms. Most Helpful, Outreach

Award. MWM,6’2",205,22. Dress

down, not up, sort of like your aver-

age real estate sales woman. Inter-

ested in theatre pipe organ, broad-

casting, video production, streetcars,

computers, and communications

museum. “I know I don't pass, but

I try to do it with class.”

Maxine McDonald, Box

820852, Dallas TX 75382-0852

(TX-2223)

SUSAN JEAN SMITH (TX) (#62)

MemberETVC, Boulton & Park

Society. Attended Sommernachtsh-

all ’91 (Germany), third place

“Sommernachtshall Queen, 1991."

5 TO", well built, very passable, very

educated. Interested in writing

for publication, body-building,

dancing, meeting people. “Ex-

tremely good -looking TexasTV liv-

ing in Europe wants to correspond

with interesting, attractive people.

Primarily seeking a generous man

for marriage. Want to find work as

a TV. Can relocate.”

Susan Jean Smith (TX-2235)

LEE JENKINS (TX) (#61)

Single TV, brown hair and eyes

(hair color not constant). Enjoys

music, writing, photography, sports,

and making videos. "Love dressing

fully and being feminine. Just be-

ginningtoventureoutin public, and

would like support from a sincere
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TV, TS, or understanding female.”

Lee Jenkins, #290, P O Box

2013, Austin TX 78768-2013 (TX-

2316)

HEATHER WILSON (N TX)

(#62)

Member Delta Omega. At-

tendedTexasTParly ’90, ’91. Single

CD, 34, tall and slender, enjoys sail-

ing, aerobics, shopping, and expen-

sive clothes. Lookingfor continued

growth by socializing with other

membersof our community nation-

wide, as well as locally. Work to be

happy with who I am. Still search-

ing for a woman who understands

me, too.”

Heather Wilson, Box 550802,

Dallas TX 75355 (TX-2384)

JANEY LEE (SE TX) (#64)

Member Newest member of

Humanity. SWM, 5
’ 1 1", 140, blue

eyes. Enjoy reading (amateur histo-

rian), outdoor activities, roses. “Just

coming out, love to make friends.

Easy listener, love to give advice.

Typical Virgo. Excited about my-

self and new world of understand-

ing and compassion. Please write.

Would love toentertain at my home.

Like to hear from TSs and GGs who
like humor, good food, and music.”

J. Berg, P O Box 128, Texas

City TX 77592 (TX-2772)

ROBYN M. BERRY (TX) (#64)

MWM, hetero, CD, 44, 5’8",

190. Interested in camping, comput-

ers, model railroads, dressing every

chance I can. “I enjoy looking as

feminine as I can, and I especially

like petticoats and square dance

dresses.”

R. M. Berry, P O Box 5813,

Katy TX 77491 (TX-2750)
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JOANNA STEPHENS (TX) (#64)

Member Tri-Ess, Sigma Epsi-

lon. Attended Southern Comfort,

•91. Admit to 39, 5T1", 142, 10,

married, pass well. Interested in

photography, travel, people, shop-

ping, modeling, and helping others.

"This gal has grown up and out in

the past year (hanks to many won-

derful sisters. Now, a new city, a

new second profession, Image Con-

sultant. Possibly the first CD at

Mary Kay. Enjoy corresponding

and meeting with others.”

Joanna Stephens, P O Box 4878,

Ft. Worth TX 76164 (TX-2722)

PAT ANDERSON (TX) (#61)

37, attractive, intelligent,

friendly, professionally employed,

variety of interests. Long time CD
with TS feelings. Starting to come

out of the closet (and leaving all that

guilt behind). “I’m still sitting on

the fence about a sex change. Amin
the in formation-gathering stage, and

would like to correspond with oth-

ers in transition, women, and select

couples in the area. Can travel or

entertain.”

Pat Anderson, P O Box 9802,

#367, Austin TX 78766 (TX-

2909)

FRANCINEW. (TX) (#61)

6', 175, 40, brown hair, hazel

eyes. Interested in photography,

travel, music, reading, shopping for

feminine apparel/jewelry. "Hap-

pily married for fifteen years, wife

ignorant ofCD activities. Passable.

Love lingerie, very feminine dresses.

Lifelong TV. Seek correspondence

and photo exchange, advice on

makeup and image, particularly from

females (no paid professionals).”

Francine W. (TX-3112)

KEITH H. (TX) (#61)

5’7", brown hair, hazel eyes,

medium build. Interested in bowl-

ing, sewing, cleaning, and talking.

"I need someone I can talk with and

relate to about crossdressing. Some-

one who could tell me what I have to

look forward to, and who won’t de-

grade me for what I do.”

Keith H. (TX-3076)

STEPHANIE S. (TX) (#61)

5’11", 170, 34, SWM, TV with

TS tendencies. "I've been dressing

since I was very little. Dress almost

everyday, now. Dream that some-

day I could become a she-male

movie star, but right now, I'd love to

have a male CD & female friend

who understood. Like rock music,

the outdoors, lots of things. I've

never gone anywhere as a girl, but

with support, I would. Will answer

all.”

Stephanie S. (TX-3I74)

NANCY BAKER (TX) (#62)

Attended Fantasy Adventure

Weekend. MWM TV. Lifelong

CD. Wife not supportive. Inter-

ested in corresponding and meeting

with understanding GG/TS/TVs.

“Not passable, but can serve as es-

cortforpassableTVsandTSs. Look-

ing forward to meeting new friends.

Discretion expected and assured."

Nancy B. (TX-3186)

DEBBIE HAHN (TX) (#62)

Member Tri-Ess. Attended

Texas T Party. 6', 170, passable,

separated, hetero CD. Enjoy out-

door sports, reading, and music.

"Many great friends in DC, and nu-

merous pengals. Confused by dys-

functional marriage. If she wore the

pants in the family, why couldn’t I

wear the skirt? Adventurer, come-

dian. and smart aleck. Love trans-

forming this boy into a girl. Lonely.

Write, but be patient, I'm slow.”

Debbie H. (TX-3201)

DONNA WALSH (TX) (#63)

33, 5 ’9", 140. Educated

professional with sense of humor.

Easygoing. Aware of feminine side

since childhood. “Have always

dressed, only recently became

serious. Since accepting myself,

gained the happiness and confidence

that had been missing. Working

hard to improve my female image

and become passable. Searching

for understanding woman. Seeking

correspondence/meetings with TV/

TSs and women. Photo (returnable)

if you can.”

Donna Walsh, P O Box 9692,

Austin TX 78766 (TX-3381)

MELISSA THOMPSON (TX)

(#62)

Member HTGA. 32,5’10", 150,

married with two small children.

Wife knows and is supportive if not

enthusiastic. Interested in languag-

es, cultures, a nd history of the Middle

East. Also enjoy astronomy, coun-

try music, and running. “Only re-

cently learned to accept myself.

Greatly aided by understanding wife.

Like to hear from others trying to

weave their femininity into their

normal lives, especially with regards

to children.”

Melissa T. (TX-3258)

CATIIRYN PARADISE (TX)

(#63)

Bi, SWM, TV/TS, 6’, 160, 37.

Interested in medieval history,

espionage fact and fiction, science

fiction and fantasy, Sherlock

Holmes, Native American history

and culture, genre television, jazz

andpopmusic. "Novice TV, but my
goal is to begin living full-time as a

woman by the end of 1992.”

Cathryn Paradise (TX-3399)

MONICA-LEE MARIE (TX)

(#64)

Hetero CD, 29, 5’11", 150,

healthy. “Enjoy conversation,

restaurants, movies, reading, music,

and travel. (Dressing.) Want

feminine bond with secure genetic

female. Comfortable with my
genetic self, but seeking to perfect

the full feminine crossover. My life

is not without its share of humor and

intellect. I’m ready to share.”

Monica-Lee Marie, P O Box

550561, Dallas TX 75355-0561

(TX-3506)

DUNNE G. (TX) (#63)

SWM, 37, 5’ 11", 145.

Interested in art, photography,

fashion, makeup, dressing, hearing

from and meetingothers. “Lifelong

crossdresser, bi-curious. Would like

to hear from others with like interest.

Would like to meet anyone in the
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Texarkana area who desires an

understanding person to share

interests, time, conversation, or

more.”

Dianne G. (TX-3405)

JAY M. (TX) (#63)

Handsome, successful, athletic,

WM,42,hetero. Inlerestedin theatre,

sports, music. “Want to meet a TV/

TS secure in the knowledge that she

will be accorded the utmost respect

and consideration. I admire

femininity in every form, and find

the most feminine to be a person

who chooses that gender and loves

to be a woman.”

Jay Merch, P O Box 2672,

Austin TX (TX-3454)

COLORADO <800-816

LAURA SMILEY (CO) (#62)

Member GIC - Denver, Delta

Chapter, IFGE Fundraising

Committee. ParticipantFantasiaFair

’89, ’90; T Party ’90, ’91; IFGE

Convention ’91. MWM, forties, TG/

TS tendencies, 5’10", 155. Enjoy

being Laura, shopping, gardening,

flying, skiing, cooking, rock ‘n’ roll

music, being with friends. “Fun

loving, caring person interested in

bringing dignity, respect, and

acceptance toourcommunity. Been

dressing since age five. Wife

somewhat supportive.”

Laura S. (CO-1556)

ROXANNESALEM (C CO) (#63)

Member GIC, Delta Chapter

Tri-Ess. Attended Fall Harvest ’90,

’91, IFGE Convention '91. 40+,

SWM TV. “Enjoy meeting sisters

and brothers in this fantastic

community. The development and

empowerment of Roxanne has

brought depth, meaning, peace and

contentment into my life. Keep the

life force flowing and keep believing

in you.”

Roxanne S. (CO-2600)

SHIRLEY K. KNIGHT (CO) (#62)

Participant Tiffany’s P-town

Outing, Texas T Party, GGA Spring

Fling. SWM TV, 47, 5 ’8", friendly,

fun, and feminine. “I enjoy traveling,

church activities, and going out in

public dressed.”

Shirley K. Knight, P O Box

1042, Pueblo CO 81002 (CO-0493)

JACQUELYN ST. GREGORY
(CO) (#64)

Member GIC Denver, GIC of

So. Colorado, UCRSE, PPGLCC.
Attended Coming Together ’91. S,

TS disposition, 30's, 6’1", 153,

artistic, great sense of humor,

sensitive and caring. “Enjoy

shopping, cooking, art, design,

movies, travel, clubbing, and having

a great time. My lifelong tendencies

were suppressed until after I survived

cancer. Very active in the gender

community. Also, I am quite busy

socially, constantly going out.”

Jacquelyn St. Gregory, P O Box,

5553, Security CO 80931-5553

(CO-2923)

RENAE E. (CO) (#64)

MWM, 40’s, 6', 190. Interested

in photography, woodworking,

needlepoint. “Closeted, wife

somewhat supportive. Dressing

since age three. Would like to

correspond with others to gain

confidence.”

Renae E. (CO-2948)

JILL BENEDICT (CO) (#61)

Member Denver GIC. Events

attended GIC 10th Anniversary and

Coming Together. “Dedicated in

service to promoting the gender

community as a viable and dignified

component of society."

Jill Benedict (CO-2957)

PHYLECLA W. (CO) (#61)

“I am a heterosexual CD with

some TS tendencies. Married nearly

twenty years. Wife knows, but does

not participate. 5’9", 165, been

dressing since the age of five. Love

beingshaved all over,and wearsoft,

sheer things. Have been out since

1991 and love it! Would love all

who wish to correspond to do so, as

I am new to Colorado. Want to meet

people and go out.”

P. Weiser, P O Box 60104,

Colorado Springs CO 80960 (CO-

3006)

LAURA ROYCE (CO) (#62)

“Uncommonly well-intellected

artist, writer, seeks evolved homo

sapiens, sur(passing) preferred.

Critically advanced literature,

philosophy, plastic art, religion,

psychology, poetry, politics;

classical, jazz, rock. Objective:

chiasma/decussation consisting of

genius, the exceptionally cultivated

or otherwise gifted for

companionship, confederation.

Focused rebels esteemed."

Laura Royce (CO-3227)

TRILBY O. (CO) (#62)

“I am and always have been

female. I would like to get to know

some men who cross-dress.”

Trilby O. (CO-3271)

CAROLYN ELAINE K. (CO)

(#64)

Member GIC/Denver, Delta

Chapter/Tri-Ess. Professional

writer/actor, single, self-employed.

Interested in literature, history (esp.

WW I), languages, bicyclying &
hiking, travel (esp. England, France,

a nd Middle East). “Passionate letter-

writer. Would like to meet or

correspond with Rocky Mountain

sisters.”

Carolyn K. (CO-2979)

GERI G. (CO) (#61)

MWM, hetero, 5’11", 180, 52.

Interested in fishing, camping,

movies, and music. Travel Rocky

Mountain area. Love to go out

dressed, but would like other CD
friends to go out for dinner and a

show. Write if you are looking for

someone togooutdressedwith,and

if you enjoy life being a woman.”

Geri G., PO Box 27802, Denver

CO 80227 (CO-3077)

WYOMING (820- 831-'

LORI LARKIN (WY) (#62)

Member Tri-Ess. Attended

Texas T Party. MWM, early 40’s,

5’6", 125, blue eyes, slight build.

Interested in golf, fishing, Corvettes,

shopping, and dressing. “Finally

out and loving it. Have become

quite passable. Flew to Texas

dressed. Like to correspond with

others. Travel and select outings

possible.”

Lori L. (WY-3229)

II
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WANDA S. (ID) (#62)

SWM, 50. Interested in autos,

fishing, reading, and music.

“Starting to more thoroughly explore

my femininity. Would like to meet/

correspond with other TV/TSs in

ID, OR, WA, area.”

Wanda S. (ID-3238)

CHRISTY MILLER (UT) (#64)

Attended IFGE Coming
TogetherConvention. Interested in

shopping, travel, photography,

cooking. “One can never have too

many friends. Please write if you

would like to be friends.”

Christy Miller, P O Box 21041,

Salt Lake City UT 84121-0041

(UT-2816)

LEIA CHEIQUE (UT) (#63)

Member of TCNE. MWM.
Interested in dining out, mutual

support, and enjoyment of CD
activities. “Travel throughout US
on business. Interested in contacts

for social/support activities in all

destinations where it will be

accepted.”

Leia Cheique (UT-3392)

JENNIFERS. (AZ) (#64)

DWM, 6', 170, 44, warm,

sharing and caring. Interested in

good food, music, cuddling, and

dressing to the max. Good
wardrobe -extensive lingerie, heels,

wigs, make-up, etc. “Would like to

meet other TV/TSs.”

Jennifer S. (AZ-1056)

TOMMIE F.(EAZ) (#64)

Member Butterfly, Tri-Ess

(Alpha Zeta). Attended Holiday En

Femme, Be All, Coming Together,

Texas T. OlderTV,6’l", 175,hetero.

Interested in model railroading,

military history, skiing, SCUBA.
“Like too-short skirtsand a bosomy

look; real passion for heels, hose,

panties, bras, and slips. Would like

to correspond with TV sisters and

exchange photos. Will anser all.

Your photo gets mine.”

Tommie F., P.O. Box 182,

Safford AZ 85548-0182(AZ-l 158)

NORMA KAY ROGERS (AZ)

(#63)

DWM, 49, 5’5", 130, pre-op M-

F TS. Craftsman, artist, and writer.

Intelligent and philosophical, not

religious. Love animals, museums,

steaks and pasta, long drives,

honesty, C-W music, and life’s

humor. Hobbies include sculpting,

computers, guns, and make own

clothes. “Precious possession is little

reddachshund, Wu-Woo. Nodrugs,

alcohol. Like to communicate with

GG or TS for support in transition.

Commitments possible.”

Norma Kay Rogers, P O Box

1232, Mesa AZ 85211-1232 (AZ-

1570)

CYNTHIA M. GREEN (AZ) (#61)

Member A Rose, Alpha Zeta

ChapterTri-Ess. Attended Coming

Together ’91. Pre-op TS, or maybe

TG. 6', 155, 12-14, tall, blue eyes.

Thirty-nineish. Interested in

bicycling, race-walking, SF, figuring

myself out, little sister (learning),

andbigsister (helping) relationships.

“Living and working full time since

May ’91. Changing a lot, long way

logo. What a long, strange trip it’s

been!”

Cynthia Green, c/o A Rose, P O
Box 24623, Tempe AZ 85285-

4623 (AZ-2321)

PRISCILLA ANN S. (CTL AZ)

(#62)

SWM TV/CD, 63, 6’2", 195,

22T, retired. Graying, dedicated CD,

loves all things feminine, dress to

“age style” of approx. 50+.

“Strictly a closet TV. Would like

correspondence or photo exchange

with other mature TV/CDs (50-65+

age range). On quiet side, introvert,

easy going. Will consider and

discuss any aspect of mature TV/

CD concomitant sexuality.”

Priscilla S. (AZ-2457)

LEE REYNOLDS (AZ) (#63)

Member Tri-Ess Alpha Zeta

(IFGE Representative). Attended

Holiday en Femme, Coming
Together, Texas T Party. MWM,
TV, 5’11", 170. Attractive,

energetic, and imaginative, forever

young. Enjoy writingandswapping

en femmeexpcriences. “Wouldlove

tohaveyourphotoinmyalbumand

yournameon my writinglist. Crazy

about photography and writing about

my CD esperiences. Am a speech

therapist and have a video about

speaking like a woman.”

Lee Reynolds, P O Box 39354,

Phoenix AZ 85069 (AZ-25 14)

CAROL DEARBORN (S AZ)
(#62)

Pre-op, never married, TS.

Enjoys peace, revisionist/

conspiratorial history, unorthodox

scientific/medical theory, children,

hiking, nude beaches. “If I knew,

years ago, of a TS sanctuary to

escape to, the gospel of eliminating

money, laws, and international

boundaries; ‘women are dangerous,’

persons born breech (butt first) are

different, and clothes and genitals

don’t make a Messiah . . .

“

Miss Dearborn, P.O. Box 1417,

Tucson AZ 85702 (AZ-2509)

CAROL MARSHALL (S AZ)

(#63)

Member Alpha Zeta, Tri-Ess,

Butterfly. Attended Houston '90

Tri-Ess convention, Texas T Party

’91. 5’13", 200, 47, brown eyes and

hair. Interested in cooking, reading,

fashion, and talking. “Like to live

full time as Carol, and want to write

those who could discuss the ways to

live TG. Have a very supportive

spouse who would like to write to

other supportive spouses. Am a

friendly talker who can listen, too.”

Carol Marshall, P O Box 4246,

Tubac AZ 85646 (AZ-2577)

LAURIE K. (AZ) (#64)

TV,5’7", 130,slender, feminine

figure, pass easily, considered

realistic and attractive. Enjoy

creating the illusion of a

sophisticated, fashionable woman

who presents in good taste. Many

interests including art, theater,

literature, antiques, architecture,

interior design, music, vintage
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wines, and fashions. “Love to meet

and/or correspond wilh passable

CDs in Phoenix area and other parts

of the country. Not interested in

men!”

I-aurie K. (AZ-2777)

FRANCIS NIEZNAY (AZ) (#64)

Member ofA Rose, Alpha Zeta.

5’12", 175, 39 years forever young.

Interested in power boats, sewing,

cooking, photography, slot cars, sci

fi movies, work. “Pre-op, out of

closet TS. Not much of a

conversationalist, but will try. Have

been passingat local mallsandbars.

Electrolysis is painful.”

Francis N. (AZ-2963)

SAMANTHA CORMIER (AZ)

(#62)

MemberofAlpha Zeta, Tri-Ess.

Attended Fantasia Fair. Interested

in reading, movies, music, camping,

photography, and especially

dressing up. “Would like to

correspond with other sisters, or

GGs. Open to meeting with a sister

in Phoenix, even if only for a short

time. Will write to all who include a

photo.”

Samantha Cormier, P O Box

82813, Phoenix AZ 85071-2813

(AZ-3098)

SHELLY W. (AZ) (#61)

Member A Rose. 5’10",SWM,

36, love dressing, very basic.

Interested in social activities, hearing

from all gender people, history,

poetry. Need help from other TV/

TSs. Business owner. Travel a lot.

Like a relaxing feeling within

myself. “Would love to hear from

you. Writing from the heart.”

Shelly W„ P O Box 5259,

Quartzite AZ 85359 (AZ-3168)

DAGNY TAGGART (AZ) (#63)

Member Tri-Ess, Alpha Zeta.

Divorced hetero CD. Interested in

hiking, outdoors, camping,

computers, and dogs and cats. “I’d

like to correspond with and meet

GGs who are interested in

crossdressers. I’m 35, 135, 5 TO",

professional engineer, homeowner,

open minded.”

Dagny Taggart PO Box 10064,

Glendale AZ 85318-0064 (AZ-

3268)

TRISII T. (AZ) (#62)

Member Tri-Ess, Alpha Zeta.

5’10", 150, 37, open-minded,

friendly, good sense of humor,

college degrees, nowsingle, slightly

vain. Former California girl loves

the beach, sailing, snow and water

skiing, sports, female beauty, oldies,

movies, and fitness to maintain

figure. “Gone out with friends to

lunch, movies, and chapter

meetings. Be my pen-girl. Send

SASE for exchange. You won’t be

disappointed.”

Occupant, P O Box 44711,

Phoenix AZ 85064-4711 (AZ-

3320)

NEW MEXICO (870- 884-

LORI B. (NV) (#63)

32, TS, 5’11", 160, pass well.

Enjoy myself and consider myself

very stable. Interested in business,

writing, photography, gender

studies, conversation, and

developing my feminine image.

“Have worked long to enable pursu it

of female role. Have begun

electrolysis and hormone therapy.

Half-time in female role with

extended periods full-time. Will

soon seek employment in female

role. Looking for friends for support,

advice, and caring.”

Boxholder, P O Box 72675, Las

Vegas NV 89170 (NV-3376)

GAIL F. (NV) (#62)

Bi WM, 5’8", 150, hazel eyes,

brown hair, passable. Advanced

degrees in Philosophy. “Love

campingand hiking, good wine and

books, romance, intelligent

conversation, fantasy ad writing,TV
stories. Been out of the closet for 20

years. Very comfortable with all

aspects of my sexuality, gender, and

identity. Love women and enjoy

men who appreciate my feminine

side. New to area. Write all TVs,

couples, and men in NV, AZ, and S

CA.”

G. Frasz (NV-3353)

ROBERT C. ALI)F:N (NV) (#62)
6 ’3", 204, 39, hetero, SBM.

Attractive, college educated, and

professional. Interested in

photography, collecting and taping

music, writing short stories and

poetry. Love to cook, go dancing,

and camping out. “Would like to

correspond with and meet single

pre-op M-F TS or feminine TV for

quietone-on-one get together. Send

letter, picture, and phone number.

Will reply at once.”

Robert A. (NV-3213)

WENDY PARKER (S CA) (#63)

Member IFGE Board of

Directors, PPOC, ETVC, NWGA.
Participant Coming Together, Be

All, Fantasia Fair, Texas T Party,

Southern Comfort. TG, 40’s, 5’9",

160. Interested in the history of our

gender community. “Enjoy the

company of women, free femme

spirits, and other gentle souls.”

Wendy P. (CA-0390)

LAURA R. COVINGTON (CA)

(#61)

DBM, Hetero, 42, 5’8", 150,

attractive, sincere, friendly. Enjoys

fashion, music movies, photography,

reading, and sports. “Would like to

correspond with and meet other TV/

TSs, and ladies who understand.

Enjoy making new friends

throughout the US.”

Laura R. Covington, P O Box

10431, Oakland CA 94160 (CA-

0480)
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ELIZABETH N. JOHNSON (S.

CA) (#63)

Pre-opM-FTS,30’s, 6', friendly

but shy television engineer.

Passable with voice, mannerisms

and body frame, but need makeup

and hair styuling tips. Interested in

fashion, sales, indoor plants, singing

opera, computers, bicycles. “Would

like to befriend warm and sincere

TVs, TSs. Write, call, send video or

audio cassette.”

Elizabeth J. (CA-1030)

MARLENE L. (S CA) (#64)

Member Tri-Ess, Alpha

Chapter, National, and Tri Chi,

Tulare, Ca. Attended Holiday en

Femme ’87, ’89, received Special

Service Award, Tri-Ess. 59,

divorced, professional. Interested

in tennis, motorcycle touring, cross-

country skiing. “I help Carol

Beecroft in the Tri-Ess National

office.”

Marlene L., P O Box 4067,

Visalia CA 93278 (CA-1036)

BETSY B. (N CA) (#64)

Member STVC, NWGA, SGA,

RGA, Tri-Ess. Participant Dreams,

Coming Together, Tahoe Femme
Flings. DWM, older TV with long

experience of crossdressing. “I

enjoy depicting a well-dressed,

dignified older lady befitting my
age. Enjoy parties and association

with other CDs. Will answer

correspondence.”

Betsy B. (CA-1104)

JANET EDWARDS (S CA) (#61)

Member Tri-Ess. Participant

Coming Together ’89. 5’9", 150,

41, dark brown hairandeyes, hetero

CD, musician. “Drummer in Mister

Sister, the band at the Coming
Together convention in ’89. Was
the first featured girl in Ladylike .

Looking for CD/GGs to go out with

in the LA area forfun and friendship.

I am passable and comfortable in

any situation.”

Janet E. (CA-1102)

NANCY WILSON (S CA) (#61)

Member Tri-Ess, Neutral

Comer, ETVC. 5 ’9", 150, dark hair

&eyes. “Creatorof CrowningGlory

Wigsforcrossdressersin partnership

with Mona (owner of shop). See

ad.”

Nancy Wilson, c/o Crowning

Glory Wigs, P O Box 40366, San

Diego CA 92164 (CA-1374)

LORRAINE ELLEN HALL (CA)

(#64)

Member ETVC. Pre-op TS,

over 50. Some hormonal

development. Lived full-time for

short periods and planning full-time.

Interested in art, photography,

music, theater, movies, bridge.

“Emerged from closet 5 years ago. I

have surmounted many obstacles

and my goal nowseemsto be within

my grasp. I would love to hear from

others who may share my dream

and welcome their comments,

advice, and questions.”

Lorraine H. (CA-1150)

SHARON LOUISE (C CA) (#63)

Member Rennaissance. 5’6",

165, white hair, hazel eyes, ruddy

complexion. “Been this way for

most of my life. Everyone guesses

some 10 years less than my actual

age! Am well-read, former semi-

pro baseball player, excellent

bowler, good roller-skater, dancer,

and conversationalist. Began
wearing corsets at a very early age,

but did not become a total CD until

30’s. Love to correspond, and

possibly meet others in my area.”

Jas. C. Morgan (CA-1303)

CYNTHIA HOWARD (N CA)
(#62)

Member E D Gender

Alternatives League, IFGECongress

of Reps, NOW, ETVC, SGA, RGA,
IMAGE, Tri-Ess. Founder, national

executive director Gender

Alternatives League. Genderist,

author, publisher and lobbyist

working as a woman with

government agencies, minority

groups, and educational institutions.

“Working to unify our community,

promote gender activism, get our

community out of the psychiatric

books and journals, and off this can-

be-discriminated-against list. Will

communicate as time allows.”

Cynthia Howard, Box 3392,

Napa CA 94558-3392 (CA-1453)

SHARYN STEVENS (NCA) (#61)

SWM, Bi-TV, 31, PhD student,

discreet, attractive. Interested in

Aikido, progressive politics,

personal growth, computers,

biology, learning how to pass. “Am
more and more out. Havetoldfamily

and close friends. Finally growing

my hair long! Will start electrolysis.

Looking to date non-smokers as

Sharyn: men or women who like

TVs, including female TVs who
enjoy role switching; asSteve: pretty

TVs and TSs, or open-minded,

accepting women.”

Sharyn Stevens, PO Box 1172,

Berkeley CA 94701 (CA-1472)

ROXIEHOROWITZ (S CA) (#62)

STV, 43, 5’8", 155. “TV or

not TV is not the question, it’s the

answer. The question is watching

television vs.goingoutcrossdressed.

Throw out your anxiety and release

inhibitions. My goal as a performer

was a live, one person show. I run

for physical health, speak for my
mental health, and CD for my
creative expression. End your

frustration by becoming the opposite

sex. I am a dragnut!”

Roxie Horowitz (CA-1636)

DONNA LYNN FREEMAN (N

CA) (#63)

Member DVG, RGA, Tri-Ess,

ETVC. Co-Founder of Diablo

Valley Girls. Participant Holiday

En Femme, Pajaro Dunes, Coming

Together '89, Dignity Cruise I.

MWM hetero TV, 45, 5’9", 160, 16,

warm, caring, sensitive; usually

passable. “Enjoy good food, friends

and conversation; computers,

shopping and all things feminine.

Lifelong CD, public for 4 years.



Understanding and actively

supportive wife.”

Donna Freeman, P O Box

272885, Concord CA 94527-2885

(CA-1664)

LYNN LAND (CA) (#63)

Tall, trim, athletic, educated,

successful, 42. Interested in meeting

S. CA women, TV/TSs that are

intellectually interesting and

physically very attractive. “Bi-TV

with a very balanced, calm,

successful lifestyle. Looking for

very together females (Bi) and TVs
that live rational, caring lives.

Looking for stable, healthy, long

term friends.”

Lynn Land, P O Box 2000-221,

Corona Del Mar CA 92625 (CA-

1684)

RACHEL DETTMER (N CA)
(#63)

Member ETVC in SF, RGA in

San Jose, DVG in Walnut Creek.

Participant Two Fantasia Fairs, two

TexasT-Parties. 5T0", brown, blue,

51, pass well. Interested in all things

feminine, computers, going out

dressed with TVoralone, but best of

all with my wife. “Recently married

to an understanding woman who
knew . . . best girlfriends and a

wonderful wife. I’m smiling a lot of

late!”

Rachel Dettmer, P O Box
56362, Hayward CA 94545-6362

(CA-1811)
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ANN L. (CA) (#64)

Member ETVC, RGA, Phoenix

Rising, Neutral Corner. 140, 5’7",

39, M-F TS SRS in two years.

Metropolitan nightlife,

cosmopolitan lifestyle. “Seeking

non-sexual meetings and

correspondence with other TSs. Joint

living and career opportunities

welcomed. No men, please.”

Ann L. (CA-1840)

ROSALIND P. (CA) (#63)

Member CHIC, PPOC, Tri-Ess.

Attended Be All, Esprit ’91, Coming

Together, California Dreamin’. 6T",

180, late 50’s. Interested in

shopping, dining out, theatre, jazz

music, meeting new people. “I am
supported by my wife. We are

involved in couples’ support

groups.”

Rosalind Probstfield (CA-

1876)

ELIZABETH BIv\IR (S CA) (#64)

TV, 43, 5’10", size 20.

Interested in shopping, cooking,

photography, and all things

feminine. “I travel the western states

andenjoy meetingandwritingother

TVs, especially large sized sisters.

Like to go out dressed with TVs to

clubs, shopping, etc. Am married to

a somewhat understanding wife.”

Elizabeth Blair (CA-1927)

JAN N. (CA) (#63)

Member PPOC. Attended

Texas T Party ’90. MWM, 5’11",

heteroTV,47. Interested in writing,

movies, books, computers, cross-

dressing, and everything feminine.

Just married to an understanding,

A+ wife. Would like to meet and/or

correspond with other couples.”

Jan N. (CA-2210)

MELISSA M. FOSTER (S CA)

(#61)

Member Feminine Image,

PPOC, ETVC, NWGA, Alpha Zeta,

A Rose, Neutral Corner, Tri-Ess.

Participant ComingTogether. Cute

TV, 40’s, 5’10", 185. BS in

engineering, USAF Reserve. “I

travel around the world and enjoy

meeting & writing other sisters.

Often go out dressed. Enjoy music,

dancing, sports. Write for several

gender publications. Enjoy being

involved in activities that will help

my sisters and friends learn and

grow.”

Melissa Foster, P O Box 816,

Lakewood CA 90714 (CA-2099)

JANELLE AILENE SEXTON
(CA) (#65)

Member of ETVC, Diablo

Valley Girls. Divorced, hetero, TV,

37, 6', 190, red hair, blue eyes.

Interested in square dancing, period

costumes, and simulated pregnancy.

“Enjoy going out dressed as a

woman.”

Janelle Sexton (CA-2327)

ROXANNE R. (S CA) (#61)

DWM TV, 37,6 ’
1
", 240.

Lifetime, closeted TV. Enjoy

shopping, dressing, music, frills,

golf, and pool. Would like to

correspondand meet with otherCD/

TSs, or men interested in such. “I

145

am a very open and loving person.

Will answer all who write. Live in

the Inland Empire area.”

Roxanne R. (CA-2174)

ROXANNA R. (N CA) (#62)

Member ETVC. Married TV,

6', 175, redhead or blonde. Open,

supportive lifestyle and marriage.

“Art is a lie, to reveal a deeper truth.

I am a college-educated professional

artist interested in correspondence

and/or meetings with TVs, sincere

men, and others to share a sense of

mystery, illusion, and androgyny by

CD as an art.”

Roxanna R., P O Box 8182,

Berkeley CA 94707 (CA-2350)

KAYLA ALLEN (CA) (#62)

WM, TV, 26, 270, computer

systems analyst. “My heavy

involvement in science fiction

fandom precludes much contact

with the gendercommunity, but am
a sympathetic listener. If you are

interested in both the science fiction

fan community and its crossover

with the gender community, drop

me a line. I’ve appeared as Kayla at

SF convention to do a Gender

Benders of Fandom panel.”

Kayla Allen, P O Box 95, Sutter

CA 95982 (CA-2459)

LEONA MARTIN (C CA) (#62)

MemberTri-Ess. 65, 5’9", wife

very supportive. “Love who I am,

what I am, as well as gender sisters

(TV/TS). Iadorenice clothing, being

buxom, and the soft, gentle aspects

of femininity. I do turn exhibitionist

for a camera. I would love photo

sessions with others who are
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interested in self-improvement,

sharing more thanjust fantasies. Will

answer all.”

Leona M. (CA-2505)

MELANIE B. (SW CA) (#67)

5 ’3", blue eyes, light brown hair,

Caucasian, 41, M-F pre-op TS. Facial

electrolysis completed. On
hormones one year. Interested in

the arts, doll collecting, motorcycles,

cooking, shopping, brainstorming,

thrift stores, people, and museums.

“Interested in F-MTS,pre-opornot,

forfriendshipand possible longterm

relationship. No cigarets, drugs, or

alcohol. Am dependable, hard-

working, monogamous R.N. I’m

agnostic, you?”

Melanie B. (CA-2566)

LORI CALLWAY (SW CA) (#63)

5’6", thin. Interested in old

movies, 60’s rock (esp. Beatles),

reading history, mysteries, and

photography sessions en femme. “I

love being feminine, and being

around others who share similar

interests.. But, it’s more than just a

physical thing, it’s a state of mind.

Interested in relationships with

sincere people. Want to share

experiences. Would love to meet

GG/TS/TVs.”

Lori Callway, P O Box 64312,

Los Angeles CA 90064 (CA-2586)

BOB DAVIS (N CA) (#64)

“Avid collector of TV, TS, CD
books, periodicals, memorabilia,

with a special interest in performers.

There are over 100 books as well as

too many magazines to count in my
collection. Would like tocorrespond

with other collectors to compare

acquisitions. Will trade orsell. Want:

Tapestry, prior to #39, Ladylike #1

and 2, Female Mimics International

#38 and 39, and selected issues of

LeeG. Brewster’s Drag and Virginia

Prince’s Transvestia .”

Babs D. (CA-2620)

TRISII ANDERSON (CA) (#62)

Member PPOC, Alpha Chapter,

Tri-Ess. SWM TV, 33, 5’8", 150,

Television Engineer. “Cute,

friendly, energetic. Lovecomputeis,

electronics, airplanes, music, and our

community. Sysop for Cross-

Connection computer Bulletin

Board. Been out foraboutfouryears,

and have come to love both selves

and have begun to integrate them

effectively. Ready to take on

leadership roles in the community.

Want to correspond and get together

in the LA area.”

Trish A. (CA-2599)

TOM WILLIAMS (CA) (#64)

Single male, 48, 5’10", 180,

brown blue. “Genuine nice guy,

patient, intelligent, non-smoker,

monogamous. Correspond, meet

with passable ultra feminine,

marriage-minded, stable girl-next-

door to super sexy TV, she/male,

pre/post-op TS, 5’7" or under who

wants to live/share a real life. No
pros or free rides.”

Tom W. (CA-2637)

JULIE B. (SW CA) (#63)

Member Tri-Ess Alpha

Chapter. Hetero male, CD, 5 ’8",

150. Interested in long walks,

computers, sailing small boats, and

world travel. “Married fifteen years

loan unusually understanding wife.

Still working out small details. Like

to correspond with sistersa nd wives,

but be patient. Still hangout mostly

at home, but do go to some Alpha

meetings. Am quiet and shy, but I

need to meet others."

Julie B., P O Box 8412,

Northridge CA 91327-8412 (CA-

2639)

AMIRANDA H. (C CA) (#63)

Member Neutral Comer. 29

years old, 5 ’6", 135, brown hairand

green/brown eyes. Interested in

computers, Sci-Fi & Fantasy,

animation. “Looking for pen -friends

in the community. Also interested

in meetings.”

Amiranda H. (CA-2769)

JULIE ANN R. (CA) (#64)

SWM, TV, 40, 5’8", 150. Still

closeted, but trying to come out.

Interested in fashion, clothes,

makeup, shopping, gardening,

cooking, hairstyles, developing all

aspects of my femininity. “I am

quite content to have both male and

female personas. I would enjoy

meetingothers. Iam honest, sincere,

and quick as possible with

correspondence. Enjoy ‘girl talk’

through the mail, and possible

meeting.”

Julie Ann R. (CA-2892)

KRIS C. (C CA) (#63)

TV, 5’8", mid-thirties, brown

hair/eyes. Sensitive and caring.

Interested in feminine fashions,

shopping for clothing, music,

computers, sports. “Have been a

lifelong crossdresser who enjoys

achieving the complete feminine

look. Always open to advice on

improving my appearance. Will try

to help anyone who corresponds by

writing/photos.”

KrisC. (CA-2713)

TRACY MORGAN (CA) (#64)

“Although Iam bisexual, I have

decided to remain faithful to my
wife. All are welcome to write, but

Iam particularly interested in hearing

from anyone in a similar place in

their own life. If you are a good

letter writer, perhaps we might

develop a friendship. I also enjoy

photo exchange, psychotherapy,

movies, music, and the Boston Red

Sox.”

Tracy Morgan, P O Box 7543,

VanNuys CA 91409 (CA-2835)

MELANIE HOWARD (CA) (#64)

38, 5’H", 145, MWM, 12, CD
with TG/TS tendencies. Enjoys

dresses, skirts, heels, and most things

feminine. Interested in gender

dysphoria and its relationship in our

culture. “I have accepted Melanie

completely, and couldn’t be happier

about it. Look forward to sharing

with others and contributing towards

a better understanding of gender

issues in our communities. I enjoy

all correspondence and will answer

quickly.”

Melanie H. (CA-2899)

LISA R. (CA) (#64)

MWM,5’10", 145, mid-thirties.

Enjoy gardening, photography, and

skiing. “Have crossdressed all my
life. Just started going out.

Interested in corresponding with

others in LA area. Photo exchange

and meeting.”

Lisa R. (CA-2926)

CHELSEA BROWN (CA) (#61)

Married TV, 6', hazel eyes.

Interested in computers, reading

(and writing) TV fiction. “Still

learning (and enjoying it), and just

starting to go out en femme.”

Chelsea Brown, POBox 2025-

364, Tustin CA 92680 (CA-2934)

LUCY ANN JONES (CA) (#64)

Member ETVC. Attend most

events in Bay area. Blue eyes, long

auburn hair, WF, 6’1", 180, post-op

M-F TS (12-21-82) Biber Girl, 16T,

self-employed computer consultant,

voice coaching, and astrology. Enjoy

music, dining out, pet lizards, and

Siamese cat. “Piscessun sign, Taurus

moon, Scorpio rising, something

with Aries. Bi-sexual lesbian in

lesbian relationship with genetic

female for eight years. YourSASE
and photo gets mine.”

Lucy Ann Jones (CA-2833)
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BARBARA HARRIS (CA) (#61)

"I am a tall, trim, 55 year-old,

novice crossdresser who has finally

found the inner strength to express

his femininity. I am an intelligent,

caring, professionally-employed

person with a fine sense of humor. I

would like to communicate with

experienced persons for friendship

and guidance in my development.”

Barbara H. (CA-2993)

FRANCES H. (CA) (#61)

Member Tri-Ess. Hetero WM,
5’7", 180, 48, married 29 years to

same woman. Interested in old cars,

gardening, antiques, crossdressing.

“Have crossdressed to some degree

since age 7 or 8. Have finally

accepted my feminine side. Because

I am unsure about passing, I seldom

go out dressed. Would like advice

about makeup and hair. Would like

to hearfrom otherCDs. Will answer

all letters.”

Frances Harvey, P O Box 629,

Newcastle CA 95658 (CA-2998)

JOLYNN VEIRA (CA) (#61)

DWM, 48, 5’7", 160, CD since

early teens, artist (MFA), but now

working in a managerial position in

a barely related field. Interested in

art, computers, computer art and

animation, fixingand decora tingmy

own house. “Always closeted and

fighting it through two marriages,

but now enjoying it. Would like to

hear from and get in contact with all,

especially supportive females who
can be understanding and discreet.”

Jolynn V. (CA-3017)

MARY ANNE S. (CA) (#61)

Member ETVC, Rainbow
Gender Alliance. 5’8", 160, blue

eyes, 40-31-38, 14, WTS, single,

41. Interested in science, especially

astronomy, cooking, gardening, and

music. “Recently out of the closet

and excited about the possibilities

of the paraculture. Am hetero, but

would enjoy dressing with anyone

from our androgynous comm unity.”

Mary Anne S. (CA-3030)

JULIE YON (CA) (#61)

5’9", 35, Asian-American. “I

love makeup and feminine finery.

Like fish-pond gardening, billiards,

and darts. Would enjoy exchange

of letters from all TV sisters,

especially otherAsian -Americans.”

Julie Y. (CA-3019)

JUDI BENSEN (CA) (#61)

6', 170, won’t admit to over 37

years! Very athletic, MWM,
heterosexual. Interested in cycling,

anything feminine, spending

precious time as Judy. “I’m just

learning about myself and am
seeking others to correspond with

about our world. Wife has seen me

dressed, but doesn’t have full

understanding. Don’t bother with

sex. Photo OK, but not required.

Let’s write about us.”

Judi Bensen, P O Box 1866,

Huntington Beach CA 92647 (CA-

3063)

SUZANNE S. (CA) (#62)

SWM, 32, 6’2", 200 and losing.

Well educated, working toward M.

Degree. Interested in the arts, sports,

cars, staying fit through aerobics,

tennis, and bicycling. (No more

weight-lifting!) “Startingagain after

a five-yearhiatus. Military. Back in

USafterfiveyearsoverseas. Always

been in closet. Previously CD in KY
and TX. Your experiences

convinced me to seek my true self

once again - CD or TV. I’ll let you

know when I find out.”

Suzanne A. (CA-3172)

JOSFJPIIINE C. (APO-SF) (#61)

“I’m a black hetero CD, 5’10",

185. Married to a loving Japanese

woman who has become
understanding to my need to

crossdress. Very shy, and would

like to come out of the closet. Due

to the nature of my profession, I

cannot. Enjoy mathematics, reading

Japanese, computers, chess, and

Japaneseshogi. Would love to meet

and correspond with CD/TV/TS/TG

for friendship. Please write.”

Josephine C. (CA-3137)

PEGGY D. (CA) (#62)

MWM, hetero, 53, 154, 38-28-

38, 6’2". “Peggy is a fun-loving gal

who goes out shopping & dining

alone, occasionally, and would love

to have a passable friend nearby for

company on trips to the malls. Peggy

is sexy, but decent, and promises to

answer all the mail she receives.”

Peggy D. (CA-3183)

KRISTEN HENDRIX (CA) (#61)

Bi SWM, 27, 5'9", 135.

“Dressingoffandon since preteens,

yetnevergoneout. Rapidly coming

out of the closet. Enjoy hiking,

backpacking, rock climbing, skiing,

sailing, country music, photography,

and shopping. Truly a jeans-and-t-

shirt girl with a Far Side sense of

humor, but have no problem doing

the theater scene, too. Desire

correspondence with understanding

females 22-32 and other TV/TSs in

the N CA area. Photo exchange

optional.”

Kristen H. (CA-3184)

BILLIEJEAN JONES (CA) (#62)

Member ETVC, DVG, RGA,

SGA, CGNIE, SLCC. Attended

ETVC Cotillion, Fantasia Fair, Miss

ETVC 1992. Late 30’s(like 45), 6',

150, children (23, 20), 2nd marriage

(whadda year!), Androgyne, gender

bender, numerous scars, offbeat

personality. Interested in blabbing,

writing, photography, music,

discovering diversity, living fully,

making a difference, laughing.

Publish TV Guise - Contributors

welcome. “This is my real life.”

Billie Jean Jones (CA-3205)

PATRICIA M.(CA) (#62)

Member ETVC. 5 ’6”, 140,

SWM, brown hair, green/brown

eyes, bi TV, 12-14, lean, athletic

body. Commercial artist/fashion

illustrator. Interested in art, fashion,

drawing, music, travel, movies,

theater, aircraft (former pilot). “Love

beinga woman. Fairly passableand

would like to meet TV/TS for

companionship/dating. Like to go

shopping and day trips in the SF

area. TS is my goal. Enclose photo/

phone.”

Patricia M. (CA-3248)

JESSICA J. (CA) (#62)

41, 6’1", 190, San Diego

resident. Attended Provincetown

’91. Enjoy occasional outings,

shopping, sharing experiences.

“Wear party clothes, breezy items,

and sissy look. Travel frequently.

Don’t pass on outside, but very

comfortable within.”

Jessica J. (CA-3266)
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PAIGE D. (CA) (#62)

MWH, 5’11", 180. “Just out

and still nervous. Would like to

meet and hear from others new to

the community.”

Paige D. (CA-3307)

DAINA H. (CA) (#62)

Member Tri-Ess. Attended

Holiday En Femme ’91, California

Dreamin’ ’90. Attractive, passable

helero TV who is extremely

feminine in all aspects - voice and

mannerism. Loves day time (and

night time) outings. Travels

extensively.

Daina H. (CA-3325)

JENNIFER MICHAELS (CA)

(#63)

5’10", -140, MWM, passable.

Enjoy shopping, biking, surfing,

goingout as Jennifer. “Wife is aware,

but currently not accepting. Would

like to correspond with others and

share insights on how to balance

CD and family life. Enjoy trading

advice and suggestions regarding

dressing. Will answer all letters.”

Jennifer Michaels (CA-3358)

LINDA MARIE ADDISON (CA)

(#63)

M-F pre-op TS. 41, 5*11", red

hair, blue eyes. Interested in my
transition into femininity, shopping,

theater, jazz, being out with friends.

“Began ’92 by living full time.

Hormones forone year. Would like

to hear from TS sisters for friendship

and to share support on our

wonderful but difficult journey.”

Linda Marie Addison (CA-

3360)

BONNIE W. (CA) (#63)

40+, 6', 190. Interested in golf,

tennis, cooking, shopping. “Able to

be Bonnie 2-3 days per week. Wife

not supportive at all. Motherstarted

dressing me at early age. Still feel

guilty sometimes. Will answer all

who write. Please send photo if

possible.”

Bonnie W., P O Box 801416,

Santa Clarita CA 91380-1416 (CA-

3390)

SALLY ADAMS (CA) (#63)

Member PPOC. MWM, 5’7",

150, nonsmoker, enjoy good wine,

mid-50’s, friendly, sense of humor.

Pretty man, prettier woman.

Interested in music, shopping, travel,

making friends, everything

feminine. “Parents dressed me as a

girl in early childhood. I nurtured

thatjoy throughout school, marriage,

and career. Wife not supportive.

Pass well. Love to correspond.”

Sally Adams, 7299

Orangethorpe Ave.,Box 171, Buena

Park CA 90621 (CA-3517)

SANDI B. (CA) (#61)

MWM, hetero, CD, 60, 5’8",

145. Conservative dresser.

Interested in photography, sailing,

scuba. “Started dressing at age 12.

Still striving to look as naturally

feminine as possible. Married 30

years to wonderful woman who

helps me select and obtain

coordinated outfits, but can’t

participate. Love all thingsfeminine,

especially long, manicured nails,

smooth legs, sheer hose, and pretty

shoes.”

Sandi Buell, P O Box 1038,

Bonsall CA 92003 (CA-2989)

HAWMikiSJ^ND£LJ£6Zi
969-)

TRACY RYAN (HI) (#61)

MemberHawaiiTransgendered

Outreach, Presidentofsame. Awards

Miss Femininity, Fantasia Fair, 1990.

Hetero' CD, 35, 5’8", 145. Outer

dresser. “Pass shopping, dining,

etc. Active in Hawaii Transgendered

Outreach. I’d love hearing from

sisters elsewhere. I’ve met or

corresponded with overone hundred

in 1990. I’d also love to hear from

genetic females. I don’t likehearing

from male ‘admirers’.”

T. Ryan, 777 Kapioiani Blvd,

#3114, Honolulu HI 96813 (HI-

2180)

CLARA ANN BULLARD (HI)

(#62)

Member Delta Chi chapter Tri-

Ess. 6', 180, size 20. Interested in

flowers, plants, and cooking. “Been

dressing since a teenager. Have

been out ‘window shopping’-

driving around most of life. I don’t

pass too well as a lady, but it’s fun.

Love feeling feminine, touching silk

and satin, just girl things.”

Clara Ann Bullard, P O Box

1210, Kapaa HI 96746(111-0955)

LANA A. (III) (#63)

Asian, hetero, CD, 41, 5’9".

Interested in all aspects of our

wonderful feminine life-style.

Yearning to achieve total feminine

look. Still in closet. Anxious to go

public. “Love to meet with,

correspond with sincere, discreet

CDs in order to enhance our female

image. Will answer all letters.”

Lana A., P O Box 22891,

Honolulu in 96823-2891 (HI-3308)

REBECCA ANN M. (HI) (#63)

Member Hawaii Transgendered

Outreach. Single TV. “Want to ‘Be

All I Can Be.’ My children have

completed their education, now it’s

my turn. Here I come. Love to hear

from you. Wonderful beaches here

to try your bikini. Come meet with

our group. We have fun! Aloha to

all my sisters.”

Rebecca Ann Mathieu, POBox
6018, Honolulu Hi 96818 (HI-

3518)

LANI KEE (HI) (#63)

Attended Texas T Party ’91,

Holiday ’90, ’91, Coming Together

’91. Hetero CD, 140, 5’10\

Interested in working out,

swimming, golf, music, and

traveling. “I dress occasionally. Go
out whenever possible. Will respond

to all correspondence ASAP.
General interest in other CDs all

over.”

Lani Kee, P O Box 6178,

Kahului HI 96732 (HI-2593)

OREGON (970- 979

RACHEL M. (NW OR) (#62)

Single WM TV, 29, gorgeous

and fun. “I want to meet friends in

the Portland area for understanding

and good times.”

Rachel M. (OR-2654)
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ELLEN SUMMERS (OR) (#64)

IFGE Board of Directors, Vice-

Ch rprsn Boa rd of Di rec to rs, Chrprsn

Nominations Committee. Member

NWGA, ETVC, Emerald City.

Awards “DREAM” Grand Dame
’83, IFGE Trinity ’91. 5’10", 185.

“Been part of our community 17

years. Enjoy travel, big band era

music, being Ellen, shopping for

Ellen. Wish to help new girls. My
family knows of Ellen, and

understands.”

MS. Ellen Summers, c/o

NWGA, Box 4928, Portland OR
97208-4928 (OR-0382)

JENNIFER M. (OR) (#62)

Member NWGA. Awards La

Femme Magnifique. 5 ’7", 138, enjoy

all of feminine life-shopping,

dining, theater. “Other than at work

(health professional), I can dress

anytime. Trying to learn to sew

dresses and lingerie. Wish to pass as

a woman in all activities. Kayaking,

biking, and hiking are great in

Oregon. Will correspond with all

and exchange photos.”

Jennifer M. (OR-2421)

CAROL T. (NW OR) (#63)

5’10", 190, brown hair/eyes.

Interested in reading sci-fi and

historical novels, sailing, and flying.

“Still in closet. Would appreciate

meeting local sisters for help in

coming out.”

Carol T. (OR-2702)

KAREN PHILLIPS (OR) (#62)

5 ’8", 165, hetero, 10, brown

hair and eyes. Divorced. Interested

in dressing up, heels, makeup, hair;

camping, computers, golf,

woodwork. “Justcomingout. Want

to meet other girls in the area and

exchange ideas. Not passable, yet,

but with a little practice, I’ll be ready.

Dying to go out!”

Karen P. (OR-3158)

WASHINGTON f980- 994-

MELISSA LEEANN PRATHER
(WA) (#64)

Member Emerald City, Omega

Alpha Tri-Ess, NWGA. 5’9", 190,

57. Interested in sewing and design

art, calligraphy, scale model planes,

stampcollecting, model railroading.

“Have a supportive wife. We go out

shopping together, and dine out.

Have been out of closet three years.

Want to build up friendships.”

Melissa LeeAnn Prather (WA-

2102)

KAREN KENT (NW WA) (#63)

Member NWGA, RCGC. 49,

5’9", 183. “Friendly, came out of

the closet in ’81, and will never

return. Have grown in the

understanding of my feminine

nature. Have written articles on CD
and been on panel discussions.

Enjoy meeting and writing to

others.”

Karen Kent (WA-0322)

MARY GIBBONS (WA) (#63)

Member Emerald City.

Participant Tri-Ess Holidays,

Fantasia Fair, Coming Together

conventions. MWM, 50. Enjoy

music, family, friendships, and

thought. “Have season tickets to the

opera and the ballet. Love having

dressy events to plan for. Have

developed close, accepting

friendships, but always interested in

more. Have an accepting family

and strive for balance. Glad to

correspond with all.”

Ms Mary M. Gibbons, P O Box

1151, Mercer Island WA 98040

(WA-1826)

JUDY OSBORNE (WA) (#63)

MemberEmerald City, NWGA,
Tri-Ess. Attended Fantasia Fair,

Esprit ’91. 5’11, 155, married. Enjoy

sailing, reading, sports, cooking.

“Love being a woman out in the

world. Especially love sharing

myself with a widening circle of

family and friends.”

Judy Osborne, Box 19394,

Seattle WA 98109 (WA-1024)

AMY JO C. (W WA) (#63)

Member Emerald City-Seattle.

5 ’ll", black hair, hazel eyes. Enjoy

lingerie, sexy nylons, high heels,

anything feminine. “Would like to

meetotherTV/TS in thesame area.”

A.J. Carmody (WA-1181)

SANDY S. (WA) (#63)

Member Emerald City.

Participant Esprit '90, ’91, VP of

Emerald City. 185, M, blond, blue

eyes, 47. Interested in CD, boating,

computers, camping, flying. “Enjoy

goingoutanddoingthetown. Would

like to meet others, wives too.

Passable. Been to several very public

affairs and look forward to more.

Want to be accepted as the middle-

aged lady I am.”

Sandy S. (WA-1022)

MICHELLE LEE II. (WA) (#62)

Member Tri-Ess, Emerald City,

NWGA, Boulton & Park, ETVC.

Attended Holiday In Fern me, Be All,

Esprit, Texas T Party, Southern

Comfort, Dignity Cruise. Interested

in cooking, gardening, flowers,

golden retrievers, golf, reading,

music, shopping, reaching out, and

annual Esprit week in the northwest.

Michelle Lee H. (WA-1446)

JENNIFER MARTIAN (SW WA)
(#63)

Single M-F pre-op TS, 5’11",

170, brown/blonde hair, brown eyes.

“It is very lonely here in Tri Cities,

Washington. I would very much

like to meet others.”

Jennifer M. (WA-1710)
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JEAN G. (WA) (#61)

WM, TV, 5’11", 175, 49.

Interested in flying, old cars. “I’ve

been crossdressing since age 12.

Married 30 years. Wife knows, but

is non-supportive. I don’t dress

completely very often, but wear bras

regularly. I will answer all letters.”

Jean Gruber, P O Box 2876,

Renton WA 98056 (WA-1331)

STEPHANIE NELSON (WA)
(#62)

Hetero CD, 6’2", 160, 40,

brown hair, green eyes, professional.

Interested in skiing, tennis, camping.

“Would like to develop honest,

sharing friendship, non-sexual.

Would also like to pass in public. I

would particularly like to hear from

other CDs, TVs, orTSs in Spokane

area.”

Stephanie Nelson, P O Box

15183, Spokane WA 99215 (WA-

2318)

JESSICA MORGAN (WA) (#61)

MemberNWGA, Emerald City.

Attended California Dreamin’.

Married, hetero TV, 35, 5’10", 170.

“Self-employed professional. Have

recently come out of closet after

thirty years of guilt. Excited about

improving feminine image, and

would appreciate tips from anyone

interested in sharing ideas. Next

step in my life is to share Jessica

with my wife of ten years. Would

also like to correspond with other

couples.”

Jessica A. Morgan, P O Box

3891, Federal Way WA 98063-

3891 (WA-2975)

RANDI LEIGH DENNIS (WA)

(#61)

Member Emerald City. 5’3",

early 30’s, brown eyes, hair: dark

auburn to light brown depending on

my outfit and my mood. Hetero CD
headed towards TG. Interested in

photography, sports, classical rock,

jazz, rock, WW II history, Sci-Fi,

trains, cats. “Would like to help

others understand our special

duality. Race or religion not

important, sincerity is. Will answer

all. Want to expand my circle beyond

TV/TSs to GGs who want to

understand us.”

Randi Leigh Dennis (WA-
3042)

LISA HUYEN (WA) (#61)

MemberofTri-Ess. “Havebeen

dressing for thirty years. Would

considerTS to become completely a

woman. Attractive Asian. Photo on

request.”

Lisa Huycn, P O Box 10242,

Olympia WA 98502 (WA-3088)

EMILY THOMAS (WA) (#65)

Member Emerald City, Tri-Ess.

Attended Esprit ’91, ’92. 5’7", 150,

50, brown hair and eyes. Interested

in sewing, weaving, spinning,

woodworking, computers, and

reading. “Go out dressed three or

four times a month and pass, day or

night. Like to meet other TVs who

pass and would like to go out week

nights. Like to correspond with

others in NW.”
Emily Thomas, P O Box 2799,

Woodinville WA 98072-2799

(WA-3119)

JANET A. (WA) (#62)

6’2", 185, slim, and want to be

more feminine. Interested in

gardening, doing nothing, eatingout,

helping others, and beingashe/male.

“Have crossdressed for many years.

Would appreciate a woman who

could accept and encourage a male

to be feminine and have a woman to

woman and male to woman
relationship. Am considering

hormones. TV with strong TS
tendencies. Love you all!”

Janet A. (WA-3322)

DONNA S. (AK) (#62)

Member Berdache Society.

Lifelong TV, 5’9", 35, 145.

“Enjoy being dressed en femme

in public, short skirts, downhill

skiing, hunting, and fishing. Will

answer all letters.”

Donna S. (AK-2247)

NORA JEAN YORK (AK) (#62)

Member Berdache Society.

Participant Coronation ’89. “I’m

fun, feminine, sincere, loving, sexy.

I enjoy cooking, sewing, biking, and

using my home computer. 1 enjoy

watching videos and making them.

1 adore sexy clothing and lingerie. 1

am constantly working to bring forth

the woman from within.”

Nora Jean York, P O Box

203134, Anchorage AK 99520-

3134 (AK-1425)

SUSANNE TAYLOR (AK) (#60)

MWM,34,6’3". “Still working

at making it to a public function to

continue my education as 1 continue

to growand understand about myself

and life. Welcome all letters from

others, and will promptly respond to

same. Love being dressed and

feeling free to be me.”

Susanne T. (AK-2422)

MICKEY T. (AK) (#63)

Member Alaska Alliance for

Gender Education. MWM, TS, 6',

brown hair, blue eyes. Interested in

cooking and sewing. “Am a

computer enthusiast wishing to

correspond with others via BBS or

mail. Believe the time is right forall

to come out of the closet and stand

up for our rights.”

Mickey T. (AK-3179)

BOBBIE WENDY TUCEY (AK)

(#63)

49, married, TV, understanding

grown ch ildren, Jewish, 5 ’5", brown

hair, green eyes. Interested in skiing,

flying, computers, art. “Have

understanding wife. Love to be a

woman as much as I can. Would

like to meet others who are not happy

with the sex they were born into.

Am a metal sculptor.”

Bobbie W. Tucey (AK-3314)

MICHELINE JOHNSON (ON
CAN) (#62)

Former TS, now happily post-

op (May 1990). “Thank you all for

your support and friendship in the

past, and during my transition. Iam

no longer looking for new
correspondence or friendship from

within the gender community or

from outside my home town

(Ottawa). I need someone close at

hand. Apologies to those to whom I

did not write back, due to work

overload. Love to you all.”

Micheline Johnson, P O Box

9155, Sin. T, Ottawa, ON, K1G 3T9

(CAN-0560)

CAROLYN ALEXANDER (ON

CAN) (#64)

“I’m a 40-something attractive

and soph isticatedbi WMMCD.well
and truly educated with a sensuous,

caring attitude. I pass easily and

love tobe totally feminine. Looking

for intimate friendship with readers

having similar make-up who wish

to meet or correspond.”

Carolyn Alexander, Box 7115,

VanierPO, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

K1L8E3 (CAN-1087)

YVETTE DUCHAUME (CAN)

(#62)

Member Tri-Ess. Attended

Fantasia Fair ’89, '90, ’91. Board

member, Outreach Institute. Pre-op

TS. 5’11", 175, S. Fortyish. Live

alone. Interested in all femme things,



fashion, makeup, travel, reading, big

band music, walking, movies. “I

enjoy corresponding very much. My
femme personality is classical type.

Would like to correspond, form new

friendships, and help others.”

Yvette D. (CAN-1632)

ALLISON JENNIFER BRENT
(AL CAN) (#63)

Member Phi Sigma. MWM,
hetero CD, 5’9", 170, mid 60’s and

very fit, brown hair, brown eyes.

Interested in Big Band era music,

racquet sports, hiking and canoeing.

“I am married to a wonderful gal

who is aware of my CD interests, but

prefers to remain uninvolved. I enjoy

dressing and making ‘Allison’ just

as feminine as she can be.”

Allison B. (CAN-1656)

ROBYN H. (CAN) (#61)

Member of Tri-Ess and Toronto

Crossdressers Club. 5 ’8", 150, 37,

single, brunette. Interested in

cooking and tennis. “I like to dress

tastefully, not flashily. Have been

dressing since I was fourteen years

old. Looking for an understanding

female friend.”

Robyn H. (CAN-2033)

PRICILLA BEAULIEU (QUE
CAN) (#61)

Bilingual French-speaking

journalistand writerfrom Montreal,

40, 5’6", 150. Interested in physics,

literature, travel, politics, etc. “I am
a masculine looking male, bearded,

dress only in private. Live with

children and girl friend. She knows

but does not participate. Am
interested in exploring all aspects of

crossgender experience through

correspondence, in French, if

possible.”

Pricilh E. (CAN-2142)

ROBYN V. (CAN) (#61)

MW hetero TV. 46.

Professional. Interested in boating,

theater, music, skiing, and travel.

“Looking forward to hearing from

other TV/TS’s to share experiences

in ourinsatiable quest forfemininity.
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I enjoy venturing out publicly in

conservative dressand makeup. The

utmost discretion appreciated and

assured.”

Robyn V. (CAN-2449)

CHRISTINE B. (BC CAN) (#63)

Married, 40, 6', 165, TS
oriented, with supportive wife. “My
primary interests lie in raising my
children, fulfilling relationship with

my wife, and exploring the potential

of my career. Having read Kyndel

Kellis’ article in Issue #55, I have

embraced the concept of Berdache.

Have only been out dressed twice.

Need clear understanding of the legal

ramifications of being read before

pushing my luck. Would appreciate

feedback.”

Christine B. (CAN-2474)

IIELGA DAIILKE (ONT CaN)
(#61)

5 ’8", 150, 64, hetero TV,

married to a slightly supportive wife.

Feminine, shy, not out of the closet

yet, getting started again. "I like

being dressed in nylon, satin, lacy

feminine attire. Interests include

camping (Owen Sound area),

ballroom, square, and round dancing.

Like to spend winters in Florida.

Wish to meet others from my general

area who have their wives’ support,

for help and friendship."

Helga D. (CAN-2759)

GABRIELLE P. (ON CAN) (#69)

63, 6’3", muscular, walk daintily

in heels in spite of size. Interested in

high fashion shoes & lingerie. "In

order to meet other TVs, I operate a

bed & breakfast inn in my old

schoolhouse/home in Singhampton.

I love people to drop in.”

Gabrielle P. (CA-2918)

DAYE D. PAYNTER (ON CAN)
(#61)

36, 5’H", 150, blue eyes,

dancer’s figure. “I feel like a child

taking her first steps. I want to be a

woman when I grow up. Am in need

of friends, support, guidance, to

share with. Professional singer/

songwriter, artist, with very large,

soon-to-be-realized dreams. I draw

my inspiration and lifeblood form

the woman inside.”

Daye P. (CAN-2913)

MINA (QUE CAN) (#61)

Events Attended Dressing for

Pleasure. 6', 170, TV, with very

supportive wife. “Our interests are

varied. We travel frequently. We
enjoy fantasy development and role

playing as part of our ‘Rituals of

Belonging.’ Although I am
passable, we are looking for methods

to further increase my femininity.

Interested in couples who share our

aspirations. Discretion expected and

assured, as we both have

professional careers.”

Mina & Princess Shelba, P O
Box 664, Beaconsfield, QUEBEC,
Canada H9W 5V3 (CAN-2955)

ROBERTA S. (ONT CAN) (#62)

5’8", 250, full beard. Interested

in baseball, football, dressing at

home. “At a crossroads in life. At

forty-nine, experiencing a breath of

fresh air. This decision might cause

the break up of my fifteen-year

marriage. My wife knew about my
wearing panties and disapproved.

When she finds about the rest, all

hell isgoing to break loose. Hope to

find someone able to help me find

my way as a hetero crossdresser.”

Roberta S. (CAN-3134)

KAREN W. (CAN) (#62)

Hetero CD, 5’9", 145, 40,

coming out again. Interested in

books, stockings. “Been a

crossdresser si nee I was a teenager.

I enjoy the feel of stockings against

my legs. Looking forward to getting

out more as a woman.”

Karen W. (CAN-3140)

MICIIELLE JOHNSON (CAN)

(#61)

Member Cornbury Society

(Vancouver). Attended Esprit ’91.

5 ’7", 150, early 40 ’s, 12, hetero CD.
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Supportive wife. “I love to be a

feminine, fashionable girl, and dress

appropriately for the occasion. I

regularly go shopping and enjoy

theater and fine dining. Would like

to correspond with and/or meet

others in the Vancouver area who
have similar interests.”

Michelle J. (CAN-3164)

ERICA JAYNE R. (CAN) (#62)

Attended 1988 Coronation Ball

in Vancouver. 5’10", 170, single.

Friendly, fun, and outgoing.

Interested in flying, motorcycling,

all things feminine. “Love going

out as Erica. Friends know about

her. Looking for people for

friendship and girl-talk. Open,

honest, and discreet. Would like to

hear from others, especially in the

Vancouver and Seattle area. Photo

and phone appreciated.”

Erica Jayne R. (CAN-3323)

BROOKE ROBERTS (CAN)
(#62)

Member Tri-Ess, Illusions,

Calgary. Attended Esprit ’92.

Interested in reading, skiing,

traveling, makeup and dressing.

MWM, 6', 165, supportive wife.

Frequently travel western Canada

and northwest US. Also eastern

Canada and US occasionally on

business. “Enjoy going out dressed

and meeting TV/TSs and females

during my travels. Will also

correspond.”

Brooke Roberts (CAN-3359)
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JENNIFER BLAKE (CAN) (#63)

Married, hetero, extremely

supportive wife, 27, very passable,

love to go out and enjoy myself as a

female. Interested in writing stories,

fiction and non-fiction, shopping,

and helping other to enjoy the

feminine lifestyle. “Married in 1990

en femme, written book about

experience, and produced a video

helping other sisters with makeup

and showing my entire wardrobe.

Wouldlove tohearfrom othersisters

who are in need of a friend and love

to write.”

Ms. Jennifer Blake, P O Box

66583, Sloney Creek P O, Stoney

Creek, Ontario, Canada, E8G-5E5

(CAN-3385)

KRISTY BEVERLY LYNN
(CAN) (#64)

W,5’9", 180, clean, nonsmoker.

Interested in carpentry, model

railroading, architecture, horseback

riding, swimming, travel. “Enjoy

nonsexual pleasure of feminine

expression. Shy, seek long-term

relationshipwith clean, white female.

Intention matrimony, love, and

guidance. Prefer Chicago or

Charlotte.”

Kristy L. (CAN-3502)

ANDREA FERNANDINI (PR)

(#63)

5’7", 150, white, romantic, and

sincere. Interested in books, art,

theater.

Andrea F. (PR-2817)

ROBERTA J. CAMPBELL (PR)

(#64)

6’2", 225, brown hair, brown

eyes, single, 44. Bookworm and

avid movie collector. “I’m a pre-op

TS. Looking to write, talk and mingle

with others who share the same

problem. Also interested in forming

a support group in Puerto Rico.”

Robert C. (PR-2838)

LAURA MORENO (MEX) (#63)

Attended Fantasia Fair.

Separated WM, 40, 5’10", 140,

brown hair and eyes. Interested in

dancing, cooking, music. Work in

the human sexuality field giving

workshops and courses. “Lifelong

CD, passable at times (too tall for a

Mexican girl). Just coming out of

the closet and trying to join or form

a TV/TS group in Mexico City for

mutual support. Wanttohelppeople

to avoid having to go through what

I went through. Where are you my
Mexican sisters?”

Laura Moreno (MEX-2670)

ANNE FORRESTER
(SCOTLAND) (#64)

MemberScottish TV/TS Group,

GrampionGenderGroup. Attended

Coming Together, Fantasia Fair.

Hetero CD, separated, 61 going on

40. Writerandeditor(Ph.D.). Travel,

read, and write. Edit The Tartan

Skirt . Live 50% as a woman.

“Conservatively dressed lady who

loves heels, hose, and ballgowns.

Pass well. Often travel dressed.

Willing to help. Like to hear from

sisters in Europe and sympathetic

genetic women.”

Anne F. (SCOTLAND-2791)

KAREN BARCLAY
(ENGLAND) (#62)

Single, TV, 24. Tall, slim,

friendly. Interestedin movies, dining

out, current affairs, fashions, and

cosmetics. “I have crossdressed for

a number of years. These days, I am

confident and happy with who I am.

I’m interested in being a sounding

board, someone to share things with,

a shoulder to cry on. I’mcaringand

discreet. Please write, I’d love to

hear from you.”

Karen L. Barclay, P O Box 449,

Reading, RG1 5AT ENGLAND
(ENG-3191)

HELEN S. (FRANCE) (#62)

Member Trans-CCL (Paris).

TV, 57, 5’11", blonde. Enjoy

everything feminine. Interested in

classical music, arts, reading, biking.

“I especially enjoy writing or

meeting with sisters and

understanding ladies. Wish contact

with other European members.”

Helen S. (FRA-2178)

SUSANNEANDERS (AUSTRIA)

(#64)

Member FPE SWEDEN. 52,

5’8", 180. Middleaged, 16/18, quiet

CD since almost forever. Interested

in travel, camping, music,

cosmopolitan interests, fashion. “1

would like to communicate with

otherCDs or interested people. Am
married, supported, but not

understood. Have participated in

meetings in Sweden and in the

USA.”

Susanne Anders, P O Box 182,

A-1210 Vienna, (AUSTRIA-2774)

YVONNE THOMPSON
(GERMANY) (#65)

Hetero TV, 5 ’9", 158, reddish

brown hair, almost passable.

Interested in photography, jazz of

the 40’s and 50’s, traveling.

“I enjoy any opportunity to be

Yvonne. 1 like fine lingerie, ladylike

clothing, pretty shoes, and perfect

makeup. Wife does tolerate, but is

not supportive. Have been dressed

upmany timesin public. Wouldlike

to correspond with sisters in Europe

and in the USA.”

Yvonne Thompson (GER-
3050)

JENNY SAND (NORWAY) (#63)

MemberFPE-Northem Europe.

Attended Fantasia Fair ’90, ’91. TV,

38, 5’8", 120. Enjoys low-budget

world travel, meeting warm, open-

minded, humorous people. Interests

include literature, music, art and film.

“Love to feel feminine. Go out

dressed with friends and other club

members asoftenaslcan. Interested

in hearing from anyone, especially

sisters in Europe. Please, write!”

Jenny S. (NOR-2584)
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AUSTRALIA

MARINA LANG (AUS) (#63)

Member Seahorse Club of

Victoria. Participant Cup Eve Ball,

Arts Ball. TS, 194 cm (6 ’6"), blonde.

Enjoys classical music, oil painting,

theater, concerts, eating out in

restaurants, fashion, and dress

design. “I would like to hear from

other very tall IFGE members.”

Marina Lang, G.P.O. Box

1177K, Melbourne, 3001 Australia

(AUS-0693)

POSEMARY MARYON
LANGTON (HONG KONG) (#63)

Member Beaumont Society,

Tri-Ess, TV/TS Society England.

MWM, 59. Interested in Victorian,

JOYCE D.CHAMPION (JAPAN)

(#63)

5’8", 155,30. LifelongTVwith

TS tendencies. Interested in

empowering others to achieve their

lifetime goals. BS in Education.

Enjoy intelligent, provocative

conversation. Thrilled by lingerie,

high heels, beautiful nails, silk and

frou-frou. Love to dance, write

music, sing, play piano, and do

domestic chores while en femme.

Travel to the States a couple of times

a year. Discretion expected and

assured. Photos welcome.”

Joyce C. (Japan -3272)

Subscribe to the
newsletter

dedicated to

serving the needs of

the contemporary
crossdressing
community

Feminique
Lively, educational & informative, Feminique

is a newsletter/journal filled with editorials &
feature articles, make-up & dressing advice,

opinions, interviews, profiles & more. Send

$35 for an annual subscription, or $5 for a

sample issue. Mail your check today to:

Feminique, 12423 Hedges Run Drive,

Suite 144, Lake Ridge, VA 22192

Japanese, maternity, and little girls’

clothing. Dressmaking, entertaining

TVs, and correspondence world-

wide. “Lifelong, dedicated TV.

Have enjoyed my dual life since I

came out in ’61. Spouse and adult

family accept. All facial hair gone,

can style own hair. Pass easily.

Retiring soon, looking forward to

visit TVs and events world-wide.”

Rosemary Langton, G.P.O. Box

9171, Hong Kong (HK-1792)

JOAN C. (JAPAN) (#65)

Black, heterosexual, TV, 5’ 10",

185. “Married to a loving Japanese

woman who has become
understanding of my need to

crossdress. Am very shy, and would

love to come out of the closet, but

the nature of my profession prevents

it. Enjoy mathematics, reading

Japanese, computers, chess, and

Japanese shogi. Would love to meet

and correspond with CD/TV/TS.

Please write.”

YOUR FEMININITY
WHAT IS IT? WHERE DID IT COME FROM?

As TV's and TS's well know, there is a feminine urge within them that they cannot explain

and cannot escape from. It is a part of them in conflict with the rigidly established role

to which modern culture expects them to conform. In the words of one transsexual, it

is an “uninvited dilemma’’

Now there is a philosophy that totally explains this feminine urge. A philosophy, scientifically-

grounded, that allows the “Feminine Principle" to become the basis for a much greater

understanding of the individual self, and the world around us. It is the truth that will set

you free.

The Daughters of Isis present the Lost Lessons, an extended philosophical and spiritual

voyage of discovery, in search of the balance and wisdom of the Feminine Principle. On

this journey, the “reality" of our modern male/hate/war/destruction-oriented society is

turned upside down, revealing a wondrous world in which the enlightened feminine values

of peace, love and connectedness to the natural order prevail.

MUST READING FOR TV’S & TS’S
A 13-lesson subscription is $34. Send check or money order (or SASE to learn more about

your female spirituality) to DAUGHTERS OF ISIS, Box 46868, LA, CA 90046

Baugtjters of 3ats

JoanC. (APO-3083)



The TV/TS
Tapestry Journal. A tasteful, comprehensive publication for all

persons interested in crossdressing and the transsexual phenomena:

Members of the crossdressing and transsexual

communities, their families, and their friends.

Medical, mental health, and legal professionals.

Commercial and professional service providers.

Educators, students and researchers.

CONFIDENTIALITY !

... All packages are plainly wrapped 'paranoid-proof for your comfort and conveinience. The return address
merely includes; P.O. BOX 367, Wayland, MA 021 1

7

... None of the information included in our database is shared with any other organization no matter how meai
ingful their intention, thus no unwanted junk mail.

... If at any time you care to be removed from our mailing list merely send the Foundation a written request anr

all information will promptly be erased.

... To increase your level of comfort we might suggest getting a P.O. Box. Remember, without an outlet for

communication (ie, the mail), no support organizations can serve you. You owe it to yourself!



I.F.G.E PUBLICATIONS - REPRINTS ***

PRICE LIST
TV-TS TAPESTRY JOURNAL,

Current issue: ... $12.00

The most comprehensive publication on the sub-

Ict of transvestism and transsexualism available in

e worid today. World's largest personal listings

rectory.

TV-TS TAPESTRY JOURNAL,
Back Issues...

i9 - $6.00 #40-46 - $8.00 per copy #52-56 - $1 0.00

»r copy #57-59- $12.00 per copy

CURRENT DIRECTORY OF ORGANI-
SATIONS AND SERVICES (#1 1) ...$5.00

Lists the non-profit support organizations and

:lping services. From the pages of “Tapestry".

RELIGION (#14) ...$5.00

A collection of editorials, articles, and letters

aling with the subject of crossdressing and religion

jited from the TV-TS Tapestry Journal Issues 33

rough 52.

WIVES, PARTNERS AND OTHERS (#16)

$10.00 plus $1.50 S&H: total $11.50

A collection of editorials, articles, and letters of

>ecial interest to wives and significant others of cross-

essers Edited from the TV-TS Tapestry Issues 33

rough 57.

THE TRANSVESTITE AND HIS WIFE,

/ Virginia Prince (#21) ... $1 0.00 plus $1 .00 S&H
total $11.00

All the problems and pleasures of transvestism

scussed in detail - especially as they affect the marital

Jationship. (A classic.)

UNDERSTANDING CROSS-DRESS-
J G, by Virginia Prince (#22) $11.00 plus $1.00

&H ; total $12.00

This publication represents the views, observa-

jns, and outlook of Doctor Virginia Prince and is

tended to provide a path toward understanding

HOW TO BE A WOMAN THOUGH
IALE, by Virginia Prince (#23) $1 2.00 plus $1 .00

&H
;

total $13.00

A guide dealing with the basics of male-to-female

•ossdressing. (A classic.)

TRANSVESTITES AND TRANSSEXU-
,LS: Toward a Theory of Cross-Gender
Behavior, by Dr. Richard F. Docter

#428784) $35.00 plus $2.50 S&H; total $37.50

A "must" for anyone who owns a personal library

jh crossdressing The book represents 10 years of

jriginal research. Dr, Richard Doctor has become a

lue friend of our community, and has produced one of

he finest scholarly works on the subjects of transves-

[sm and transsexualism ever written. Every commu-
fity member should read this book.

Form O I- -0592)

ART AND ILLUSION: A Guide to

Crossdressing (2nd edition) (#26) $12.00plus

$1.00 S&H
;
total $13.00

A concise illustrated guide by JoAnne (Roberts

for the first-time male-to-female crossdresser. Cov-

ers makeup, figure creation, outerwear and acces-

sories, styles, colors, "do's and don't’s",ect.

ART AND ILLUSION COMPANION
(#40) $1 0.00 plus $1 .00 S&H

;
total $1 1 .00

Compliments 'Art and Illusion
1

. Includes a

step-by-step makeup guide wiin a dozen photo

pages, and new information on howto create cleav-

age, cosmetic surgery, clothing styles, makeup for

ethnic skin and much more.

INTERNATIONAL TRANSCRIPT:
(#112) ... $8.00 plus $1.50 S&H; total $9.50

From the publishers of 'Ladylike' comes a new
magazine filled with transgender news and politically

active commentary from around the globe. Features

such as the personal TranScript interview and the

Photo TransScript come from some of the best minds

in our own and other minority communities.

FANTASTIC WOMEN: Sex, Gender
and Transvestism, by Annie Woodhouse (#38)

... $14.00 plus $1.50 S&H; total $15.50

What distinguishes ‘Fantastic Women' is its femi-

nist perspective. It is the first book to explore transves-

tism from the standpoint of the politics of gender.

SPEAKING AS A WOMAN, by Alison

Laing (#29) $1 0.00 plus $1 .00 S&H
;
total $11.00

A voice training guide for those who desire to

communicate in a more feminine manner.

THE SPIRIT AND THE FLESH, by

Walter L. Williams (#30) ... SI 5.00 plus $2.50

S&H; total $17.50

This landmark study of the American Indian

Berdache documents how tribal cultures venerated

these special people It is a valuable sourcebook,

bringing together a wealth of information on the

status of gender-variant males in a wide variety of

Native American societies.

MY HUSBAND WEARS MY
CLOTHES, by Peggy J. Rudd, Ed.D (#31)

$10.00 plus $1.50 S&H; total $11.50

The expression ''Clothes don't make the man,"

has never had greater meaning. Dr. Rudd is the wife

of a crossdresser. The emotion of the book comes
from her heart, ana the credibility from a strong

educational background.

CROSSDRESSER'S INTERNA-
TIONAL SHOPPING GUIDE, 1991 EDITION
(#46) ...$8.00 plus $1.50 S&H; total $9.50.

Published by JMPG of Burbank. The most com-
prehensive collection of shopping information for the

cross-dresser.

CROSSDRESSER'S QUARTERLY
(#47) ...$7.00 plus $1.50 S&H; total $8.50

Published by JMPG of Burbank Current & back

issues on fashion, beauty, photos, news and more..

COPING WITH CROSSDRESSING by

JoAnn Roberts, Ph.D. (#111) ...$12.00 plus $1.50

S&H; total $13.50

Tools and strategies for partners in commited

relationships.

TRANSVESTITITES by Magnus
Hirschfeld, M.D. (#049) ...$37.95 plus $2.50 S&H;
total : $40.45

This famous 1910 study on the erotic drive to

crossdress translated by Michael A Lombardi-Nash,

Ph.D. is considered one of the best in the field and is

a 'must have' for any library..

CROSSDRESSING WITH DIGNITY:

The Case Fore Transcending Gender
Lines, by Peggy J. Rudd, Ed.D (#42) ... $12.95

plus $1.50 S&H; total $14.45

“Is society ready for men who openly express

femininity?" “Can a man transcend gender lines and

maintain his own sense of self-worth and dignity?"

Over 800 crossdressers are surveyed for the basis

for this book This provocative book addresses

conflicts and provides solutions

BODY PACKAGING: A GUIDE TO
HUMAN SEXUAL DISPLAY, by Julian

Robinson (#35) ... $27.00 plus $2.50 S&H; total

$29.50

A copiously and stunningly illustrated book

about body adornment in all its fascinating forms.

TRANSFORMATIONS: CROSS-
DRESSERS & THOSE WHOLOVETHEM
photographs byMariette Pathy Allen (#32)

$24.95 plus $2.50 S&H; total $27.45

An intimate and compassionate photographic

journal focusing on gender expression Hailed by

the professional and art communities alike. The
book you're looking for! (Limited supply available)

VESTED INTERESTS;
Cross-dressing and Cultural Anxiety by

Marjorie Garber (#110) ...$35.00 plus $2.50 S&H;
total $37.50

Beginning with the bold claim “There can be no

culture without the transvestite", this book starts a 500

page exploration of the nature and significance of

cross-dressing and of the West's recurring fascination

with it.

BODY GUARDS, edited by J. Epstein

& K. Straub (#115) ... $16.95 plus $1 .50 S&H;
total $18.45

A collection of essays investigates ambigu-

ously gendered bodies that defy ideologically pro-

duced gender boundaries. Valid insight into cross-

dressing and androgyny through the ages Includes

Sandy Stone's posttranssexual manifesto, “The

Empire Strikes Back"

iTleiise complete tfr ether si<U’l
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HORMONES, 1992 EDITION

by Sheila Kirk, MD (#17)

... $8.00 plus $1.50 S&H: total $9.50

This second edition, revised and updated, is

an important educational resource for persons

interested in hormone therapy. It is the "essen-

tial " primer for both F to M and M to F individuals.

GENDER BLENDING: Confronting

the Limits Of Duality, by Holly Devor (#34) ...

$1 3.00 plus $1 .50 S&H; total $1 4.50

Gender Blending is a major contribution to the

understanding of gender. Working with a small group

of females who were frequently mistaken for men,

Holly examines the social construction of gender and

its implications for the lives of gender blending fe-

males and for society in general.

FROM FEMALE TO MALE: The Life

of Jack Bee Garland, by Louis Sullivan (#39)

... $8.95 plus $1.50 S&H; total $10.45

The fascinating story of a brave and compas-

sionate soul, a pioneer explorer who ventured across

gender boundaries before the turn of the 20th cen-

tury.

INFORMATION FOR THE FEMALE
TO MALE CROSS-DRESSER AND
TRANSSEXUAL, by Louis Sullivan (#43) ...

$10.00 plus $1.50 S&H; total $11.50

Addresses the unique issues and needs of the

female-to-male. Includes passing tips, information

on hormones and sex reassignment, and much
more.

MY STORY, byCaroline Cossey (#116)

paper- $10.95 plus $1.50 S&H
;
total $12.45

Caroline (International model; TULA)
Coffey's frank and uninhibited narrative of her life as

a transsexual. A tale of two battles: a woman's fight

for the body she needs to survive, and her struggle

against ignorance for the rights she deserves.

FROM MASCULINE TO FEMININE
AND ALL POINTS IN BETWEEN, by Jennifer

Ann Stevens (#37) ... $1 9.95 plus $2.50 S&H; total

$22.45

Easy to read, easy to understand guide for any

TV, CD,TS, SO, helping professional. Terms, ward-

robe, makeup, body language, voice, hormones, cu-

ing, significant others, living full time, the operation,

growth, and more. Everything you've ever wanted to

know about the “T' phenomenon.

TRANSSEXUALISM (#15) ...$10.00 plus

$1.00 S&H
;
total $11.00

A collection of editorials, articles, and letters

dealing with the subject of M-F and F-M transsexual-

ism. Edited from the TV-TS Tapestry Journal Issues 33

through 52.

THE UNINVITED DILEMMA:
A Question of Gender, byKim E. Stuart (#113)

...$12.95 plus $1.50 S&H; total $14.45

Stuart's painstaking research presents with com-

passion the condition and feelings of Transsexuality

with current and accurate info.

THE TRANSSEXUAL’S SURVIVAL
GUIDE, by JoAnne Altman Stringer (#41) $21.50

plus $1 .00 S&H
;
total $22.50

JoAnne, a marned post-op TS woman, covers

everything the therapist didn't tell you and then some.

Counseling, economics, employment, dealing with

friends, family, etc., and much more General enough

for both M-t-F and F-t-M

LEGAL ASPECTS OF TRANSSEXUAL-
ISM - 1 990 EDITION, by Sr. Mary Elizabeth, SSE

(#36) $10.00 plus $1.00 S&H
;
total $11.00

A primary reference concerning legal issues and

precedence.

’METAMORPHOSIS - MAN INTO
WOMAN’ (#102) $49.95 plus $3.50 P&H
Total: $53.45

A movie made for a PBS series, 58

minutes, color, directed by Lisa Leeman

'HUSBANDS & WIVES, BESTFRIENDS
& LOVERS' (#101) $25.00 plus $2.50 S&H
Total: $27.50

Face to face discussions with cross-

dressers and their partners, 83 minutes,

produced by Donna Mobley

'SPEAKING AS A WOMAN’ (#103)

$32.45 plus $2.50 S&H Total: $34.95

Alison conducts a workshop based on

her bestselling book. Now see & hear her

techniques. 45 minutes, produced by

Alison Laing*

'ART & ILLUSION; TRICKS & TIPS”

(#104) $32.45 plus$2.50 S&H Total: $34.95

Tricks like these the makeup manuals

don't teach.A great addition to anyone's

makeup kit. Compliments her two makeup
guides. 55 minutes, produced by

JoAnn Roberts*

'LADYLIKE DEPORTMENT' (#105)

$32.45 plus $2.50 S&H Total: $34.95

Learn the art of standing, sitting, walking

and carrying yourself like a lady, produced by

Paula Jordan Sinclair*

'WHATIS FEMININITY?' (#106) $32.45

plus $2.50 S&H Total: $34.95

Some say 90% of passing is attitude.

This tape explores the social construction of

femininity, produced by Alison Laing*

* CDS Videos

Mailing name & address: _ Total from Page 1:

__ Total from Page 2:

Total $ Enclosed:

Unless otherwise specified, shipping and handling is included in the price.

Please allow six to eight weeks lor delivery. Make checks and/or money orders payable to:

"IFGE", P.O. Box 367, Wayland, MA 0177M

Visa/MasterCard #: gX p £)ale .

(6% service charge will he added for all Visa/MasterCard orders)

NOTE: I.F.G.E. is strictly notfor profit. All proceedsfrom the sale ofpublications and
reprints will be used in sendee to the cross-gender community.
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INTERNATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR GENDER EDUCATION
TV-TS TAPESTRY JOURNAL

International Foundation for Gender Education, TV-TS Tapestry Journal

P.O. Box 367, Wayland, MA 01778 (617) 899-2212 (617) 894-8340

Offices: 6 Cushing St., 2nd FI, Waltham, MA 02154

All information given on this form is strictly confidential.

No names and addresses are given to others. Any information you give is helpful, but not required.

Date: Adopted name (if applicable):

MAILING NAME & ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE: (Special mailing and phoning instructions (how to mail, when to call, etc.)

PLEASE CHECK:

LIBRARY SUBSCRIPTION $30.00 ($45.00 1st class postage, foreign) This is a special subscription rate for

school and public libraries only.

REGULAR SUBSCRIPTION (U.S.A., Puerto Rico) $40.00 ($55.00 1st class postage) Includes a subscription

for four consecutive issues of the TV-TS Tapestry Journal, and a free personal listing in the Tapestry for the

duration of the subscription. (Upon request, $10.00 from each subscription will be rebated to the non-profit TV-

TS support organization of the subscriber’s choice.)

REGULAR SUBSCRIPTION (Canada, Mexico, Overseas Surface) $55.00 ($65.00 Overseas Airmail) Same
as above.

IFGE SUPPORTER (U.S.A., Puerto Rico) $100.00 ($115.00 1st class postage) Same as above, plus the ‘IFGE

Update’. For persons who wish to be more active or supportive of IFGE’s programs and services. Also

includes discounts for selected IFGE sponsored events (such as the annual ‘Coming Together’ convention).

(Upon request $10.00 from the supporting membership will be rebated to the non-profit TV-TS support

organization of the subscriber’s choice.)

IFGE SUPPORTER (Canada, Mexico, Overseas Surface) $115.00 ($125.00 Overseas Airmail) Same as

above.

IFGE BENEFACTOR $500.00. Same as first class Supporter, $55.00 will be used for subscription
, and $445.00

will be treated as a contribution, $200.00 of which will be deposited in the General Fund, and $245.00 will

be deposited in the Winslow Street Endowment Fund.

CONTRIBUTOR AMOUNT $ All contributions to IFGE are tax deductible.

Would you like your contribution to be used for a specific purpose? Please specify:

Make checks and money orders payable in U.S. Funds to ‘IFGE’ or ‘Tapestry’. Send this

completed form and your check or money order to: ‘IFGE’, P.O. Box 367, Wayland, MA 01778.

Visa/Master Card #: Exp. Date:
FORM RF-0592
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TV-TS TAPESTRY PERSONAL LISTING FORM

HOW TO PLACE A PERSONAL LISTING:

Fill out the form below. Please note that there is a word limit of FIF1T WORDS for the text. Your ad will be

edited for length and for taste. Please de discreet. Also, note that we will only publish addresses that are Post

Office box numbers as part of the ad. No home addresses will be published in the Personal Listings. The number

next to your name is the last issue ofTAPESTRY you will presently receive on your subscription. The number

at the end of your ad will be your subscription number.

WHO MAY PLACE A PERSONAL LISTING:

1.

) Only up-to-date IFGE Subscribers and Supporting Members may advertise. As a subscriber your personal listing

is free of charge for the duration of your subscription. Your mail will also be forwarded to you at no cost to

you.

2.

) Your personal listing will be in ‘the Tapestry’ and will continue to be published for the duration of your

subscription. You may withdraw or change your listing at any time.

3.

) No sexually oriented wording or photos will be accepted.

4.

) Unless otherwise stated, legal names and addresses will not be placed in the Tapestry. If you do not want your

address published but want your mail forwarded, write “C/O TAPESTRY” on the bottom line.

HOW TO RESPOND TO A PERSONAL LISTING:

1.

) If the address is given in the personal listing, write directly to that address.

2.

) If there is no address given, follow these instructions exactly:

A.) Place your letter in an unstamped envelope.

B.) Pencil in the name, state prefix, and membership number (given at the bottom of the listing). (Be sure to

use pencil so the name can be erased.)

C.) Include $1.00 (for postage and handling) for each piece to be forwarded.

D.) Place the letters to be forwarded inside another envelope and mail to: TAPESTRY, P.O. BOX 367,

WAYLAND, MA 01778

PERSONAL LISTING (limit 50 words):

Adopted name: Member of:

Major events attended / awards received:

Personal description: ________________

Interests:

Comments:

Mailing name/address as you want it to appear in the Tapestry. (If you do not want your mailing name

or address published, write: “c/o Tapestry”!):
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A common public and professional misconception is to relate

GENDER identification with SEX orientation. This is just not so.

Crossdressing & Transsexuality profoundly affect a significant minority of the

World's population, yet correct knowlege of these conditions is marginal.

The solution to ignorance. . . educationl

The International Foundation for Qender Education functions as an information

resource for helping professionals, the community they serve, and the general

public. IFQE is also a publisher of gender-related materials and is a

communications central for over 200 support organizations around the globe.

IFGE; insight through understanding.

P.O. Box 367, Wayland MA 01778 (617) 899-2212

xhelNTERNATIONAL FOUNDATION for GENDER EDUCATION


